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INTRODUCTION.

AS inquiries into the topography and an-

tiquities ofAthens require a frequent reference

to the primeval history of the Athenians, and

to their mythology, which differed in many re-

spects from that of the rest of Greece, it is

intended, in a few preliminary pages, to recall

to the reader's recollection those parts of the

history of Athens, whether real or fabulous,

which are most necessary to the elucidation of

its topography and antiquities. The remainder

of this Introduction will be devoted to a rapid

view of the progressive ruin of ancient Athens,

and of those monuments of art, which were its

peculiar distinction.

There can be no stronger proof of the early

civilization of Athens than the remote period
to which its history is carried in a clear and

consistent series. We have some reason to be-

lieve that Cecrops, an Egyptian, who brought
fromSais the worship ofNeith(by the Athenians

b
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called 'AOijVij), was contemporary with Moses.

It is probable that, even before that time, the

worship of Jupiter had been introduced into

Athens from Crete. The rock of the Acropolis,

which at that early period contained all the

habitations of the Athenians, received from

Cecrops the name of Cecropia.

Among the successors of Cecrops, those

whose names have been chiefly recorded in

Athenian tradition are, 1. Amphictyon, son of

Deucalion of Thessaly, who is said to have suc-

ceeded to the throne in right of his wife Atthis,

daughter of Cranaus, a native Athenian, who

succeeded Cecrops. 2. Erechtheus the first,

who, by later writers, is called Erichthonius 1
.

He set up an image of Minerva, made of olive

wood, in the Cecropia, and instituted festivals,

called Athenaea, in the Attic cities, which were

then twelve in number. Erechtheus was fabled

to have been the son of Neptune and of the

Earth, to have been educated by Minerva, to

have been her assistant in the invention of war-

1 In reconciling the authorities, relating to the ancient

history of Athens, it is a very important preliminary to esta-

blish the identity of Erichthonius with Erechtheus the first.

For this purpose it is sufficient to compare Homer (II. /3. v.

552.) and Herodotus
(1. 8. c. 55.) with Apollodorus, (1.

3. c.

14.) Lucian, (in Philopseud.) Pausanias, (Attic, c. 2. 18.)

and Aristides the Sophist, (in Minerv. et in Panathen.)
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horses and chariots, and to have been buried

in the temple which he had dedicated to her in

Cecropia, and which, from the circumstance of

his interment in it, was to the latest period

called the Erechtheium. 3. Pandion the first.

In his reign lived Triptolemus, who was sup-

posed to have been instructed in the arts of

agriculture by Ceres, and to have instituted the

Eleusinian mysteries. 4. Erechtheus the second.

He colonized a part of Eubcea, and defeated

Eumolpus, who, with a body of Thracians, had

seized Eleusis
; but he was slain in the action.

The daughters of Erechtheus devoted them-

selves to death, that their father might obtain

success in the Eleusinian war 1
. About the

same time the daughters of Leos were sacrificed,

to avert a contagious sickness, in obedience to

the Delphic oracle, which required human sa-

crifices upon this occasion
2
. These and similar

remains of barbarism appear from Homer to

have prevailed among the Greeks as late as the

time of the Trojan war. 5. ^Egeus, who, after

the direct succession had been considerably
disturbed by the collateral branches, recovered

the throne, and enjoyed a long reign of thirty-

1

Apollod. 1. 3. c. 15.

2 Aristid. in Panathen. Schol. Thucyd. 1. 1 . c. 20. Sui-

das in Awxoptw. JElian. Var. Hist. 1. 12. c. 28. Pausan.

Attic, c. 5.
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nine years. 6. Theseus. In his way to Athens

from Troezen, where he had been living in ob-

scurity, Theseus cleared the country of the rob-

bers who opposed him, and for these brilliant

exploits was acknowledged by ^Egeus and the

Athenians as successor to the throne. He after-

wards relieved Athens from a disgraceful tribute

to the king ofCrete, and, having succeeded to the

royal authority, laid the foundation of the early

pre-eminence of his country, by founding the

Prytaneium, as a court ofjudicature, common to

all Attica, and by establishing the Panathenaea

in the Erechtheium, as a sacred festival for the

whole province. The immediate consequence
of this change, which occurred about the year

1300 B. C., was the decline of the other eleven

Attic cities, a concentration of government in

Athens, and a great increase of population in

Attica, attracted by the security and justice

resulting from the new laws of Theseus.

Homer, the earliest of Greek historians, has

left us a strong confirmation of the reality of

those facts, which are not obviously fabulous,

in the history of the two great heroes of ancient

Attic story, Erechtheus and Theseus 1
. He

O'l $' ag 'AQyvas sT%ov

peyaXrpog Of, w KQT

Qvydrqg, tens

vyi elrev, lay
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notices the temple of Erechtheus, and those

periodical sacrifices of an ox and a sheep, which

we know to have been performed to a very late

period of Athenian superstition
1

;
and with re-

spect to the political changes of Theseus, instead

of naming all the cities of Attica, as he has done

in the other provinces of Greece, he speaks of

Athens alone, and of the people of Erechtheus,

that terrible Ar/^, whose first specimen of

tyranny and ingratitude was the banishment of

their great benefactor himself, whom they left

to die an exile in the island of Scyrus. Theseus

introduced the worship of Venus and Peitho 2
:

that of Apollo Delphinius he appears to have

found already established 3
.

During the six or seven centuries which

elapsed between the Trojan war, and the reign

of Pisistratus, the Athenians seem to have

, TrsgjrgXAo/xevwv lwauro>v

II. B. v. 546.

Another allusion to theErechtheium occurs in the Odyssey,

H. v. 78.

v
lKsTo

'

e$ Mafaflwva xa* eugvdyvi&v
'

AvVS 8" 'E^S^YjQS TfVXIVQV
Jo'jMrOV.

. . .

1 Philochorus et Staphylus ap. Harpocrat. in

2 Pausan. Attic, c. 22.

3 Pausan. Attic, c. 19.
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been not more engaged in foreign wars or in-

ternal commotions than was sufficient to main-

tain their martial spirit and free government,
both of which were essential to the progress

made by them in civilization, commerce, and a

successful cultivation of the arts. The change
of chief magistrate from king to decennial, and

then to annual archon, indicates that gradual

increase of popular authority, which ended in

a purely democratical government. Solon, ap-

parently aware of the evils to which these

changes tended, endeavoured to correct them

by enacting that none but men of a certain

landed property should be eligible to magi-
stracies

;
but the restriction was insufficient, or

at least came too late. The excess of demo-

cratic power led to its usual result; and Pi-

sistratus not only usurped all the functions of

government to himself, but made them heredi-

tary also in the persons of his two sons, which

caused so strong a re-action in favour of de-

mocracy, that Cleisthenes, Cimon, and Pericles

could only direct affairs by flattering the peo-

ple, and adding to their privileges. Hence the

lowest classes were made eligible to all offices,

and were even paid for attending those multitu-

dinous assemblies of the Pnyx and Theatre,

which embarrassed all rational business, and

threw the fate and character of the country
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into the hands of those who might chance to

possess the popular favour.

It was in the early part of this interval of

time 1
, that the Pelasgi, a people of uncertain

origin, but who came to Athens from the north-

ward, fortified the Acropolis for the Athenians,

and obtained a settlement among them. As the

Athenians had already built several temples, it

would seem that the superior skill which re-

commended the Pelasgi to them was chiefly in

the branch of military architecture
; and it is

not improbable that the Greeks were indebted

to these people for that polygonal masonry
which distinguishes some of their most ancient

works of defence 2
.

1 B. C. 1192. Larcher Hist. d'Herod. tome 7.

* In this mode of building, the facing of the wall is entirely

formed of large blocks of stones, which are for the most part

irregular polygons, but which, however varied they may be in

magnitude, or the number oftheir sides, are carefully fitted to-

gether without cement. It has been customary to denominate

this kind ofmasonry Cyclopian ; but without much propriety;

for, from an inspection of the walls of Tiryns, which are cited

by Pausanias, as the most remarkable Cyclopian work in

Greece, as well as from his description of the structure of

those walls, it is evident that they were not formed of artificial

polygons, such as I have just described, but of rude masses

of rock, the interstices of which were filled up with smaller

stones; a mode of building essentially different from the

beautiful masonry seen at Athens, (in the Pnyx), at Argos,

Ambracia, ^Eniadse, and so many other fortresses in Greece.
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In the course of the same ages, we may sup-

pose that several of the Athenian temples were

founded or renewed upon a more magnificent

plan. It was probably about the eighth century
before the Christian gera that the Athenians

built the Hecatompedum, or great temple of

Minerva, in the Acropolis, which was then ren-

dered necessary by the inadequacy of the tem-

ple of Minerva Polias to the increased dimen-

sions ofAthens, and to the multitudes assembled

from every part of Greece, by the growing ce-

lebrity of the Panathenaic festival.

The usurpation
1 of the ambitious, but hu-

mane, enlightened, and patriotic Pisistratus,

far from being an impediment to the prosperity
of Athens, operated in aid of its rapid improve-
ment in splendor and civilization, as has often

happened when power has fallen into the hands

of a person of taste and magnificence. By
establishing a public library, and by editing
the works of Homer, Pisistratus and his sons

fixed the Muses at Athens.

Many fine examples of polygonal masonry are also found in

Italy, in the ruins of some of the cities, which flourished in

independence before the preponderance ofRome, and where

this mode of building seems to have been introduced by the

Pelasgi, or by whatever other Grecian people the Latins

were indebted to for their alphabet, and for the TEolic dialect

of the Greek language, which forms the basis of the Latin.
1 B. C. 561 .
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They founded the temple of Apollo Pythius
1

,

and began the building of that ofJupiter Olym-

pius
2
. They greatly advanced the dignity of

the republic among the states of Greece, by

raising each quinquennial revolution of the

Panathenaic festival to a footing of equality

with the other great assemblies of Greece
;
and

it was not long after their time that the splen-

dor and riches of Athens, by moving the envy
and cupidity of the Persians, became one of the

causes of the invasion of Attica, which was

defeated at Marathon 3
.

Hitherto, however, the progress of the useful

and ornamental arts had not been greater at

Athens than in many other parts of Greece,

as at Sicyon, Corinth, ^Egina, Argos, Thebes,

and Sparta. Still less was she able to bestow

that encouragement upon the arts which they
received in the opulent republics of Asia ; for,

although her territory was more extensive, and

her resources already greater than those of any
other city of Greece Proper, except Sparta, we
are told that, before the invasion of Xerxes, the

whole annual revenue of the state did not ex-

ceed 130 talents \
1

Thucyd. 1. 6. c. 54. Meurs. Pisist. c. 9.

2 Aristot. Polit. 1. 4. c. 11. Vitruv. proem in 1. 7.

3 B.C. 490.
4 Demosth. Philip. 4. p. 141. Reiske. This sum was equi-

valent at that period to about 300,000/. of our present cur-
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It was to an event the most unlikely to produce
such a result, that Athens was indebted for a de-

gree of internal beauty and splendor, which no

other Grecian city ever attained. The king of

Persia, in directing against Greece an expedition

of a magnitude unparalleled in the operations of

one civilized nation against another, made the

capture ofAthens his principal object. His suc-

cess was most fortunate for the Athenians
; for,

by forcing them to concentrate all their exer-

tions in their fleet, in which they were as su-

perior in numbers to each of the other states of

Greece as they were in skill to the Persians, it

led to their acquiring the chief honours of

having obliged Xerxes to return in disgrace to

Persia, accompanied with such a degree of in-

fluence in Greece, that even the rivals ofAthens

were under the necessity of giving up to her the

future conduct of the war, now become ex-

clusively naval. By these means the Athe-

nians acquired an unlimited command over the

resources of the greater part of the Greek

islands, and of the colonies on the coasts of

Asia, Macedonia, and Thrace ; and thus, at the

very moment when the destruction of their city

rendered it necessary for them to renew all

rency. For some remarks on the relative value of the Attic

talent at different periods, see the additional Note X. at the

end of the volume.
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their principal buildings, fortune gave them

the means of indulging their taste and mag-
nificence to the utmost extent. The same

sources of wealth continued to enrich the re-

public during the fifty years which intervened

between the victory of Salamis and the Pelo-

ponnesian war
;
and it was in this short space

of time that all the edifices were constructed,

which continued to be the chief pride and orna-

ment of Attica, until barbarism resumed its

reign in Greece.

If we follow literally the evidence of Hero-

dotus
1

, we must suppose that, after the retreat

of the Persians, the Athenians had again to lay

out every street in Athens, and that they had

to renew every public building from its founda-

tions. But experience shows that an invader,

in the temporary possession of an enemy's ca-

pital, seldom has the power and leisure for

destruction equal to his will; and that the total

annihilation of massy buildings constructed of

stone is a work of considerable difficulty
2
. It

appears from Pausanias, that there still remained

1 Herod. 1. 9. c. 13.

2
Among several existing ruins which might be named in

proof of this observation, there is none more remarkable than

Egyptian Thebes, whose magnificent remains, still bearing

the marks of the Persian invaders, show, at the same time,

how small a progress had been made in their destruction.
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at Athens at a late period several monuments

of an age anterior to the Persian war.

The remarks of that traveller, upon the

temples of Bacchus and of the Dioscuri, and

upon the state of the temples of Juno, in the

Phaleric road, and of Ceres at Phalerum, can-

not be reconciled with the words of Herodotus,

unless we take those words in a sense admitting

of considerable latitude and exception. It is

probable that the vengeance of the Persians

was chiefly directed against the works of de-

fence, and against the most important of the

public buildings. We have reason to believe

that they destroyed the great temple of Mi-

nerva, in the Acropolis, so completely, that The-

mistocles had no scruples in applying the ruins

to the repairing of the walls of the Acropolis,

while with regard to the Odeium, Erechtheium,

Lengeum, Anaceium, and the temples ofVenus,

and those of Vulcan and Apollo Pythius, the

destruction was confined to the roofs and com-

bustible parts only ; so that they were probably

left, together with a great number of the smaller

fanes and heroa, in such a state, that it was

not difficult to restore them.

The new buildings which rose at Athens in

the half century of her highest renown and

riches may be divided into those erected under

the administrations of Themistocles, of Cimon,
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and of Pericles. Utility appears to have been

the sole object of the first of these great men.

The private opulence and liberal disposition of

Cimon inspired him with views of magnificence,

which were completed by Pericles, at the ex-

pense of the tributary states.

The earliest of the buildings of Cimon was

the temple of Theseus. The Pcecile, which was

adorned with pictures, executed in part by the

same artist who painted the Theseium, seems,

from this circumstance, to have been nearly of

the same date. TheDionysiac theatre, principally

intended to furnish a place of representation for

the tragedies of JEschylus, was begun about the

same period, although it was not finished until

long afterwards. The Stoae, the Gymnasia, and

the embellishments of the Academy and of the

Agora, which Cimon executed in great part at

his own expense, were probably the next in

order
;
and it seems not to have been until

after the battle of the Eurymedon
1 that the

southern wall of the Acropolis and the Long
Walls were built, the expense of these works

having been chiefly defrayed out of the Persian

spoils
2

.

For Pericles was reserved the completion of

the military works, which Themistocles had con-

1 B. C. 470. 2 Plutarch in Cimon.
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ceived, and which Cimon had partly executed.

He made considerable progress also in the build-

ing of the new Erechtheium
;
he constructed

some of the Stose of the Cerameicus ;
and pro-

bably repaired several of the temples destroyed

by the Persians in various parts of Attica. But

his great works were the entire construction,

from the foundations, of those magnificent build-

ings, the mystic temple of Eleusis, the Parthe-

non, and the Propylsea ;
in all which we are at

a loss whether most to admire the rapidity or

the perfection of the execution.

But the meridian of Athenian prosperity was

now passed. The Peloponnesian war gave a

sudden check to the great designs of Pericles.

The Lacedaemonians, in hostile invasion, were

in sight from the walls of Athens
;
and during

twenty-seven years, the necessities of an army
of 32,000 men, and those of a navy of 300 tri-

remes 1

, left hardly a drachma disposable for the

embellishment of the city.

1 Meurs. de fortuna Athenarum, c. 7. Attic. Lect. 1. 1.

c. 1.

The public revenue of Athens at this time was partly

domestic and partly foreign. The former was chiefly derived

from maritime commerce, the markets, the psroixo}, or so-

journers, the tribunals, and from the silver mines of Lau-

rium, the profits of which were first applied to the expenses

of the navy by Themistocles, in the ^ginetic war. The

origin of the foreign tribute paid to Athens was the sum
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The command of the seas, which had en-

abled the Athenians to cany on the war with

glory for so many years, in despite of the im-

prudence, inconsistency, and extravagance of

assessed by Aristides, after the retreat of Xerxes, upon the

cities which did not send ships to join the Athenians in

carrying on the war with Persia. This treasure, which was

collected at Delus, was called 6 lit 'Afjcrreifou (poeof)
and

amounted annually to 460 talents, (Thucyd. 1. I.e. 96.)

It was transferred to Athens, converted into a permanent

revenue of the Athenian state, and increased to 600 talents,

by Pericles, (Thucyd. 1. 2. c. 13.) Alcibiades raised it to

900, (Andocid. adv. Alcib. p. 116. R.) and it was increased

in the course of the Peloponnesian war to 1200 or 1300,

(^Eschin. de fals. leg. p. 337. R. Plutarch in Aristid.) Ari- .

stophanes, who 'Vesp. v. 657.) has enumerated the different

sources of revenue, estimates the sum total at near 2000

talents ; whereas Xenophon states its amount, both foreign

and domestic, at 1000 only. It probably did not in any

year exceed 1600 or 1800 talents, a sum equivalent at that

period to about three millions and a half of our present

currency. If such an income should appear inadequate

to the support of so large a military establishment as that

of Athens, and of which the land forces were often aug-

mented by foreign mercenaries, and often employed upon

foreign expeditions, it must be remembered, on the other

hand, that the navy was in great part composed of triremes,

fitted out at the expense of opulent Athenians, or by the

maritime cities tributary to Athens ; for the <pog 05,
or tribute

in money, was chiefly supplied by the inland towns. The

tributary cities appear from the comic poet, to have

amounted in all to no less than a thousand.

Elcr/x yl ifoXsif %/Aisu a< vvvfov <po'fov jJjuiy aVayoua*/.

Aristoph. Vesp. v. 705.
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their government, was at length lost. Their

rivals learnt to beat them upon their own ele-

ment ;
and the loss of the army in Sicily, to-

gether with the defeat of the fleet at ^iEguspo-

tami, placed Athens at length at the mercy of

the Lacedaemonians 1
. The only injury, how-

ever, which she suffered in her buildings, was

the destruction (probably not very complete)
of the Long Walls and walls of Peiraeeus

; and

only ten years had elapsed, when the enemy

having in their turn been defeated by Conon

at Cnidus, the Athenians resumed their naval

superiority in Greece, again commanded the

resources of the greater part of the islands and

colonies, and once more applied their wealth to

the defence or adornment of the city. The

Long Walls, and the walls of the maritime city,

were re-established in the year after the battle of

Cnidus 2
. The work was performed by the Per-

sian fleet, and by the fleet of Conon, then lying

in the Athenian harbours, by the Boeotian and

Argive troops, then acting as auxiliaries to the

Athenians, and by mercenary artificers attracted

from every part of Greece by the liberal pay
which Conon offered 3

.

Athens had soon so far recovered from the

1 B. C. 404.
* B. C. 393.

3

Xenoph. Hell. 1. 4. c. 5. Diodor. Sic. 1. 4. c. 85. Corn.

Nep. in Conon.
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effects of the Peloponnesian war, that, when the

management of the finances fell into the hands

of a prudent and active administration, the re-

sources of the republic were almost as great as

they had ever been 1
. The Dionysiac theatre

was now completed, a stadium was constructed

for the Panathenaic contests, and a Gymnasium
was built in the Lyceium. Lycurgus, son of

Lycophron, who had the credit of having caused

the execution of these works, was not less at-

tentive to the military safety of the republic,

than to the ornament of the city. He formed a

large magazine ofoffensive and defensive armour

in the Acropolis, built covered docks forthe ships

of war in Peirseeus, and filled the storehouses

with a complete equipment for 400 triremes
2
.

1 Plutarch de X Rhet. in Lycurg. According to a census

taken in the year B. C. 377, the whole property of Attica, in

lands, houses, and goods, was valued at about 6000 talents,

(Polyb. 1. 2. c. 62. Demosth.7rep<rua/xofjW, p. 183. R.) the

talent being then equivalent to about 1450^. sterling, of the

present day. An income-tax of ten per cent, upon the an-

nual revenue of this property, would not raise much above

40,0007. sterling. The customs produced no more than 30

or 40 talents, (Andocid. de Myst. p. 66. R.) and the mines of

Laurium had not improved. The ^ogos, therefore, from the

tributary cities must still have been the chief branch of

Athenian revenue. Under Lycurgus it amounted to 1200

talents ; but the talent was now less than half its value in

the time of Pericles.

2
Lycurgus died B. C. 328.

C
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But the time was fast approaching when naval

superiority over the republics of Greece, could

no longer secure the preponderance, or even

ensure the safety of Athens. Her own bright

example, and the light of genius and science

kindled within her walls, spread around her

beyond the bounds of Greece, and produced the

effects of order and civilization, among nations

which had never entered into the political sys-

tem of Greece, in the earlier periods of her

history. Attica was unfortunately not an island ;

and as soon as 'all the natural resources of the

fertile and extensive regions of Macedonia were

called forth by a strong and enlightened govern-

ment, the conflicting interests of a collection of

republics could not long withstand the highly

disciplined armies of a warlike nation, directed

by the undivided councils of an active, crafty,

and ambitious monarch.

Nothing at this time saved Athens, and the

other states of Greece, from becoming depend-

encies of Macedonia, but the dispersion of the

Macedonian power in the distant conquests of

Egypt and Asia. The consequences of this dis-

persion, and of these conquests, totally changed
the complexion of Grecian politics. Epirus and

jJEtolia, relieved from the pressure of Macedo-

nian power, and rising above the disunited and

uncivilized state, which had hitherto kept them
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in obscurity, now obtained a considerable weight
in the Grecian balance of power. The new

kingdoms established in the east by the suc-

cessors of Alexander, soon became members

also of the Grecian system; and, by enlarging

the boundaries of the language, manners, and

civilization of Greece, brought the whole coun-

try from Sardinia to Persia within the scope of

the Grecian statesman. Instead of confining

his attention to a few small republics, acting

upon one another, and upon one great foreign

power, he had now to watch the motions, learn

the interests, and speculate upon the designs

of many powerful monarchies, among which

Athens, deprived of a great part of her external

influence, and soon rivalled, upon her favourite

element, even by the republic of Rhodes, could

not hope to enter as a power of equal rank,

though still able to maintain a high degree of

prosperity and political importance.
It was now her wisest course to side with the

strongest. Such was the constant aim ofthe most

able and honest of her later statesmen ; and it

was by means of her alliance with Macedonia,
and afterwards with Rome, that she preserved

her station during the remaining ages of inde-

pendent Greece. At no period was Athens

more happy and secure than when Demetrius

of Phalerum, supported by a Macedonian gar-
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rison, administered its affairs
1
. So flourishing

was the revenue, that, among many other works

undertaken at this time, a dodecastyle portico

was added to the mystic temple at Eleusis, by
the celebrated Philo; and the same architect

was employed to build an arsenal in the Pei-

rseeus, which was considered one of the most

wonderful of the Athenian edifices. Twice

only after this period did Athens suffer any
material injury from hostile attacks. Having

joined the Romans, assisted by the naval forces

of Attalus, and the Rhodians, against Philip,

the Macedonians invested Athens before the

Romans could come to her assistance, demo-

lished the groves of the suburban Gymnasia,
and destroyed every building in the plain of

Athens 2
. In the latter instance, by too readily

espousing the cause of Mithridates, when he

carried the war into Greece, and thus aban-

doning the alliance of Rome, she forgot the

prudent policy which had been her protection

for more than a century, and exposed herself to

the vengeance of the most cruel of Roman con-

querors
3

.

The military importance of Athens expired

1

Strabo, p. 398. The power of Demetrius, which lasted

twelve years, ended in 307 B. C.
2 B. C. 200. Liv. Hist. 1. 31. c. 24, 26.
3
B. C. 86.
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at once with the destruction of the Peiraic

fortifications by Sylla. Accumulation of ca-

pital, the attachment of commerce to an ac-

customed route, and commercial security, which

increased as the Roman power became esta-

blished by land and sea, may have still main-

tained a considerable degree of opulence in

Athens
; but her gradual downfall as a ma-

ritime state was inevitable : and, in less than a

century after the siege by Sylla, the Athenian

navy was almost extinct, little remained either

of the Peiraic or Long Walls, and the maritime

citywas reduced to a cluster ofhabitations round

each of the ports
1

.

But the respect which the arms or political

influence of Athens could no longer command,
was still paid to the recollection of her former

glory ;
to her having been, from the sera of the

battle of Marathon, almost the sole depository

of the science and literature of Greece
;
and to

her still continuing to be the school in which

were found the most skilful artists, and the

best productions in architecture, sculpture, and

painting.

Of the surrounding nations, there was not

any in which this feeling had a stronger effect

than among the Romans, who, from the period

1
Strabo, p. 396. Lucan. Pharsal. 1.3. v. 181.
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of the conquest of Corinth and Carthage
1
, had

applied themselves with a rapidly increasing

ardour to Grecian arts and literature, and who,

from that time, treated Athens with a filial re-

spect and indulgence, which was in a certain

degree shown to her even by Sylla himself 2
. Al-

though Julius Caesar had to pardon the Athe-

nians for their adherence to the adverse party

of Pompey, Antony for their having espoused

the cause of Brutus and Cassius
3
, and Augus-

tus for the favours which they bestowed upon

Antony, Athens received distinguished be-

nefits from all these mighty Romans. Julius

Caesar bestowed some donations upon the city,

which contributed to the erection of one of the

still existing buildings
4

. Antony made Athens

his favourite place of residence, during his fre-

quent expeditions into the east; flattered the

Athenians, by assuming their manners and mode

of life
;
and bestowed upon them the islands of

1 Corinth and Carthage were taken and destroyed in the

same year, B. C. 146. 102 years afterwards, or B. C. 44,

they were both restored and colonized by Julius Caesar,

(Appian. in R. Pun. ad fin.)

2
Strabo, p. 398. Appian. Mithrid. c. 38, 39. Plutarch,

in Sylla.
3 The Athenians erected the statues of Brutus and Cas-

sius, by the side of those of Harmodius and Aristogeiton, in

the Cerameicus. Dion. Cass. 1. 4-7. c. 20.

* The Propylaeum ofthe new Agora. See the inscriptions

upon this monument in Stuart's Ant. of Ath. vol. 1. c. 1.
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^Egina, Cea, Icus, Sciathus, and Peparethus
1
.

Augustus indeed showed some degree of resent-

ment towards the Athenians for their attachment

to his rival, and deprived them of one of the

islands, (^Egina) which they had received from

Antony
2
, as well as of Eretria in Euboea; but

his clemency and favourable inclinations to-

wards them are sufficiently indicated, by his

leaving them in possession of all the other gifts

of Antony ; by the pecuniary donations which,

added to those given by Caesar, enabled the

Athenians to erect the Propylaetim of the new

Agora ;
and even by the edict forbidding their

sale of the right of citizenship, by which he

showed a respect for their ancient name, which

they no longer entertained themselves.

We are informed that, a short time before his

death, Augustus was called upon to quell a

revolt of the Athenians ; but it appears to have

been a mere local tumult, which was suppressed
as soon as it broke out

3

, and it has not even

been noticed by the principal historians of the

life of Augustus. We can hardly doubt, from

the testimony of Strabo, that, from the time of

Sylla, Athens continued to enjoy its own laws,

1

Appian. de Bel. Civ.l. 5. c. 7.

51 Dion. Cass. 1. 54. c, 7.

3
'ASijvaTo/ fffaffidteiY dp^dpevoi KoXourQevfes ertavcravTo.

Euseb. in Chron.

Oros. 1, 6. c, 22.
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and the respect of the Romans ;
or that Au-

gustus, in whose time Strabo lived, generally

treated the Athenians with lenity and favour 1
.

He did not disdain the honour of initiation into

the Eleusinian mysteries
2

;
and there are several

other proofs in the remaining monuments of

Athens, of the friendly connexion which sub-

sisted between him and the Athenians.

Germanic us testified his respect to the Athe-

nians, by entering the city without the insignia

of his rank, and preceded by a single lictor
3
.

Vespasian and Domitian, being disgusted

with the philosophers at Rome 4
, seem to have

been adverse to the Athenian schools which

produced them
;
but there is no reason to think

that Athens received any ill treatment from

these two emperors. As the succession of ar-

chons was unbroken until the reign of Gallienus,

no change appears to have been made by Ves-

pasian when he made Greece a Roman pro-

vince
5

, beyond that of confirming the authority

of the Roman proconsul over the city, than

1

SuAAa^ TTJ ifo\si a-yyyvw'jonjv ilvsips xa) ]<%' w
ev stevQegta, Te e<rri Koci ripy tfagoi ro<V Pw/^a/o/^. Strabo, p.

398.

2 Sueton. in Aug.
3 Tacit. Annal. 1. 2. c. 53.

4 Dion. Cass. 1. 66. c. 13. 1. 67. c. 13.

5 Sueton. in Vespas. c. 8. Eutrop. 1. 7. c. 19. Oros. 1. 7.

c. 9. Pausan. Achaic. c. 17.
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which nothing could be more conducive to its

advantage ;
for it is probably to a similar con-

trol over the democracy of Athens, that we

may ascribe the general tranquillity which the

city enjoyed, during the prevalence of the Ma-

cedonian and Roman power in Greece.

Hadrian and Alexander Severus both visited

Athens, while they were yet in a private station.

The former was Archon Eponymus, and both

were initiated in the Eleusinian mysteries, as

was likewise the emperor Marcus Aurelius, at

the time of his visit to Athens, after the Mar-

comannic war 1
.

From the accession of Nerva, Athens con-

tinued for near a century and a halfto enjoy, not

only the protection, but the peculiar favour of

a succession of several Roman emperors.
No other city ever enjoyed her fortune in

the prosperity which attended her so long after

the loss of her political importance. Even the

respect which has been paid to Rome, since the

decline of her temporal power, is but a feeble

representation ofthat enjoyed by Athens during
five centuries, among all the nations into which

Grecian civilization had penetrated. We can-

not have a stronger proof of this fact than

1 Dion. Cass. 1. 69. c. 16. Philost. in Hadrian. Hist.

August, in Sever. Ead. in Marc.
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that the most remarkable buildings erected in

Athens after the decline of her naval power,

were executed at the expense of foreign po-

tentates.

The first example of this generosity occurred

when Ptolemy Philadelphus constructed a mag-
nificent gymnasium near the temple ofTheseus 1

.

When the Athenians entered into alliance

with the Romans and Attains 2 the first, king of

Pergamus, the latter presented some magnifi-

cent dedications in the Acropolis
3 of Athens,

and the Athenians testified their gratitude, to

Attains and to Ptolemy, by creating two new

tribes, with the names of Attalis and Ptolemais 4
.

Not many years afterwards, Antiochus Epi-

phanes undertook a work which the Athenians,

in the height of their power, had been unable

to accomplish ; and which, when completed,

1 About 275 B. C.

2
Polyb. 1. 16. c. 25. Liv. 1. 31. c. 14.

3 Pausan. Attic. 25. These were four statuary composi-

tions, placed upon the southern wall of the Acropolis to-

wards its eastern end. The subjects of three were compli-

mentary to the ancient glory of the Athenians. The fourth

recorded the action from which Attalus himself derived his

greatest fame, namely the defeat of the Gauls in Mysia, by
which they were driven into the part of Phrygia, which they

ever afterwards occupied, under the name of Galatia. Liv.

1. 38. Pausan. Attic, c. 8.

4 Pausan. Attic, c. 5., 8.
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exceeded in magnitude and costliness all their

other buildings. This was the temple of Ju-

piter Olympius, which Antiochus began to erect

upon the foundations laid by Pisistratus 360

years before. After a long interruption at the

death of Antiochus, the work was resumed at

the joint expense of the kings and states in

alliance with Augustus, and was finally com-

pleted by the emperor Hadrian.

Very soon after the capture ofAthens by Sylla,

Ariobarzanes the second, king of Cappadocia,

repaired the Odeium of Pericles, which had suf-

fered a partial destruction in the siege. But Ha-

drian was the greatest of all the regal benefac-

tors of Athens. He not only completed the Olym-

pium, which for so many years had been the

despair of the Athenians, but erected buildings

of every kind, suited to a place which he wished

to render at once the centre of religion, of phi-

losophy, and of polite education. Besides the

Olympium and two other temples, he built a

Stoa for walking and conversation, a library for

study, and a gymnasium for corporeal exercises
;

and he bestowed upon the Athenians large sums

of money, a yearly allowance of corn, and the

whole island of Cephallenia
1
.

During the ages of which we are now treat-

1

Pausan, Attic, c. 18. Dion. Cass. 1. 69. c. 16.
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ing, several opulent individuals also, both Attic

and foreign, emulating the Athenian citizens of

antiquity, to whom the city had been indebted

for many of its minor buildings, made it their

glory to adorn Athens with edifices, erected at

their private expense. Andronicus Cyrrhestes
built a Horologium in the Agora

1

; Agrippa con-

structed a theatre ; and Herodes, son of At-

ticus, rivalled even the imperial benefactors of

Athens, by covering the Stadium with seats of

Pentelic marble, and by erecting the theatre,

the ruins of which are still seen on the south-

west side of the Acropolis.

Rich in the accumulated magnificence of

eight or ten centuries, Athens was never so

splendid as in the age of the Antonines, when

the ancient monuments of the Pericleian age

were still in such unimpaired preservation as to

rival the recent structures even in this respect.

Although the works of Ictinus, Mnesicles, and

Phidias, had now been exposed to the attacks of

six hundred winters, Plutarch describes them as

still possessing all their original freshness
; and

expresses his wonder that buildings, remarkable

for the rapidity with which they had been con-

1 Now a Tekieh of Turkish Dervishes, but by the Greeks

called " The Winds," (orrovg ave^oyf)
from the figures of the

winds represented on the eight faces of the buildings.
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structed, should nevertheless have been executed

with such perfection, as seemed to have endued

them with a perpetual youth
1
.

Not many years after Plutarch had thus de-

scribed the buildings of the age of Pennies,

Greece was visited by the traveller to whose

writings we are chiefly indebted for a know-

ledge of the ancient topography of the country,

and of all the treasures which it still contained

in the various productions of the arts of design.

It appears from Pausanias himself, that he was

living in the reign of Hadrian 2
, and that he

travelled in Greece during that of Marcus Au-

relius
3
. As he states that the theatre ofAtticus

Herodes was not begun when he wrote his At-

tica, and that it was finished when he wrote his

Achaica, it may be supposed that he passed se-

veral years in Greece. This indeed is sufficiently

evident from the minuteness of his remarks on

the topography, antiquities, local history, and

traditions of every part ofthe country ;
for such

accurate information could not have been ob-

tained in a transient journey.
1 Plutarch, in Pericl.

2
Attic, c. 5. Arcad. c. 9.

3 When he wrote the section of his work intituled the

Prior Eliacs, (see c. 1.) 217 years had elapsed from the time

of the restoration of Corinth by Julius Caesar. The Prior

Eliacs, therefore, were written 173 years after the Christian

aera.
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Besides visiting Greece, Pausanias had seen

a part ofArabia
1

; had visited Egyptian Thebes 2

;

and had penetrated to the temple of Jupiter Am-
mon in Libya

3
. In Judaea 4 he had particularly ex-

amined Joppa
5

, the Jordan, the lake of Tiberias,

and the Dead Sea 6

;
and he speaks of the

Orontes and Daphne
7
, as if he had extended

his travels also into that part of Syria. He had

travelled through many parts of Asia Minor 8
,

and had inspected the cities of Ionia and of

some of the neighbouring provinces, with no

less attention than those of Greece 9
. He had

visited Rome 10

, and had probably travelled

through Epirus
11

, Macedonia
12

, Thessaly
13

, and

through the islands of Sicily
14 and Sardinia

15
.

In regard to his writings, it appears that he

composed a work, which has not reached us,

I Boeot. c. 28. 2 Attic, c. 42.

3 Eliac. prior, c. 15. Boeot. c. 16.

4 Eliac. post. c. 24-. Phocic. c. 12.

* Messen. c. 35. Eliac. prior, c. 7.

7 Eliac. post. c. 2. Arcad. c. 23, 29.

8 Achaic. c. 17. Bceot. c. 21. Phocic. c. 32.

9 Messen. c.35. Achaic. c. 2, 3, 4, 5. Phocic. c. 12.

w Eliac. prior, c. 12. Arcad. c. 46. Bceot. c. 21.

Phocic. c. 5.

II Attic, c. 17.
12 Eliac. post. c. 5. Bceot. c. 40.

13
Attic, c. 13. Eliac. post. c. 5. Achaic. c. 27. Phocic.

c.22.

14 Eliac. prior, c. 23. 15 Phocic. c. 17.
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upon his Syrian travels
1

: that in Greece, he

confined his minute researches to those in-

teresting districts, his description of which lias

fortunately survived the wreck of ancient lite-

rature
;
and that, having made a more su-

perficial journey through the provinces to the

north of Mount CEta, he incorporated all his

more important remarks upon them in the ex-

tant books upon the countries to the south-

ward of that barrier. The insertion, in his

Achaica, of his observations upon the cities

of Ionia, leaves little or no doubt that such was

his process in regard to Asiatic Greece; and

as Stephanus of Byzantium frequently refers

to the extant books of Pausanias, under the

same titles, and in the same order, as we now

possess them, and to no other work of our au-

thor, except that upon Syria, we have a strong

confirmation that these were his only published

writings. It has just been shown that we have

the testimony of Pausanias himself, as to his

having travelled in Syria ;
and his preference

of that country as a subject for his pen, is fully

accounted for by Stephanus, from whom we

learn that he was a native of Dorus 2
, a mari-

1

Stephan. de Urb. in Ta^fa, Faa, Acyfo;,

uf xaAeT. Steph. Byz. in
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time city at the foot of Mount Carmel, not far

from Caesareia Philippi.

It is fortunate for us that Strabo and Pausanias

were men of very opposite characters, and that

they adopted a totally different plan in their

travels and writings. Strabo had adorned and

strengthened a mind, naturally powerful and

philosophical, with all the learning of the age,

together with the experience derived from ex-

tensive travels
1
. Pausanias was at least equal to

Strabo as a traveller
;
but he was less favoured

by nature, both in his personal qualities, and in

the time in which he lived. He was infected

with all the superstition and credulity of an

ardent votary of polytheism, but accompanied
with a sincere love of honour and justice, and

with a warm admiration of the virtues which

had ennobled ancient Greece, not unmixed

with a melancholy consciousness that the fabric

of his devotion was rapidly falling to ruin. Ex-

cept in some detached pieces of history, his

style is very deficient in method; is full of in-

volved and ambiguous expressions; attempts a

conciseness, which is attended with obscurity ;

largely partakes of the affectation of the so-

phists of that age, among whom he is supposed
to have held a high rank

; and, when compared
1 He informs us, p. 1 17, that he had visited all the countries

from Armenia to Etruria, and from ^Ethiopia to the Euxine.
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with that of Strabo, serves to show how much

the written Greek had declined in the century

and a half which had elapsed from the time of

the one writer to that of the other.

While Strabo, desirous of presenting to his

readers a general system of geography, was

obliged to trust in great part to the information

of others, Pausanias fortunately confined his

principal inquiries to one country, and that the

most interesting of all. The description of

Greece by Strabo is consequently extremely

imperfect, when compared with that which

Pausanias has left us. Sometimes he passes

over the most celebrated regions without any
other notice than that of their total ruin and

desolation ;
and speaks of the annihilation of

cities, which Pausanias found little impaired

by time, and of some of which there still exist

considerable remains. As his account of the

sea coast is generally more accurate and de-

tailed than that of the inland districts, we are

tempted to believe that few parts of the interior

were visited by him
;
but that his travels in

Greece were principally performed by sea.

The work of Pausanias, on the contrary, bears

undoubted marks of the author having subjected

every part of the country to a minute personal

examination
;
and no writer more strongly pos-

sesses internal evidences of truth and fidelity.

d
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He often disappoints us by some absurd dis-

cussion, in the place of those circumstances

which it would have been interesting to know ;

and he always fatigues by his dry and inani-

mate manner. To say that it is
" worth looking

at" is the strongest expression of admiration

which he bestows upon the inimitable perform-

ances of the great masters of Grecian sculpture;

and he passes without the slightest change of

style, from the description of some splendid

colossus in ivory and gold, the work of a Phidias,

or Praxiteles, to that of a group of small figures

in clay, or of some ancient statue in wood.

But it is precisely this cold conciseness that fur-

nishes the best assurance that he has faithfully

described Greece as he found it; and at this

distance of time, in the absence of all other au-

thority of the same kind, one cannot but value

his work the more, from his having been de-

ficient in that ardour of genius, which often

makes travellers the dupes of their own feelings,

and leads them to exaggerate and misrepresent.

Together with a large portion of history and

mythology, of which we should otherwise have

been ignorant, Pausanias has preserved for us

much important information, and such as none

but a diligent traveller could have obtained,

upon the history of those arts in which the

Greeks have so peculiarly excelled all other
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nations. From him alone do we derive an

adequate idea of the brilliant genius, profound

study, and unrivalled skill, which they applied

to the arts of design ;
of the private economy,

and public magnificence, which must have con-

spired to adorn every small city with so many
elegant buildings and works of art

;
as well as of

the immense number of those works, which, in

spite of all the calamities to which Greece had

been exposed, still adorned the country as late

as the latter end of the second century of our

aera.

But replete as the work of Pausanias is with

information of this kind, it is still too confined

to do justice to the fertility of the subject. It

unfortunately happened that the author's fa-

vourite pursuits were those of an antiquary,

mythologist, or devout polytheist, rather than

those of a historian or topographer ;
and

that his judgment in matters of art naturally

partook of the declining taste of the times in

which he lived. His written remarks seem also

to have been in many instances modified by

prudential considerations, arising from the po-

litical circumstances of the times. Such a zeal-

ous admirer of the antiquities and mythology of

the Greeks could not be otherwise than ex-

tremely shocked at the prostitution to vicious

or tyrannical Romans, of the divine honours
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conferred upon the ancient heroes. " Evil (he

obscurely remarks in the Arcadica 1

), has now

arrived at such a pitch as to overspread every

land and every city, and men are raised to the

dignity ofgods only by the excess ofcompliment
and flattery." A mixed sentiment of fear and

indignation produced upon him the effect of

silence or obscurity, and induced him, while he

kept his attention steadily fixed upon the works

ofthe best times ofGreece, to pass unnoticed her

numerous monuments of national degradation.

But it is chiefly in his description of Athens

that we have to lament the brevity of Pausanias.

Here, besides the confined nature of his work,

which obliged him in every part of the country,

to confine his narrative to the most remarkable

objects'
2

, he was at once oppressed by the co-

1 C. 2.

2
fwv TToAAuy e a^ijV Aoyo jt/,oi

fa, e$

. Id. Attic, c. 39.

o SI sv TV, fwy/QaQri poi T-f'ArQifti effavdpQvufMX, syzvsfo, py fa,

iyfa, us <pe%y\$, aAAa rot jw,aA<crra a^/a pvypys z

dirt a.<jfuv sl/?7jxva<, ^AwVa; s t^o fov Xcyov fov s

fa$- IjtAo) ya^> 1^ *&Cff ytysXrpsv 6 Xoyog diro TToAAwv xa/ oux

d%i(cv d(pyyy<rstav, wv sxourru TtaccL
<rq>i<ri Xeyovnv,

a^(oAoya;rara. Id. Lacon. c. 11.

oofl! OTToVcyv ltrrr)xacrjv dvSgioivfes ou Je fwf(ii$

el^ev s; $S%OI.Y, y T<J~$ av

tfsptov Wrroiijerfla*, rotraora xa< ca'ro; ^jnjir^<rOfWM. Id.

Eliac. poster, c. 1.
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piousness of the subject, and by the reflection

that he was at the beginning of a work which

treated of the whole of Greece 1
. When it is

considered, moreover, that there existed at that

time numerous works, descriptive of Athens 2
,

we are no longer surprised at the occasional

obscurity of his topographical description of the

city, or at the brevity with which he has treated

of some of its most interesting monuments 3
.

Strabo had felt equally oppressed by the

magnitude of this part of his subject: he was

1 In the midst of his description of the Acropolis, he

checks himself by saying, Ae7 $e ps apocerflai rou Ao'you TfpO(rcaf

ifavrd opolw$ eirsfciovTa, To, 'EAA^vwa. Pausan. Attic, c. 26.

2 There were fifteen books upon the Acropolis by Helio-

dorus (Athen. 1. 6. c. 3. Casaub.) and four by Polemo (Stra-

bo, p. 396. Athen. 1. 11. c. 6. 1. 13. c. 6.) Harpocration

quotes works on Attica or Athens, by Hellanicus, by Istrus,

by Callistratus, or Menecles, by Cleidemus, by Staphylus, by
Phanodemus in not less than nine books, by Androtion in not

less than twelve books, and by Philochorus in not less than

sixteen books. Amelesagoras published a dissertation upon

Attica, intitled, like the works of several of the preceding

authors, ij 'Ar0V> (Antigon. Caryst. Hist. Mirab. c. 12.)

and Heliodorus wrote a treatise upon the dedicatory tripods,

(Harpocrat. in 'Hvjjrwf .)

3 Pausanias is particularly brief upon the subject of the

Parthenon
; but besides the works upon the Acropolis, just

mentioned, the treatise upon the construction of that temple

by the architect Ictinus himself, and Carpion, mentioned

by Vitruvius, (proem, in 1. 7.) was probably still extant.
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still more brief in proportion as the plan of his

work was more comprehensive, and he was

satisfied with naming only a few of the principal

places and buildings of Athens.

The description given by Pliny of the Gre-

cian pictures and statues collected at Rome in

his time, concurs with the work of Pausanias,

and with the general tenor of Grecian history,

to lead us to believe that Greece Proper suf-

fered less in its works of art, from Roman spolia-

tion, than Sicily and Asiatic Greece. The sub-

jugation of the European states was gradual,

and accompanied by a succession of wars,

alliances, and negotiations, during which the

power of the Romans not being unchecked in

any part of the country, they had objects of

higher importance in view, than the collection

of works of art a pursuit which, even among

conquerors the most anxious for such acquisi-

tions, easily yields to the promotion of political

and military advantages, or to the levying of

pecuniary contributions.

The valuable spoil exhibited by T. Quinctius

Flamininus, on his triumphal entry into Rome,

after his long and successful command of the

Roman armies in Greece, consisted chiefly of

an immense number of the celebrated gold coin

of Macedonia, called Philippics
1
. When a few

1 Plutarch in Flamin.
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years after the departure of Flamininus, Q.

Fulvius Nobilior plundered the temples of the

gods at Ambracia, he was obliged by the Ro-

man senate to restore the statues 1
. Impressed

with veneration for a common religion, and

wishing to conciliate a half-subdued people, who

commanded respect by their superior civiliza-

tion, the Romans were at first unwilling to vio-

late the temples where the choicest works of

Grecian art were generally deposited as offerr

ings.

It was not long, however, before their vic^

tories over the Carthaginians, and their increas-

ing influence in Greece and Asia, rendered

some of them less scrupulous. The conquest

of Syracuse by Marcellus was soon followed

by the triumphs of P. ^Emilius Paullus, and

Q. Caecilius Metellus, over Macedonia, and of

Mummius for the conquest of Achaia 2
. To

1 Liv. 1. 38. c. 44. It appears from Pliny (Nat. Hist. 1. 35.

c. 10.) that Fulvius retained a celebrated picture of the

Muses.
a The numerous statues brought from Macedonia by

Jimilius Paullus are mentioned by Plutarch. Two of them

were by Phidias, (Plin. N. H. 1. 34. c. 8.) Metellus Mace-

donicus carried to Rome the equestrian statues by Lysippus

of the Macedonians, who fell in the battle of the Granicus,

(Veil. Paterc. 1. 1. c. 11.) or according to Pliny, (1. 34?. c.

8.) of Alexander, and his friends. Mummius and Lucullus
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these events, and to the immense quantities of

books, statues, and pictures, which they in-

troduced into Rome, is to be ascribed the rise

and the establishment of that taste for the arts

and literature of Greece, which soon essentially

altered the Roman character.

After the entire conquest of Asia, this taste

quickly degenerated into luxury, and must often

have been gratified at the expense of the Gre-

cian cities. It sufficiently appears from the

orations of Cicero against Verres, that pro-

vincial governors, by violence, solicitation, or

more frequently by forced purchase, frequently

deprived the public edifices of the Greeks of

their pictures and statues
; but it is not less

evident from the expressions of the orator, that

such practices were held in the greatest dis-

repute among the Romans in general, and that

the Greeks indulged in a manifestation of re-

sentment at such spoliations, which equally

prove that they were not very common.

Pausanias, in mentioning a single example by

Sylla
1

, expressly remarks, that such things were

contrary to the usual conduct of the Romans,

filled Rome with brazen statues, brought by the former from

Achaia, and by the latter from Asia, (Plin. ibid.)

1 He carried off an ivory statue ofMinerva from her tem-

ple at Alalcomense. Bceot. c. 33.
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v Pw^a/wx,) and he adds that it was

for this sacrilege of Sylla, and for his treatment

of the cities of Thebes, Athens, and Orchome-

nus, that the gods afflicted him with the dis-

gusting disease of which he died.

During the ages which elapsed between the

first entrance of the Romans into Greece, and

the complete establishment of their power over

that country, Attica appears to have suffered

less than any of the countries which the arts of

Greece had adorned. Once only in the course

of this time did a conqueror indulge in the

plunder of the city
1
. After the assault by Sylla,

it is not to be supposed that his soldiers, who
even carried away the votive shields from the

Stoa Eleutherius, left any valuable works of art

of easy transportation in the Cerameicus, or

other quarters of the city. But Sylla soon ex-

tended his pardon to Athens
;
and there is

reason to believe that he never exercised his

privileges of a conqueror by the removal of

any of the celebrated Athenian works of art.

The description by Pausanias of the state of

Athens, 250 years afterwards, as well as the

enumeration, given by Pliny, of the Grecian

1 For the conduct of Sylla at Athens, see Strabo, p. 398.

Appian. B. Mithrid. c. 38, 39. Plutarch in Sylla. Pau-

san. Attic, c. 20. Phocic. c. 21.
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statues at Rcme, furnish a strong presump-
tion in favour of this opinion ;

and in the

account which Plutarch has left us of the tri-

umph of Sylla, we find none of that display of

Grecian statuary works, and other similar plun-

der, which distinguished the triumphal entries of

^Emilius Paullus, Metellus Macedonicus, Mum-

mius, Lucullus, and Pompey* It is true that the

columns which had been prepared for the Olym-

pium by Antiochus Epiphanes, but not yet

erected, Sylla did not scruple to order to be

conveyed to Rome, to be used in the temple of

Jupiter Capitolinus
1

;
and he seized upon the

library of Apellicon of Teus, which had been

first collected by Aristotle, and augmented by

Theophrastus
2
. But money for the support of

his army was his great object. He plundered
the sacred treasuries of Delphi, Olympia, and

Epidaurus
3

;
and when the Acropolis of Athens

capitulated, he took forty pounds of gold, and

six hundred of silver, from the Opisthodomus
4
.

The good fortune of Athens, during the Ro-

1
Plin. Nat. Hist. 1. 36. c. 6.

2 Plutarch in Sylla. Strabo, p. 609.

3
Appian. Mithridat. c. 54*. Pausan. Bceot. c. 7.

4

Appian. Mithr. c. 39. The gold of the statue of Minerva

in the Parthenon had been carried off 210 years before, by

Lachares ; yet Pausanias describes the statue as still made of

ivory and gold in his time.
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man wars in Greece, was partly the effect of her

early alliance with Rome, and arose in part from

the veneration in which she was held as the

mother of-learning and the arts. This respect

increased with the advancement of the Romans

in Grecian civilization
;
and it was fostered by

the opinion, which soon prevailed among the

opulent at Rome, that their education was in-

complete without the study ofGreek literature,

and a residence at Athens. In the advantages
derived from these sentiments among the Ro-

mans, all the surrounding provinces of Greece,

full of places illustrious by their sanctity and

ancient celebrity, would naturally in some de-

gree participate.

The opportunities of collecting plunder of

every kind, which occurred to the Romans in

authority in the conquered countries, ceased in

great measure with the establishment under

Augustus, of a new system of government

throughout, the Roman world 1
. From this

time no extensive plunder of Grecian works of

art could be undertaken but by the emperors

themselves, and such was still the influence of

a common religion, that to remove the sacred

offerings from the Grecian temples, could only
be inflicted as a punishment upon an offending

1

Tacit. Ann. 1. 1. c. 1.
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city, or undertaken by those emperors who

were totally indifferent to public opinion.

Augustus removed some of the sacred offer-

ings from the temple of Minerva Alea, at Te-

gea, because Tegea had led the whole con-

federacy of Arcadia, except Mantirieia, to take

part against him in his war with Antony
1
. Pau-

sanias justifies the action by the right of con-

quest ;
and as he mentions several occasions

upon which statues had been removed from

Grecian temples by conquerors, beginning from

the war of Troy, without mentioning a single

instance in which the Romans had exerted a

similar privilege, he furnishes a strong argu-

ment that such examples were by no means

frequent.

The celebrated Cupid of Praxiteles, which

was removed to Rome by Caligula, was re-

stored to its temple by Claudius
2

;
and we

find that, even under the tyrant Nero, Bareas

Soratus, his proconsul in Asia, sensible how

deeply the injury would be felt by one of the

most flourishing cities of his government, ven-

tured to oppose Acratus in collecting works of

art for the emperor, arid prevented him from

1 Pausan. Arcad. c. 46.

a Pausan. Boeot. c. 27. It was carried off a second time

by Nero, and was destroyed by fire at Rome.
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removing some sacred offerings from Perga-
mus 1

.

The only Roman emperors who are recorded

as having plundered Greece of its productions
of art, are Caligula and Nero.

Caligula is said to have stript some of the

Grecian cities of their finest works in painting
and sculpture, and not even to have spared the

temples
2
. He ordered some of the most cele-

brated statues to be brought to Rome, in order

by changing the heads to convert them into

statues of himself3
. But these excesses not

being begun until the middle of his short reign,

and both the Greeks and Romans of that time

lending themselves unwillingly to such sacri-

lege, his spoliations were never carried into

execution to the extent which he designed.

It has been supposed
4
, that, in conformity with

1 Tacit. Ann. 1. 16. c. 23.

3
Joseph. Ant. Jud. 1. 19. c. 1. Pausan. Bceot. c. 27.

3 Sueton. in Calig. c. 22. Dion. Cass. 1. 59. c. 28.

4
By Chandler, (Travels in Greece, c. 15.) but who, as

usual, neglects to cite his authority. His remark about

changing the heads seems to show that he had mistaken the

words of Suetonius, which are as follows: "
datoque nego-

tio, ut simulacra numinum, religione et arte praeclara, inter

quae Olympii Jovis, apportarentur e Graecia, quibus, capite

dempto, suum imponeret." Here is no mention of Athens;

it is clear, therefore, that Suetonius meant the same Olym-

pian Jupiter, of which Dion Cassius speaks, and which Jo-

sephus expressly states to have been at Olympia.
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his orders, a statue of Jupiter was removed to

Rome from the Athenian Olympium, but I

cannot find the fact attested by any ancient

author ;
and it seems very unlikely that there

should have existed any great statue of Jupiter

Olympius at Athens at this period, as the tem-

ple was not finished and dedicated until the reign

of Hadrian. It is evident from Suetonius and

Dion Cassius, that the statue of Jupiter, which

Caligula chiefly wished to erect in his palace

at Rome, was the celebrated chryselephantine

work of Phidias at Olympia. We learn, how-

ever, from the same authors, and from Josephus,

that his orders with regard to this statue were

never executed 1
; and we know from Pausanias

that it still remained in its place 135 years after-

wards 2
.

It was by Nero that the cities of Greece and

Asia were most cruelly plundered of their

works of art 3
. According to Dion Chrysostom

4
,

1 Sueton. in Calig. c. 57. Dion et Joseph, ubi sup. The

god is said to have uttered a loud laugh, whenever the

workmen attempted to move him. Memmius Regulus, who

was charged by Caligula to send the statue, excused himself

from executing his master's orders by this and other pro-

digies, but he would probably have suffered for his credulity,

if he had not been saved by the emperor's death.

* Prior. Eliac. c. 10.

* Pausan. Eliac. prior, c. 25, 26. Boeot. c. 27, Phocic. c. 7.

4
Orat.Rhod.p. 355. Morell.
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who wrote about fifty years afterwards, Nero

spared no place except Rhodes ;
but notwith-

standing this strong testimony, the words 1 of

which would even lead us to believe that Athens

suffered more than any other city upon this oc-

casion, we learn from Pliny, that there still re-

mained after Nero's spoliation, 3000 statues at

Athens, and as many at Olympia and Delphi
2

;

and it is remarkable that among the Greek

statues at Rome, enumerated by the same au-

thor 3
, and the greater part of which, as he

tells us, were transported thither by Nero, few

are stated to have been brought from Greece

Proper, and not one from Athens. We perceive

from Pausanias that, long after the time of Nero,

the Acropolis still preserved its most celebrated

dedications. There is some reason to think,

therefore, that the most eminent cities ofGreece

did not suffer greatly even in the reign of this

emperor ;
that ancient prejudices were still suf-

ficiently powerful to divert the collectors into

places more distant and obscure
;
and that Se-

cundus Carinas, the agent for Nero's collections

7?sp rouro

uxrfe
(jf,rt

$ fav J
'OAvfbfr/fitf arroV^fcrflat, (tyfe rwv IK

itavfwv //,aArra rjjw/rjo-a^ rauVa fd
lego,'

sti $s roof 7rAei<r-

TWV IY. rrjs 'A)C07roAajf 'A0>j'yij0y j

2 Hist. Nat. 1. 34. c. 7.

3 Hist. Nat. 1. 34. c. 8.
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in Greece, was less active or successful in that

province than Acratus in Asia 1
. It is not im-

probable that the religious veneration, and

general respect of the Romans for Athens,

which had so long protected it, operated in

some measure upon the superstitious mind of

Nero himself; for we are told that, when so

near as Corinth, he was afraid to visit Athens,

because it was the abode of the Furies 2
, whose

vengeance he feared for the same crime for

which they had tormented Orestes. The strong

terms in which Dion Chrysostom alludes to the

robberies of Acratus in Asia 3
, and the favours

conferred upon Greece by Nero, which Plu-

tarch
4 and Pausanias 5

are far from denying, are

further reasons for thinking that Asia suffered

more than Greece from that monster's passion

for collecting statues.

But, however numerous the statues taken

1 Per Asiam atque Achaiam, non dona tantum sed simu-

lacra numinum abripiebantur, missis in eas provincias, Acrato

et Secundo Carinate ; ille libertus cuicunque flagitio promp-

tus, hie Graeca doctrina ore tenus exercitus, animum bonis

artibus non induerat. Tacit. Ann. 1. 15. c. 45.

2 Dion Cass. 1. 63. c. 14.

3
"ifffs yd^AKparov IxeTvov, o$ TTJV oIxou/xevTjv <r% ov atfacray

Tte$jgA0u)v TouVoy %atj/ nai py$l Hwv rtaiis wJfju'av. Dion.

Chr. ubi sup.
4 In Flamin.

5 Achaic. c. 17.
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from Greece by Nero, Caligula, and by some of

the Romans, who enjoyed uncontrolled power
in Greece in the time of the republic, may have

been, we have still the undoubted testimony of

Pausanias that far the greater part of the most

perfect monuments of Grecian skill and genius,

remained untouched in the reign ofMarcus Au-

relius, and that the sanctity of Delphi, Olympia,

Epidaurus, Helicon, and of so many other tem-

ples both in the cities and sacred groves, still

afforded protection to numerous works of Gala-

mis, Myron, Phidias, Alcamenes, and the other

great masters of ancient sculpture.

It was probably somewhat different with re-

gard to pictures. In the time of Pausanias

there seem to have remained few works of the

great- masters in this art, with the exception of

such as were immoveable from their having
been painted on the walls of the public build-

ings
1
. This was the most ancient practice;

but as in process of time the painters of Greece

executed works upon moveable tabulae, easily

transported, and intended for sale to persons of

every country, the concentration of wealth at

Home attracted the greater part of these works

1 There was a remarkable exception in the Pcecile, where

we learn from two letters of Synesius, that the pictures of

Polygnotus were painted upon <rxvi8e$, and that they were not

removed until the fourth century.

e
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to the imperial capital, where it is probable that,

among opulent individuals, pictures were more

in request than statues
;
for painting being an

art which speaks more intelligibly to the senses,

seems, in every age and country since the de-

cline of Grecian art, to have excited more

general admiration than sculpture.

Not long after the age of the Antonines, a

cause of destruction began to operate, which,

although slow in its progress, has been more

surely fatal to the fine works of the ancients

than Roman spoliation, or the zeal of the early

Christians, or the ignorant violence of the

northern barbarians. The decline of taste,

which began to be very evident in the produc-
tions of the age of Diocletian, went hand in

hand with the decline of Paganism itself; and

as the artist of antiquity was inspired by the

proud consciousness that his work was to be an

object of religious worship, and sometimes, by
the belief of divine assistance, so the decay of

superstition was necessarily accompanied by
the inability to produce works equal in merit

to those of the ancients, by a neglect of the

ancient works themselves, and by their gradual

destruction.

This cause had not been long in operation,

when a more active motive of injury occurred

in the hostility of the Christians towards idola-
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try. It happened, however, by a remarkable

coincidence, that, at the same period when the

conversion of the Roman emperors first en-

abled the Christians to raise their hands against

those idols, which they had long denounced

from the pulpit, a practice was revived at Con-

stantinople, which tended to save a great num-

ber of ancient works from destruction, though
it had the effect of removing them from their

original situations. In attempting to make new
Rome a rival of the old, it was an object with

the founder of Constantinople, and many of his

successors, to adorn the capital with statues,

and other similar works of art.

Constantine collected numerous statues from

Asia, and plundered some of the sacred places

of Greece 1

; but as he not only allowed a per-

fect toleration to the Pagans, but favoured their

liberty of worship, and did not himself alto-

gether renounce the Pagan deities 2
, it is not to

be supposed that he often removed any of the

idols from the temples where their worship was

still practised.

Constantius, a more zealous Christian, had no

1 See Banduri. Comment, in Antiq. Const, p. 668. ed. Par.

Petr. Gyll. de Topog. Const. 1. 2. c. 13. Euseb. de Vit& Con-

stant. 1. 3. c. 54. Sozomen. 1. 2, c. 5, Zosim. 1. 2. c. 21.

1. 5. c. 24.

2 See Gibbon, c. 20.
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such scruples, and lie not only issued edicts to

forbid sacrifices, and the adoration of images
1

,

but he directed the temples to be shut. If we

may trust Libanius, he, in some instances, even

threw down temples, and made presents of their

estates to his favourites
2

;
and his enmity to

idolatry so far encouraged the religious fury of

some of the followers of the church in Asia,

that bishops were seen marching at the head

of their congregations to overthrow the Pagan

temples, and destroy the statues.

The collecting of ancient statues at Constan-

tinople by Julian, having had the object of re-

establishing polytheism, may have saved those

whose temples were already in ruin, without

removing any from the places where their wor-

ship still subsisted.

But, both from the collectors and from the

destroyers of the ancient works at this period,

the cities of Asia appear to have suffered much

more than those of Europe. The excesses of

the Christians appear to have been confined

almost entirely to the eastern provinces, where

theywere more numerous, andwhere the national

manners still partook oftheir original barbarism,

in proportion to their distance from the centre of

1 Cod. Theodos. vol. 6. tit. 10.

2
(Orat. pro Templis.) giving them away, says Libanius,

like slaves or horses.
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Grecian civilization. The cities of Asia, more-

over, were more conveniently situated for the

transportation of the objects to Constantinople,

than those of European Greece
; and it is re-

markable, that, among the places enumerated

by Codinus 1

, and by an anonymous author of

earlier date, whom he has followed 2
, as having

contributed their works of art to the ornament

of the new capital, all, except one, are in Asia.

In Greece, properly so called, there is reason

to think that such spoliations were not carried

to a great extent during any part of the period

in which the collecting of ancient works of art .

chiefly prevailed at Constantinople ;
nor does it

appear that the temporary activity ofthe govern-

ment against Paganism was there attended with

any destructive effect to the temples and sacred

offerings. The Isthmian, Pythian, and Nemean

games were still celebrated : the Roman colony of

Corinth still indulged in the slaughtering ofwild

beasts in the theatre
3

: and the temples, with

the exception of that intermission during the

reign of Constantius, which was both short and

local, were freely open to the Pagan rites, until

the reign of Theodosius 4
.

1
Georg. Codin. de Origin. Constant, p. 29. ed. Par.

2 Anon, de Antiq. Const, ap. Banduri Imp. Orient, vol. 1.

3 Julian Epist. 35.

* Zosim. 1. 4. c.29.
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Athens enjoyed the particular favour of some

of the early Byzantine emperors ;
and there is

no record of her having experienced a different

treatment from any of them. Constantine

gloried in being appointed a-r^r^os of Athens,

and, in return for the honour of a statue, which

the Athenians conferred upon him, he presented

the city with a yearly gratuity of corn 1
: Con-

stans followed his example by bestowing several

islands upon the city
2

.

Such favours could not be shown without ac-

cording protection to the schools of philosophy

and literature, which were the chief distinction

of Athens, and to the religion, under which Attic

learning had flourished, and with which it was

inseparably connected. The church of Athens,

although it boasted of having been founded by
St. Paul, had made a very slow progress, and

was still one of the most obscure in Greece.

Unable to manifest any opposition to poly-

theism in its strong hold, the Athenian Chris-

tians derived their chief praise from the con-

trast of their peaceable demeanour, with the oc-

casional turbulence of the Pagan population of

1 Julian Orat. 1, p. 8. Spanh. The principal duty of the

crr/jarTjyo; at that period, was to superintend the provisioning

of the city, which accounts for the title having been conferred

upon Constantine.
2

Eunap. in Proaeres.
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the city
1
. The spirit of tolerance inherent in

the Athenian religion, which gave a hospitable

reception to the deities of all nations, (even to

those whose names were unknown,) the Chris-

tians of Athens were exempted from those per-

secutions, under which the church was gene-

rally found to flourish; and they had no provoca-

tion to acts of violence, when the Christian re-

ligion at length obtained the ascendancy. Their

priests took quiet possession of the magnificent

temples of the Athenian mythology ; and every

thing ensured, as well to the ancient religion as

to the philosophy of Athens, a tranquil and

gradual downfall. Nor probably was there in

any part of Greece, that violent hostility of the

Christians against the emblems of Paganism,

which (whether caused by bigotry, or the love

ofplunder), distinguished the Christians of some

parts of Asia.

The reign of Julian was followed by the

struggles of the empire against the Goths ; in

the course of which Athens was a second time

taken by these barbarians, and a second time

escaped with little injury to its buildings and

works of art. On the former occasion, which

occurred in the reign of Gallienus
2
, the Goths

had sailed from the Euxine into the ^Egean sea,

1

Origen cont. Cels. 1. 3. p. 128. Spencer.
2 A. D. 267.
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and, having entered without opposition the un-

fortified Peiraeeus, they marched to Athens, the

walls of which, after having remained neglected
from the time of their destruction by Sylla, had

been recently repaired against the threatened

invasion of the Gauls in the reign of Valerian 1
.

While the Goths were engaged in the plunder
of the city, they were attacked at the harbour

by Dexippus, at the head of the Athenians, and

were obliged hastily to abandon their conquest
3
.

Soon after the defeat and death of Valens at

Hadrianople
3

, the Goths overran Thessaly and

Epirus ; but, by the prudent counsels of Theo-

dorus, prefect of Achaia, Athens, and the

southern provinces, were saved from their ra-

vages
4
. Twenty years afterwards, headed by

Alaric, they were more successful; and Athens,

together with the greater part of Greece, fell

into the hands of the barbarian conquerors
5
.

As Alaric had recently become a zealous Chris-

tian, and was followed by a troop of monks, the

idols and buildings of the Pagans might be sup-

posed to have suffered severely upon this occa-

1 Zosim. 1. I.e. 29. Zonar. 1. 12. c. 2,'J.

Gibbon, c. 10.

1 A. D. 378.

See Chandler Inscript. Ant. p. 58.
5 Zosim. 1. 5. c. 5. Claudian in Rufin.l. 2. v. 191. Eunap.

in vit. Maxim.
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sion ; but whether the victor was softened into

compassion by the singular beauty of the place,

and its buildings, a charm which has operated

upon other barbarous conquerors of Athens, or

whether it was merely the effect of the splendid

ransom which he received, it seems certain that

Alaric treated the city with the greatest lenity.

Some words of the poet Claudian, and a rhe-

torical flourish of Synesius
1

, have been thought
to prove that Zosimus has not given a fair tes-

timony of the forbearance of Alaric upon this

occasion ; but the historian adds a fact which

gives the strongest confirmation to his previous
assertions. At the time when he wrote his

history
2

, which must have been several years
after the departure of Alaric from Greece, the

Minerva Promachus of Phidias, a colossus higher
1 The decline of Athens was a fine subject for the rhe-

torical taste of Synesius, who seems also, as bishop of a town

in the Cyrenaica, to have taken some pride in giving a pre-

ference to Alexandria over Athens, as the seat of learning

in those days. He has certainly represented Athens as being
in a more decayed condition than it could possibly have been

in his time. It appears from Synesius, that the Precile had

preserved its pictures until they were carried away by a

proconsul, who was probably the same accused by Zosimus

of having assisted Alaric in passing unopposed through

Thermopylae. His name was Antiochus. Zosim. 1. 5. c. 5.

Synes. ep. ap. Ep. Graec. Mut. p. 192, 24-6.

1 It ends at the year ilO, in the reign of Theodosius the

younger.
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than the Parthenon, was still standing, together

with other brazen statues in the Acropolis
1

.

We may be assured, that, if Alaric had plun-

dered the citadel, the avarice of the conquerors
would not have overlooked the metallic value

of these statues
;
nor would the enemies of

idolatry have left in its place so conspicuous an

object of their abhorrence as the Minerva Pro-

machus. Thus it appears that, at the close of

the fourth century, the emblems of Paganism
were still unmolested at Athens. The Athe-

nians, about the same time, showed an instance

of their adherence to ancient customs, by de-

dicating an image in marble of the prefect Theo-

dorus 2
, and another in brass was also ordered to

be erected to him by the same Theodosius, who

soon afterwards became one of the most de-

termined enemies of Paganism.
At the end of the forty years which followed

the accession of Theodosius to the throne, the

successive decrees of that emperor, of Arcadius,

of Honorius, and of Theodosius the younger,

had almost entirely expelled the ancient super-

stition
3

. If from some of these decrees, con-

firmed by contemporary authors, we perceive

ac CT

ayaAjw,a<nv. Zosim. 1. 5. c. 6.

2 Chandler Inscript. Antiq. p. 58.

3 See Codex Theodos. vol. 6. tit. 10.
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that the Christians were excited by them to a

cruel persecution of Paganism, and to an ex-

tensive destruction ofthe emblems ofthe ancient

worship, others tend to show that such ex-

cesses were never intended by the government,

and that they were checked as soon as known.

After having forbidden idolatry, and the open-

ing of temples to pagan sacrifices, the next

object of the emperors was to preserve the

temples from destruction, and to convert them

to useful purposes, and, in considering as merely

ornamental, the statuary works with which the

Greek and Roman cities were still crowded, to

save them as such from the hands of bigotry or

wanton violence. It appears that Theodosius

adorned his capital with several of the finest

and most curious ancient statues, after having
removed them from their temples ; for, upon

comparing Cedrenus
1
with the authors who have

written on the foundation of Constantinople,

there is reason to believe that the Venus of

Cnidus, the Myndian Cupid, the Minerva Lin-

dia, and the celebrated statue of ivory and gold

by Phidias, fromOlympia, together with another

1 G. Cedren. p. 254-. ed. Par. Zosimus also
(1. 5. c. 14.)

mentions the statue ofM. Lindia. It stood, together with the

Jupiter of Dodona, before the senate-house. These two

alone escaped destruction, when many other fine Grecian

works were destroyed by fire in that building.
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(recumbent) Jupiter, were transported to Con*

stantinople by Theodosius.

Greece, properly so called, seems still to have

escaped from the collectors and destroyers of

images better than the other provinces. The
fervor of the newly-converted Theodosius was

soon diverted from the Pagans to the heretical

Arians, whose active and obstinate hostility

formed a remarkable contrast to the mildness

and submission of the Pagans.

In Athens, and the surrounding regions, so

long the favourite abode of the Pagan my-

thology, the festivals arid schools of philosophy
were still allowed to subsist

;
and it is probable

that even the imperial edicts against sacrifices

were still secretly transgressed in the temples
1
.

Neither among the decrees which forbad idola-

try, nor among those which were issued to re-

press the excesses of the Christians, do we find

any one directed to the prefecture of Illyria, of

which Greece formed a part
2

,
until so late as

the year 426, when the emperor Theodosius the

younger, having discovered
3
that some remains

of the Pagan worship still existed in the pre-
1

Zosira. 1. 4. c. 29.

- Zosim. 1. 2. c. 33.

3 "
quamquam jam nullos esse credamus," are the

words of the emperor in a prior decree, of the year 423, which

was addressed to the prefecture of the east, and which con-

firmed the former edicts against the Pagans in that quarter.
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fecture of Illyria, issued an angry edict for the

destruction of all the temples.

It is probable that the great temples of Athens

had before this period been converted into

churches ;
but the province towards which

this last decree is directed serves to confirm

the supposition, that the downfall of Paganism

had been slower in Greece than in any other

part of the empire. In conformity with the

same opinion, we may remark, that, among the

works enumerated by Cedrenus, by the authors

who have treated of the foundation of Constan-

tinople, and by Nicetas, in describing the statues

which were destroyed by the Franks upon the

capture of Constantinople in 1204, none of the

celebrated works of Greece, described by Pau-

sanias, and other writers, are to be found, with

the exception of the Olympian Jove, already

mentioned, the Muses from Mount Helicon, the

Apollo of Delphi, and the twisted serpents from

the same place, which originally supported a

golden tripod, dedicated from the spoils of the

victory of Platasa
1
. Codinus, indeed, has also

* Zosim. 1. 2. c. 31. Euseb. de vita Const. 1. 3. c. 54. So-

zom. 1. 2. c. 5. Socrat. 1. I.e. 16. The monument of the

battle of Platsea, described by Herodotus, (1. 9. c. 81.) was

seen by Pausanias, (Phocic. c. 14.) but deprived ofthe golden

tripod, which had been carried off by the Phocians. The

brazen serpents, which supported it, were brought to his new
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made mention of a monolithe statue, (no other-

wise described,) a fragment of which remained

in his time in the Strategium. He informs us

also that two elephants at the golden gate came

from the temple of Mars at Athens ;
and he

states generally, that Athens had contributed

many of the works with which Constantine

adorned his new city : but as he has not de-

scribed any of the great works mentioned by

Pausanias, or other authors, and as much un-

certainty, ignorance, and difference of opinion,

are shown by the Byzantine authors, in regard

to the statues collected at Constantinople, both

in describing them, and in noticing the places

from whence they were brought, it is not im-

probable that the name of Athens may have

been introduced among that of the other cities,

more from its fame than any other cause, and

that in the course of time, the origin of many of

the works collected, may have been forgotten,

as so often happens among collectors of anti-

quities, to the great diminution of the utility

and interest of the objects.

The state of the arts in the age of Constan-

capital by Constantine, together with the Pythian Apollo,

and the Heliconian Muses. The Muses were destroyed

seventy years afterwards, in the conflagration mentioned in

the preceding note, (Zosim. 1. 5. c. 24.
)
A part ofthe twisted

serpents are still to be seen in the Atmeidan at Constan-

tinople.
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tine and his successors, may also have operated to

save some of the finest productions of the an-

cient masters from being removed from Greece ;

for the declining taste of that period was hardly

competent to distinguish all the merits of the

ancient works, or sufficiently keen to prompt the

Byzantine collectors to transport them from the

places difficult of access, in which many ofthem

were situated.

It appears, moreover, that the far greater

part of the statues collected at Constantinople,

were of Roman or Byzantine princes, or of

eminent men and women of the court, or of

saints, to whose images some miraculous pro-

perties were attributed. Some of these were

no doubt ancient statues, converted by a change
of head, or merely of name ;

but many must

have been productions of the times when the

persons lived. It appears also, that a very

large proportion of the statues collected at Con-

stantinople, had been brought from Rome 1
.

It was probably about the year 420, of the

Christian asra, in the reign ofthe younger Theo-

dosius, that the truth of the Christian religion,

aided by imperial edicts and example, effected

the complete abolition of Paganism at Athens,

and in the surrounding parts of Greece 2
. The

1 Codin. de Orig. Const.

* A biographer of John Chrysostora (G'eorge of Alexan-
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Parthenon, and the temple of Theseus, having
been protected from the injuries oftime by their

solidity and excellent construction, and having

escaped all the effects of barbarous fanatism,

were at length, with all their external decora-

tions still uninjured, converted into Christian

churches. The slow and gradual conversion of

the Greeks had the natural effect of blending
the rites of the two religions, and of introducing

many of the ancient ceremonies and customs of

Paganism into the church
; and we are not sur*

prised to find that the Christians chose for the

converted temple, the saint most resembling
the Pagan deity to whom it had before been

sacred. Thus the Parthenon, which had de-

rived its name from the virginity of Minerva,

became sacred to the Panaghia, or virgin mother

of Christ, and the warrior St. George supplied

the place of the hero Theseus in the Theseium.

Towards the middle of the fifth century, the

Vandal pirates of Genseric visited Greece 1
, but

dria,) has given him the credit of having converted a great

body of the Athenians about the year 370; but as this tale

is very extravagant in all its circumstances, and is not con-

firmed either by Chrysostom himself, or by Palladius, it has

been generally rejected. (See Montfaucon Op. Joh. Chry-

sost. vol. 13.) From what has already been stated in the

text, it appears highly improbable that the Christians of

Athens should have been very numerous at that early period.
1

Gibbon, c. 36.
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\ve are not informed to what extent Attica, or

any other part of the country, may have suffered

upon this occasion. The maritime situation of

Athens, however, and its feeble walls hastily

repaired two centuries before
1

, and in such a

state a century afterwards, as to require their

renewal by Justinian
2

, were circumstances to

attract and to favour the attempts of the bar-

barians.

Although Paganism received a mortal blow

by the conversion of the people of Athens, and

by the dedication of their temples to the Chris-

tian worship, some remains of their boasted

philosophy survived for more than a century

afterwards 3
, when the schools of Athens were

finally closed by a decree of Justinian.

The reign of this emperor contributed to the

destruction of some of the remaining buildings

of antiquity, and to the preservation of others.

1 Zonar. Ann. 1. 12. c. 23.

Procop. de TEdif. 1. 4. c. 2.

3 The philosophy of Athens at this time seems to have

been nothing more than astrology. When Justinian was

building the church of Saint Sophia, he consulted two Athe-

nian philosophers, who (adds Codinus) were also astronomers,

to know whether the walls and pavement should be inlaid

with gold. Their reply contained some Attic salt. They

predicted, that, if the emperor adorned the church in the

manner proposed, some poor kings would come and overturn

it
; but that if he built it of plain marble it would last for

ever. Codin. de Orig. Const.

f
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While such as were easily susceptible of repair

were converted into churches, many of those

which were in a state of dilapidation were en-

tirely demolished for the sake of the materials,

used in the construction ofnumerous new build-

ings erected by Justinian in every part of the

empire. We are told by one of the Byzantine

writers
1

, who has described the foundation of

St. Sophia, that, among the materials brought
from different ancient cities upon this occasion,

were some columns from Athens. These could

not have been any of the numerous columns

of the Olympium, for the loss of all traces of

which it is now so difficult to account, because

there are no columns of their magnitude in the

mosque of St. Sophia ;
but it seems not impro-

bable that some of the columns of coloured

marble, which support the galleries of that

building, may have belonged to the porticos of

Libyan and Phrygian marble erected at Athens

by Hadrian 2
.

It was to Justinian that Greece was indebted

for a new branch of cultivation, which, spread-

ing by slow degrees, at length assisted ma-

terially in supporting industry and commerce

in that country, during the ages of their

greatest depression. The art of rearing the

silk-worm, and ofweaving its produce into cloth,

1 Codin. de Orig. Const. 2 Pausan. Attic, c. 18.
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such as had hitherto been brought into the Ro-

man empire at a great expense from the east,

flourished in Greece for several centuries before

it was introduced into Italy. When Roger,

king of Sicily, invaded Greece in the middle

of the twelfth century, and captured Thebes,

Athens, and Corinth, he carried back with him

from those cities some Greek artisans, who

taught the manufacture of silk to the Sicilians,

from whom it spread quickly over Italy
1

. The

manufacture of silken stuffs has since that time

been transferred from Greece to countries where

industry is more encouraged ;
but the culture of

the raw commodity still subsists, although at

present almost entirely neglected in the three

cities, from whence Sicily first derived its silk.

After the suppression ofthe schools ofAthens,

and the dispersion of the few remaining votaries

of Grecian science and superstition, Greek lite-

rature took refuge among the clergy, in the con-

vents, in Constantinople, and in Thessalonica.

Here it was preserved from being entirely extin-

guished during the four dark centuries which fol-

lowed the reign of Heraclius, at whose death the

eastern empire became reduced to those narrow

boundaries, which were never afterwards en-

larged. As, during this period, there was scarcely

1 See Gibbon, c. 53, 56.
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any contemporary historian to record the for-

tunes of the imperial capital, we cannot be sur-

prised that not a trace should be found ofthe fate

of Athens, now dwindled to a provincial town,

and deprived of every remnant of science.

It has often been supposed that the fury of

the Iconoclasts, or image-breakers, which for

near 120 years
1 divided the empire into two con-

flicting parties, alike regardless of the encroach-

ments of the Musulmans on one hand, or of the

Sclavonians on the other, was an active cause of

the destruction of the statuary works of the

ancients.

But there is no good reason to believe that,

in the provinces, the Iconoclasts exercised any
active or efficient hostility against the ancient

statues. The emissaries of Leo the Isaurian,

and of his son Constantine, were generally re-

sisted with success
2

;
and although Leo himself

destroyed some of the ancient works collected

at Constantinople, where the quarrel chiefly

raged, he left a far greater number uninjured
3

.

The Iconoclast dispute, moreover, was en-

tirely a Christian quarrel. The fury of the

breakers of images was directed, not against the

Pagan superstition, which was no longer an ob-

1 From about A. D. 725 to 842.
3 Gibbon, c. 4-9.

s Codin.de Orig. Const.
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ject of jealousy to the church, but against the

images of Christ and the saints j
and it was di-

rected, not against statues, but against pictures
1
.

But although there is no reason to think that

the Iconoclasts sought out the productions of

ancient sculpture for the purpose of destroying

them, it was about the age of the Iconoclast

dispute that those works finally disappeared

from every part of the ancient world, with the

sole exception of the Byzantine capital, where

a few monuments of ancient sculpture were still

preserved through the dark ages, together with

those relics of ancient literature, which have

contributed so much to polish and instruct

modern Europe.
In Greece, in proportion as the Scythian

1 In the acts ofthe synod of Constantinople, (A. D. 754.)

which forbad the use of images, there is no mention of any

thing but pictures and colours. The words used throughout

are yf a,<pdi, xygbs, <ran$e$, uAa, rtlvocKes, and the synod styles

itself BTTiffMTfujv opyyvgis (ru^'rtjcny <rfot^ffa^vr) itsfi ry$

TUJV Ofioiwuoirvuv yj)(a\hQ.'t<Mgy\a,s.
Hist. Concil. vol. 7- p 41.5.

The word envoy, which among the Pagan Greeks was used

for a portrait or resemblance, either in painting or sculpture,

became gradually applied in ecclesiastical language to that

kind of resemblance only, which was employed as an object

of adoration in the churches. With this sense the word has

been handed down to the present day, being now exclusively

applied to the pictures of saints, which the Greeks hang in

their churches, houses, ships, &c.
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tribes settled in every part of the country, such

monuments ceased even to be considered orna-

mental. A few may have been found by those

barbarous settlers, and broken or melted by
them ; but the greater part had probably been

either concealed by the priests during the ope-

ration of the imperial decrees against Paganism,
in the hopes of more favourable times, which

never arrived, or had been buried in the ruins of

so many public edifices of all kinds, which fell

into disuse, neglect, and destruction, in con-

sequence of the impoverished and depopulated

state of the country, and in consequence of the

new systems of religion and civil government.
The state of Greece during the 250 years,

which elapsed between the beginning of the

thirteenth and the middle of the fifteenth cen-

tury, was not favourable to the preservation of

any monuments of antiquity, which Athens may
have preserved at the beginning of that period.

In the melancholy account which Nicetas 1 has

left of the melting of the ancient bronzes by
the Franks, when they took Constantinople in

1204, we see how totally regardless the an-

cestors of some of the most civilized nations of

Europe were ofthe works of the ancient Greeks,

and how incapable they were of feeling any

1 Nicetas Choniat ap. Banduri. Imp. Orient, vol. 1. p. 93.
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share of that respect for them, which, together

with the ancient language, was still cherished

among the Greeks themselves.

The account which the same author 1 and

others have given of the state of Greece at this

time, shows how naturally the country divides

itself into small states, ready to contend with

each other for boundaries, and such objects of

jealousy as usually occur among neighbours.

According to the treaty of partition made by
the Crusaders after the capture of Constan-

tinople, Greece was to be divided between

Boniface, Marquis of Montferrat, and the Ve-

netians. The latter were to have the Morea and

the islands ; the former was tohave all the country

north of the Isthmus, with Thessalonica for his

capital. But the Franks were unable to realise

the possession of all their conquests, several

districts remaining in the power of independent

tribes, or of Greek princes of the imperial fa-

milies, or of adventurers who had acquired, and

were still able to maintain, their independence

by force of arms. Thus Epirus and ^Etolia

were in the power of John Ducas ; the Vla-

khiotes retained Mount Pindus ; and the Greeks

of A'grafa, the recesses of the ancient Dolopia.

In the Morea, Messenia belonged to the family

1 Nicet. in Balduin, G. Acropol. Hist. &c.
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of Melisseno, who were descendants of a sister

of the emperor Alexius Comnenus the first;

Laconia was in the hands of Leon Khamareto,

and Corinthia and Argolis in those of Leon

Sgur6. The Venetians took possession of

Candia, and of several other islands, but were

not able to make good their claims to any

part of the Morea, where two French adven-

turers, of the families of Champlite and Ville-

hardouin, having made themselves masters of

all those parts of the peninsula which were not

occupied by the Greeks, established the Frank

principality of Achaia. Leon Sguro, who was

married to a daughter of the dethroned Greek

emperor Alexius, attempted to oppose the ad-

vance of the Marquis of Montferrat, at the cele-

brated passes of Tempe and Thermopylae, but

he was not more successful than the Greeks of

old had been against the Persians or the Gauls.

His previous conduct, moreover, had been

such as to facilitate the success of the Franks
;

for, desirous of turning the confusion of the

empire to his own aggrandizement, he had

attacked Athens, and, failing in an attempt

upon the citadel
1

, had injured the town, burnt

1
Nicet. in Bald. c. 2. This circumstance may serve to

show that Athens was already reduced nearly to its present

dimensions. It appears that Leo's attack was upon the

citadel, and that it was made without passing through the
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the farms, and carried away the cattle of the

Athenians. He had also taken and ill-treated

Thebes, so that no sooner had the Franks made

good their passage over Mount (Eta, than they

found the Boeotians ready to receive them as

masters.

Michael Choniates, brother of the historian

Nicetas, who had defended Athens against

Sguro, was not quite so well pleased to give up
his authority to the Marquis ;

but finding that

between the two invaders no hope remained, he

was content to submit. He was replaced by a

Latin bishop sent from Rome, and the duchy
of Athens was conferred by the Marquis of

Montferrat, as king of Thessalonica, upon the

most illustrious of his followers, a Burgundian,

named Otho de la Roche.

After these conquests, Boniface received the

voluntary submission of the inhabitants of Eu-

bcea, who even constructed a bridge over the

Euripus for the passage of his army ;
but he

was not equally successful in the Morea, where

town. The citadel, therefore, was no longer surrounded as

anciently on every side by the town, but was already unin-

habited on one side, which we cannot doubt, was the south,

as at present. It seems also that the city was but slightly

provided with means of defence ; and we know that, until

the Albanian invasion in 1770, the city itself had no other

protection than such as was afforded by the junction of the

outer houses, with a few gates and loop-holes.
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he laid an ineffectual siege to the Acrocorinthus

and Nauplia.

For a particular account ofthe revolutions of

Greece, during the two centuries which followed

the Latin conquest of Constantinople, I must

refer the reader to the history of Constantinople
under the French emperors, by the diligent and

accurate Du Cange. The fate of Athens itself

during the same period, may be comprised in a

few lines.

The recovery of Constantinople by Michael

Palasologus, in 1261, was preceded and followed

by the expulsion of the Franks from many parts

of Greece. Macedonia and Thessaly were again

united to the imperial city, and the Greeks re-

covered several places in the More"a
; but their

possession of the latter was only temporary, and

in general the provinces of southern Greece

continued to be divided between the Greeks

and Franks nearly in the same proportions,

which had been established after the Latin con-

quest of Constantinople. The Despotate of the

West, and all the southern parts of the More*a,

remained in the hands ofGreek princes. The rest

of Greece, including the islands, continued to

be occupied by Frank chieftains, the fluctuation

of whose politics depended upon the influence

of the popes and ofthe kings ofNaples, and still

more upon the two great naval powers, the Ve-
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netians and Genoese. It was the fate of Athens

never to revert to the Greeks, but to be a Frank

principality, from the year 1204, until, in the

middle of the fifteenth century, it was absorbed

into the Turkish empire. It is to this long re-

sidence of foreigners, that we are to ascribe

some peculiarities in the Attic dialect of mo-

dern Greek, found in no other parts of Greece,

except in the islands, which have been under

Frank dominion for an equal space of time.

The family of La Roche enjoyed the duke-

dom of Athens, which included Attica, Boeotia,

and parts of Phocis and Euboea, for about the

same period as the French remained in posses-

sion of Constantinople. It then fell to Walter

de Brienne, who married the heiress ofLa Roche.

His son Waiter, by means of his Frank mer-

cenaries, who were chiefly Catalans, enlarged

the boundaries of the duchy, and took Corinth,

Argos, and some other fortresses, from the

Greek princes of the More"a.

The successes of Walter, however, led to his

ruin ; for, unable to satisfy all his greedy ad-

venturers of Catalonia, he came at length to an

open quarrel with them, and lost his duchy and

his life in a battle on the banks of the lake Co-

pals in Bceotia 1
. The Catalans chose Roger

A. D. 1311.
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Deslau, one oftheir prisoners, for their duke, and

from Athens, as their principal fortress, made

some conquests from the Despot of the West,

particularly Neopatra, (the ancient Hypata,) at

the northern foot of Mount CEta, which con-

tinued to be the chief bulwark of the duchy to

the northward, until this city, together with all

Thessaly, and the vale of the Spercheius, fell

into the hands of the Turks. The Catalans were

prevented from making any further advances in

this direction by the Albanians.

On the death of Roger Deslau, the fortresses

in the Morea falling off from the rest of the

alliance, and the Catalans being again at a loss

for a leader of sufficient talents and influence to

preserve order and union among the different

chieftains, each of whom was in possession of

his castle and small district, they came to the

determination of placing the duchy under the

protection of the house of Arragon
1
. Hence,

for the next sixty years Attica, Bceotia, Phocis,

and the valley of the Spercheius, were generally

an appanage of the younger branches of the

royal family of Sicily. The duchy of Athens,

and Neopatra, (as it was then called) was go-

verned by deputies, who resided at Athens, and

who administered the duchy in the name of the

Sicilian prince. At the end of this period it

1 A. D. 1326.
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fell into the hands of the Florentine family of

Acciajuoli.

The first of these was Nerio, or Renerio, ne-

phew of Nicholas, grand seneschal of the king-

dom of Naples. In the year 1364, Nerio obtained

from the titular empress, Mary of Bourbon, the

principality of Vostitza (the ancient ^Egium) in

Achaia. Some years afterwards he was sent by
Jane the first, queen of Naples, to seize upon
Corinth and Argos, under the pretence that they

had been a part of the conquests of Walter de

Brienne 1
. When the troops of the Holy League,

formed between France, Naples, Venice, and

Genoa, and cemented by pope Boniface the

ninth, passed over into Greece, with the pretence

of settling the quarrels of the Greek empire, and

of preventing the further encroachments of the

Turks, Nerio was opposed to the Catalans,

Navarese, and other adventurers, who were in

possession of several parts of the duchy of

Athens. Together with a considerable share of

courage and conduct, Nerio joined a great in-

fluence, derived from his matrimonial alliances,

for he had espoused a Genoese lady of Eubcea,

had given one of his daughters in marriage to

Charles Tocco, duke of loannina, and the other

to Theodore Palseologus, Despot of the Morea,

and brother of the Greek emperor.
1 A. D. 1371.
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Having reduced the whole duchy, Nerio re-

ceived, in 1394, the patent of duke of Athens

from Ladislaus, king of Naples and Hungary ;

and, dying not long afterwards, he bequeathed
Athens to the Venetians, Thebes to his illegiti-

mate son Antonio, and Corinth to his son-in-

law the despot of the Morea. But Antonio

seized upon Athens before the Venetians could

assert their rights; and, having had the pru-

dence to keep upon good terms with both

Greeks and Turks, he enjoyed a long and

peaceful reign. As he is said to have adorned

Athens with several buildings, it is not im-

probable that the high tower at the entrance of

the citadel is the work of this prince.

Upon the death of Antonio, his widow en-

deavoured to obtain the succession for herself,

and the Turks having now established them-

selves in Thrace, from whence they were ex-

tending their incursions into Greece, she sent

Laonicus Chalcocondyles, father ofthe historian,

with rich presents to Adrianople, to procure the

sanction of the Sultan, Murat the second, to her

claims. But Nerio and Antonio, two relatives

of Antonio the first, who had lived in his court,

seized, in the mean time, upon the citadel,

which gave the Sultan a pretext for sending his

Turks to plunder Boeotia.

Nerio soon found himself obliged to give
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way to the superior talents and activity of

his brother Antonio, and retired to Florence.

Antonio did not long enjoy his acquisition.

Upon his death, in 143,5, his widow, who was a

Greek, and heiress of the family of Melisseno

of Messenia, endeavoured to transfer all his

possessions, including Athens and Thebes, to

one of the Palaeologi, Despot of the Mora;
but, before she could put the design in exe-

cution, Turakhan seized upon Thebes for Sul-

tan Murat
;
and Nerio Acciajuoli the second,

returning from Florence to Athens, resumed

the duchy as tributary to the Sultan.

During his reign, in the year 1445, the

Sultan marched to the Isthmus of Corinth,

took the intrenchments of Hexamili, and re-

ceived submission and tribute from the princes

of the Mor6a; but this lasted no longer than

the Turkish army remained in that part of the

country, and the Greek despots were not finally

reduced until Mehmet the second marched into

the Mora, five years after the conquest of

Constantinople.

On the death of Nerio the second, his widow

administered the government ofAthens for some

time in tbe name of her young son ; but, having
married a nobleman of Venice, of which re-

public the Turks were already extremelyjealous,
the Sultan sent Francesco, son of Antonio Ac-
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ciajuoli the second, to Athens as governor.

This young man, who, according to the usual

Turkish mode, had been brought up among the

attendants of the Sultan, as a hostage for the

fidelity of his father, had not been long in pos-

session of Athens, before he gave evidences of

his Turkish education, by putting to death the

widow of his uncle Nerio, though neither she

nor her Venetian husband made any opposition

to his assumption of the government.
This event furnished an opportune pretext

to the ambitious Mehmet the second, who had

now succeeded to the scymetar of Ali Osman,
to order his general, Omar, son of Turakhan, to

seize upon Athens. Francesco having retired

into the citadel, made a capitulation, by which

he retained the government of Thebes ;
and

Omar, in the month of June 1456, took pos-

session of Athens, which, three years after-

wards, was visited by Mehmet himself, on his

return from the conquest of the Mor^a 1
.

The humiliation of Athens was now com-

plete. Obliged at last to bend her neck to the

yoke of the oriental barbarians, who, for more

than nineteen centuries, had been kept at a

distance by the effects of Grecian superiority

in all that makes a nation powerful, Athens has

1 A. D. 1459.
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ever since considered herself fortunate in re-

ceiving the orders and protection of the Sultan,

through the mediation of a black eunuch slave,

the guardian ofthe tyrant's women
1
. This envied

privilege was granted by Mehmet himself, who,

having expressed the highest admiration at the

beauty of the situation, the magnificence of the

ancient buildings, the strength ofthe citadel, and

the convenience of the harbours, thought the

whole district not unworthy of becoming an ap-

panage of his harem. He punished some ofthe

Athenians for a conspiracy, either real or pre-

tended, to restore Francesco
;
and soon after his

return to Constantinople, he ordered Francesco

himself to be put to death. The Parthenon

was converted from a Christian church into a

mosque ;
a minaret was erected at its south-

western angle, and such alterations were made

at the western entrance of the Acropolis, as the

recent invention of artillery had rendered ne-

cessary for its defence.

At the end of that great revolution, which,

having begun in the abandonment of ancient

civilization to the northern barbarians, had.

ended in the conversion of all those barbarous

nations to Christianity, and in the consequent

1 Chalcocond. 1. 9. p. 241.

g
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commencement of a new and better civilization,

Greece felt the effects of the great change in

the partial revival of letters, though it was soon

disturbed by the progress of the Mohammedans,
and at length destroyed by the Turkish con-

quest, which, while the rest of Europe has been

in a state of progressive improvement, has re-

duced Greece to the level of the Musulman

nations.

The darkness of Greek history during the

four centuries preceding the twelfth, is sud-

denly illumined by the histories of Anna Com-

nena and Nicetas, from whom it appears that

Greece emerged from that darkness nearly in its

present state. Although the learned ofConstan-

tinople might turn with pride and satisfaction to

the ancient authors for models of the written

language, we find undoubted proofs in the By-
zantine writers of the twelfth century, that the

country had then undergone all the changes in

its language, in its population, and in its names

of places, which characterize modern Greece.

The grammar of the language had assumed

nearly the same form which distinguishes the

modern languages of Europe, derived from the

Latin
; and its poetry no longer regarded the

structure of feet, and quantity of syllables, but,

like that of the nations of modern Europe,
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was regulated by accent, to the exclusion of

quantity.

A fond attachment to the ancient glory of

the nation might induce the Byzantine writers,

and in particular the learned princess Anna, to

prefer the use of names so dear to classical re-

collection, as Peloponnesus and Sparta ;
but

it is evident from Nicetas, that those of Mor6a

and Mistra were already in use. The people

of Greece, divided as they now are into Ro-

mans, (PwpaJioi,) Albanians, ('A^am-at,) and Wal-

lachians, (BXa^o*,) had severally settled them-

selves in the districts where we now find them,

while the Bulgarians, who had pervaded every

part of Greece, had already established the

names of Sclavonic derivation, which we find

spread over every part of the country, from the

north of Macedonia to Cape Matapan. The

degree ofdependence ofeach part of the country

upon Constantinople, its political divisions, and

the towns in which the population had chiefly

concentrated itself, were nearly the same as

they are at the present day. In the Morea 1
,

Patra, Mistra, and the maritime fortresses of

Monemvasia, Anapli, Koroni, and Methoni,

already held the chief rank. Beyond the Isth-

1

Tripolitza has acquired some greater degree of im-

portance of lato years, from its' having become the seat of

government instead of Anapli (Nauplia).
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mus, the towns of note were Athens, Thebes,

and Euripo, (Chalcis of Euboea) ;
in Thessaly

and Epirus, Larissa, Trikkala, Arta, and loan-

nina
;
and in Macedonia, Achris, Scopia, Serrae,

Berrhsea, and Thessalonica.

Athens among the rest seems to have emerged
from the dark ages nearly in the state in which

we now find it. Deprived of the adventitious

circumstances which caused its ancient splen-

dor, and even of the maritime commerce, which

is absolutely necessary to raise it above a small

provincial town, Athens was probably reduced

nearly to its present population of eight or ten

thousand, soon after piracy, the natural curse

of the Levant seas, had resumed its reign, and

had reduced the maritime commerce of Athens

to its state in the heroic ages.

It happened most opportunely for the Turks,

that, about the time when their martial virtues

began to decline, and when they began to be

opposed to armies in which the art of war was

making rapid improvements, the discoveries of

a new continent, and of a maritime route to

India, together with the new views ofambition,

commerce, and international policy, which arose

out of those events, diverted the attention of

civilized Europe from the countries which had

been conquered by the Turks from the Chris-

tians. Had it not been for these events, it is
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probable that the Turks would long since have

been expelled from Europe, and from the shores

of the Mediterranean, instead of being left to

the present time in the undisturbed abuse of

the finest regions of ancient civilization.

The antipathy which must always prevail

between Mohammedans and Christians, threw

an additional veil over the fate and condition

of Athens, reduced as it was to the provincial

town of a barbarous empire. So great was this

obscurity two hundred and fifty years ago, when

Greek literature had already been cultivated in

several parts of Europe with ardour and success,

that Athens was hardly known to exist as an

inhabited place ; and still less was it suspected

to retain any remains of its ancient magni-
ficence. This poverty and obscurity, however,

were attended with some advantage ; for, com-

bined with the strength of the Acropolis, and

the distance of the city from the sea shore, they
served in great measure to protect it from the

pirates, and from the corsairs of the Turks, Ve-

netians, Genoese, and other nations, which have

frequented the ^Egean sea, and desolated its

coasts, in the course of the wars in which those

nations have been engaged in the Levant.

Twice only since the Turkish conquest have

the events of war carried ruin or spoliation into

the city itself. In the year 1464, the Venetians
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landed at the Peirseeus, surprised the city, and

carried off their plunder and captives to Euboea.

Two centuries afterwards, Athens again expe-
rienced from the same nation an interruption

to her lethargic repose.

At the end of the campaign of 1687, in which

the Venetians, under Francesco Morosini, after-

wards Doge, made those important conquests
in the Corinthian gulf and More"a, which gave
to the Venetians the possession of the peninsula
for eight and twenty years, Morosini, with the

Venetian fleet, entered the gulf of JEgina, in-

tending to proceed against Eubcea
;
but the sea-

son appearing too far advanced, he determined

to apply the remainder of the autumn to the re-

duction of Athens, thus securing at least a con-

venient station for the winter in the Peirseeus.

Having sent a squadron into the straits of Eu-

boea to prevent the Turks of E'gripo from

assisting those of Athens, Morosini proceeded
with his armament from ^Egina to the Peirseeus.

Here he was met by the chiefs of the Greek

community, who, in offering submission and as-

sistance, informed him at the same time that

the Turks had retired into the citadel, abund-

antly provided with the means of defence, and

that they had sent to demand succour from the

Seraskier at Thebes.

On the 21st of September, 8000 infantry and
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870 horse, under Count Konigsmarck, a Swede,

disembarked, marched to Athens, and sum-

moned the citadel without effect. On the 25th,

four large mortars, and several pieces of heavy
ordnance were placed in battery ;

the cannon

on the hill of the Pnyx, two of the mortars at

the eastern foot of the Acropolis, near the Latin

convent, where the regiment of the Prince of

Brunswick was quartered, and the two others on

the northern side of the town.

On the 26th the fire was opened. As the west-

ern end ofthe hill was the only assailable point,

the fire was principally directed against the Pro-

pylaea, and the modern defences below that

building. To the explosion of a Turkish maga-

zine, which soon took place, we may probably

attribute the destruction of the beautiful little

temple of Victory without Wings, the frieze of

which is now in the British Museum ;
for no-

thing but a few fragments of the temple have

been found by any traveller who has visited

Athens since the siege ;
and we know from

Spon and Wheler that, a few years before the

siege, it was complete, and used as a powder

magazine.

The operations were for a short time inter-

rupted by a party of the Seraskier's cavalry,

who suddenly made their appearance in the

plain, but they were soon attacked and put to
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flight by the Venetians. On the 27th, the de-

fences of the western end being much injured,

and several of the guns dismounted, the be-

siegers began to make approaches towards the

enemy's works, but they proceeded with dif-

ficulty on account of the rocky nature of the

ground. The fire, meantime, was continued

from the mortars upon the citadel. The Par-

thenon being so conspicuous an object, and oc-

cupying so large a portion of the citadel, could

not long escape injury ; but this might have been

comparatively insignificant, had not the Turks

unfortunately collected in the temple, together

with their most valuable property, a large quan-

tity of combustible ammunition. Towards the

evening ofthe 28th, a shell, falling upon the centre

ofthe building, inflamed the magazine. The ex-

plosion reduced all the middle of the temple to a

heap ofruins
; but, having occurred nearer to the

eastern than to the western end, it threw down

all the wall at that extremity, and precipitated

to the ground all the statues of the eastern pe-

diment, while the western front received little

injury, and apart of the Opisthodomus was left

standing, together with some of the lateral

columns of the peristyle adjoining to the cell.

The conflagration caused by the explosion,

spreading to the houses of the citadel, and the

Pasha and his son having soon afterwards been
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killed by another shell, the Turks made offers

to capitulate, and on the 29th of September

signed terms, by which they were to leave the

place in five days, to give up all their slaves

and prisoners, and to be transported with their

families to Smyrna.
On the 4th of October, 3000 Turks, ofwhom

500 were military, marched out, and were em-

barked. The Venetians found 18 pieces of can-

non in the fortress. These they distributed in

three redoubts, which they built between the

city and Peirseeus, to secure the road from the

cavalry of the Seraskier. But a more formidable

enemy than the Turks soon began to molest

them. It was not long before the plague made

its appearance in the Venetian garrison of the

Acropolis, when Morosini, to prevent its spread-

ing from the city to the fleet in Peirseeus, and to

the camp at Munychia, threw up an intrench-

ment from Port Munychia to Port Peiraeeus,

which converted the peninsula of Munychia into

a fortified place of arms. In the course of the

winter, preparations were begun by the Vene-

tians for their' expedition against Negropont,
when Morosini, embarrassed by the plague,

finding that Negropont would demand all his

armament, and that Athens would require a

larger force than he could spare to keep up the
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communication with the sea, from whence alone

his garrison could be supplied with provisions,

resolved upon abandoning his recent conquest

entirely. It was in vain that the Greeks, dread-

ing the vengeance of the Turks against them,

offered the payment of 20,000 reals, besides

maintaining the garrison. In the month of

March 1688, the Acropolis was dismantled, and

the ordnance was conveyed to the Peiraeeus.

The Greeks then proceeded to the same place,

not without some disturbance from the Turkish

cavalry, and bitterly complaining that the pre-

tended friendship of their fellow Christians had

produced no other result, than the loss of their

homes and estates.

On the 4th of April, the Venetian garrison

evacuated the Acropolis, retired into the en-

trenched camp of Munychia, and in three days

afterwards embarked. The emigrant Greeks

having embarked in Venetian ships, some went

to Salamis, ^Egina, and the islands ofthe j'Egean,

others to Corinth and Nauplia, near which latter

place the senate of Venice allotted habitations

and portions of land to some of the emigrants,

in the district of Iri, (the ancient Asine) ; while

to others they gave annual stipends. The greater

part of the emigrant families were, however, in

he course of a few years prevailed upon by
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the Turks of Athens to return, and the district

of Iri is now very little cultivated or inhabited 1
.

Thus ended this fatal expedition, no less de-

structive to the remains ofAthenian art, than use-

less as a military enterprise ;
for it contributed

nothing to facilitate the acquisition of Euboea,

or to complete the conquest of Peloponnesus.

In three days the works of Pericles received

from a nation which not only prided itself upon
the encouragement of the arts, but which had

even rivalled the ancients in painting, more in-

jury than had been caused by many centuries

of the grossest ignorance and barbarism. A
,few years before the siege, when Wheler, Spon,

and De Nointel visited Athens, the Propylaea

still preserved its pediment ;
the temple of Vic-

tory without Wings was complete ;
the Parthe-

non, or great temple of Minerva, was perfect,

i For the history of the siege see Fanelli, Atene Attica, a

work published sixteen years afterwards, and in which the

pomp of expression forms an amusing contrast with the

poverty of thought. But the best authorities are the two

following contemporary documents: 1. Letter of a Vene-

tian captain, employed in the siege, preserved by Bulifone.

Lettere Memorabili, Raccolta Seconda, p. 83. 2. The of-

ficial report of the Venetian government upon the campaign
of 1687, transmitted to London, translated into English, and

published with the royal arms of James II. oh the 16th of

December, 1687, under the title of " Journal of the Venetian

Campaign,*' &c.
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with the exception of the roof, and ofthe central

figures in the eastern, and of one or two in the

western pediment; the Erechtheium was so

little injured that it was used as the harem of a

Turkish house ; and there were still some re-

mains of buildings and statues on the south

side of the Parthenon. If the result of the

siege did not leave the edifices of the Acropolis

quite in the deplorable state in which we now

see them, the injury which they received on

that occasion was the cause of all the dilapida-

tion which they have since suffered, and indeed

has rendered the transportation of the fallen

fragments of sculpture out of Turkey their best

preservative from total demolition.

In fairness to the Venetians, however, it must

be confessed that they neither appear to have

previously known the value of the antiquities

contained in the Acropolis, nor to have had

any expectation of the fatal effects of their

fire. The great cause of all the destruction,

which the buildings of the Acropolis have suf-

fered in modern times, has been the practice pre-

vailing among the Athenian Turks ofdepositing

their powder in the convenient receptacles af-

forded by the ancient buildings. Although works

so exquisitely finished as those of the Acropolis

could not fail to receive cruel injury from a bom-

bardment and cannonade at a range offive or six
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hundred yards, the solidity of ancient Athenian

architecture would have defied the Venetian

projectiles, if it had not been for the deposits of

powder in the temples of Victory and Minerva.

It was in like manner by a powder magazine,

supposed to have been inflamed by lightning,

that the eastern portico of the Propylaea, to-

gether with the adjacent parts, were thrown

down about the year 1636. At present the

ammunition of the Turkish citadel is deposited

in the northern portico of the Pandrosium,

which has been closed for that purpose, and

thus there wants only a casual thunderbolt, or

the stupid or predestinarian negligence of a

Turkish keeper, to scatter in atoms this most

exquisitely finished of all the Athenian edifices.

The removal of the statues of the western

pediment of the Parthenon, which even the

explosion had been unable to displace, was be-

gun by Morosini himself, who thought that the

car ofVictory, with its horses ofthe natural size,

and of such admirable workmanship as to strike

the Venetians themselves when they came to ex-

amine them with astonishment and regret, would

be a fine accompaniment to his triumphal entry

into Venice, and a noble monument of his con-

quest of Athens, or according to the more can-

did expression of the Italian historian, of the

voluntary abandonment of the Attic conquest.
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By the awkwardness ofthe Venetian engineers,

however, the whole groupe was thrown down in

the act of lowering it, and according to the

testimony of an eye-witness
1

, broken to atoms.

The destruction of these horses was so complete,
that no remains of them have been discovered

among the other fragments found at the foot of

the western pediment, and conveyed to Eng-
land by Lord Elgin.

It has already been observed, that, until the

middle of the sixteenth century, Athens was

hardly known to preserve any remains of an-

tiquity, or even to exist as an inhabited place.

The study of Greek literature, spreading rapidly

over Europe, produced at that time an endea-

vour to penetrate the darkness which had en-

veloped Greece since the Turkish conquest, and

which had rendered it less known and less ex-

plored than the wilds of the lately discovered

new world. It was not that travellers had not

occasionally penetrated into Greece at an earlier

period, for it appears that Ciriaco d'Ancona

copied some inscriptions at Athens in 1437;
1 The Venetian Captain abovementioned, whose company

was quartered in the Acropolis, expresses himself as follows :

"
Sopra 1'entrata eravi 1'effigie de Giove, il trionfo della nas-

cita di Minerva, e due cavalli che tiravano il carro, ove essa

sedeva. L'eccellentissimo Capitan Generale mando a le-

tarc quei cavalli, ma la poca accortezza di alcuni gli fece

cadere e si ruppero non solo, ma si difecero in polvere."
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and we are informed by Spon, that he saw at

Rome a manuscript on vellum, of an Italian

architect named Giambetti, of the date of 1465,

in which the artist had given designs of the

Tower of the Winds at Athens, of Sparta, and

of other places ;
but the truth was, that the

progress of literature was still so slow that little

curiosity was shown for such inquiries. In the

year 1573, Martin Kraus, or Crusius, a learned

professor of Tubingen, and the first who taught

Greek in Germany, curious to ascertain the

actual state of Greece, and of the Greek

language, contrived to open a communication

with some Greeks at Constantinople upon those

subjects. In a letter addressed to Theodore

Zygomala, he states that Athens was described

by fhe modern historians of Germany as totally

destroyed, and occupied only by a few fisher-

men's huts, and he desires to know from his

correspondent whether such was the truth.

Zygomala answers that, being a native of Nau-

plia, he had often visited Athens, but, in at-

tempting to describe its antiquities, he ex-

poses his ignorance, for he calls the Parthe-

non, the Pantheon
; and, by a mistaken ap-

plication of a passage in Pausanias, he supposes
the horses of the car of Victory in the western

pediment to be the work of Praxiteles 1
.

To irdyQEov, oinoSo^v VIKW<T<X,V irdvz$ oi
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Another correspondent of Crusius, Symeon
Kavasila, commits a still grosser blunder as to

the Parthenon, by calling it the temple of the

Unknown God, mentioned by St. Paul 1
. He

states the citadel of Athens to have been then

inhabited by the Turks, and the lower town by
the Christians, which seems to indicate a more

marked separation of the two nations, than

exists at the present day, when all the higher

class of Turks resides in the city. The extent

of Athens appears also to have been at that time

somewhat greater than it now is on the side of

the Olympium ; for, if I understand his words

rightly, one third of the ancient Hadrianopolis

was then inhabited, where in another century

there remained only two or three cottages.

'EAAr'ywy

xau fatiTat,, ra,; Qetag' xa< perd ruv aAAwy, ertdvw fr

vvtyf, titTfov; 5oo ^tuatromtyouf el; trdgxa,,
fo oxe~y

ou; Asygrai on zAa^eucrg HgocfyreXrt f. Theod. Zygomalas ap.

Mart. Crus. Turco-Grsec. 1. 7. ep. 10.

1 IlaAat
//.ev

TO rwv 'Afyvwv avrv Tp'nrfaKOv riv, KCCI aitav

olxou^svov. Nyv g ro per Jcrwrsfox oireg axooVoAtf, Jv w xa

aJ Ayva;Vrcu ear, a,Ttot,v vrto povwv 'Icr^aijA/rcJy oi>toJ-

o # SKTQS (TO dva^sTafcv tpyU'i) o*X.oy uVo rJ

rov 5fc- sfcwrepov (Iv w xa< r ^ar/Ag/a ^ia ^a^d^y xa)

/xsy/(T7'a;y, e<p wy, r^; itutyf liti'yeygot.'it'roM jw/oyoVr/p^oy ATiJ' sir

*A6^ya, ijo-fwj ^* *f *y Tfohif) To rgirov olxovpsvov oAoy Se Iv

o<riy
oi

ayfl^ wrroi ovte; ivy'/oivwa'w (t% Jy avJfoV r'oy dpdpov

^iXidtiss w$Ka,} dtp* f
TJ

ItfTa jttjA/tyy 7Tf igp^o'/xgyoy.
S. Kaba-

silas ap. M. Crus. Turco-Graec. 1. 7. ep. 18.
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With this exception Athens seems to have been

nearly of its present dimensions, to which in-

deed we have reason to believe that it was re-

duced long before the time of Kavasila 1
. We

can hardly doubt, therefore, that the popula-

tion of 12,000, which he assigns to the city, was

considerably above the truth.

Deshayes, who was French ambassador to the

Porte in 1621, passed through Athens in his

way to Constantinople. He published a few

observations upon the place, in which he de-

scribes the Parthenon as being of an oval form,

and he adopts the supposition of Kavasila, as to

its being the temple of the Unknown God, a mis-

take which probably originated with the Athe-

nians themselves, who at that period had ab-

surdly affixed the name of arsenal of Lycurgus
to the Propylaea, and those of Lantern of De-

mosthenes, Temple of the Winds, and Palace of

Themistocles, to some of the other buildings.

Thus, until the middle of the seventeenth

century, although curious inquirers might learn

that Athens was not only a considerable city,

but that it still contained many monuments of

antiquity, they must notwithstanding have been

totally at a loss to understand which of the cele-

brated buildings of the ancients had survived.

1 See page Ixxii, note 1.
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It was to the establishment in Greece of the mo-

nastic orders of the Roman church, that Europe
was indebted for the first accurate information

upon this subject
1
. Dr. Spon, a physician and

learned antiquary, of Lyons, having opened a

correspondence with the Pere Babin, a Jesuit

at Athens, received from him such a descrip-

tion of that place as Spon thought worthy of

being published. This was done at Lyons in

1674. In the same year, the Marquis de Noin-

tel, being appointed French ambassador at Con-

stantinople, made a short stay at Athens in his

way, and left there Jacques Carrey, a young

artist, who was employed for six weeks in

making drawings. The originals of these de-

signs, executed very rudely and inaccurately,

partly in red chalk, and partly in black lead,

are now in the National Library at Paris. Fac

similes of them have lately been presented

to the British Museum. They represent in

twenty-eight drawings the two pediments of

the Parthenon, the metopes of the southern

side of the same temple, and a great part of

the frieze on the outside of its cell. Among
the buildings ofthe lower town there delineated,

are the church of the Megali Panaghia, with

three Corinthian columns in its wall, two an-

1 The Jesuits first went to Athens in 164-5. The Capuchins

in 1658.
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cient friezes in the wall of the church of Gor-

gopiko, a view of the eastern extremity of the

city, which comprises the Olympium, the banks

of the Ilissus, and Mount Hymettus, and lastly

a nearer view of the Olympium.

It appears from these drawings, that, what-

ever modern houses may have existed around

the Olympium, in the time of Kavasila,they were

reduced in another century to two or three cot-

tages near the fountain Enneacrunus, together

with a few others which stood in a range of

gardens, on the banks of the Ilissus, extending
from Enneacrunus as far as the bridge over

the Ilissus in the road to Sunium. We learn

from Spon, that Callirhoe, the ancient name of

Enneacrunus, which is now applied to the river

Ilissus, as well as to the fountain, wras then

attached also to the hamlet near it. This ham-

let, as well as the houses and gardens below it,

have long since disappeared.

It further appears from Carrey, that there ex-

isted the ruins of a considerable building at the

northern end of the bridge of the Stadium
;

of which a fragment, together with an arched

entrance to the bridge, remained in the time of

Stuart, but has since been destroyed, as well as

the greater part of the bridge. The columns

of the Olympium were in the same state in the

time of Carrey as at present, with the excep-

h %
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tion of the single column, which Stuart and

Chandler mention to have been taken down a

little before their visit to Athens. Within the

area of the great cluster of these columns, Car-

rey has represented a Greek church, which no

longer exists. It was called the church of St.

John at the Columns, (cYa<f xoXoVva^), and its

position, not connected with any part of the

ancient building, seems to indicate that the

ruin of the Olympium took place at a remote

period.

In the year 1675, Athens was visited by the

Earl of Winchelsea, English ambassador to the

Porte, and in the following year by Mr. Vernon,

of whose travels in Greece a short account was

soon afterwards published in the Philosophical

Transactions. The same year was distinguished

in modern Athenian annals by the visit of Dr.

Spon and Sir George Wheler, from whom, and

from the drawings of Carrey, we derive all our

knowledge of the state of Athens, prior to the

siege, which forms the great aera in the modern

history of Athenian antiquities ; for, as to

Guillet, who published in 1675, the pretended
travels in 1669 of his brother La Guilletiere,

it is evident that the work is nothing more than

a romance, constructed indeed with some de-

gree of learning and ingenuity, and founded

upon some correct information acquired by
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Guillet from the missionaries, then recently

established in Greece, added to that which he

found in the printed account of the Pere Babin ;

but mixed up with adventures of his own in-

vention, and with descriptions taken from

Pausanias or other ancient authors, of build-

ings annihilated long before his time, but which

he represents as still in existence
1
. What

indeed are we to think in the present day, of

a traveller, who states that he saw ruins of the

Lyceium, with trees and an aqueduct near the

ascent to the Acropolis, an inscription to the

Unknown God on the front of the Parthenon,

a Pantheon near the Bazar more magnificent

than the Pantheon at Rome, with two horses

1

Spon at first was inclined to defend Guillet against Ver-

non, who, having carried Guillet's book with him to Athens,

gave testimony to its falsehood in his letter to the Royal

Society. In his Voyage, first published at Lyons in 1678,

Spon even allows that La Guilletiere had been seven

days at Athens; but feeling himself unable at the same

time to avoid making some observations upon Guilletiere's

absurdities, Guillet attacked him in a " Dissertation sur un

Voyage, public par un Medecin Antiquaire. Paris, 12mo.

1679." Spon immediately published a "
Reponse a la Cri-

tique, publiee par M. Guillet, sur le Voyage de Grece de

Jacob Spon. 12mo. Lyons, 1679." In this work Spon ex-

presses doubts that such a person as La Guilletiere had ever

existed, brings proofs of the manner in which Guillet's in-

formation was obtained, and gives a list of 112 errors in his

book.
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before it
1

, the work of Praxiteles, but placed

there by Hadrian who pretends to have seen

ruins of a temple of Neptune, of the Pryta-

neium, of the Metroum, of the Bucoleium, of

several of the porticos of the Cerameicus, to-

gether with many of the statues described in

that quarter by Pausanias, who discovers the

theatre of Bacchus in the plain half hid with

trees and grass who finds an ancient building

called the Lantern of Diogenes, which no other

traveller ever heard of who discovers temples

of Vulcan and Venus Urania, where Spoil and

Wheler saw only two modern mosques and

who finds the marble seats still remaining in

the Stadium, although none of them were to be

seen six years after his pretended journey.

As frequent reference will be made in the

course of the present work to the description

given of the buildings of Athens, by Spon and

Wheler, it will be unnecessary to say more at

present upon the state of Athens in their time.

One cannot, however, pass the mention of

their names without expressing surprise that

their publications, which first gave civilized

Europe an adequate idea of the treasures of

ancient art which Athens still retained, should

1 The inscription to the Unknown God, and the horses

before the Pantheon, are evidently improvements upon the

blunders of Zygomala and Kavasila.
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not have roused any government or individual

to an attempt to convert those models to the

improvement of architecture and sculpture at

home, by means of accurate drawings, or casts

of the originals. But literature and the arts

were still so little encouraged in the age of

Louis the fourteenth, either in France or Eng-

land, that it passed away without any endeavour

to acquire a further knowledge of the produc-

tions of the greatest school of Grecian art.

It was not until ninety years after the publi-

cation of the travels of Spon and Wheler, that

an English artist, studying at Rome, perceived

that he was not yet at the fountain head of true

taste in architecture, and determined to pro-

ceed to Athens with the view of making such

a stay there as should enable him to bring

away drawings of all the principal remains of

antiquity. Stuart 1

having engaged Revett, an-

other architect, to join him, they proceeded
to Athens in the year 1751, where they re-

mained during the greater part of three years.

The first part of the result of their labours was

published in 176! ;
soon after which a further

knowledge of Greece and of its remains of an-

tiquity was obtained by a private society in

London, which has done more for the improve-

ment of the arts by researches into the existing

J See Preface to Stuart's Antiq. of Athens, vol. 1.
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remains of the ancients than any government
in Europe.

In the year 1764, the society of Dilettanti

engaged Mr. Revett to return to Greece, in

company with Mr. Pars and Dr. Chandler ;

the former an able draftsman, the latter well

qualified to illustrate the geography and an-

tiquities of the country by his erudition. The
result of this mission has put the public in

possession of the designs of several Athenian

antiquities, left imperfectly examined by Stu-

art, together with architectural details of some

of the most celebrated temples of Asiatic

Greece, a volume of Greek inscriptions by Dr.

Chandler, and two volumes of travels in Asia

Minor and Greece by the same person.

As Chandler, with the exception of Spon and

Wheler, is the earliest modern traveller who
has applied a competent share of judgment
and learning to the examination of any part of

Greece
; and as the public has consequently been

indebted to him for many important discoveries

in illustration of its ancient history and topo-

graphy, it would perhaps be ungrateful to ac-

cuse him of indolence, or want of enterprise ;

but he cannot so easily be excused for having
omitted to cite the ancient authorities in any of

those very numerous passages of his works in

which lie had recourse to them, as the omission
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renders it often difficult to judge of the ac-

curacy of his conclusions.

The researches of Stuart and Chandler upon
the topography of Athens have cleared up
much that had been left obscure and faulty by

Spon and Wheler, and in some instances Chand-

ler's superior learning enabled him to correct

the mistaken impressions of Stuart
;
but others

he has left uncorrected, and he has added many
errors and negligences of his own, as well in

the application of ancient evidence, as in the

actual state of the ruined buildings.

The changes which occurred in the state of

Athens, between the Venetian siege and the

time of Chandler, were so small that Chandler

found it sufficient for the explanation of his

topography to insert a copy of the plan of

Athens, published by Fanelli from the Venetian

engineers.

The alterations produced in the half century

which has elapsed since the visit of Chandler

have been more considerable. Five years after-

wards, the descent of the Albanians into Greece,

which followed the insurrection excited in the

Morea, by the Russians, obliged the Athenians

to surround their city with a wall. In this

operation the two Ionic columns belonging to

the frontispiece of the aqueduct of Hadrian,

at the foot of Mount Anchesmus, were de-
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molished, and its inscribed architrave was

placed over the neighbouring gate of the mo-

dern walls. The temple of Triptolemus, de-

signed by Stuart, and found by Chandler some-

what impaired, with one of the columns pro-

strate, has suffered the further destruction which

Chandler predicted, nothing but the site and

part of the pavement being now apparent
1
. Se-

veral other remains dispersed about the town

have been taken away by travellers, whose

eager desire to possess some specimen of Athe-

nian art, will always find the means of gratifica-

tion as long as Athens is in the hands of the

Turks
; nor can it be doubted that these bar-

barians will make use of the ancient materials

as often as they have need of lime or stone for

the construction or repair of their buildings.

It would be highly unjust, however, to accuse

the Turks alone as the cause of the dilapidation

of the ancient works of Greece. The same

motives of destruction had been in operation

many centuries before they set foot in Greece ;

and although the Greeks have always enter-

tained some degree of respect for the works of

1 The original cause of its destruction was a mass accord-

ing to the Latin rites, celebrated in the temple, then a Greek

church of the Panaghia, by the Marquis de Nointel, in

1674. The Greeks having desecrated the church in con-

sequence, it fell into neglect and gradual dilapidation.
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their illustrious ancestors, it cannot be doubted

that this respect has often given way to the

claims of temporary convenience. There is

scarcely a village in Greece that does not bear

marks of having been built or repaired with the

materials of ancient edifices.

The squared blocks of the ancient walls fur-

nished convenient materials to the modern ma-

son: while the fine marbles, employed by the

ancients for their sculpture, or for the more deco-

rative parts of their architecture, supplied him

with a choice substance for his cement or coat-

ings. It cannot be doubted that many works

of ancient sculpture have in this manner disap-

peared, and the same cause of destruction is

still in active operation
1
.

In those cities which have never ceased to be

inhabited, the remains of antiquity have been

continually disturbed for purposes of modern

construction. Those towns also where the

chief population of the district has established

itself at no great distance from the ancient site,

1 It frequently happens indeed that the wrought stones

of the ancients are too massy for the artisans of the present

day, who find it more convenient to resort to the native

quarry than to remove the ancient materials ; but the magni-
tude of the masses has not always saved them, for in several

places I have seen masons breaking up the finished materials

of the ancients into smaller rude lumps, for the convenience

of transportation.
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have been scarcely less liable to have their ma-

terials removed for the same uses. The ancient

cities therefore which, having been abandoned

or reduced to a very small population at an

early period, have at the same time been at too

great a distance from any modern town to be

largely resorted to for materials, are those which

are most likely still to preserve valuable remains

of antiquity below the surface of the soil 1
.

1

Perhaps the reader will not be displeased if I take this

opportunity of naming the places which appeared to me to

be most remarkably in the latter predicament. In the Pelo-

ponnesus were Corone (at the modern Petalidhi) Messene,

Thuria, the city of the Taenarii, or Caenepolis of the Eleu-

thero Lacones, (at seven or eight miles to the north-west of

Cape Matapan), Gythium, Amyelse, Prasiae, Thyraea, Asine

of Argolis, Hermione, Trcezen, Epidaurus, Phlius, Manti-

neia, Megalopolis, Orchomenus, Clitor, Phigalia, Psophis,

Elis, Dyme, Pallene, Sicyon. Beyond the Isthmus were

Eleusis, and many others of the Demi of Attica, Eretria,

Histisea, and several other cities of Eubrea,, Plataea, Tana-

gra, Thespiae, Cyrrha, Haliartus, Coroneia, Chaeroneia, Or-

chomenus, Opus, Elateia, Thronium,, Heracleia of Mount

(Eta. To these may be added many cities in Thessaly,

Epirus, Acarnania, JEtolia, and Macedonia, particularly the

following : In Thessaly, Thebae Pbthioticse, Pagasae, Deme-

trias, Metropolis, Pelinnaeum, Gomphi, and Cyretiae. In Epi-

rus, Phcenice,Gytance, Pandosia, Cichyrus, Cassope, and Pas-

saron. In Acarnania, Argos Amphilochicum, Thyrea, Stratus,

and the city of the ^Eniadae ; and in ^Etolia, Thermus, and

Calydon. In all these places the state of the soil appears to

indicate that the sites have been little disturbed since the
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But the aAcnj, or sacred groves, which were

purposely removed from the ordinary habita-

tions of men, in sequestered valleys or moun-

tain solitudes, where sumptuous temples were

filled or surrounded with the statuary works of

the first masters 1

; these, above all, are the situa-

tions where the ancient works of art have not

only been better preserved from the spoliations

of latter times, but where they were originally

more abundant than in any other places, ex-

cept in cities of the first rank.

The sea-coast has generally been unfavour-

able to the preservation of remains of antiquity,

on account of the facility of transporting the

materials by water to other places near the

coast, where new buildings w
rere erected. Many

modern towns, churches, and monasteries, have

thus been built or repaired at the expense of the

respective places fell to ruins, and to promise a rich harvest

of ancient remains.

1 It is hardly necessary to name Olympia, Delphi, Nemea,
and the Isthmus, as places to which I particularly allude.

To these may be added the Grove of the Muses on Mount

Helicon, the sanctuaries of Jupiter and of Despoena in

Arcadia, the Heraeum of Argolis, the Hierum of Epidauria,

the oracular fane of Apollo in Mount Ptous, the temples of

Minerva Itonia in Bceotia and in Thessaly, Actium, Dodona,

and many insulated temples in various parts of the country,

the sites of which are certainly known, though little now

remains of their buildings above ground.
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ruined cities on the coast, which have greatly

suffered also from the spoliation or wanton vio-

lence ofthe Turks, Genoese, Venetians, French,

and other nations, who have carried on war or

commerce in the Grecian seas during the last

eight centuries.

In some instances the magnitude of the an-

cient city has been such, that its materials

are not yet exhausted, even although placed
in a situation very much exposed to modern

depredations. Such are Sparta and Tegea,

which, although they have served for ages as

quarries to the neighbouring towns of Mistra

and Tripolitza, yet still retain numerous re-

mains of antiquity below the surface.

But above all the cities of Greece, Athens,

although it has never ceased to be a large in-

habited place, still affords the best prospect of

discoveries interesting to the artist and an-

tiquary. Here every fragment that is found

bears testimony to the pre-eminent taste and

skill of the ancient people j
and although the

buildings of the modern town forbid researches

throughout a great part of the site, all the

southern and western parts of the Asty, the

suburbs of the Gardens and of Agrse, the Lon-

gomural town, and the entire Peiraic city are

open to the labours of the excavator. If the pre-

sent state of the citadel precludes the pos-
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sibility of exploring that fertile mine, we have

at least the consolation of reflecting, that the

buildings which encumber the site will preserve

whatever works of the ancients may remain,

until a better fortune shall revisit Greece ;
for

it can hardly be doubted, that several fine speci-

mens of ancient sculpture are buried under the

modern buildings. The frequent ruin of those

buildings, caused by the slightness of their con-

struction, has been continually accumulating
the soil above the ancient platform of the

Acropolis ever since the beginning of the

seventh century, at which period we know

that the platform still supported some of the

statues which had stood there for a thousand

years.

But, although the present condition of Greece

may render it difficult to make researches in

some of the most interesting spots, the same

difficulty does not occur with regard to the

sites of cities or temples, which are now only

occupied by the shepherd, or the cultivator of

the soil. The Turks have seldom shown much

repugnance to such undertakings, when proper
measures have been taken to obtain their pre-

vious consent ;
and every nation in civilized

Europe is interested in the acquisition, by any
one nation, of those works which, in proving
the superiority of the ancients in some par-
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ticular branches of art, afford us -at the sa

time the means of imitating them.

Nor ought that superiority to excite in the

modern artist sentiments of jealousy or of de-

spair. In accounting for it, something may

perhaps be attributed to the more acute percep-

tions, to the more beautiful forms and colours

of animate and inanimate nature, and to the

brighter skies of a southern climate. Some-

thing more may be ascribed to circumstances

from which we are happy to be exempt ;
such

as the eager collision of rivalry between small

independent states, the stimulus given to the

imagination, and the encouragement afforded

to the display of its powers, by an absurd but

elegant superstition ;
to which we may add,

the insecurity of life and property, and the fre-

quent exercise of unruly passions, arising from

the imperfection of political and religious in-

stitutions, circumstances which, however hostile

to individual happiness, have always been found

favourable to the poetry of the arts of design, as

well as to the poetry of language.

Much of the superiority of the ancients in

art may undoubtedly be attributed to these cir-

cumstances
;
but their chief causes are within

the reach of every modern nation. These were

profound study, a gradual melioration of style

and execution, and a long experience, begin-
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ning where the experience of another more

ancient people ended, and which finally led,

after a succession of trials and improvements

during several centuries, to the productions of

the age of Pericles.

Of the three great branches of art in which

the ancients peculiarly excelled, little can be

expected at this distance of time in the more

perishable art of painting. Some new proofs

may perhaps yet reach us of their being at

least our equals in design; but in the other

attributes of painting, the amount of their pro-

ficiency will probably ever remain problema-

tical.

In the department of the statuary, although

modern Europe has produced many fine works

since the revival of the arts in Italy, it will

hardly be denied that the discovery of some of

the works of the great masters of the fifth and

fourth centuries before the Christian aera, would

add infinitely to our materials for the improve-
ment of sculpture. When we consider, that,

although we have many examples of the asto-

nishing perfection which the ancients attained

in smaller works, such as bronzes, coins, and

gems, we have scarcely any undoubted originals

of human or colossal size, belonging to those

favoured ages, with the exception of the mar-

bles of the u3Eginetan and Athenian temples,
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it must be allowed that the discovery of some

of those numerous works of the ancient mas-

ters, which were still untouched in the second

century of the Christian aera, and probably
much later, would be ^:he most interesting-

event that could occur to sculpture.

But it is particularly in architecture that

we need the guidance of the Greeks. By fol-

lowing the modern Italians, who took for their

models corrupted Roman imitations of Greek

architecture, a style was introduced into Eng-

land, which, having prevailed for about two

centuries, has not been much corrected in the

course of the half century during which we

have enjoyed a knowledge of the genuine archi-

tecture of the Greeks, by the drawings which

have been published of the antiquities of

Athens, Ionia, Magna Graecia, and Sicily.

The more we examine the buildings of the

ancients, the stronger do the proofs appear of

that profound study which they bestowed upon
this most useful and ornamental of arts. Nor

is their taste and judgment less conspicuous
in the application of their rules according to

circumstances of place and occasion ; a branch

of the art, which some recent examples show to

be not less difficult than the rules themselves.
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TOPOGRAPHY OF ATHENS,

SOME REMARKS UPON ITS ANTIQUITIES,

SECTION I.

The Description ofAthens by Pausanias.

As the only detailed description of ancient

Athens is found in the work of Pausanias, I shall

begin by submitting to the reader a translation

of all his information upon the topography of

the city; retaining his more important re-

marks upon the buildings, monuments, and

works of art, but omitting the greater part of

the history or mythology which he has intro-

duced.

After having described the remains of the

maritime city, Pausanias speaks of the two

roads, which led from thence to Athens, in the

following terms :

" In the road which leads to the city from
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Cap. i. Phalerum, there is a temple of Juno, without

doors, and without a roof. It is said to have

been burnt by Mardonius, son of Gobrias 1
. The

statue which it now contains is said to be the

cp.2. work of Alcamenes. At the entrance into the

city is the tomb of Antiope the Amazon. The
Athenians possess likewise a tomb of Molpa-
dia

2
.

" In the ascent from Pirseeus are the ruins

of the walls built by Conon, after the sea-fight

at Cnidus; for the walls of Themistocles,

built after the departure of the Medes, were

destroyed under the government of the men
called The Thirty. The most illustrious tombs

on the road are those of Menander, son of Dio-

peithes, and of Euripides, the latter of which is

empty, Euripides having been buried in Mace-

donia. Near the gates is a monument, upon
which is the statue of a soldier standing by a

horse. Who it is I know not
;
but Praxiteles

made both the horse and the soldier.

1 Pausanias (Phocic. c. 35.) again mentions this half-

burnt temple on the Phaleric road (eiil oSaj ry $aAryf<xjj.)
9

It appears from Pausanias (in this place, and in c. 15.) to

have been the Athenian tradition that Antiope was brought
to Athens by Theseus, when he made war upon the Ama-

zones, in company with Hercules, and took Themiscyra on

the Thermodon. When the Amazones invaded Attica, An-

tiope was slain by an arrow from Molpadia, and Molpadia
was slain by Theseus.
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"Entering the city, the first object thatCap.a.

occurs is a building set apart for the equipment
of certain processions, some of which occur

every year, and others at longer intervals 1
.

Adjacent to it is a temple of Ceres, contain-

ing statues 2 of Ceres, of Proserpine, and of

1 By the latter, Pausanias seems to allude to the greater

Panathenaea, which were celebrated every fifth year. The

Uo^Tfs'iOi, or vases of gold and silver used in the sacred pro-

cessions, (Meurs. Attic. Lect. 1. 2. c. 15.) were kept in this

building, which itself a^so bore the name of Pompeium, and

contained a brazen statue of Socrates, by Lysippus, (Diogcri.

Laert. in Socrat.) a picture of Isocrates, (Plutarch, de X
Rhet. in Isocrat.) and the portraits of certain comedians by

Craterus. (Plin. Nat. Hist. 1. 35. c. 11.) At the beginning

of the Peloponnesian war, the vases, together with the Per-

sian spoils, were valued at 50O talents, (Diod. Sic. 1. 12. c.

40.) They were renewed out of the property of the Thirty

Tyrants, (Philochor. ap. Harpocrat. in IIopr<a) and again

by Lycurgus, son of Lycophron, (Plutarch, de X Rhet. in

Lycurg.) and again by Androtion, (Demosth. adv. Androt.)

Alcibiades was accused of applying some of them to his own

use. (Plutarch, in Alcib. Andocid. cont. Alcib.)

It may be right to remark, in entering upon this de-

scription of Athens, that Pausanias has four words to express

our words statue, image, jigure, namely, ayaXpa,, fcoavav,

dv$pioi$ and eTxwv the two former applicable to gods, or

deified or ideal persons, the two latter to portraits of men.

So'avov, though employed by Strabo (p. 396) in speaking of

one of the most celebrated works of Phidias in marble, is

reserved by Pausanias exclusively for statues in wood : E/XWV

is the only general word applicable to figures of animated
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a. lacchus holding a torch. It is written on the

wall, in Attic letters, that these statues are the

works of Praxiteles. Near the temple of Ceres

is a Neptune on horseback, hurling his spear at

the giant Polybotes ; but the inscription which

is now upon the statue ascribes it to another,

and not to Neptune. Before the porticoes,

(a-foa.1) which lead from the city gates to the

Cerameicus, are several images in brass of illus-

trious men and women. One of the porticoes

contains certain temples of the gods, the gym-
nasium of Mercury, and the house of Polytion,

wherein some noble Athenians are said to have

beings of every kind. When Pausanias makes mention of

detached and entire statues, he joins one of the four sub-

stantives above-mentioned to the verbs 7<m;fu, xetyoa* : in

speaking of works in relief (which he sometimes calls ruVoi
)

he employs the verb eirsp-ya.fypa.1
or fTre^sf/a^a;. Paint-

ings are always described by yfa<po;, and its derivatives ;

jroiu) is applied to all the arts, to poetry, painting, and sculp-

ture. Ncbf is a closed building, or temple properly so called,

but hpovj (a sanctuary of any kind,) is also frequently used

by Pausanias, in speaking of a building which we know to

have been a vdo;, as of the temples of Theseus and of Mars,

at Athens, and of Ceres, at Phalerum
;
of the temple of

Jupiter Panhellenius, in ^Sgina ; of the temple ofLatona, at

Argos, &c. So that in Pausanias kpov, without any other

designation, may generally be taken in the same sense as

vaiost and the more so as he has the expressions, lepov fkp&os,

and Ispos TTfff/SoA&f, to describe sanctuaries where there was

no v$f, or where the vd$ is not particularly referred to.
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imitated the Eleusinian ceremony
1
. The house Cap. .

is now sacred to Bacchus, who is surnamed

Melpomenus, for the same reason that Apollo

is called Musagetes. Here are statues of Mi-

nerva Paeonia, ofJupiter, of Mnemosyne, of the

Muses, and of Apollo ;
the last of which is the

work and dedication of Eubulides. Here also

is seen the face of Acratus, one of the com-

panions of Bacchus, projecting from the wall.

Near this building is another containing images
in clay, which represent Arnphictyon, king ofthe

Athenians, entertaining Bacchus and the other

gods. Here is also Pegasus of Eleutherae, who

introduced the worship of Bacchus among the

Athenians.
" The quarter called Cerameicus receives its Cap. 3.

name from the hero Ceramus 2

, who is said to

have been the son of Bacchus and Ariadne.

The first object on the right is the Stoa Basi-

leius, where the (Archon called) Bao-iXws holds

1 Pausanias here alludes to Alcibiades, and his companions,

who were accused of having privately represented in derision

the Eleusinian mysteries. Thucyd. 1. 6, c. 27. Plutarch in

Alcib. Plato, in Phaedr.- Andocides de Mysteriis.
a The Greeks were fond of tracing their names ofplaces to

heroes: but Herodotus, (1. 5, c. 88.) in alluding to the Athe-

nian pottery manufactured for exportation in very ancient

times, suggests a more probable derivation of Ceramejcup

than that given by Pausanias.
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Cap. 3. his court *. His office, called Ba<nAia, lasts for

one year. Upon the roof of this Stoa are statues

of baked earth, representing Theseus throwing

Scyron into the sea, and Aurora carrying away

Cephalus. Near the same Stoa stand statues

of Conon, of his son Timotheus, of Evr

agoras

king of Cyprus, of Jupiter Eleutherius, and of

the Emperor Hadrian 2
. Behind it is another

Stoa, which contains paintings of the gods,

called the Twelve, and other paintings on the

further side, of Theseus, Democracy, and the

People, signifying that Theseus first esta-

1 Before the Stoa Basileius was a brazen statue of Pindar,

wrapt in a cloak, and seated in a chair, with an open book

lying upon his knees. ^Eschin. in Epist. 4.

2 The statue of Conon was of brass, (Demosth. Orat. in

Leptin.) and the others were probably of the same material.

The statue of Jupiter Eleutherius gave name to the portico,

which was adjacent to it, and which follows next in the de-

scription of Pausanias. (Harpocrat. in BacnAsiOf 2ro'a. Plato

in Theagen. Xenoph. in CEconom.) Jupiter Eleutherius was

also called Jupiter Soter. (Isocrat. in Evagor. Hesychius in

'EAt0f jo^. Menander ap. Harpocrat. in 'EXsvQ.) He was

erected after the Persian war. (Aristid. in Panathen.) The

proximity of the Royal and Eleutherian stoae is confirmed

by Harpocration (in Bao-lAs/o; Dro'a,) and by Hesychius (in

eadem voce,) and that of the portico ofJupiter Eleutherius,

and thePompeium, by Diogenes Laertius (in Diogen. Cynic.)

Shields of distinguished warriors were hung up in the portico

of Jupiter Eleutherius. They were carried off by the sol-

diers of Sylla. (Pausan. Attic, c. 20. Phocic. c. 21.)
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blished equal rights of citizenship among the cap . 3.

Athenians. There is also a picture
1

of the ex-

ploits performed near Mantineia, by the Athe-

nians who were sent to assist the Lacedaemo-

nians. Xenophon and others have described

the whole war. There is a battle of horsemen

in the picture, in which Grylltis, son of Xeno-

phon, is the leading figure among the Athe-

nians, and Epaminondas in the Boeotian cavalry.

Euphrauor made these pictures for the Athe-

nians'
2

;
and he made also the statue of the god

in the neighbouring temple of Apollo Patrous.

Before the same temple are two other statues of

Apollo, one of which is by Leochares, and the

other by Calamis. The latter is surnamed

Alexicacus, which name it is said to have re-

ceived because Apollo, by means of the oracle

of Delphi, put a stop to the plague which seized

the Athenians in the Peloponnesian war 3
. Here

also is a temple of the Mother of the Gods 4
,

1 This picture is again mentioned by Pausanias in Arcad.

c.9-

* These pictures by Euphranor, in the Stoa Eleutherius,

were much celebrated. Plutarch, de Glor. Athen. Plin.

Nat. Hist. 1. 35. c. 11.

3 See also Pausan. Arcad. c. 41. Neoptolemus, son of

Nicocles, was honoured with a statue in the Agora, because

he had covered the altar of Apollo with gold. Plutarch,

de X Rhet. in Lycurg.
4 The Metroum served also as a place of deposit for the
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whose statue was wrought by Phidias ; and

near it
1

is the CouAgyr^jov, or council-house of

those called the five hundred, who form the

yearly council of the Athenians. The building

contains a wooden image of Jupiter Bulaeus
2
,

an Apollo by Peisias, and a statue of the Athe-

nian people by Lyson. Protogenes of Caunus

painted the Thesmothetas. Olbiades, son of

Callippus, was he who led the Athenians to

Thermopylae to protect Greece against the in-

Cap.s. vasion of the Gauls 3
. Near the council-house

archives and written laws of the state. (Athen. 1. 5. c. 14.

l.Q.c. 17. Liban. in Declam. 13, 16. Diogen. Laert. in

Epicur. Suidas in M^ayu'fnjf, Harpocrat. in Mr/r^Jex.)

And it was the tribunal of the first Archon or Archon Epo-

nymus. (Suidas in "Agxuv.) It once contained a brazen

statue of a young woman, three feet high, called the 'Tfyo-

<p6fo$,
because it had been dedicated by Themistocles when

he held the office of ua'ro>y l?ncrrar^f. The statue was

carried by Xerxes to Sardes, where Themistocles afterwards

saw it.
(
Plutarch in Themist.)

1 ^Eschines (in Ctesiph. p. 576, Reiske.) also observes

that the Metroum was near the senate-house. And, accord*

ing to Arrian, (1. 3. c. 16.) it was over-against the statues of

Harmodius and Aristogeiton.
2 In the senate-house there was also a chapel dedicated to

Jupiter Bulseus and Minerva Bulaea, (Antiphon it^} ^opurou,)
and a statue or altar of Vesta Bulaea. (Plutarch, de X Rhet.

in Isocrat. Dinarchus ap. Harpocrat. in BouAa/a.)
3 This event is related at length in the Phocics. c. 1Q, et

seq.
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of the five hundred is a building called Tholus, Cap. 5.

where the Prytanes sacrifice
1

, and where are

some small silver images of the gods. Higher

up are statues of the heroes, who gave name to

Athenian tribes. These Eponymi, for so they
are called, are Hippothoon, son of Neptune,
and of Alope, daughter of Cercyon ; Antiochus,

son of Hercules by Meda, daughter of Phylas ;

Ajax, son of Telamon, and the following Athe-

nians : Leos, who, in obedience to the divine

oracle, gave up his daughters for the common

safety; Erechtheus, who defeated the Eleusinii

in battle and slew their leader Immaradus, son

of Eumolpus j ^Egeus ; (Eneus, bastard son of

Pandion
; Acamas, son of Theseus

; Cecrops,
and Pandion

2
. To these ten ancient Eponymi

Attalus the Mysian, and Ptolemseus the Egyp-

tian, have been added, and in my time the

Emperor Hadrian. Next to the statues of the CaP- 8.

Eponymi are those of Amphiaraus, and of

Peace 3

, bearing her son Plutusj of Lycurgus,

1 The Prytanes, or tribe of the council of five hundred in

office, dined here every day, as well as sacrificed. Pollux. 1.

8. c. 15. ( Harpocrat. et Suidas in o'Xo;.) The Tholus was

also called Scias. (Suidas in Sx/a;. Ammoniusap. Marpo-

crat. in 0X0;.)

2 Pausanias here expresses a doubt, whether it was the

first or second kings of the names of Cecrops and Pandion,

who had the honour of being Eponymi.
3 This statue was the work of Cephisodotus of Athens.
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Cap. s. son of Lycophron, in brass
; of Callias, who, as

most of the Athenians say, made peace with Ar-

taxerxes, son of Xerxes
;
and of Demosthenes '.

Near the last is the temple of Mars, where are

two statues of Venus, a statue of Mars by Al-

camenes, a Minerva by Locrus of Paros, and a

Bellonaby the sons of Praxiteles. Around the

temple stand Hercules, Theseus, Apollo, having
his head bound with a riband

; Calades, who is

said to have written laws for the Athenians, and

Pindar, who, having praised the Athenians, re-

ceived this and other rewards from them. Near

these stand Harmodius and Aristogeiton, who

slew Hipparchus. Some ofthese statues ofmen
are made by Critias, but the most ancient are

the work of Antenor. These Xerxes, when he

took Athens, and when the Athenians aban-

doned the city, carried away with him as spoils.

They were afterwards sent back to the Athe-

nians by Antiochus 2
.

See Boeot. c. 16. where Pausanias commends the wisdom of

the artist in making wealth the child of peace. Cephisodo-

tus was brother to the wife of Phocion. (Plutarch, in Phoc.)
1
According to the biographer of the ten orators this

statue was the work of Polyeuctes, and stood near the altar

of the twelve gods. (Plut. de X Rhet. in Demosth.)
*

It appears that there were two sets of statues of Harmo-

dius and Aristogeiton ; the more ancient made by Anlenor,

the others, made to supply the place of the former, by Praxi-

teles. (Compare this passage of Pausanias with Plin. Nat
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" Before the entrance of the theatre called Cap. s.

Odeium, are statues of the Ptolemsei kings of

Egypt, namely, the son of Lagus, who received

the surname of Soter from the Rhodians
;

Phila-

delphus (whom I have already mentioned among
the Eponymi) together with his sister Arsinoe ;

and Philometor, the eighth in succession from Ga P- 9*

the son of Lagus, together with his only legiti-

mate daughter Berenice : both the latter are

in brass. Next to the Egyptians are Philip,

king of Macedonia, and his son Alexander ;

and Lysimachus, who was of Macedonian

origin, and the spear-bearer of Alexander :

Cap. il

Hist. 1. 34. c. 8.) These statues were of brass, (Arrian. 1. 3.

c. 16, 1. 7. c. 19. Plutarch de X Rhet. in Antiphon.) Pausa-

nias here says they were restored to Athens by Antiochusj

but Valerius Maximus (1. 2. c. 10.) gives this honour to Se-

leucus, and Arrian (ibid.) and Pliny (1. 34. c. 8.) to Alexan-

der the Great. The order may perhaps have been given by

Alexander, and executed by one of his successors. We learn

from Arrian (ibid.) that, among the statues restored to

Athens upon the same occasion, was a Diana, surnamed Ks-

KOUOC. Near the Harmodius and Aristogeiton were erected

gilded statues of Antigonus and Demetrius mounted in a

chariot, (Diodor. Sicul. 1. 20. c. 46.) and brazen statues of

Brutus and Cassius. (Dion Cass. 1. 47. c. 20.) The varying

policy of the Athenians towards the family of Antigonus,

and the speedy ascendancy of the enemies of Brutus and

Caseius, are circumstances sufficient to account for the

silence of Pausanias concerning these statues, which pro-

bably no longer existed in his time.
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Cap. 14. there is also a statue of Pyrrhus, son of JEa-

cides. In the entrance of the Odeium, among
other things, is a statue of Bacchus worthy of

inspection. Near this place is a fountain called

Enneacrunus, (fountain of nine pipes) con-

structed in this manner by Pisistratus. There

are wells in every part of Athens, but this is the

only fountain
1
. Above it are two temples, one

of which is dedicated to Ceres and Proserpine ;

in the other is a statue of Triptolemus, of whom
I will relate what is reported.

" '

While in-

tending to proceed further in this matter, as well

as in an explanation relative to the Athenian

temple called Eleusinium 2

, 1 was deterred from

it by a vision in my sleep. I return, therefore,

to those things which it is lawful for all persons
to speak of. In front of the temple, where is

the statue of Triptolemus, are a brazen ox, pre-

pared for sacrifice, and a sitting statue of Epi-
menides of Gnossus. Still farther on is the

temple of Eucleia, dedicated in honour of the

1 Pausanias means the only fountain of sweet water ; for

he afterwards mentions two other fountains, which were of

water not potable.
2 The same temple of Ceres and Proserpine just men,

tioned by Pausanias. It was called Eleusinium, because the

lesser Eleusinian mysteries were celebrated in it. Daeira,

mother of Eleusis, and Immaradus, son of Eumolpus, were

said t,o be buried in the Eleusinium. Clem. Alexand. Cohort,

ad Gent. Arnob. adv. Gent. 1. 6.
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victory gained over the Medes, who landed in CaP- u -

the district of Marathon*
" Above the Cerameicus, and the Stoa called

Basileius, is the temple of Vulcan. I was not sur-

prised at seeing a statue of Minerva, standing

by that of the god
1

, knowing what is said con-

cerning Erichthonius 2
. Observing the blue (yxau-

*tus) eyes of Minerva, I recognized the mythology
of the Libyans, according to whom Minerva is the

daughter of Neptune and of the lake Tritonis 3
,

whence she has blue eyes like those of Neptune.
Near the temple of Vulcan is the temple of Ve-

nus Urania, where still remains a statue in

Parian marble, the work of Pheidias 4
.

" In approaching the Stoa, which is called CaP- 15-

Pcecile,from its pictures, there is a brazen image

1 This was probably the celebrated Vulcan of Alcamenes,

(Cicero de Nat. Deor. 1. I.e. 30. Valer. Max. 1. 8. c. 1 1.)

The temple is called by Plato (in Critia) the temple of Vul-

can and Minerva, 'AS^va; 'Hpsacrfou fe
legov.

* See Apollodorus, 1. 3. c. 14. The sequel of this strange

fable is, that Minerva took charge of Erichthonius, and de-

livered him, during her absence from Athens, to the care of

the daughters of Cecrops. The well-known event is stated

by Pausanias a little further on.

3 See Herod. 1. 4. c. ISO.

4
It was probably in this temple of Venus that Zeuxis had

dedicated his celebrated picture of Love, crowned with roses.

Aristoph. Acharn. v. Q57 et Schol. ibid.
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Cap. 15. of Mercury, surnamed Agorseus
1

, near a gate

upon which is a trophy erected by the Athe-

nians, when victorious in an equestrian combat

over Pleistarchus, who commanded the cavalry

and foreign troops of his brother Cassander.

The first picture
2

represents the Athenians and

Lacedaemonians opposed to each other at (Enoe

of Argolis, not in the height of action, or ex-

hibiting any great actions of valour, but just

entering into battle, and beginning to engage
hand to hand. In the middle wall are Theseus

and the Athenians fighting against the Ama-

zones
;

next to which are the Greeks who

have taken Ilium, and their kings are assem-

bled to consult about the violation of Cassandra

by Ajax. Ajax appears in the picture, and

Cassandra, together with other female captives.

The extremity of the painting represents the

battle of Marathon, where all the Attic troops,

together with the Boeotians of Plataea, are fight-

ing hand to hand with the barbarians. Here

the contest is equal, but beyond, the barbarians

1 This Mercury was also called Hermes at the Gate.

Harpocrat. in 'Ef^ij; e?n Ty rtu\i$i.

2 These pictures were by Polygnotus, Micon, and Panoe-

nus, orPantcenus, brother or nephew of Phidias. (Plutarch

in Cimon. Diogen. Laert. in Zenon. Plin. 1. 35. c. 9.

Aristoph. Lysistrat. v. 681. ./Elian. Hist. Animal. 1. 7. c. 28.

Pausan. Eliac. c. 11 )
There was also a picture by Pam-
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are flying and driving one another into the Cap. 15.

marsh
;
and on the margin of the painting are

the Phoenician ships, and the Greeks slaying

the barbarians, who are throwing themselves ou

board. The hero Marathon, from whom the place

receives its name, is represented, and Theseus as

if rising out of the earth ; Minerva also, and

Hercules, (for the Marathonii say that they were

the first to worship him as a god;) among the

combatants the most conspicuous are the pole-

march Callimachus; Miltiades, one of the com-

manders, and the hero Echetlus, of whom I

shall make mention hereafter *. In the Poecile

philus of Alcmena and th Heraclidae, imploring the assist-

ance of the Athenians against Eurysthenes. (Aristoph.

Plut. v. 370. et Schol.) The head of Butes, appearing from

behind a rock, was seen in one of the pictures, probably

that of the Amazones, whence the proverb QoifTov y BoJrtj;.

(Hesych. et Suid. in voc.) Lucian (in Demonact.) speaks of

a brazen statue of Cynsegeirus, without hands, in the Poecile.

The Stoa Pcecile was more anciently called Stoa Peisianac-

tius. (Diog. Laert. in Zen. Plutarch in Cimon. Suidas

in Sro'a.) The sect of Stoics was formed in the Pcecile.

(Diog. Laert. in Zen,)
1

Namely, in his chapter upon Marathon, Attic, c. 22.

A dog which had accompanied one of the soldiers to Mara-

thon, was introduced into the picture of the battle. (Milan.

Hist. Anim. 1. 7. c. 28.) And it appears that among the

portraits of the Athenian commanders was that of the poet

^Eschylus, whom we know to have been engaged in this action.

(Vita ^schyli. Athen. 1. 14. c. 6. Pausan. Attic, c. 14.)
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c*p. is. are also brazen shields, on some of which are

inscriptions, signifying that they were taken

from the Scionaei and their allies
; others, which

are covered with pitch to preserve them from

the injuries of time, and from rust, are said to be

the shields of the Lacedaemonians, who were

Cap. is. captured in the island of Sphacteria, Infrontof

the Stoa is a brazen statue of Solon, who wrote

laws for the Athenians ; a little beyond which

is another statue in brass of Seleucus 1
.

<e In the Agora
2
, together with some things

which are not interesting to all persons
3
, there

is an altar of Pity
4
, (lAfou) to whom the Athe-

nians alone of all the Greeks give divine

honours. They Have likewise altars of Mo-

desty (aiJouj), Fame (^'pj*), an(^ Impetuosity

(WO-
1 Seleucus Nicator, with whose history Pausanias occupies

the remainder of this chapter.
2 The Agora of the time of the Roman empire was in a

quarter called Eretria rrj; 'AQyvytriv 'Efer^las y vuv

Icrrlv ayOjOa. Strabo, p. 447-
3 One of the things here alluded to was probably the

statue of the Roman Sophist Lucius Egnatius Victor Lollia-

nus, whom we know from his biographer Philostratus to have

had a statue in the Agora. There was also an altar of Ju-

piter Agorseus in the Agora. (Hesych. in 'Ayofa<o>'.)

4 The Athenians were much celebrated among foreigners,,

for this altar of Compassion. Philostrat. in Polluc. Apollo-

dor. 1. 3. c. 8. Diodor. Sicul. 1. 13. c. 22. Statii Theb.

1. 12. v. 500. Claudian de Bell. Gildon.
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" In the Gymnasium, which is not far from Cap. 11.

the Agora, and which is called Ptolemaeum

from its founder, are Hermae 1 of stone worthy
of inspection, a brazen image of Ptolemasus,

and other statues of Juba the Libyan, and of

Chrysippus of Soli.

" Near the Gymnasium is the temple of

Theseus 2
. Here are pictures, one of which

represents the battle of the Athenians with the

Amazones. The same subject is represented

upon the shield of Minerva 3
, and upon the base

of the statue of Jupiter at Olympia
4
. There is a

painting also in the temple ofTheseus ofthe fight

of the Centaurs and Lapithse, where Theseus

alone is represented as having slain a Centaur,

the others being engaged in an equal combat.

The picture of the third wall is not very clear

1 Hermae were square tmj'Xai, or columns, surmounted with

the head of a deity, and often with a portrait. Pausan. Attic.

c. 19. Arcad. c. 32. 3Q. The Athenians were the first who

gave the name of Hermse to statues of this kind, (Attic.

c. 24.) Hipparchus erected great numbers of them with

short moral precepts in verse upon them.
(
Plat, in Hip-

parch. Hesych. in 'Iinra^eTot 'E^aT. Harpocrat. in
'E^ftaT.)

Some Hernias are still to be seen at Athens, with the names

of victors in gymnic contests upon them.

2 The vicinity of these two buildings is noticed also by
Plutarch in the life of Theseus, r

t <rev$
* * xeirai kv peay

fy itotel ifa^oi ro vvy yujU-vaVioy.

3 In the Parthenon. See Pausanias (Attic. 24.) and Pliny,

(1.
36. c. 5.)

* See Eliac. Prior, c. 11.
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Cap. 17. to those who do not understand the subject,

partly because it is injured by time, and partly

because Micon has not expressed the whole

affair. When Minos brought Theseus, and the

other young men and women of Athens, to

Crete, he was enraged with Theseus for op-

posing his love to Peribsea. Among other in-

juries to Theseus, Minos denied that he was the

son of Neptune, asserting that Theseus could

not recover a seal-ring which Minos happened
to have on his finger, and which he threw into

the sea. It is said that Theseus not only

brought up the seal, but also a golden crown,

which had been presented to him by Amphi-
trite. The Athenians established the sanctuary

(c-ij'xo*)
of Theseus, after the Medes had been

at Marathon, when Cimon, son of Miltiades,

having expelled the people of Scyrus, punished
them for the death of Theseus, and brought
back his bones to Athens.

" The temple of the Dioscuri is ancient.

Here are the two gods on foot, and their sons 1

on horseback : here also is a painting by Poly-

gnotus, of the wedding (of the two former) with

1 Their names were Anaxis and Mnasinous. Pausan.

Corinth, c. 22. The temple was often called Ariaceium,

because Castor and Pollux (the Dioscuri) were commonly
called ol "Av&xss by the Athenians. Plutarch in Thes.

^Elian. Var. Hist. 1. 4. c. 5. Suidas in voc, Harpocrat. in

in
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the daughters ofLeucippus
1

;
and another paint- Cap. is.

ing by Micon, of those who sailed with Jason to

Colchis, in which the principal figures are Acas-

tus and his horses.

" Above the temple of the Dioscuri is the sa-

cred inclosure(kfo
v

vreju,vo$)of Aglaurus. It is said*,

that Minerva gave Erichthonius, shut up in a

box, to the care of Aglaurus, and of her sisters

Herse and Pandrosus, with orders to them not

to examine into the contents of the box. They

say that Pandrosus obeyed, but that the two

other sisters having opened the box, were seized

with madness upon seeing Erichthonius, and

threw themselves over the most precipitous

part of the Acropolis. Here the Medes ascend-

ing, slew those Athenians, who, thinking that

they understood the oracle better than Themis-

tocles, fortified the Acropolis with stakes and

palisades. Near this place is the Prytaneium,

where the laws of Solon are preserved in

writing. Here are images of the goddesses

Peace and Vesta 3

, and, among other statues of

1

Leucippus, son of Perieres, had two daughters, Hilaeira

and Phffibe. The Dioscuri carried them offfrom Messene,

and married them, Castor the former, and Pollux the latter.

Apollod. 1. 3. c. 10, 11.

2 For this fable see also Antigonus Carystius, (c. 12.) who

has followed Amelesagoras.
' The statue of Vesta was near the entrance of the Pry*
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Cap. is, men*, that of Autolycus the pancratiast. The

names on the statues of Miltiades and Themis-

tocles have been changed into those of a Thra-

cian and a Roman.
" In going from thence to the lower parts of

the city is the temple of Serapis, whom Ptole-

moeus was the means of introducing among the

Athenian deities. Not far from thence is the

place where Theseus and Peirithous are said to

have entered into an agreement to proceed to

Sparta, and afterwards to Thesprotia*. Near

this place is the temple of Lucina. The Athe-

nians are the only people who clothe the statues

of this goddess to the extremity of the feet.

The women report that two of the statues in

this temple are from Crete, dedicated by

taneium. (Plutarch de X llhet. in Demosth.) A lamp,

never extinguished, burnt before it. (Theocrit. Idyl. 21. v,

36. J. Poll. 1. 1. c. 1.) To the right of the statue of Vesta

in entering, was the statue of Demochares, son of the sister

of Demosthenes, clothed, and girded with a sword. (Plu-

tarch ubi supra.) There was also a statue of Good Fortune

in the Prytaneium. (ylian. Var. Hist. l.g. c. 39.)
1 It seems from Pausanias, (Attic, c. 2(5.) that one of these

was a statue of Olympiodorus, who commanded the Athe-

nians against Demetrius Poliorcetes and Cassander.

2 For the purpose of carrying off Helena, daughter of Tyn-

darus, king of Sparta, and Persephone, daughter of Aidoneus,

king of the Molossi. Plutarch in Thes. Pausan, Attic,

c, 17,
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Phaedra, and that the third and most ancient Cap. is.

was brought from Deltis by Erysichthon
1
.

" The Emperor Hadrian dedicated the tem-

ple of Jupiter Olympius, and the statue, which

is remarkable, not so much for its size, (for

there are other statues equal to it, and the

Colossi of Rome and of Rhodes are much

larger,) as from its being made of ivory and

gold, and with great skill considering its mag-
nitude 2

. Here also are other images of Ha-

drian
; two of Thasian and two of Egyptian

stone. Before the columns are brazen statues,

(of Hadrian) presented by those cities which

the Athenians call colonial 3
* The whole ex-

1

Erysichthon was son of the first Cecrops, and brother of

Pandrosus, Herse, and Aglaurus. He died in his father's

life-time at Prasiae, on*the coast of Attica, on his return from

Delus, where he had been sacrificing. Apollod. I. 3. c. 14.

Phanodemus ap. Athen. l.g.c. ll.Pausan. Attic, c. 2. 18. 31.

2 As the words of the Greek text at the beginning of this

paragraph do not make sense with what follows, they have

been omitted in the translation, and some conjectures re-

garding them will be offered hereafter. The whole sentence

is obscure in the Greek
-,

it sufficiently appears, however, that

the statue of Jupiter was colossal. This, indeed, is evident

form another passage in Pausanias, (Corinth, c. 27.) where

he says that the Epidaurian ^Esculapius, which was a chrys-

elephantine statue of considerable size, was half as large as

the Jupiter Olympius at Athens.

3 Here again there appear to be some words deficient in

the Greefc text.
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Cap. is. terior inclosure (ire^foxoj) is four stades in cir-

cuit, and is full of statues of Hadrian, each of

the cities of Greece having dedicated one 1
;

but the Athenians have greatly surpassed them

all by the colossus, worthy of examination,

which they have erected behind the temple.

The peribolus contains the following antiquities

a Jupiter in brass, the temple of Cronus and

Rhea, the temenus of Olympia
2
, and a chasm in

the earth one cubit in depth, through which the

waters ofthe deluge ofDeucalion are said to have

run off. Into this chasm they throw every year

wheaten flour, mixed with honey. There is

also a statue of Isocrates upon a column, and a

representation in Phrygian marble, of Persians

holding a brazen tripod : both the statues and

the tripod are worthy of observation. Deuca-

lion is said to have erected the most ancient

temple of Jupiter Olympius ; and his tomb,

which is not far distant from the present tem-

1 For the inscriptions upon the pedestals ofsome of these

statues, see Spon, tome 2. p. 284, and Stuart's Athens, vol.

3. c. 3.

2

Tf/xevof TTJV liriKfya-iv 'OAuprtaf. This seems to be the

same as the to rijV Ty; r^s'O^v^ifla,; mentioned by Plutarch

(in Theseo), and the same also as the temple of Earth (ro

r^j TYJ; ) which Thucydides names among the ancient tem-

ples situated in this quarter. (See p. 46. n. 1.) Pausanias

therefore probably wrote rsu,&vog ry$
" the temenus of Tellus Olympia."
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pie, is shown as a proof that he dwelt at Athens. Cap. is.

Hadrian constructed also other buildings for

the Athenians, namely, a temple of Juno and

Jupiter Panhellenitis, and a sanctuary common

to all the gods. But the most illustrious of

his works are a hundred and twenty columns

of Phrygian stone. Attached to the porticoes

are walls, in which are buildings adorned with

gilded roofs and alabaster stone, and with

statues and paintings: books are also deposited

in this building. There is likewise a Gymna-
sium, called the Gymnasium of Hadrian, where

are a hundred columns from the quarries of

Libya.
" Near the temple of Jupiter Olympius is a CaP- 19

statue of Apollo Pythius. There is also an-

other sanctuary of Apollo, surnamed Delphi-

nius
1
.

" Of the quarter called KijVo* (the Gardens)

and of the temple of Venus nothing is related ;

nor of the statue of Venus, which stands near

the temple, and which is of a square form like

the Hermae, but the inscription signifies that it

is the statue of Venus Urania, the eldest of the

Fates, (M^wV.) The statue of Venus in the

Gardens is the work of Alcamenes, and is

1 The Delphinium was founded by JEgeus, and was sacred

to Apollo Delphinius, and Diana Delphinia. J. Poll. 1.

8, c. 10,
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cap, 19. among the things most worthy of notice at

Athens 1
.

*'

Cynosarges is the name of a place sacred

to Hercules. The story of the white bitch is

known to those who are acquainted with the

oracle. Here are altars of Hercules and of

Hebe, daughter of Jupiter, whom they consider

to be the consort of Hercules : here are also

altars of Alcmene and of lolaus, who was the

companion of Hercules in most of his labours.
" The Lyceium takes its name from Lycus,

son of Pandion. From the beginning it has

been held sacred to Apollo, and it continues to

be so to the present time. Behind the Lyceium
is the monument of Nisus, who, having been

slain by Minos, king of Meg?.ra, was brought
and buried here by the Athenians.

" The rivers of Athens are the Eilissus, and

a river of the same name as the Celtic Eridanus,

which descends into the Eilissus. It is said

that Oreithyia
2 was playing near the Eilissus,

when she was carried off by the wind Boreas \

that Oreithyia is the consort of Boreas
;
and

1 This statue is mentioned also by Lucian de Imag. and

by Pliny, (1. 36. c. 5.) who says that Phidias was thought to

have put the finishing hand to this celebrated work of his

scholar Alcamenes.

*
Oreitiiyia was the daughter of king Ereehtheus the Se-

cond, and sister of Procris, Creusa, and Chthonia. Apollod,

1.3. c. 15.
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that, on account of this affinity, he assisted Cap. 19.

the Athenians by destroying many of the bar-

baric triremes. The Athenians consider the

Eilissus sacred also to other deities. There is

an altar on its bank to the Musse Eilissiades.

They likewise show the place where Codrus, son

of Melanthus, king of the Athenians, was slain

by the Peloponnesians. Beyond the river is the

district called Agra?, and the temple of Diana

Agrotera* Here Diana is said to have first

hunted when she canie from Delus, whence her

statue has a bow (in the hand.)
" The stadium of white marble is wonderful

to behold, and not very easy to be credited by
those who only hear of it. Its magnitude may
be imagined from this: it is a hill rising from

the Eilissus, of a semi-circular form in the

upper part, and extending from thence in a

double right line to the bank of the river. It

was built by the Athenian Herodes, who used

a great quantity of marble from the quarries of

Pentelicum in its construction.
" There is a street leading from the Pryta-

CaP-
'20 -

neium, called Tripodes, from which the quarter

takes its name. Here are * * #1
temples of the

1

In our copies of Pausanias, the words are vao/ QSUJV eg

rouro t^syaXoi, but it is more probable that he wrote ou

/AgyaAo;, not "
large/' but small temples/* for the latter

description exactly suits one of these buildings, still existing,
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Cap. -20. gods, supporting brazen tripods, which encircle

some admirable works of art; among these is a

Satyr, which Praxiteles considered one of his

finest works 1
. In a neighbouring temple of

Bacchus, there is a young Satyr extending a

cup, and a Cupid and Bacchus standing to-

gether, the work of Thymilus.
" But the most ancient sanctuary of Bacchus*

is near the Theatre : within its peribolus are

two temples sacred to Bacchus, and as many
statues ; one of them is surnamed Eleuthereus 3

,

vulgarly called the Lantern of DemosthenevS, ro tpavdpi rot?

1 It was commonly called o itf^o^fQ^. Plin- Nat. Hist.

1. 34. c. 8. Pausanias here relates the celebrated stratagem

of Phryne, who hud received permission from her lover Praxi-

teles to make choice of one of his works, and who wished to

discover to which of them he himself gave the preference.

She raised a false alarm of his laboratory being on fire ; upon

which he ordered that, above all, his Cupid and his Satyr

should be saved. Phryne very naturally made choice of the

Cupid, as the more pleasing figure of the two. Athenians,

who relates the same story, (I. 18. c. 7.) calls the Satyr rov

eir} fgntotiujv <r&fvQv, the Satyr of the Tripods.
''

At this temple the ancient festival of the great Diony-

siacs was celebrated. The peribolus with its contents was

known by the name of Lenacum, and the quarter in which it

stood by the name of Limnce. Hesych. in ETT! Aijva/cu, et in

A<ju,vayev$. Thucyd. I. 2. c. 15. Athen. 1. 1 1. c. 3. Har-

pocrat. in Ev \i^y. Aristoph. Kan. v. 218. et Schol. ibid.

Steph. Byzant. in Al/xvai.
3

It was made of wood, and received its epithet from
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the otlier, made of ivory and gold, is the work Cap. 20.

of Alcamenes. Here also are pictures repre-

senting Bacchus conducting to heaven Vulcan,

whom he had intoxicated 1

;
Pentheus and Ly-

curgus punished for their injuries to Bacchus ;

and Ariadne sleeping, while Theseus is seen re-

tiring, and Bacchus approaching. Near the

temple of Bacchus and the Theatre is a build-

ing said to have been made in imitation of the

tent of Xerxes*. The ancient edifice having

its having been brought from Eleuthene. Pausan. Attic,

c. 38.
1

Pausanias here informs us that Vulcan, in order to be

revenged ofJuno for turning him out of heaven, made her a

present of a golden throne with hidden springs, which pre-

vented her, after being seated upon it, from rising up again.

Bacchus alone of all the gods could succeed in persuading

Vulcan to liberate the queen of heaven.

2
Plutarch, and a comic writer cited by him, give a lively

description of the shape of the Odeium, near the theatre of

Bacchus, in the following passage :

To Je 'flJeTov Ty plv tvfo; Tfc/XvsSgov xa< tfoAutrruAov, rr, $

jrl/tj TtSgiKXivss xa< K&ravres Ix pia.$ xopuipi

iixova, Aeyou<n ysvea-Qai xa) ppj/xa rij; ZatriXzw;

xat roura; TTe^xXeouf. A<o KOLI TraXiv

aifyi Tf$b$ avrbv.

'O cr^jvoxf^aXo^ Zeu$ Z8s if^Offsp^ert^i

Tl.epiK\y$ fujSeiov ITT) fov x^av/ou
v

E^cyv sifeiSy TOyVr^axov Tta^l^efot.i. Plutarch in Pericl.

The well-known deformity which tempted Cratinus, in this

passage, to make the satirical comparison between the

pointed cranium of Pericles, and the tent-shaped Odeium,
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Cap. 20. been burnt by Sylla, commander of the Ro-

mans, when he took Athens, was afterwards

Cap.2i. built a second time 1
. The Theatre 2 contains

many statues of tragic and comic poets, who,

and to call Pericles the Squill-headed Jupiter, had obliged

the statuaries to cover his head with a helmet. So Plutarch

informs us in the preceding passage, and so we find him re-

presented in a bust in the British Museum.

The numerous columns of this building, remarked by

Plutarch, are alluded to likewise by Theophrastus, in Caraet.

TIefi aoA<r/a ifotroi sl<r\ xiovej- T'OV 'flfeToy.

1

According to Appian (Bell. Mithrid. c. 38.) it was burnt

by Aristion, who defended Athens against Sylla, and who

destroyed it, that the besiegers might not make use of the

timber in assaulting the Acropolis^ It was restored by

Ariobarzanes, king of Cappadocia, as appears from the fol-

lowing passage of Vitruvius, (1. 5. c. 9.) ^Patris Liberi fa-

num et exeuntibus e theatre sinistra parte, Odeium quod
Pericles (alii legunt Themistocles) columnis lapideis, navium

mails et antennis e spoliis Persicis pertexit : idem autem in-

censum Mithridatico bello rex Ariobarzanes restituit.

An inscription, of which a copy taken by the Consul of

France in 1743, was sent to Paris, records the gratitude to

Ariobarzanes of the persons who had superintended the repair

of the Odeium. The prince is there surnamed Philopator, son

of Ariobarzanes Philoromaeus. Hence he appears to have

been the son of the prince with whom Cicero describes his

interview in Cappadocia. (Cicer. Ep. ad Fam. 1. 15, ep. 2.)

8 This theatre was distinguished by the name of the Dio-

nysiac Theatre, (ro QsaTgw ro Aiowriaxov or TO l-n AjovuVoy

Sfarfov) as being within the sacred inclosure of Bacchus.

Plutarch de X Rhet. et deer. Athen. in fin. ejusd. op. J. Poll.

1. 8. c. 10.
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for the most part, are of obscure reputation
1

; Cap. 21.

for, of the writers of comedy, Menander is the

only one who attained to glory. Here are

images of the illustrious tragedians, Euripides

and Sophocles; but the statue of ^Eschylus

appears to have been made long after his death,

and long after the picture, wherein the battle of

Marathon is described 2
.

" In the wall of the Acropolis, which is

turned towards the theatre, and is called No-

tium, (the southern,) there is a gilded head of

Medusa, and around it an aegis
3
. On the

summit of the theatre is a cavern in the rocks

under the Acropolis. Upon the cavern stands

a tripod ;
within it are images of Apollo and

Diana destroying the children of Niobe. On
the road from the theatre to the Acropolis is

the tomb of Calos
4

. He was the pupil of Dse-

Dion Chrysostom (Orat. Rhod. p. 355. ed. Morell.) re-

proaches the Athenians with having placed the statue of an

obscure poet near that of Menander.
* Pausanias probably means the picture of the battle of

Marathon in the Pcecile, where it seems, therefore, that the

portrait of ^schylus appeared among the other Athenians

engaged in the action.

3 It was dedicated by Antiochus . . . 'AvrM%p$, ov $y xcu

uirlp rov Qedrpov rou 'A^Vyjcn ij aiy*; ij %/su(nJ
xaf ITT' au'rijV y

Topyw. Pausan. Eliac. prior, c. 12.

4
It appears from Diodorus, (1. 4. c. 76.) from Lucian (in

Piscator.) and from Apollodorus (1. 3. c. 15.) that the name

of this celebrated mechanic was Talos, and not Calos.
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cap. 21. tlalus, and the son of his sister
1

, and was slain

by Daedalus, who, in consequence of the mur-

der, fled to Crete. The temple of -^Escula-

pius is well worthy of remark for the statues of

Bacchus and his children, and for the pictures

which it contains. In the same temple is a

fountain, at which Halirrhothius, son of Nep-

tune, is reported to have been slain by Mars,

for having disgraced his daughter Alcippe; and

this murder i? said to have been the first upon
which judgment was pronounced. In the same

temple there is a Sarmatian breast-plate, which

shows that the barbarians are not less skilful in

the arts than the Greeks 2
.

Cap. 22. "
Beyond the temple of j3sculapius, in the

way to the Acropolis, is the temple of Themis,

before which is the monument of Hippolytus.

The worship of Venus Pandemus and Peitho

was established by Theseus, when he collected

the Athenians into one city. The ancient .

statues no longer remain, but those which now

1 Her name was Perdix, (Apollod.l. 3. c. 15.) Her sanc-

tuary was near the Acropolis. (Suidas in UE^IKOS ie^oy.)

Perdix was sometimes confounded with Talos. See Ovid in

the metamorphosis of Perdix into a partridge. Hygin. fab.

39. 2/4. Sophocles comic, ap. Suid. ibid.

1
It was made of the hoofs of horses, wrought and joined

/together, so as to resemble the skin of a serpent. Pausanias

adds some other curious observations upon the arms of the

Sarmatians, who were ignorant of the use of iron.
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exist are not by the most obscure artists. There cap. 22.

is also a temple of Tellus Curotrophus and

Ceres Chloe.
" There is but one entrance into the Acropo-

lis, the hill being on every other side precipitous,

and surrounded with a strong wall. The roof

of the Propylaea is of white marble, and excels

all other works in ornament and in the mag-
nitude of the stones. As to the equestrian

statues, I cannot positively say whether they

represent the sons of Xenophon, or whether

they are placed only for ornament. On the

right hand of the Propylaea, (rwV iifoiryAatW &

fcia) is the temple of Victory without wings
1
.

From thence is a prospect of the sea: and there

^Egeus, seeing his son's ship return with black

sails, threw himself down, and perished. His

monument exists among the Athenians, and is

called the heroum of^Egeus. On the left of

the Propylsea (tv a'fimga run/
nfotfuAaian/) is a build-

ing, containing pictures. Those which are not

obliterated by time represent Diomedes, bring-

ing from Lemnos the bow of Philoctetes ;

Ulysses carrying off' the statue of Minerva from

Troy ;
Orestes slaying ^Egisthus, while Pylades

kills the sons of Nauplius, who come to the as-

1 Near the Temple of Victory stood a triple statue of

Hecate, by Alcamenes. It was called Epipyrgidia. (Pausau.

Corinth, c. 30.)
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Cap. 22. sistance of jEgisthus; Polyxena about to be

sacrificed at the tomb of Achilles : Achilles dis-

guised among the virgins of Scyrus; Ulysses

encountering Nausicaa, and her attendants,

washing clothes at the river -the two latter by

Polygnotus
1

;
a picture of Alcibiades, signifying

that he was victorious in a horse-race at Nemea 2
;

Perseus bringing the head of Medusa to Poly-

dectes at Seriphus; a boy carrying balloting-

vases
;
a wrestler, by Timaenetus

; and Musseus,

who, according to the ancient verses, of which

Onomacritus appears to me to have been the

author, received the gift of flying from Boreas.
" In the very entrance of the Acropolis are

Mercury Propylaeus, and the three Graces 3
, said

1

Pliny (Nat. Hist. 1. 35. c. 1 1.) states the picture of Achil-

les at Scyrus to have been the work ofAthenion of Maroneia.
2 In this picture, which was by Aglaophon, Nemea was

personified, bearing Alcibiades upon her knees. This inso-

lent person dedicated, at the same time, a picture, by the

same master, in honour of his victories at Delphi and at

Olympia, in which two women, named Pythias and Olym-

pias, were crowning him. (Athen. 1. 12. c. 9.) The latter

picture was perhaps among those obliterated by time.
3 In the Bceotics, (c. 35.) Pausanias says that the three

Graces by Socrates were before the entrance into the Acropo-

lis, (tff
o tys s$ rrjv axfOvaAjy lero'Jop.) Here his words are xara

rr
t
v <rc>$ov <x,vrr

t
v ^8^ ryv $ dx^diroXiv. The Graces of Socrates

were draped, (Pausan. Bceot. c. 35. Diogen. Laert. in So-

crat.) like all the more ancient Graces. In later times the

(Graces were represented naked. (Pausan. ibjd.)
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to be the work of Socrates, son ofSophroniscus, cap.22.

whom the Pythian priestess declared to be the

wisest of men. Here is a brazen Lioness 1 in cap . 23.

honour of Leaena, the mistress of Aristogeiton,

who was tortured to death by Hippias ; beside

which stands a Venus by Calamis, dedicated by
Callias 2

. Near it is a brazen statue of Diitre-

phes, pierced with arrows 3
; and not far from

the latter (for I do not wish to speak of the por-

trait-statues of persons of little note), are a

Hygieia, called the daughter of ^Esculapius, and

a Minerva, surnamed Hygieia
4
. Here likewise

1 The lioness was represented without a tongue, to com-

memorate the heroic act of Lesena, who bit off her tongue to

defeat the inquiries of Hippias, (Plutarch de Garrul. Plin.

Nat. Hist. 1. 34. c. 8.) Pliny says this statue was the work

of Iphicrates. Its position near the Propyleea is marked by

Plutarch, (ibid.) who says that it was lv leuhaif tys

9 This statue of Venus, and the adjacent Lioness, pro-

bably stood in the same sanctuary ; for it appears from Demo-

charee (ap. Athen. 1. 6. c. 13. Cas.) that there was a sanctuary

at Athens, called TO Isgov ty; Aealvy$ 'AtygoSiry;.
3 For the exploits of Diitrephes, see Pausanias in this

place, and Thucydides. (1. 7. c. 27. 29.)

This statue was of brass, and dedicated by Pericles. A
favourite workman of Mnesicles, the architect of the Propy-

laea, (Plutarch, in Pericl.) or a favourite slave of Pericles,

(Plin. Nat. Hist. 1. 22. c. 17.) having met with a bad fall, and

having been despaired of by the physicians, Minerva ap-

peared to Pericles, in a dream, and recommended a remedy,
which effected a speedy cure, whereupon Pericles raised a

statue of Minerva, in the character of Health, near an altar
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Cap. 23, is a small stone, upon which Seilenus is said to

have reposed, when Bacchus visited the earth.

" In the Acropolis of Athens I also beheld

the brazen image of a boy, bearing a vessel for

lustral aspersions, by Lycius, son of Myron,
and Perseus slaying Medusa, by Myron himself.

There is likewise a sanctuary of Diana Brauro-

nia, with a statue by Praxiteles ;
and a figure

in brass of the horse Durius, from which Me-

nestheus, Teucer, and the sons of Theseus, are

represented as issuing to surprise the Trojans
1
.

Of the statues which stand next to the horse,

that of Epicharmus prepared to run a race in

armour, was made by Critias ;
then occurs ^Eno-

bius, who obtained a decree for the recall of

Thucydides, son of Olorus, from exile, who,

having been treacherously slain, is buried at the

gates Melitides; then Hermolycus the pancra-

Cap. 24. tiast ; and Phormio, son of Asopichus. There

also is Minerva punishing the Seilenus Marsyas
for taking up the flutes which she had wished to

throw away
2
. Over-against these is Theseus,

of Hygieia, in the Acropolis. The remedy was said to have

been a plant, which grew on the walls of the Acropolis, and

which was thenceforth called Parthenium.

Spears also projected from this statue of the Trojan

horse, according to Hesychius (in AoJf<o.)

For this fable see Apollodorus, 1. 1. c. 4. Hygin. fab.

165. Stuart (Antiq. of Athens, vol. 2. p. 27.) has published

a marble, found at Athens, which represents Minerva throw-

ing away the flutes, and Marsyas about to take them up.
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contending with the Minotaur ; Phrixus sacri- c*P . 94.

ficing the ram, which had carried him to the

Cholci, and looking at its thighs, burning upon
the altar. Here also, among other statues,

are Hercules strangling the serpents ;
Minerva

rising from the head of Jupiter ; and a Bull,

dedicated by the council of Areiopagus. The

Athenians have also a temple to the Genius of

Pious Men, (vTtwtiaiwv Sa.lpwv.') To such persons

as prefer works made with skill, to those which

are remarkable for antiquity alone, the two fol-

lowing are worthy of observation, namely, a

Man, with a helmet on his head, and with nails

of silver, by Cleaetas; and Earth imploring

showers from Jupiter. Here also are statues of

Timotheus, son of Conon, and of Conon him-

self; Procne and Itys, dedicated by Alca-

menes ; Minerva causing the olive to sprout,

while Neptune raises the waves ; a Jupiter, by
Leochares ;

and another Jupiter surnamed Po-

lieus 1
.

" In entering the temple called Parthenon 2
,

1 Pausanias here, and again in c. 28. informs us, that, at

the festival of Jupiter Polieus, called Diipolia, an ox was

sacrificed ; that the priest, who slew the ox with an axe, ran

away ;
and that the axe was tried for the injury. The cus-

tom was as old as the reign of Erechtheus, before whose

time there was a law against slaying oxen, (Varro de Re

Rust. 1. 2. c. 5.) derived probably from Egypt.
2 The common appellation of the celebrated statue by
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Cap. 24. all the works in the pediment (If ro~$

as*) relate to the birth of Minerva
;
and those

behind (OTHO-SS)
to the combat of Neptune and

Minerva for the Attic land. The statue itself

is made of ivory and gold. The figure of a

sphinx occupies the summit of the helmet, on

either side of which are griffins (y^***
1

)- The

statue is erect, with a robe reaching to the feet.

On the breast is a head of Medusa in ivory ;
in

one hand is a Victory, four cubits high
2
, and in

Phidias, in the great temple of Minerva, was
-jj

<f the virgin," (see Pausan. Eliac. prior, c. 11. Phocic. c.

34.) whence the temple was called o Hapfevtiv, or the virgin's

habitation. Hesychius indeed has said that the Parthenon re-

ceived its appellation from the virgin daughters of Cecrops ;

but the Scholiast of Demosthenes (cont. Androt.) more pro-

perly remarks Lla^svcav vao$ ^v sv Ty 'AKpOTfdkei Hotptevou

1 The words eviKetrai and
nsifya.(T[jt.voi, which, in this

passage, are applied, the former to the sphinx, and the latter

to the griffins, confirm the remarks upon those words in page

2 ; for we know from existing monuments, that the sphinx

was an entire figure, and that the griffins were in relief.

" Aristeas of Proconnesus (adds Pausanias in this place,)

describes these animals as having the body of a lion, and

the wings and beak of an eagle." Such is precisely their

form on the ancient heads of Minerva.

2 The words of Pausanias (oi xara TO <rregvQv y x<paAij

cpavroV so-ftv fyitsiroiy^vT), xcu Nnnj vs Qtrov rs<r-

v Iv g
T-fi '/tlgi

bov e%et, &c.) are obscure, and

perhaps defective; but there can be little doubt that his

meaning was that which is given in the text
;
for it is proved
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the other a spear, near which is a serpent, sup- cap . 24.

posed to represent Erichthonius. At the feet

is a shield ;
on the pedestal the birth of Pan-

dora is represented in relief. I recognized no

other portrait-statue in the temple than that of

Hadrian, and in the entrance that of Iphicrates
1
,

from coins of Athens, that the Victory was in the goddess's

hand. This is further confirmed by a passage in Epictetus,

who says, y 'A5ijva y $SI$'IQV KTeiva,<rtx,Tr)V %e^a xai ryv Nlxijv

iff' aoVijj $e%ay,vy. (Arrian. in Epict. Dissert. 1. 2. c. 8.)

According to Pliny, (1.
36. c. 5.) the statue was 26 cubits

high; and, besides the accompaniments mentioned by Pausa-

nias, had a sphinx of brass under the spear; upon the con-

vex side of the shield a representation of the battle of the

Amazones, (see also Pausan. Attic, c. 17.) and on its concave

side, the contest of the Gods and Giants; on the sandals was

the battle of the Centaurs and Lapithae. Pliny, who, in the

passage referred to, states the works upon the shield to have

been embossed by Phidias, (Phidias ccelavit, &c.) says

in another place, (1. 35. c. 8.) that the shield was painted

(pictum) by Phidias, and that the interior of the shield was

painted by Pantaenus, the brother of Phidias. The eyes of

Minerva were of ivory, except the pupils, which were of

stone. (Plato in Hipp. Maj.)
1

Pliny (1. 35. c. 1O.) says, that the Propylaeum of the

temple of Minerva, by which, I suppose, is meant what we

generally call the Pronaus, was painted by Protogenes, who

had represented the triremes Paralus and Hemionis, together

with several other vessels on a smaller scale. The painting of

the Paralus is praised by Cicero, (Verrin. 4. c. 60.) Within

the temple were portraits of Themistocles and of Heliodorus :

the former was dedicated by the sons of Themistocles, (Pau-

san. Attic, c. 1. 37.)
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cap. 24. the author of many admirable works. Over-

against the temple is a brazen Apollo, sur-

named Parnopius (the expeller of locusts),

made by Phidias.

cap. 25. The statue of Pericles, and that of his

father Xanthippus, stand in separate parts of

the Acropolis : near the latter are seen Ana-

creon of Teos, represented as a man singing

when intoxicated, and images, by Deinomenes,

of lo, daughter of Inachus, and of Callisto,

daughter of Lycaon ; the former of whom was

changed into a cow, and the latter into a bear,

and both from the same cause, namely, the love

of Jupiter, and the anger of Juno.
"
Upon the wall called Notium are repre-

sented the war of the giants, who inhabited

Thrace and Pallene, the battle of the Athenians

with the Amazones, the battle of Marathon,

and the destruction of the Gauls in Mysia.

Each of these are three feet (in height) : they

cap. 26. were dedicated by Attains. Here also is an

image of Olympiodorus
1

, near which is a brazen

1

Olympiodorus commanded the Athenians in their con-

tests with the Macedonians under Demetrius and Cassan-

der. His actions are related by Pausanias at some length,

in this and the following chapter. One of his exploits was to

take by assault the Museium, which Demetrius had formed

into a separate fortress, and had garrisoned with Macedo-

nians. It is in relating this action that Pausanias describes
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statue of Diana, surnamed Leucophryne, dedi- Cap. -26.

cated by the sons of Themistocles, for Diana

Leucophryne was particularly honoured by the

Magnetes, the government of whose city was

given to 'Themistocles by the king of Persia.

There is also an ancient sitting statue of Mi-

nerva, with an epigram upon it, signifying that

it was the offering of Callias, and the work of

Endaeus, a disciple of Daedalus.

" There is a building called Erechtheium,

before the entrance of which is an altar of

Jupiter Hypatus ;
in the entrance is an altar of

Neptune, (whereon sacrifices are also made by
command of the oracle to Erechtheus); an-

other altar of Butes 1

;
and a third of Vulcan;

and on the walls are pictures of the Butadae 2
.

the Museium as follows :
" Within the ancient peribolus of

the city there is a hill over-against the Acropolis, called Mu-

seium, where Musaeus is said to have sung, and, dying of

old age, to have been buried. Here a monument has been

since erected to a certain Syrian." This Syrian, whom he

does not name, was Philopappu?.
1 Butes was twin brother of Erechtheus the second, and

his descendants were hereditary priests of Minerva Polias,

Neptune; and Erichthonius. Apollod. 1. 3. c. 15. Hesych.

et Harpocrat. in 'ErgofouraJai.

2 Among them were portraits of the orator Lycurgus, son of

Lycophron, and of his family, by Ismenias ofChalcis. There

stood also in the portico wooden statues of Lycurgus and of

his three sons, made by the two sons of Praxiteles. (Plu-

tarch de X Rhet. in L'ycurg.)
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Cap. 26. The building is two-fold
; within it is a well of

salt-water
1

, from whence issues a sound when
the south wind blows

; and upon a stone is the

figure of a trident 2
: these are said to have

relation to the contest of Neptune and'Minerva,
for the possession of Attica

3
. All the city and

land is sacred to Minerva; whatever other

deities may be worshipped in the demi, Mi-

nerva is no less honoured by them
;
but her

most sacred statue is that which was a com-

mon offering of the demi, before they were

collected into the city, and which is now
in the Acropolis, then called Polls. It is

reported to have fallen from heaven. Before

the statue is a golden lamp, made by Calli-

machus ; it has a wick of Carpasian flax, which

is not consumed by fire, and it is filled with oil

once a year, burning during that time night
and day

4
. A brazen palm-tree, above the lamp,

J This was the fla'Aao-cra 'Efs^Tji;, fabled to have been

produced by a blow of Neptune's trident. Apollod. 1. 3.

c. 14. Herodot. 1. 8. c. 55.

2
Ogw ryv outgotfokn KOC.} ro rtsA ry; fftaivrjf %* ri ffr^sioy.

Hegesias ap. Strabon. p. 396.
3
In memory of the amicable termination of this contest,

there was an altar of Oblivion in the temple of Polias. (Plu-

tarch. Sympos. 1. 9. qu. 6.)
4
'A^ouof YSU$ o -njV noAiaoo;, Iv $ o avgsfrTos XV^VQ$.

Strabo, p. 356. The Carpasian flax was made of the stone

called Amiantus, produced in Carpasus, a city of Cyprus.
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reaches to the roof, and carries off the smoke. Cap.se.

In the temple of Polias
1
is a wooden Hermes, Cap. 27.

said to have heen presented by Cecrops, and

now almost hidden by branches of myrtle. The

other offerings most worthy of mention are a

folding chair, made by Daedalus; and some

spoils of the Medes 2
, namely, the breast-plate

of Masistius, who commanded the cavalry at

Plataese, and a scimitar, said to be that of

Mardonius 3
. Concerning the olive-tree, no-

Aristion, when besieged in Athens by Sylla, allowed the

flame to expire, for which he was not less detested than for

his acts of cruelty, and for his fatal policy in opposing the

Romans. (Plutarch in Sylla.)
1 Pausanias omits to notice the sacred serpent of the

Erechtheium, (Herod. 1. 8. c. 41. Plutarch in Themist. et

in Demosth. Philostr. Icon. 1. 2 Hesych. in Cfeufov.

Etymol. Mag. in Afa'xayAo^) which his contemporary, Phi-

lostratus, shows to have been still an inhabitant of the

temple in his time.

* Demosthenes mentions among these spoils the Slpgos

dgyv^irovsy or silver-footed chair, upon which Xerxes sat to

view the battle of Salamis. (Demosth. in Timocrat. Ulpian.

ad Olynth. 3.) Harpocration and Suidas (in a^yusoVsy;)

state the chair to have been in the Parthenon ; but, as De-

mosthenes names it, in conjunction with the scimitar of Mar-

donius, which we find to have been, as late as the time of

Pausanias, in the temple of Minerva Polias, it is probable

that the two lexicographers have confounded the Parthenon

with the temple of Polias.

3 This Pausanias doubts, because Mardonius was opposed
to the Lacedaemoiva;)?, and was slain by a Spartan soldier.
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Cap. 27. thing is related, except that it is an evidence of

the contest (of Neptune and Minerva) for the

country ; and that when the Medes burnt the

city, the olive was also burnt, but that it

sprouted the same day to the length of two

cubits
1
. The temple of Pandrosus 2

is con-

tiguous to that of Minerva. Pandrosus was

the only one of the sisters who remained faith-

ful to her trust. Near the temple of Polias

dwell two virgins, called Canephori, who,

when the festival arrives, receive in the night

from the priestess of Minerva baskets, the con-

tents of which are unknown both to them and

to the priestess. These they carry upon their

heads to an inclosure near the statue of Venus

in the gardens, where, having deposited them in

a natural cavern, they receive other covered

burthens, which they deliver up as soon as they

come out of the cavern. The two virgins are

then dismissed, and two others are conducted

to the Acropolis in their place.
" Not far from the temple of Minerva Polias

is the statue of an old woman, one cubit in

height, said to be the priestess Lysimacha
3

:

1 Herodotus (1.
8. c. 55.) relates the same story, except

that he is contented with a sprout of one cubit, (7nj%yaibv.)
3
Thallo, one of the Horse, received divine honours, to-

gether with Pandrosus. (Pausan. Boeot. c. 35.)

3
Lysimacha had been priestess sixty-four years. Her
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here also are great brazen images of two men, Cap. 27.

ready to engage in fight ; one is called Erech-

theus, the other Eurnolpus
1

: upon the base are

statues of men * * * and Tolmides himself 2
.

Here are some ancient statues of Minerva, no

part of which is consumed, though they are

unable to bear a blow, and are still black with

the fire which burnt them when Athens was

taken by Xerxes. There are also the hunting of

a wild boar ; Cycnus fighting with Hercules ;

Theseus finding the slippers and sword of

^Egeus under the rock, every part of which is

of brass, except the rock ;
and Theseus leading

the Cretan bull from Marathon to be sacrificed

to Minerva in the Acropolis; this work was

dedicated by the Marathonii.
" For what reason Cylon, who attempted to Cap. 28.

obtain the tyranny of Athens 3
, was thought

worthy of a brazen statue, I do not know
; but

I suppose it was for his beauty, and because he

statue was the work of Demetrius. (Plin. Nat. Hist. 1. 34.

c.8.)
1 (( Those Athenians, (adds Pausanias) who are knowing

in antiquity, are not ignorant that this is Immaradus, son of

Eumolpus j
he having been the person who was slain by

Erechtheus, and not Eumolpus himself." Apollodorus, how-

ever, (1.3. c. 15.) says it was Eumolpus.
a The text here is so much corrupted, that it is impossible

to discover the exact meaning of the author.

3 See Herod. 1. 5. c. 71. and Thucvd. 1. i.e. 126.
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Cap. 28. was victorious in the Diaulus at Olympia, and

married the daughter of Theagenes, king of

Megara. Besides alt the other things which I

have described, there are two dedications from

the tenth of military spoils. One of these is in

honour of the victory gained over the Medes at

Marathon. It is a brazen image of Minerva,

by Phidias ;
on the shield are sculptures of the

Lapithse fighting with the Centaurs. They say

that these, and all the other figures in relief

upon the shield, were wrought by Mys, but that

Parrhasius, son of Evenor, designed both these

and the other works of Mys. This statue is so

placed, that the crest of the helmet and the

point of the spear are seen in sailing from Su-

nium towards Athens 1
. The other offering

from the tenth of military spoils, is a brazen

chariot, dedicated after the victory of the Athe-

nians over the Boeotians and Chalcidenses of

Eubcea 2
. There is likewise a statue of Peri-

Such is the obvious meaning of the words oiito Souv/ou

ucr/y efffiv yfy cruvoTfra, and not that the spear and

crest were visible from Sunium, as the passage has often been

interpreted. Sunium is not in sight from any part of the

plain of Athens.

2 We learn from Herodotus, who has described the battle,

(1. 5. c. 79.) that the brazen chariot, dedicated from the

spoils, had four horses, and that it stood on the left hand on

entering the Acropolis, through the Propyhva. r
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cles
1

,
son ofXanthippus, and another brazen Mi- Cap. gs.

nerva, which is the finest of the works of Phi-

dias
2
, and is surnamed Lemnia, as having been

dedicated by the people of Lemnus.
" Part of the walls of the Acropolis are said

to have been raised by Agrolas and Hyperbius,

two of the Pelasgi, who lived under the Acro-

polis ;
the remainder by Cimon, son of Mil-

tiades.

" In descending towards the lower city there

is a fountain a little below the Propylsea, near

which is a sanctuary of Apollo and Pan in a

cave, where Apollo is said to have had con-

nexion with Creusa, daughter of Erechtheus 3
.

Not far distant is the Areiopagus
4
, so called

because Mars
(
V
A^;) was the first person here

tried for the murder of Halirrhothius, as I

have already related*. Here is an altar of Mi-

nerva Areia, dedicated by Orestes, on escaping

$ To

TO. kv Ty 'Ax^&Tz'oAsj.

1

Probably the same mentioned in chapter 25.

2 This was probably the Minerva KaAAJ/xoppof ,
mentioned

by Pliny, (1. 34. c. 8.)

3
i. e. of Erechtheus the second, according to the gene-

alogy of Apollodorus. Euripides (Ion. v. 11.) says $DO

f&vfcv ydpois Bla K eoucrav, thus endeavouring to save the

credit of the future wife of Xuthus.
4 The words of Pausanias are KaOo xa< 6 *Aeus Tt&yQS'
5
Cap. 21. See also Demosth. in Aristocr.
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Cap. 28. punishment for the murder of his mother. Here

also are two rude stones
1

, upon one of which

the accuser sits, and upon the other the de-

fendant 2
. Near this place is the sanctuary of

the goddesses called Semnse, but whom Hesiod

in his Theogonia names Erinnyes
3
. ^Eschylus

was the first to represent them with snakes in

their hair
;

but here their statues have nothing
ferocious in their aspect, nor have those of the

other subterranean deities here represented,

namely, Pluto, Hermes, and the Earth. Within

the same inclosure is the tomb of (Edipus.
cap. 29. Near the Areiopagus is seen a ship, con-

structed for the use of the Panathenaic pro-

cession."

In the preceding extract the reader may have

remarked, that Pausanias has named some of

the buildings, or monuments, of Athens, with-

out any indication of their locality. Such are

1 The common reading is
cfyyy^ou; hifovs,

" silver stones,"

but there can be little doubt that it ought to be

2 The court of Areiopagus was open to the sky, oVa0f /oi

sowdfyvTo. J. Poll. 1. 8. c. 10. In later times it had a roof

of clay. Vitruv. 1. 2. c. 1.

3 It was said to have been founded by Epimenides. Lobon.

Argius. ap. Diogen. Laert. in Epimen. Its situation on the

Areiopagus is shown by Dinarchus, &ettOgK'fyi6ff$ *ci$ "Ztpvds

e<x,$ h 'Agelut Hayo;. Din. cont. Demosth. p. 35. Reiske.
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the tomb of Molpadia the Amazon 1
, the heroic

monument of ^Egeus
2
, and all the structures of

Hadrian, except the Olympium
3
. Such also are

the several Courts of Judicature, which he

names in the 28th chapter, after speaking of

the Areiopagus, the greatest and most ancient

of them. Among these courts the position of

the Prytaneium and Delphinium may indeed

be inferred from his description ; but he has

said nothing to show the situation of the others

mentioned by him, namely, the Parabystum,

Trigonum, Batrachus, Phaenicus, Heliaea, and

Palladium 4
.

But, besides the objects which Pausanias has

named, there are some others, the fame and

importance of which were such, that we are

surprised to find that he has omitted all notice

of them. For example, in the midst of the

Cerameicus was the Leocorium, or monument

of the daughters of Leos, one of the most re-

1 C.2.
2 C. 22.

3 C. 18. In like~manner, in subsequent chapters of the

Attica, he mentions altars of Anteros (c. 30.}, and of Am-

philochus (c. 34.)
* There were also tribunals at the Odeium, Theseium,

Bucoleiura, Thesmothesium. For the Courts of Justice

at Athens, see Pollux. 1. 8. c. 10. and Meursii Areopag.

c. 11.
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vered among the ancient monuments of Athens 1
.

The altar of the twelve gods in the Agora, was

not less celebrated
2
. There were also some

places of considerable celebrity, in the quarter

called Melite, of which I shall have occasion to

speak more fully hereafter, and there were

many others of minor note, which the reader

will find noticed below 3
. Some of these build-

ings may indeed have been ruined and neg-

lected in the time of Pausanias, but others must

have existed, being mentioned by contemporary,
or less ancient authors.

In addition to these, Athens itself retains

evidence in some of its ancient buildings, con-

structed before the time of Pausanias, of the in-

completeness of his description. These re-

mains are the Pnyx the Horologium of An-

dronicus Cyrrhestes the arch of Hadrian near

the Olympium and the vestiges of a Roman

J Thucyd. 1. 1. c. 20. -1. 6. c. 57. Cicero de Nat. Deor.

1. 3. c. 19. Demosth. in Conon. ^Elian Var. Hist. 1. 12. c.

28. Aristid. in Panathenaico. Liban. in Declam. 27-

Strabo, p. 396. Hegesias ap. Strab. ibid. Phanodemus ap.

Harpocrat. in Aeeoxofiov, Suidas, Hesych., et Etymol. Mag.

hi AscuKogiw.
a Herod. 1. 6. c. 108. Thucyd. 1. 6. c. 54. Xenoph.

Hipparch. c. 3. The altar of the twelve gods was near the

statue of Demosthenes, (Plutarch de X Rhet. in Demosth.)

consequently not far from the temple of Mars.

3 See the additional Note II. at the end of the volume.
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aqueduct constructed by Hadrian and Anto-

ninus Pius 1
, of which a part of an arch, adorning

the reservoir, was still standing in its place in

the year 1756
2
.

1 See the inscription in Spon (Voyage, &c. tome 2. p. 99.)
* Stuart's Antiq. of Athens, vol. 3. c. 4.
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SECTION II.

Of the Positions and existing Monuments of ancient

Athens, concerning the Identity ofwhich there can be

little or no Doubt.

THE positions which ancient history and

local evidence concur in determining with the

greatest certainty, are the river Ilissus, the

Acropolis with its three principal buildings, the

Parthenon, Erechtheium, and Propylaea, the

Areiopagus, the Theseium, the Museium, the

Pnyx, the temple of Jupiter Olympius, the

fountain Enneacrunus, the Stadium, the Dio-

nysiac theatre, the Odeium of Herodes, and the

Agora of the time of the Romans.

Of the identity of the Ilissus, or of the Acro-

polis and its existing edifices, it cannot be ne-

cessary to speak in the present state of our

knowledge of the topography of Athens. All

the other places mentioned in the following

section have, at no distant period of time, been

mistaken by some of those who have visited or

described Athens.

^g principal evidence of the Areiopagus

having been the rocky height, which is sepa-

rated from the western end of the Acropolis by
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a hollow, forming a communication between the

northern and southern divisions of the city, is

found in the preceding extract from the Attica

of Pausanias, (c. 28.) confirmed by a passage

in Herodotus 1

,
who very clearly describes this

hill, under the name 0f Areiopagus, as the

place where the Persians were posted when

they attacked the western end of the Acropolis.

jJCschylus
2
alludes to the same rocky height,

under the same appellation, as the situation of

the camp of the Amazones
;
and a passage in

Lucian 3
, which, as speaking of it in connexion

with other adjacent positions in the city, will

more properly come under consideration here-

after, no less surely points to the same height as

the Areiopagus ;
so that this maybe considered

Oi $e Hegrai sgopsvoi JTT< ro

o^fiov rov 'AOijvaTo* jcaAeouer/y 'Apy'iov

roiovtie. Herodot. 1. 8. c. 52.

2
Ilayov 5' 'Af w, rov 8' 'A^a^ovwv l

aV 9' or* ijA0ov TJO^O^ xaTcx (pQd

Uf&i' not,} TtoXiv voVroX<y

Tojv $ ufyirfugyov dvrs'ttupywa'a.v TOTS

irayo$ r
'A^gTo;. ^schyl. Eumenid. v. 688.

The original city of Theseus occupied the hill of the Acro-

polis only.
3 Lucian. in Slf tta-rtjyopou'^svo^.

See also Etymol. Mag. in 'Ag~o$ ffa'yof, and Eustath.

Comment, in Dionys. Alexand.
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as one of the most certain among the positions

of ancient Athens. It appears that the court

of Areiopagus, and the temple of the Semnae,

occupied only the highest or eastern summit of

the hill, which agrees very well with the au-

thorities tending to place other buildings on the

more western parts of the ridge, as will be seen

hereafter
1
.

The ^entity of the temple of Theseus may
be presumed from the importance of the ex-

isting building
2
, and from its vicinity to the

ruins of the Gymnasium of Ptolemy. But the

best proof is to be found in some of the re-

maining sculptures of the temple. The ten

metopes of the eastern front, together wi fh the

four adjoining metopes of either flank, are

adorned with sculptures in high relief, which

represent the labours of Hercules and Theseus,

the union of whose worship at Athens, in con-

sequence of the gratitude of Theseus towards

Hercules, is well known 3
.

1
See Section V. p. 1 17.

2 For the importance of the temple of Theseus, see Plu-

tarch (de Exil.) who places it on a level in sanctity with the

Eleusinium and Parthenon. See also Strabo and Hegesias

ap. Strab. p. 396.
3 Plutarch in Thes. For some further remarks upon the

construction and sculptures of the Theseium, see the addi-

tional Note III. at the end of the volume.
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The Museium is described, by Pausanias 1
,
Museum.

as a hill opposite to the Acropolis, included

within the ancient circuit of the city-wall
2
,

and having the monument of a certain Sy-

rian upon it. By the first part of this de-

scription, the traveller is at once directed to the

hill, which, almost equal in height to the Acro-

polis, is separated from it by a valley on the

south side : and here he not only finds the

foundations of the city-walls crossing the sum-

mit of that hill, but the monument also of the

Syrian just within the walls. This Syrian, whom
Pausanias has not named, was Caius Julius

Antiochus Philopappus, grandson of Antiochus,

the fourth and last king of Commagene, who

was deposed and carried to Rome by Vespa-

sian, together with his two sons, Epiphanes and

Callinicus
3
. It appears from the monument

that Philopappus, son of Epiphanes, attained

under Trajan to the dignities of Consul and

Frater Arvalis, that, having retired to Athens,

he was enrolled in the demus Besa, of the tribe

Antiochis, and that he erected this monument,

$s ivros routfg^CoAou dpyyiiw to MoucrsTov, dii dvfixpv

dxpoifotewg Ao'pof, Ivfla MoutraTev a^etv KO,} d

Pausan. Attic, c. 25.

2
i. e. the limits of the city on this side, before the Long

Walls were built. See Section IX.
3 Sueton. in Vespas. c. 8. Joseph. Ant. Jud. 1. 19. c. g.

I 20. c. 7. De Bell. Jud. 1, 7. c. 7-
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which he decorated in a lower compartment
with one of the triumphs of his benefactor

Trajan, and above with three statues, seated

in niches, of himself, his father, and grand-

father 1
.

With no less certainty the Pnyx, which was

the most common place of public assembly in

ancient times 2
, but which was afterwards less

frequented for that purpose than the Dionysiac

theatre
3
, is indicated by the description of its

being over-against the Areiopagus
4
, in view of

the Propylsea
5
, at no great distance from the

Museium 6
, and near the city walls 7

, as having

1 See Stuart, vol. 3. c. 5. But 1 cannot agree with him,

that the inscription on the pilaster referred to any other

Philopappus than him, whose statue is in the neighbouring

central niche
j
or that there were ever Any statues on the

top of the monument.
2
Aristoph. in Acharn. v. 20. Equit. v. 746. v. 1106. Pac.

v. 679- Concion. v. 384.

3 Pollux. 1. 8. c. 10. See page *41, note 1.

* Mercury says to Justice in the ft; KaTyyQpsvv.Wjs of Lu-

cian, auVij IvrauQa ifov JTTI rou ifoiyou (A^slov) K0$i)ff9t TJJX

ITvuxa o^wtra.

raDVa* A^aocrSfvij^ ev $fXliriftx02* fov&rai ^lv

AgyetrOai, aTs ogwpevcuv rwv
ItpjrfftiXaltiav

ditQ rjjf

OS. Harpocrat. in voce.
1

'Ou ya^ ev oia-fBi xarsa-rgwe$sv<riy.v, ov$e ryv /xa%ijv

flryvij\J/ay |y %^w rt(>} fyv HYVKO, Koci ro MoucrfTov. Plutarch in

Theseo.

7 .... tffo;
raj fsl^si ?$ h ty ITvux/. Schol. Aristoph.

Aves, s. 993. Suitlas in METWY.
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been constructed for the meetings of the peo-

ple, not with the magnificence of a regular

theatre, but with the simplicity of ancient

times 1

, and as having a pulpit of stone
2
turned

from the sea towards the interior country
3
.

All these data accord so exactly with the re-

mains of a monument, still existing on a height

to the north of the Museium, and to the west

of the Areiopagus, that it is singular there

should ever have been a difference ofopinion as

to those remains. Yet Spon
4
took them for the

Areiopagus, Wheler
5 was in doubt whether they

belonged to the Areiopagus or Odeium, and

Stuart 6 has given a plan and section of them as

of the theatre of Regilla ;
thus mistaking the

most ancient of the Athenian edifices for the

most modern.

Stuart opposes to the opinion of Chandler,

y Tfjv xcagiov tfgo; fyv ax^o

xara TIJV tfaXajax aTrAo'-njra, oux sis Qsargov

auQi$ 8e 'fa, /xev aAXa sv T'OU Aiovotnaxcy QsdTpW) (t,dva$ $s fois

dpxaupsfflag Jy fy H.VVKI. Pollux. 1. 8. c. 10.

a v
Oovis xpxrsi vvv fov Ai9ou fov |y Tlvw.1. Aristoph. in

Pace, v. 65p. In quern loc. Schol. . . . A/flow $s ftp G-ij

TW Iv fy TLvvxi.

3 .... 7*0 ij|&a TO sv Hvuxl jfSTfQiyj^syov tarr*

a<r<rav v<rrepw ol TgidnwTa, ifo$

. Plutarch in Themistocl.

4
Spon, Voyage, &c. torn. 2. p. 116.

5 Wheler's Travels, p. 382.
6

Stuart's Antiq. of Athens, vol. 3. p. 51,
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who first demonstrated the identity of this mo-

nument, now generally acknowledged to be the

Pnyx, First,

That Plutarch 1 states the %<*, or pulpit, to

have been turned so as to look towards the

sea, which is the reverse of what we now find

it to be :

2dly. That Lucian, in his bis accusatus, places

Justice on the Areiopagus, looking westward

towards Pnyx, at the same time that she beholds

Pan approaching, whose abode was in the grotto

under the Acropolis, exactly in the opposite

direction.

But 1 . There is every reason to think that

the existing monument, whose rude massy
wall is of the highest antiquity, is anterior

to the time of Themistocles, and was built, as

we now see it, to face the Agora; that The-

mistocles, by some temporary alteration, which

has not lasted to the present time, turned the

place of assembly to face the sea, in order to

promote his design of giving the Athenians

a taste for maritime affairs, contrary to their

ancient prejudices; and that the thirty tyrants

restored it to its former state. Or supposing
the existing remains to be of less ancient date,

we should still expect to find the bema as the

latest change had left it
;
that is to say, turned,

as we now find it, towards the city.

A Plutarch, supra.
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2. The objection taken from Lucian is still

less valid. Pan is supposed to be very near to

Justice when he is perceived by her; for he im-

mediately begins conversing with her. Fie per-

ceived her from his grotto as she was sitting

upon the Areiopagus, advanced to meet her,

and arrived just as Mercury was setting off to

the Acropolis
1
.

We are equally well assured that the cluster

of magnificent columns of Pentelic marble, at

the south-east end of the city, near the Ilissus,

belonged to the temple of Jupiter Olympius.

They are of the Corinthian order, sixteen in

number 2
, six feet and a half in diameter, and

1 AIKH. Mi? tpofspw dffsXQys, cJ
'E/sftrj, Ttp\v infeiv o<rTi$

ovTo; o Tfpotnwv eirTiv, o xegd<r(poo$ t o Tyv ffvpiyya,, o Xdviog ex

roTv cntgAoTy.

'EPMHS. Ti<py$, otyvoe~$ TOV Ilava, T'WV Ajovutrou Qep&itovt'cov

fov Cax^txcJrarov ; ourof WKSI pev TO Tt^vftsv ava ro

uVo til TOV Axfifos iTTitfAouv xzl Trjv MafaSwva^e rwv

dfo^Oiffiv r
t
Ksv a,K\yTo$ Toi$ *A^va7o<^ (rujajaa%o; KOI TO

6Kelvo'j t Tyv vito Ty dxpOTto'tei o*7T>jAuyya raorijv

oixfT piKpQy oVo roy IlEAacry;>cou, s$ TO ^STOIKIKOV a"JvTsXwv KOI.}

vuv, w$ TO tlnofj l$wv SK ysirovwv ifpotrsicri $e%

HAN. 'Xja.lptTs
w 'E^ aif >caj Alxvj.

Lucian in b*i$

2 There was a seventeenth column, belonging to the

western front, standing until about the year 1760, when it

was taken down by order of the governor of Athens, to build

a new mosque in the Bazar. (Stuart's Antiq. of Athens, vol.

3. p. 15. Chandler's Travels in Greece, c. 15.)
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above sixty feet high, standing upon an arti-

ficial platform, supported by a wall, the re-

mains of which show that the entire circuit of

the platform was 2300 feet. It appears from the

existing remains that the temple consisted of a

cell, surrounded by a peristyle, which had ten

columns in front, and twenty on the sides ; that

the peristyle, being double on the sides, and

quadruple at the posticum and pronaos, con-

sisted altogether of 120 columns, and that the

whole length of the building was 354 feet, and

its breadth 171. Such vast dimensions would

alone be sufficient to prove these columns to

have belonged to that temple, which was the

largest ever built in honour of the supreme

pagan deity
1
, and one of the four most magni-

ficent ever erected by the ancients 2
, even if

* Jovis Olympii tempium A them's, unum in terris inchoa-

tum pro magnitudine Dei. Liv. Hist. 1. 41. c. 20.

3 The other three were the Ionic temples ofDiana at Ephe-

sus, and of Apollo near Miletus, and the Doric temple, sacred

to Ceres and Proserpine, at Eleusis. Vitruv. in Proem. 1. 7.

According to Pliny, the Ephesian temple was 425 feet long,

and 220 broad. Recent observations have proved the tem-

ple of Apollo at Branchidae, near Miletus, to have measured

368 feet by 165, and the mystic temple of Eleusis 216 by

178. The temples of Jupiter at Agrigentum and Selinus

were, the former 358 feet by 172, the latter 331 by l<5l j

but they were never finished, as appears, in regard to the first,

from Diodorus (1. 13, c. 82), and in regard to that of Selinus

from the existing ruins.
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Thucydides
* had not pointed out this side of

the city as the position of the Olympium, or if

Vitruvius had not left us a description of the

Olympium
2
, exactly conformable with the exist-

ing ruins. The coincidence between the extent

of the exterior inclosure and the dimensions of

the peribolus of the Olympium, as stated by

Pausanias, is still a further confirmation of the

identity.

The fountain Enneacrunus, the most import-
Enneacru-

ant point in Athens for the elucidation of the

topography of Pausanias, inasmuch as the sim-

ple text of his narrative, uncompared with other

authorities, generally leaves an impression on

the reader's mind that this fountain was towards

the central or western part of the city
3

, was,

on the contrary, exactly at its south-eastern

extremity, on the bank of the Ilissus.

The proofs are, 1. That Thucydides expressly

declares Enneacrunus to have been on the south-

1
1. 2, c. 15. See the next page, note 1.

2 Cella? magnitudinem et columnarum circa dipteron col-

locationem, &c. Komanus Cossutius nobiliter est architec-

tatus In asty Olympium Corinthiis sym-

metriis et proportionibus, uti supra dictum est, architec-

tandura Cossutius suscepisse memoratur. Vitruv. Proem, i.

7. See the plan by Reveley, and the other drawings of this

building in Stuart's Antiquities of Athens, vol. 3. c. 2.

3 Such was Wheler's opinion : he supposed Enneacrunus

to have been between the Acropolis and Areiopagus. Tra-

vels, p. 383.
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ern side of the city, in the quarter earliest in-

habited, where were the most ancient temples

of Jupiter Olympitis, Apollo Pythius, and Bac-

chus in Limnis 1
. 2. That it was near the

temple of Jupiter Olyrnpius
2
. 3. That it was

near the Ilissus
3

. 4. That its ancient name

of Callirrhoe,-which was never obsolete
4
, though

the epithet of Enneacrunus prevailed in com-

mon use, is still applied to a fountain in this

situation, and to the river itself. In 1676, when

1 To $s Tfpo TOVTQU TI a'x^o'tf&Ajj 77
vvv outra ifoki$ yv xa< ro uV

auVy Tfpos voVov /tx-aXitrra rer^a^/xtyoy fsKpygiw 8s ra yoig

iff
a sv awry Ty aKeoTtdtei KOA aAXwv flgcJy etrn xa< fa Ufa Tffos

rouro ro jt^e^o^ rys notews ^aAXov T^urai, ro fl rov Aio? TOU

'OAuair/ou xa) ro TlJQiov xa) TO r^j F^i; xai TO ev Aiftv&ig AiovuVou

w ra a^aioVe^a A(OvuV<a iroieTra*, ....
fj'fifra!

re xa) aAAa

leca dwofiot, favry' xai T^ x^ij'vi?
r?j vux jtxev,

rcyy rt^avvwy ourw

(ntBVOto-dvTcuv, 'EvvsaxjiouVa; xaAou/xevjj,
ro Je ?raAa; <pavgfwy

Twv Trtjycyy ouVwv, KaAA/5poii uuvopcKr^evri, txtlvyrs ayyv; Ov<rr,,

To, irAg/trroo a^a l^cyvro* xa< vyv Irt aVo rou a^alov rfgo
?e

yafxixwv xa) 1^ aAAa rwv ie^cJv yOjft/CfffflU
ra;

Thucyd. 1. 2. c. 15.

"

TapavrTvof Js JorofeT roy rou AJO; yijo

'AQvjyaioyj 'Eyygax^ouvou TTATjcrt'oy ficreAaSr^yat ^/y^IcratrOa* ra Ix

rijV 'Arnx^j el^ ro aVry
ez,yij

a?rayra. Hierocl. in Proem.

Hippiat.

xfify>j 'AOify^cri TTa^a roy 'lA/o'troy
TJ ifgorsgw

etrxev p' ^ ra Aour^a foci; yaj^c-upeya^ perlsuri.

Etymol. Mag. in voce 'Emax.

Thucyd. ibid.

Et quos Callirhoe novies errantibus undis

Implicat.

Stat. Theb. 1. 12. v. 629-
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Spon and Wheler visited Athens, there were

two fountains and some houses, a little below

the south-eastern angle of the peribolus of the

Olympium ;
the place was called Kalliroi (KaA-

AW), and one ofthe fountains preserved a stream

of water
1

. Not many years ago, an excava-

tion made in this spot showed that the natural

course of this vein of water was from the north,

and that it here joins the bed of the Ilissus. At

present, owing to neglect and the obstruction

of the earth collected on the bank, it finds its

way into the Ilissus at the foot of a rock, which

crosses the bed of that stream. Here it forms

a pool, which in the drought of summer be-

comes muddy and very scanty, but which is

still resorted to, as the only place in the neigh-

bourhood furnishing sweet water. In seasons

of extraordinary rain, the Ilissus, or rather a

part of its stream, forms a small cascade over

this rock, in which, above the spring or pool,

are seen four or five excavated channels, in-

tended for water-courses. It cannot be doubted

that the vein of water from the north was that

which supplied the ancient Enneacrunus, and

with a little care it might again be made a

perennial fountain.

A slight examination of the site of Athens is

i Wheler's Travels, p. 376. Spon, Voyage, &c tome 2,

p. 122. 146.
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sufficient to convince the traveller of the cor-

rectness of Pausanias, in saying that Ennea-

crunus 1 was the only natural source of potable

water, for such must be considered the mean-

ing of his words. Of water fitted for domestic

purposes, but too saline to be drinkable, there

are other sources in Athens, and with aque-

ducts of such water ancient Athens was amply

provided
2
. There was a fountain, also, called

the fountain of Panops, on the north-east side

of the city, near the Lyceium, and the gate

Diocharis
3

, but as it had fallen into neglect

before the time of Augustus
4
, and not a vestige

of it is now to be seen, it was probably no more

than an artificial source drawn from the Ilissus

by the same conduit that watered the Lyceium
5
,

so that Enneacrunus was still the only natural

fountain of sweet water.

lv xa* &a tfacnjf Tr
t $ TtoXewf lerr/,

Pausan. Attic, c. 14.

2
Aquae enim species est, qua? cum habeat non satis per-

lucidas venas, spuma uti flos natat in summo, colore similis

vitri purpurei. Hsec maxirae considerantur Athenis : ibi

enim ex hujusmodi locis et fontibus et in asty et ad portum

Piraeeum, ducti sunt salientes, e quibus bibit nemo propter

earn causam, sed lavationibus et aliis rebus utuntur. Vitruv.

1. 8. c. 3.

3 See the authorities hereafter under the head of Lyceium.
4
Strabo, p. 397.

s

Theophr. Hist. Plant. 1. 1. c. 11.
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It appears unaccountable that Athens should

have depended upon this source alone, and upon
its wells for potable water, when such an aque-

duct from the Cephissus as was constructed

by Hadrian and Antoninus Pius, or such even

as the Turks have drawn from the Ilissus,

would have provided an ample supply. But

there are strong reasons for thinking that the

Athenians before the time of Antoninus never

enjoyed such a plentiful supply of pure water

as was administered to them by the aque-

duct, then completed; for Dicaearchus 1

, who

lived 450 years before that time, in the most

flourishing period of the republic, observes, that

the city was dry and ill supplied with water,

which cannot be said of it at the present

day ; and 300 years before the time of Dicaear-

chus, Solon
2

enacted a law, according to which,

the right of fetching water from a well was con-

fined to a small district around it. Had the

Ilissus supplied the fountains of the city, that

stream would not have been described by Plato

as flowing in summer, or have been praised by
him for its pleasant waters

3

, but like the Ilissus

1 'H $s Tfo\i$ fripai itoia-a,, OVK suvfyof. Dicaearch. Stat.

Graeciae.

2 Plutarch. Parall. in Solon.

3 xara TOV 'iXjcrrov icJ/xsv poierw QIY y^ty

TQ oJa-nov ?epOUGr; TQV$ tolas "tsvxi KOU OO'K olyfa}, aAXa ft

E
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of the present day, the waters of which are all

either consumed in the gardens of the valley of

Ambeloldpo, or diverted into the artificial foun-

tains of Athens, it must have been always dry,

except after heavy rains. The only other source

from whence a plentiful supply of water can be

drawn for the use of Athens is at the foot of

mount Pentelicum, near Cephissia, where are

the springs of the principal branch of the

Cephissus, towards which we still trace the re-

mains of Hadrian's aqueduct ;
but had such an

aqueduct existed in the better ages of the

Athenian republic it would surely have been

mentioned, or alluded to by some of the an-

cient authors.

It has been supposed that the epithet o TO.S xpijvoi$

ayuv attached by the comic poet
1

to the astro-

nomer Meton, the words ImcrraV^ xpyvwv by which

Plutarch describes one of the offices held by
Themistocles, and the title x/"jva^ found in

other ancient authors'^, had all reference to the

superintendance of some such work as the aque-

fov sfovs ? KOL\ Ty; ypspa.;

youV xa< xaflapa xai &a<pavij ra

Plato in Phaedr. vol. 3. p. 22p. ed. Serran.
1

Tig
'

<fr)v o [^Tct faufa, favfyf

M&fwv o AsvKwvtev$. Ol^a, o *a$

Phrynichus in Mtwrpfay, ap. Schol. Aristoph. Aves. v. 999.
-

Hesych. in
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duct of Hadrian j
but it is to be observed that

they are equally applicable to magistrates having
the inspection of the distribution of water from

cisterns filled by rain, or from those fountains of

water unfit for drinking, which are noticed by
Vitruvius. As to the office of Themistocles, who
is described by Plutarch 1

as having had the duty
of inquiring after those who illegally drew offthe

water.from the established conduits, it seems to

have been a consequence of the same regula-

tions, which are still found necessary to prevent

the waste, and unfair distribution of the waters

of the Cephissus, and other rivulets of the plain

of Athens
;
no person being now allowed to turn

any of those waters into his house, or gardens,

or olive-grounds, without purchasing permission

from the government, or from such other per-

sons as have established a right in them.

Among the ancient monuments of Athens, stadium.

there is none of which the identity is less doubt-

ful than the Stadium. It was first constructed

in its existing form and situation about the

year 350 B. C. for the gymnic contests of the

panathenaic festival, by Lycurgus, son of Lyco-

phron, who for this purpose levelled a torrent-

bed upon the banks of the Ilissus
2
. About

fov$ y^ijpijf/ofipoy;
ro v$wp HOC}

Plutarch, in Themistocl.
3 Ka< fiZ <rfa,$iu) fw ITavaOijvouxijy fyv
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five centuries afterwards, it was covered witli

seats of Pentelic marble by Herodes, son of

Atticus, near four years being required to com-

plete the undertaking
1

. The marble seats have

all disappeared, but the entire cavea remains,

together with the masses of masonry, by which

the semicircular end on the south was formed

out of the torrent-bed.^ Similar ruins of the

double extremity at the opposite end are also

seen, together with the piers of a wide bridge

over the Ilissus, and the site of a building

on the summit of either hill. Of these two

buildings one was a temple of Fortune, where

stood a statue of the goddess in ivory
2

;
the

other may have been the tomb of Herodes, who

was buried in the Stadium with every demon-

stration of respect
3
. Enough remains to form a

judgment ofwhat the entire structure must have

been when complete, and to justify the terms

of admiration used by Pausanias 2 and Philostra-

-fouVo, xcu
-rtjv p^a^aJpav opoiA^y tfcjijVa^. Plu-

tarch de X Rhet. in Lycurg.
1 Ta aYaJiov (Aeu'xou AiSou) wffep fov 'lA/crc-ov Jcrcy

etwv eitsTstyffev, Ipyov %vvQe}$ vitsp TtdvTa. 'fa 0ay//<a(nV

Qe&Tpw O.UTW a'jw-fA\ara/. Philostrat. in Herod.

To ? sirl
Q&T'spcx, roo oYaJ/oy vetag life^i fu^ys xa<

yfg^vw'tnjj T^aVra. Philostrat. ibid.

3 Philostrat. ibid.

4 To Jf axooVatn /xlv o'u% opolw$ Itfaywyov, 0au/xa

Aeuxou A/floo* atifio^ ^ au'rou f$s civ
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tus, who saw it soon after it had been so mag-

nificently embellished by Herodes. Its length,

though probably the same between the metae

as the other Stadia of Greece, is considerably

greater in the part destined for the spectators,

being 675 feet in the interior. It may be con-

jectured that there were nearly thirty rows of

seats, which rendered it capable of accommo-

dating about 25,000 persons; but a much greater

multitude might be assembled upon the slope of

the two hills, above the seats, upon such an ex-

traordinary occasion as that whereon Hadrian

gratified the corrupted taste of the Athenians,

and disgraced a Grecian Stadium by the Roman
exhibition of the slaughter of a thousand wild

beasts 1
.

The Dionysiac theatre, or theatre of Bacchus, Dionysiac

is another point of Athenian topography, upon
which there can be no doubt, and its position

is of such importance, that a mistake in regard
to it led Stuart to several erroneous conclusions

on the topography of the city. He supposed
that the theatre, whose ruins are seen under the

ex.

xaOij'xei rov Tfoi'a^Qv rtpo$ -rtjv o%(fyv evQu fs xa<

dvyp 'AOijvaTo^ 'Hpo&ys cJ>coo'ju,)j<re
xai oi ro

V ITey-TeA^cny s; ryv oIxoJo/XTjv anjAw'Oij. Pausan.

Attic, c. 19.
1

Athenis mille ferarum venationem in Stadio exhibuit.

Spartian. in Hadrian.
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south-west corner of the Acropolis, was the

Dionysiac theatre, and that the building, of

which the form only, together with some ves-

tiges of one of the wings, are traced near the

south-east angle, was the Odeium of Pericles ;

in which opinion it is no less surprising that

he should for a moment have imagined that

a building, so evidently of the construction

of Roman times as the former, could have

been the theatre where the works of ^Eschylus

and his followers in the drama were first repre-

sented, as that so large an edifice as the latter

could ever have been covered by a pointed

wooden roof in the manner in which the tent-

shaped building of Pericles was constructed 1

.

It is now admitted, by the generality of tra^

vellers, that the theatre at the south-west angle

of the citadel is neither the Dionysiac theatre

nor the Odeium of Pericles, but the Odeium

of Herodes, and that the Dionysiac theatre

was that of which vestiges are seen near the

south-eastern angle
2

. Like the other theatres

of Greece, its extremities were supported by
solid piers of masonry, while the middle of it

was excavated on the side of the hill.

The strongest proof that these remains belong

1 See page 18, note 2.

8 Chandler was the first who gave his opinion that these

remains belonged to the theatre of Bacchus. Barthelemy
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to the theatre of Bacchus is to be found in the

choragic monuments still existing in that part

of the site of Athens. Upon some of these are

seen vestiges of the tripods, well known to

have been the usual prizes of the leaders of

the victorious Chori 1

, in the contests of music

and poetry, decided in the Dionysiac theatre 2
,

and to have been often dedicated in the sacred

inclosure of Bacchus 3
, of which the theatre

was a part. We not only find the cavern at

the summit of the theatre in the rocks of the

followed him in the Voyage du Jeune Anacharsis, where,

speaking of the choragic monuments found in the vicinity of

this theatre, he justly remarks,
' '

II convenoit que les trophees

fussent elevees aupres du champ de bataille." Jeune Anach.

tome 2. c. 12. But some late authors have still adhered to

the opinion of Stuart. See Visconti's Elgin Marbles, p. 122.

127. Memoirs on Turkey, edited by Walpole, p. 546.

1 Plutarch in Arist. in Themist. et in Nicia. Lysias in De-

fens. Largit. Pollux. 1. 3. c. SO. Athen. 1. 2. c. 2. Plutarch

has given the words of the choragic inscriptions of Aristides

and Themistocles, and the reader will find others (some of

which still exist at Athens) in Spon, in the Inscriptiones An-

tiquae of Chandler, and in Stuart, vol. 1. c. 4. and vol. 2. c. 4.

9 TwV $e dywvoov, ol jaav yvpviKo}, <fi$e KaXoupsvot

KOU pov<nKdt &c.

Qsai'pw. Pollux. 1. 3. c. 30.

3
vijoj.c aVaO^ara %opjymo'y; Tp'nfoSas ev Aiovv<rw

xcn&irtsv. Plutarch in Aristid.

......6 fo~; %opyyiKQ~$ fpliroo'iv vrtoxsi^svos Jv Aiovvfou

yews' Ivljojire ya/3 ifoXAaxi; %o/Jijyij(ra;. Plutarch in Nicia.

Whence it appears that Nicias built a small temple to sup-

port his tripods.

55
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Acropolis, described by Pausanias 1
; but we

observe also its choragic inscription and the em-

bellishments of architecture, by which the ca-

vern was converted by Thrasyllus, the victorious

Choregus, into a small temple, like those erected

by Nicias and Lysicrates. The onlypoint wherein

the description of Pausanias appears deficient is,

that it mentions a tripod above the cavern, with-

out taking any notice of the statue of Bacchus,

formerly seated upon the entablature ofthe small

temple, and now in the British Museum. It is

to be observed, however, that there are holes in

the lap ofthat statue, which indicate the position

of a tripod, and that the custom of supporting

tripods by statues was not uncommon 2
. The

statue was placed between two other choragic

monuments, andjust below two columns, formed

with triangular capitals for the support of tri-

pods. At no great distance from the same spot,

to the eastward, is the beautiful little temple,

built by Lysicrates, in honour of the victory of

..... KO,} TO
vixij7'if|9<oy

Iv AiovuVoy Tpirtovs* Athenseus,

1. 2. c. 2.

From these passages, Iv Aiovucroy seems to have been the

common expression for in the sacred inclosure (>f Bacchus.

Thus also Thucydides says ro Iv Aipvoiis A/Wcrot/, and r
t

Iv

A<ovuVou tKKXfivia,, and the biographer of the Ten Orators,

(in Lycurg.) rog'v AovJ<rou ^kastpw.
1 Ev # TTJ xoputyr, TQV QsatTpov ffityXoLiQV ifTiv sv Tot

viroryv dxpo'voXiv. Pausan. Attic, c. 21.

5 Pausan. Attic, c. 18. Lacon. c. 18. Messen. c. 14.
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his chorus, with a roof rising to a triangular

apex, for the support of his prize-tripod. It

answers exactly to one of those temples which

are mentioned by Pausanias as standing in the

quarter of the Tripods, between the Prytaneium
and the sacred inclosure of Bacchus. When the

connexion therefore between the choragic monu-

ments and the Dionysiac theatre are considered

on the one hand, and on the other the extreme

difficulty of supposing that any street passing by
the monument of Lysicrates could have con-

ducted, or have had any relation to the theatre at

the south-west end ofthe Acropolis, it can hardly

be maintained that the latter was the theatre

of Bacchus, or any longer questioned that

the site of the Dionysiac theatre is indicated

by the hollow at the south-east end of the

Acropolis.

We have a strong confirmation of its identity

in an ancient brass coin of Athens, now for

the first time published in the title-page of

the present essay
1

. This curious medal re-

presents the great Athenian theatre viewed from

below. Its proscenium and cavea are distinctly

seen
;

its gradation of seats interrupted by one

diazoma, or lateral corridor of communication ;

and even the cunei, or separations, formed by
the radiating steps, which led from the orchestra

1
It belongs to the splendid collection of Mr. Payne Knight,

who hag permitted it to be engraved for this work.
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to every part of the theatre. Above the theatre

rises the wall of the Acropolis, anciently called

Notium, over the centre of which is seen the

Parthenon l

, and to the left of it the Propylsea.

That no doubt may remain with regard to the

identity of the theatre, the designer of the coin

has even represented, at the foot of the wall

above the centre of the theatre, the <nnfxa<ov or

grotto mentioned by Pausanias, with a pilaster

in the centre, exactly as we see it at the present

day, or still better, as shewn by Stuart 2
, in its re-

stored state, cleared ofthe modern wall, by which

the aperture was closed when the cave was

formed into a small church, dedicated to navay/a

StfijAjoVicnra, or our Lady ofthe Cavern. The artist

seems even to have intended to describe other

smaller grottos, which still exist, in the same

line with the great one.

It is impossible to form any correct estimate

of the dimensions of the theatre from its exist-

fwv ev Ty owvpsyy Ko\\i<rTQv Qs&Tpov aioAoyov

Qatupturrov. 'Aflijva^ lepov tfoAyVsA

o KOiXovf^svQs IIap9gyav vrtspx-si^evos fou

Tfoisi roTf QswpQvffiv. Dicaearch. stat. Graecise

ap. Hudson. Min. Geogr. vol. 2. p. 8.

Oicaearchus, in here noticing the magnificent appearance

of the Parthenon rising above the theatre, seems to allude ex-

actly to the scene intended to be commemorated by the de-

signer of the coin. The coin was probably struck about two

centuries later than Dicaearchus, who wrote in the time of

Demetrius Phalereus, or about 3 JO B. C.
2 Stuart's Antiq. of Athens, vol. 2. c. 4, pi. 3.
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ing vestiges ; but it must have descended much
lower into the plain than has generally been

imagined, or than the present remains would

indicate, if we are to infer from a passage in

Plato !

, that it was capable of containing more

than 30,000 persons. At the Hierum of Epi-

daurus, where the theatre is sufficiently pre-

served to enable us to judge that it could not

have contained more than 15,000 spectators,

even with a seat to each person, so narrow as

H foot in width, the total diameter is 366 feet;

whereas the diameter of the Athenian theatre,

at the place which is generally thought to have

been its lower termination, is not more than

260 feet. The theatres at Argos and Sparta,

and that near Dramatzus, in Epirus, were about

500 feet in diameter 2
, and yet could not have

ypwv ovfcav en ofs ly rtpury

ft) vrtepsia, y y fd sVm'xJa sQvsv ex,vfQ$ fs xa; ol %p-

psvfou
* * * TOV Scyxoarrj xct^strOai xai elrfeiv OTI Eu dv

, si rotoyVoy e"r
t ij cro<p<a

* *
ij [ASV

ip^iff^/jvyo'ipds uiffTfep ovap oucra, y $s

cry XajW/tffa
xat TTo'XXijv etflStxriv Ip^ouera, yysrtapd <roy veou ovros

ovfw fftyoftpa, s^sXapfye xa) K<pa,y$ syevsTo rtp&yv sv papruvi fwv

y rgi<rpvcMi$. 'pio"fys > sQi)* w JLwKpastes, o

Plato in Conviv. vol. 3. p. 173. 175. ed. Serran.

2
1 found the theatre of Megalopolis to be 550 feet in dia-

meter, but as it is situated in a plain, and consists of a vast

mass of earth, there may perhaps be some deception, arising

from the deposition of soil, in the course of ages, at the foot

of the hill, by which the base may have been expanded, and

consequently the apparent diameter of the theatre. There
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contained more than 30,000 persons, allowing

to each spectator the width of seat already

stated. Unless, therefore, we imagine the great

theatre of Athens to have been much smaller

than those of Argos and Sparta ;
and unless we

refuse to admit the obvious inference from the

passage of Plato cited in the note, it is ne-

cessary to conclude that the Dionysiac theatre

was not less than 450 or 500 feet in diameter,

and consequently that it must have extended

quite to the foot of the hill, where indeed the

level space necessary for the orchestra and

scene could alone be found.

It might then, but not otherwise, have justi-

fied the terms of admiration in which it is

spoken of by Dicaearchus, who not only men-

tions its magnitude, but describes it as the most

beautiful theatre in the world.

odeium of The theatre at the south-east end of the Acro-

polis being admitted to be the Dionysiac thea-

tre, that at the south-western end must have

been the Odeium built by Herodes son of

Atticus, and named by him in honour of his

deceased wife, the Odeium of Regilla
1
. Its

architecture is precisely that of the age when

Herodes lived 2
, and as to the silence of Pan-

can be little doubt, however, that Pausanias was correct in

saying that the theatre of Megalopolis was the largest in

Greece. (Arcad. c. 82.)
1 Philostrat. in Herod. Pausan. infra.

a Tiberius Claudius Atticus Herodes, born at Marathon,
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sanias concerning it, when describing the road

from the Dionysiac theatre to the Propylaea,

wherein he must have passed very near, if not

over, a part of the ground where the Odeium

stood, he himself explains it in his description

of Patrse, by remarking that the Odeium of

Herodes at Athens did not exist at the time

he wrote his Attica 1
. As the total diameter of

this theatre within the walls was 248 feet, it

could not well have contained more than 800O

spectators, a capacity quite incompatible with

the multitudes sometimes assembled in the

theatre of Bacchus, which Stuart supposed this

building to have been ; but sufficient, upon the

supposition that it was the Odeium of Herodes,

to allow us to give credit to the assertion of

Pausanias, that it excelled all the other odeia or

music-theatres in Greece. We are informed by
Philostratus 2

, that it had a roof of cedar
; but

we can hardly suppose that it extended over

the whole area.

inherited great wealth from his father. He lived in the reigns

of Nerva, Trajan, Hadrian, Antoninus, and Aurelius, and

was one of the greatest benefactors Athens ever had.
1

>txoVjU,vjraj 8s KOU e$ aAAa ro cy^sTov (Patrense) a<oAoyoi-
?wv iv EAA^crj itXyv y\ $y row A^Vrar rsDro yap [Asytfoi

ti e; Tyv TTacrav vitepypKi xara<r>tyi}V dvr
t p 'A0ijya7o$ li

pto8y$ s$ pvfarfV drtoQavovo-y; yjvoLiMf s^oi $s sv Ty

5 TO e$ rovtz ifapefty ro utislov, OTI KgoTsfOv en

sg *A9ijva/ouf, rj uV^xro
e

Hpu,
;

^>j; roiT

Pausan. Achaic. c. 20.

a
AvgQijxe $ 'Hpcvfys 'Adijva/Oi^ >ca< TO ^1 Pgy/AXij

xe^oy uv0e<; rov Zpttpov. Philostrat. in Herod.
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The grotto, sacred to Apollo and Pan, is a

situation also of no small importance in the

topography of Athens, and being one of those

natural features of the place which have sur-

vived the ruins of so many magnificent monu-

ments, it may be fixed with the greatest cer-

tainty. We have seen that Pausanias de-

scribes it as a cavern converted into a tem-

ple, and as situated under the Propylaea, near

to a spring of water. Under the wall of the

northern wing of the Propylaea, near the road

which forms the present access to the citadel

from the centre of the town, are still found

both the cavern and the spring. The cavern

contains two excavated ledges for the altars and

statues of the two deities, together with several

niches for votive offerings
1

: the water of the

spring now supplies an artificial fountain a little

lower down the hill, and is conveyed from thence

by an aqueduct to the principal mosque near

the Bazar.

We find the position ofthe cave of Apollo and

Pan exactly represented on a coin of Athens,

which has been published by Stuart 2 and Bar-

thelemy
3

, and which is inserted in the title-

page of this volume, from another of the same

coins in the British Museum. It presents a

1 A statue of Pan, which is now in the public library at

Cambridge, was found in a garden at no great distance

below the cave.

2
Antiquities of Athens, vol. 2. p. 3?.

3 Recueil de Cartes, &c. relatif au Voyage du Jeune Ana-

charsis, No. 27.
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view of the north-western side of the Acropolis,

with the Propylaea to the right, the Parthenon

to the left, and the colossal statue of Minerva

Promachus between them ;
the grotto of Apollo

and Pan is represented a little to the left of the

stairs, which (as it appears from this coin, as well

as from existing vestiges of the stairs themselves

cut in the rock) formed an ascent for foot pas-

sengers from the north side of the city to the

Propylaea.

Another position in ancient Athens of which New

there can be no doubt, although it has some-
J

times been mistaken, is the new Agora in the

quarter of Eretria, apparently the only one in

use in the time of Augustus when Strabo wrote,

and ofAntoninus when Pausanias travelled. The

propylaea or gateway of this Agora is still in

existence. It consists of a portico of four Doric

columns supporting a pediment ; besides which

there are some remains of one of the antse, which

terminated two walls, forming a quadrangular
vestibule between the columns, and the door

leading into the Agora. The jambs of this door

are likewise in their original places. The proofs

of the destination of the building are found in

its plan
1

, and upon comparing together three in-

scriptions, which have been published by Spon
2
,

1

Stuart's Antiq. of Athens, vol. 1. p. i.

8

Spon, Voyage, &c. torn. 2. p. 274.
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and Wheler 1

, and by Stuart. One of these in-

scriptions, which is still to be seen upon the epi-

stylium of the portal, shows that the building

was erected out of the donations bestowed upon
Athens by Julius Caesar and Augustus ;

another

copied by Stuart from a quadrangular base in

the entrance of the portal, proves that the base

supported a statue of Julia Augusta, erected at

the expense of one of the two agoranomi or

directors of the market; and the third is a long

decree of the emperor Hadrian respecting the

sale of oils, and the duties to be paid upon them,

inscribed upon one of the jambs of the inner

door. A fourth inscription on the apex of the

pediment shews that upon the summit stood a

statue of Lucius Caesar, the grandson of Au-

gustus, and his adopted son.

Horoiogium Very near the new Agora, and consequently
of Androni- , . .... P , i i i

*

cus. in the most convenient situation tor the public

when that quarter was the most central and

frequented part of Athens, stands the tower

erected by Andronicus Cyrrhestes, to indicate

the quarter from whence the wind blew, the

hour of the day by the sun when the weather

was clear, and by water when it was cloudy
2
.

1 Wheler's Travels, p. 3 89.

a Stuart's Antiq. of Athens, vol. i. c. 3. This building

is vulgarly called the Tower of the Winds from the cha-

racteristic figures in relief of the eight winds on the exterior

wall of the building.
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The tower of Cyrrhestes is accurately de-

scribed by Varro 1 and Vitruvius 2
, the age of

the former of whom concurs with the architec-

ture of the building to show the probability that

it was erected about the same time that Scipio

Nasica (in the year 159 B. C.) constructed for

the first time, at Rome, a public Horologium,

which, like the tower of Andronicus, is stated

to have marked the hours by day and night by
means of water

3
.

The water-clock within the tower of Andro-

nicus was supplied by the stream which rises

under the cave of Pan : a part of the aque-

duct used for conveying it to the Horologium
is still to be seen, built into the wall of a

modern house, and it now conducts the water

In eodem Hemisphaerio medio circum Cardinem, est

orbis Ventorum octo : ut Athenis in Horologio, quod fecit

Cyrrhestes. Varro de Re Rustica, 1. 3. c. 5.

* Andronicus Cyrrhestes collocavit

Athenis turrim marmoreum octogonon et in singulis lateribus

octogoni, singulorum ventorum imagines exsculptas contra

suos cujusque flatus designavit, supraque earn turrim metam

marmoream perfecit, et insuper Tritonem aereum collocavit,

dextra manu virgam porrigentem ;
et ita est machinatus, uti

vento circumageretur et semper contra fiatum consisteret

supraque imaginem flantis venti indicem vergam teneret.

Vitruv. 1. 1. c. 6.

3
Scipio Nasica collega Laenatis, primus aqua divisit horas

aeque noctium ac dierum : idque horologium sub tecto di-

cavit anno urbis 5Q5. Plin. Nat. Hist. 1. 7. c. (3o.

F
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of the spring to the neighbouring mosque, for

the use of the Turks in their ablutions. As

water-clocks were called Clepsydras, and as

Clepsydra seems clearly, upon comparing the

two passages cited in the note 1

, to have been

the name of the spring, which rises near the

cave of Pan, it was natural for Stuart to sup-

pose that the tower of Andronicus was a Clep-

sydra, and that it had either given that name to,

or taken it from, the spring near the cave of Pan.

But this could not have been the case, for the

spring was called Clepsydra, from its imaginary
course under ground from Athens to Phalerum 2

,

1 KI. OTfov TO TOU HO.VQS xaAsV.

MT. xau zcrwf 19' dyvYj tiyr dv&QoifjS ef rtd^iv ;

KI. xaAArra &JTTOU Aot;<rap=y}j rj? KAsvJ/ufya.

Aristoph. Lysistrat. v. 909.

Tldhif here means the Acropolis.

Karaa<n <5s oDx kg ryv xa-rw TTO'AJV aAA' oirov viro foL iipo~

TTuAaia 7njy>j' TS vSaros <m xa) TTATJCT/OV 'ATfoAAwyoj legov Iv

(TTTTjAa/tuxat Ha.vd$. Pausan. Attic, c. 28.

2

Kfafylppurw vSoop ro ffjf KXstyibpots' avfy 8s s

A9
'vyo-iv

aVo -njf 'Ax^OTroAsw/ ITTI trratiiovg eTxo(T/v JTTO

Hesych. in KXe^/ffWOV.

roov

ev TUJ 4>aAijf<xaii afff^ovri ffra$iw$ stycjtn. Schol. in Aristoph.

Aves, v. 1694.

i;^a X^TJ'VTJ yrif To
JffQ

TO <

rov aAijwv 8i)(MV* w^oAoyjov, o^yavov ev cu a

*. Hesych. in
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and water-clocks, under the name of Clep-

sydrae, are alluded to by Aristophanes
1 several

centuries before the earliest date we can pos-

sibly ascribe to the Horologium of Andronicus.

1

Aristoph. Aves, v. 1694, Vesp. v. 03, 853. These water-

clocks were to regulate the time of speaking of the orators ;

the person who superintended them was called, o

Pollux. 1. 8. c. 9. *Hesych. Suidas.

2



MOUNT ANCHESMUs:

SECTION III.

Of Mounts Ancliesmus and Lycdbettus. Of Dipylum
and the Peiraic Gate.

THE positions of such important points, as

the Areiopagus, Olympium, Dionysiac theatre,

Theseium, and the other places mentioned in

the preceding section, being fixed beyond any
reasonable doubt, the names of some of the

other existing monuments, and the positions of

some of the other principal places in ancient

Athens may be assigned, if not with equal cer-

tainty, at least with a considerable degree of

probability.

Two of the most remarkable of the natural

features of the site of Athens are the ridge of

hills which borders its site from west to south,

and the peaked summit considerably higher

than the citadel, which, crowned with a small

church of St. George, looks down upon the city

from the north-eastern side.

It is surprising that no certain evidence exists

of the ancient name of this conical hill, one of

the first objects that seizes the stranger's at-

tention, and which enters into almost every
view of the scenery of Athens, It has ge~
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nerally been supposed Anchesmus, and pro-

bably with justice, for although the name

occurs but once in ancient history, and though
Pausanias

1

, the author who mentions it, gives

no certain .indication of its locality, yet as he

describes Anchesmus as a small mountain, dis-

tinct from Parnes, Pentelicum, and Hymettus,
and which could not have been any part of the

ridge on the north-west side of the plain, well

known to have borne the names of ./Egaleos,

Corydallus, and Psecilum, it becomes difficult

to find any other height near Athens, to which

this description of Anchesmus can be applied.

The acute summit of the hill was well adapted
to the statue of Jupiter, which Pausanias men-

tions to have stood upon Anchesmus, and if it

was a colossal statue, it must have had the finest

effect overlooking the city from this .point.

The fable, related by Antigonus Carystius
2

,

e<rri HsvrsXiKov ........ Kcd ITapryg

............ HsvTeXya-i fktv

'

V
Tloigvrfii Hagvyftio; Zsu$ p^aAjcou^ eVrt ... .

'Ay^ecr^o; opog i<rr\v o'u /xe'ya KOC.} Ato$ ayaX^ca
'

Pausan. Attic, c. 32.

i/ex. pvpot, tfpo tys AKgortotews itoirpy

ry $s 'Aflijva, <pepourr> TO opo$, o vvv

jto^cyvijy <p>jo-iv aVavr^craj >cal \Tf~v on

Tyv $s axoo<Tft(ray ptyoii TO 6po$, OTTQU vvy effTi. Antigen.

Caryst. Hist. Mirab. c. 12.
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of the birth of Erichthonius, when Minerva is

said to have thrown down mount Lycabettus

to serve as an outwork to the Acropolis, may
to some persons appear more applicable to the

hill of St. George than to any other, and the

olives, for which Lycabettus is said by a Ro-

man poet
1 to haye been celebrated, may also

seem suited to a hill, which is now partly sur-

rounded with olive plantations. Plato, how-

ever, whose authority is infinitely preferable to

that of any Latin author, places Lycabettus

near to Pnyx
2
, and even the words ofAntigonus,

J/jy//,a tfpo tys aKpoitoXsw;, apply better to the ridge

of hills on the south-west side of the citadel,

than to the more distant height on the north-

east side of Athens beyond the city-walls. It is

possible that the whole ridge of hills to the south-

west of the Acropolis may have been called Ly-

cabettus, until the southern and highest part of

them came into distinct notice, from having

been formed into a separate fortress by Anti-

gonus, king of Macedonia 3

, and his son Deme-

trius 4
;
whence the name of Museium, before

1 Dives et JEgaleos nemorum, Parnesque benignus

Vitibus et pingui melior Lycabessus oliva.

Statii. Theb. 1. 12. v. 031.

2
evro^ njv HYVKO, xa< fov Ay>ca^rov, ogw SK 70U

JTvuKOf e^oucra. Plat, in Crit.

3 Pausan. Attic, c. 2(5. Lacon. c. (5.

f Plutarch. Paral. in Demetr. Pausan. Attic, c. 25.
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specifically applied to this summit from the

sepulchre of Musaeus 1

, but never mentioned by

any of the earlier Athenian writers, may have

become better known than that of Lycabettus
in the later ages of Greece.

Though it is impossible to believe that these

hills could have been covered with olives in the

most populous ages of Athens, so numerous are

the vestiges of habitations still seen upon them,

they may nevertheless, in more distant times, not

only have borne olives, but have abounded in

wolves, from which animals Lycabettus is said

to have taken its name 2
. The richness of the

olive plantations of Lycabettus may have be-

come so proverbial, as to have survived the

plantations themselves, and may thus have

furnished matter to the Latin poets, who were

generally very careless in regard to the the ac-

curacy of their allusions to Greece ; the praise,

for instance, bestowed by Statius, upon ^Egaleos

for its woods, and Parnes for its vines, is not

much less inconsistent with present appearances,

than what he says of the olives of Lycabet-

tus.

Among the positions of the city itself, the two

most important, and worthy of the first con-

Pausan. Attic, c. 25.

AvKciQyfros opo$ 7

jflusfy. Hesych. in
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sideration as leading to the topography of all the

western side, are Dipylum and the Peiraic gate.

Dipylum being the gate which led from Athens

to the Peloponnesus, to the western part of

Attica, and a part of Boeotia, was the most

frequented of all the entrances into Athens,

where both the gate and the adjoining streets

were wider than any others
1
. Its name seems

to indicate that it was constructed in the same

manner as the gate of Megalopolis, at Messene,

with a double entrance, and an intermediate

circular court.

There is abundance of evidence to prove
that Dipylum was in that part of the wall of

Athens which separated the inner from the

outer Cerameicus,
2 and that it formed the com-

munication between them :

For Thucydides
3

speaks of the outer Cera-

meicus as separated by the walls of Athens from

1 Ab Dipylo accessit: porta ea velut in ore urbis posita

major aliquanto patentiorque quam caeterae, est
; et intra

earn extraque latae sunt vise ut et oppidani dirigere aciem a

foro ad portam possent : et extra limes mille ferme passus in

Academiae gymnasium ferens pediti equitique hostium li-

berum spatium pracberet. . Liv. Hist. 1. 31. c. 24.

KepapeiKw. Plato in Parmen.

f< KecteiKuj xaXoutevcy

o

'M
'iTfTfdpxcv Tfa-pd ro AewKOpuv

Thucyd. 1. 6. c. 57.
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the quarter within the city, where stood the

Leocorium, which quarter we have already seen

from other authorities to have been also called

Cerameicus 1
: from Livy, Cicero

2 and Lucian 3
,

we know that Dipylum was the gate that led to

the Academy, and from a comparison
4 of Pau-

1 See page 31, note 2.

2 Cum audivissem Antiochura, Brute, ut solebat, cum M.

Pisone, in eo gymnasio, quod Ptolemeum vocatur unaque
nobiscum Q. Frater. et T. Pomponius et L. Cicero frater

noster, cognatione patruelis, amore germanus : constituimus

inter nos, ut ambulalionem postmeridianam confieeremus in

Acadernia, maxime quod is locus ab omni turba id temporis

vacuus esset. Itaque ad tempus ad Pisonem omnes. Inde

vario sermone sex ilia a Dipylo stadia confecimus ; cum

autem venissemus in Academise non sine causa nobilitata

spatia, solitudo erat ea, quam volueramus. Cicero de Fin.

1.5. c. 1.

3 'Ecrr) $8 ou rtoXu aVo foij AiitvXtiv sv apurfepa, sl$ 'Axa-

aTnovrcuv. Lucian. in Scyth.

4 'Ev 'Axa}j|oua Ss Icrri TL$J,reuf$ ?wxo^' xa< Os'oycnv aV*

auou

,
&c......... Kara

,
&c

<psdve?au Ttiipy(j$

Tfpwfov IX0s~v

Pausan. Attic, c. 30.

At. Kara r< ;

Hp . axaa siri fov ifvpyov

Ai. fl $pu> ;

Up. a<pifjw,VTjv rTjv AaiX'TTaJ
1

gVrgtJSey Qgw, &c.

Aristoph. Ranse. v. 129.

Ad quern locum Schol. KSOL^SIM} forto; 'AQyvyw ortw

'AOijvalbi rov Aa/ATj-aJoup^cy a'ywva. Vide et Schol.
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sanias with Aristophanes, and other authors, it

is certain that the Academy was in the outer

Cerameicus, at the end of the suburb, where

were the tombs of the Athenians slain in battle.

Finally, we learn from Plutarch
1 that there was

an inner Cerameicus adjacent to Dipylum, a

fact which is fully corroborated by a passage

of Lucian, cited below, compared with other

parallel authorities
2
.

in Aristoph. Ran. v. 131. Suidas in voce

The vrvpyos ttyijAoV of Aristophanes appears to be the same

as the irvpyos Tifuvvag of Pausanias, and in these two passages

we have a proof of the Aa^TTa&jipop/a of the outer Cerameicus

having been celebrated for 6OO years.

I; Axafoj/x/av ...... lv KspapetKti. Philostrat. in Herod.

Aeysrat $e yujw,xa'<nov 'Afl^'yytrjy
aVo 'Axa&j/xoy

ffat$ naAeTrat Ss QUTO$ o Kpajw,e/xo;. Hes}
7ch.

in
'

Qswv strTiv
Ispoi

KOI,} ypwwv KOLi a.v$pwv

...... ol $e aAAot xara r^jv oJov v.tlvra.i ryv $
'

ffipwv Itrramv sin fo7$
f

sd(poi$ crr^Aai ret oVo'/xara >cai r

g'xacrrou Agyoucra/. Pausan. Attic, c. 29.

yap Tva ra^cJjW-gy. Aristoph. Aves. v. 3Q5.

yap rwx xara r^v aAA^v TTOAJV axa^gfievrwy o

a'yop av <povo^ iTTecrp^s Ttxvra, Tov evrog ^u AiTryAou

Plutarch, in Sylla.

rov vavKfajpov 'EppoTifioy y fee Sid

ev rcu KspapsiKw ayayvcuO/, oVou

Ta oVojU-aTa ...... 'Eycy Je e^s^vij^v on

Tivoj I'Afyg jcarayey^aifSai rouvo/xa sV rcy
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The exact extent of the inner Cerameicus is

not easily determined, but as we are informed

by Pausanias that a portico communicated from

the Peiraic gate to the Cerameicus, it may be

presumed that the Cerameicus extended con-

siderably to the right of the traveller as he

entered the city by Dipylum : nor can it be

doubted, that it extended also for a considerable

distance from Dipylum towards the central parts

of the city ;
for the Paecile, the road to which

from Dipylum led through Cerameicus 1

, was

near the Agora of the time of Pausanias, the pro-

pylaeum of which still exists. The Paecile, how-

ever, seems to have stood nearly upon the utmost

boundary of the Cerameicus eastward, for the

otJv 'AxJa xaraGrxevJ/ojaevTjv ip'aAAo jtxev ovtisv sups'

pdvov eitiysypappsvov siffioyTwv sir] fd $B%id Tfpo$ TW

Aar MsXtrra <pi\ef 'Eppdripw, &c. Lucian in dial.

Meritr. Melittae, et Bacchidis.

Kou fr, xgsdygqt Tyv opyjrt^wv IXxo/^v &$ Kf^ajtxfixoV.

Aristoph. in Equit. v. 769. Ad quern locum Schol. Auo

Jl ol Ke^a/xejxot 'Afyvycriv, 6
t

w,ev SV$QV ifotews, 6 Je I'^w, IV9a

xa* rou; Iv -TroX^aa; fsX&vTr^aLvfas sftaitTW sv $s fri

Tpu> vpoeorf^KOKriy at tfdpvai.

K.epa.[teixo} SVG foiroi
AQifvyoiy' iv $& ntf e?Bpu>

oCt Tfopvoci.
Suidas in Kepa.p.

Kspct^siKQs, TcrtOs A0Tj'v^cr;y,
evfla aJ tfcpvai

Hesych. in Kepap.
1 vrau9a ya^ sv KspxtASixto uTfo^svov^sv avryv (Philoso-

phiam) ytie TJ^TJ
ifov d&i^sTou, sVavioucra e% 'AxscJiyjA/a$ cv^

vpnfarri
<rei& xa) iv ?$ Iloix/Aj?. Lucian, in Piscator.
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new Agora was in Eretria
1

;
and the Macra

Stoa, wliich there is reason to think was the

same as the Hermae, and situated, as will

hereafter be seen, between the Stoa Basileius

and the Paecile, was on the edge of Melite 2
.

According to these limits, the inner Cerameicus

must have comprised all the part around the

Theseium, and the Gymnasium of Ptolemy,
for these lay exactly between the part of Ce-

rameicus about Dipylum, and that near the

Pascile and new Agora : and hence it is proba-

ble, that the statue of the philosopher Chrysip-

pus of Soli, described by Cicero 3 and Diogenes
Laertius 4

as being in the Cerameicus, is the

same as that mentioned by Pausanias in the

Gymnasium of Ptolemy.

1 f-f
t $ 'AQyvyanv 'Epsfplas y vvv strfiv ''Ayopa.. Strabo, p. 44J~

2 I1ET. Sy Pel rig dv$pwv\ TE. o<rfi$ <jw/ syw
'

; Msrwv,
A
Ov el$ev 'EXXois %Q KoAwvoj-. Aristoph. Aves. v. 999.

In qu. loc. Schol. vet oyVw ^005 rl vvv trovyQfs yzyovs

to KoXwvov KaXev ro SififfQey Tys poMgas <rroa$, aXK OUK IVn,

yap aTrav e'xeivo, w$ Iv Tof$ Qfttr^Jg yeypot.itTa.i r^
. The Colonus here meant, is the Colonus Agoraeus;

concerning which see below in Section V.

3 Athenis statua est in Ceramico Chrysippi setlentis por-

recta uianu. Cicer. de fin. 1. 1. c. 11.

4 r
t
fe KOLI <r(ju(j,a7iQV tvreXys w$ <J^Aov ZK ftjv dvftclzvTOf roij iv

KspapsiKw, o$ ffytSov fi vTTs'x.sxpuin'a.i
?u> irtyvioy lifitii, oftev

avTw o Kapvsdfys yLpvtyantw steysy. Diogen. Laert. in

Chrjsipp.
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In the citation from Lucian, in a preceding

note, the Paecile is described as being in the

Cerameicus : from other authors 1
it appears to

have been in the Agora. In a passage of Plu-

tarch 2
, containing a decree of the Athenian

people for the erection of a statue to Lycurgus,
son ofLycophron, we have another evidence that

the words Cerameicus and Agora were often

used as synonymous ;
further proof of which

may be derived from a comparison of passages

from Arrian, Lucian, and Aristotle, where they

speak of the statues of Harmodius and Aristo-

geiton
3
. It may be inferred, therefore, that

1

tffO<reA0ere ovv *y Siavslot xcu els ?rjv Sro'av TYJV

dirdvTwv yap vfjfiy fwv xaAwv spywvToi uVofxy^jaara lvt"f\ dyogoi

avaxeira/. ^Eschin. in Ctesiph. p. 575. Reiske. The statue

of Solon, which Pausanias describes to have been before the

Paecile, is placed by Demosthenes, (adv. Aristog. 2.) and

^lian (Var. Hist. 1. 8. c. 16.) in the Agora.
2 'Avaxsjrat 8s auVou SMWV \v KszstKuJ xara vJKaa ITT)

evexa x

xai <r?y<rou auVou rov Aij/xov p^aAx^v eixoVa sv *Ayo^a. Plu-

tarch. de 10 Rhet. in Lycurg.

ioy xa< 'AfitrroysiVovoj p^aAxaT sixo've^ ...... vvv

l^sv e$ TtoXiv xarav-

rixgv TQU Mijrfwou. Arrian. de Exped. Alexand. 1. 3. c. 16.

'Agurroysfawv . . . vvv !<rrr
y
x %aAxo; Iv ty ayo& pera iwv

itaihKwv. Lucian. in Parasit.

......
'Affto'ftioy xat 'A^aT'oyi/foya ro Iv ayo^a

Aristot. Rhet. 1. i.e. 9.
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the more ancient Agora occupied the greater

part of the quarter of the inner Cerameicus,

spreading probably over a great extent of

ground, and, like an Oriental Bazar, compre-

hending various divisions, each of which had

its denomination, from the commodities therein

exposed to sale l
.

It is observable that Pausanias never applies

the word Agora to any part of the city, except
the Eretrian Agora, which was the only portion

of the city used as an Agora under the Roman

empire ;
and that he always distinguishes the

more ancient Agora by the word Cerameicus.

It will be convenient, therefore, to apply to the

latter the term of Ceramic, or old Agora ;
and

to the former that of Eretrian, or new Agora.
To return to Dipylum. We have already seen

that it led from the city through the outer Cera-

meicus to the Academy. The Academy was six

or eight stades from Dipylum, near the Colonus

Hippius
2

, which was a height sacred to Neptune,

situated ten stades from the city
5
, not far from

the banks ofthe Cephissus
4

. Near the Academy,

1 For further particulars of these divisions, sec Meursii

Ceramicus Geminus, c. 10.

2 See the notes, p. 72, 73.

s KoAoivoV Icrri 8s
Isgov HopsiSwvos e%w fr^ rtdteujs, aVf'p^ov

trraSlws jxa'Anrra floca. Thucyd. 1. 8. c. 67.
4 Me ipsurn hue modo (i. c. a Dipylo in Acadcmiam) veni-
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and in the road leading to it from Dipylum,

through the outer Cerameicus, were buried many
illustrious Athenians, and particularly those who

had fallen in the most celebrated actions, where-

in Athens had been engaged with its enemies 1
.

At the extremity of the outer Cerameicus was

situated the Academy, in a low, and rather

marshy situation, which rendered the air un-

healthy
2
. Dipylum was also the gate through

which, in the ceremonies of the Eleusinia, the

Mystae proceeded into the Sacred Way, or road

to Eleusis from the Agora and inner Cera-

meicus 3
, a fact which is evident also from the

cntem, convertebat ad sese Coloneus ille locus, cujus incola

Sophocles ob oculos versabatur. Cicero de Fin. 1. 5. c. 1.

79

'Ixoy fa, xgdrtcrfa, yds lirauXa

Toy a^yij

"EvOa Afyaa, &c.

K.r/<pt<rov vQpdd

Sophocl. CEdip. Colon, v. 668. et seq.
1

Thticyd. 1. 2. c. 34. et Schol. Pausan. Attic, c. 29.
2 See the authorities below.

3
'Isgd 'OJcV so"fi> rjv ol pv<rrai Ttogsvovfai die acrreoj e$

'EAey<r7va. Harpocrat. in 'legd 'O$b$.

Sid TO fov; fuiirra,f ^ax^dtlsiv TOVTSPTLV dSsiv TQV

SI dyopdv Ea$i%ovfO$. Hesych. in

sis 'EAeucrTxa o$svov<riv diro rou

rov &ioyv<rov. Schol. in Aristoph. Ran. v. 402.
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position of the tomb of Anthemocritus, as in-

dicated by Plutarch and Pausanias, and by Har-

pocration in explanation of a passage ofJsaeus 1
.

From the circumstance of its communicating
from the inner to the outer Cerameicus, Di-

pylum was sometimes called the gates of Cera-

meicus 2
, and from that of its conducting to

Eieusis the Thriasian gates, or gates of Thria 3
.

From a passage in Plutarch's life of Sylla (to be

more minutely considered hereafter) it seems

also to have been occasionally named the Sacred

Gate, as leading into the Sacred Way.
As it is natural to suppose that anciently the

principal roads into Athens from the surround-

ing places followed nearly the same direction

> .........raiprjvoLi SB 'AvfigjtAoVfjTOV ifa^a, foic

al vi;y A/7ruAov oVojxa^ovra*. Plutarch. Parall. in Pericl.

......... iouVf 5' eir 'EAsucnva J 'ASijvwv yv 'AQr

'O<5ov 'Is^ax, 'Avdej&oxftTOU ifsifoiyrai pvr^oi. Pausan. Attic.

c. 36.

'loroths sv ? vgos KaXu^wva "ro're faAavsTov TO itx 'Av3e-

jxox^<Voy av^Iavra" TOVTStrTi ifgo; fa.~$ Q^ixcriais 7:11X0,1$. Har-

pocrat. in 'Av^Sj^OK^fCf.
2
AijataVi Tft/Aai;...... Oi Ss ?oi$ KsgoLfAsiKois 7fv\ccf ifpog

yctf avfds (Zatnv Jorava/ ra.s Tropa;. Hesych. in Ar^id<n.

Compare this with the authorities cited in note 2,

page 74.

3 See above in note ]. Thria was a demus and plain near

Eieusis, the road to which was the same as that of Eieusis,

or the Sacred Way.
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as at the present day, we must look for the site

of Dipylum by quitting modern Athens at the

Mora Kapesi, or *op*a, ^ Mopsa,;, which is so

called as leading to the Morea by Eleusis and

Megara.
There can be little doubt that this road fol-

lows the Sacred Way, since it proceeds directly

across the plain to a remarkable gap in the

hills on the western side of the plain of Athens,

where we still trace the ancient road, with

remains of several of the monuments which

stood on either side of it.

Following the direction of this route from

the gate of the Morea, until we reach the line

of the ancient walls of .Athens, we find, at a

distance of about 300 yards, several vestiges of

these walls crossing a hollow to the northward of

a small church upon a rock, dedicated to St.

Athanasius. Here are even some appearances

of the foundations of a gate; and here, therefore,

without hesitation, we may fix the site of Di-

pylum.
Near the same spot there is a turning from

the More"a road to the right, leading ulti-

mately to Khassia, Phyle, and Thebes, but first

to two small hills, situated about a mile from

the modern walls; a little beyond which, the

road passes through the olive woods, and in the

mids' of them traverses the Cephissus, running
G

8]
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in two branches. The heights very clearly

mark the site of the demus of Colonus,

chiefly celebrated as the scene of the tragedy

of Sophocles, intituled CEdipus Coloneus. A
little short of the nearer height, on the left

hand of the road, there are some open fields

on the edge of the olive-groves, still bearing

the name of Akadhimia, or Akadhimi. Here,

therefore, we have the exact situation of the

Academy, as described by ancient authors, with

its name still preserved. We find, moreover,

that this is precisely the lowest part of the

plain, where two or three little rills, running
from the range of Anchesmus, terminate, and

are consumed in a tract of ground on the edge
of the olive-trees. These were the waters which,

while they nourished the shady groves of the

Academy,
1 and the plane trees, so remarkable

Ttav

Plutarch. Parall. in Sylla.

.............. sv

d,<rfiov aXcrw'g$ diro

xa) Eu

'Ev evtrxlois 8o[jt,oiffiv 'Ejca^jw-ou flsou. Suidas in
'

...... aAXa xa) o T/JOOWV slg rov ITXaVwva Aeywv

Twv ifdvTwv J'Tj-yeTfo tfAaruVraroj, a'XA'
ct'yofijVr;;

ys rkfT'ifyv J<roy>apof , ol 6' 'ExaJ^ou

^o'/xeyot
oira Af^jo'cireray \ii<n.

rou s 'ExaJvj/x/a IxaXelro. Diogen. Laert.

in Platon. segm. 8.
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for their size,
1 made the air unhealthy.

2

They
still cause the spot to be one of the most ad-

vantageous situations nearAthens for the growth
of fruit and pot-herbs, maintaining it in a state

of verdure, when all the surrounding plain is

parched with the heat of summer, but, as too

often happens in southern climates, rendering
the air in that season pernicious.

On the side of the road leading from the

Mor6a gate, towards the hill of Colonus, are

seen several rude masses of masonry, the re-

mains probably of some of the numerous sepul-

chral monuments which once embellished this

most beautiful
3 of the suburbs of Athens. From

a part of the ground, now called Akadhimia, was

removed, about the year 1802, a marble (now
in the British Museum) which bears part ofone

of the epitaphs placed in this quarter, to record

the names of the Athenians who had been slain

in battle. It was the sepulchral monument of

1 Celebratae sunt primum in ambulatione Academise Athenis

cubitorum 36 unius radice ramos antecedente. Plin. Nat.

Hist. 1. 12. c. 1.

2 ^Elian. Var. Hist. 1. 9. c. 10.

Porpbyr. de Abstinent, ab esu animal.

JEnaea. Gazae. Theophrast. sive de Immort. Anim.

St. Basil. Homil. de legendis libris Gentilium.

Id. Orat. de Temperantia et Incontinentia.

5 fo fypoffiw tryiMt o s<rr\ sir} Ton xaAAiWou
iff

ocw-

telw ry$ tfoAew; , Thucyd. 1. 2. c. 70.
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the men who fell at Potidaea, in the year pre-

ceding the commencement of the Pelopon-

nesian war, or 432 B. C. 1 Thus from the si-

tuation where this stone was found, it is no less

useful in the illustration of topography, than

important as a historical and palseographical

monument.

Although the same rule which leads us to

look for Dipylum on the modern road to Eleu-

sis is applicable to a search for the Peiraic

gate, it does not directly follow that it will

guide us to the site of this gate with the same

certainty. The road to Eleusis passes, and

must in all ages have passed, through the re-

markable opening in Mount (Egaleos, already

alluded to, which leads to the bay of Eleusis,

and in the middle ofwhich stands the monastery
of Dhafni. Our certainty with regard to the

site of Colonus and the Academy, affords also

the clearest evidence as to the direction of the

Sacred Way from the Morea gate to the pass of

Dhafni ;
and thus furnished with the two ex-

tremities of the line, we can have no doubt as

to the site of Dipylum, which must have been

at the intersection of that line with the still

existing line of the ancient walls.

In regard to the road from the harbour of

1 See an excellent memoir upon this inscription in Vis-

conti's Elgin Marbles, p. 171.
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Peiraeeus to the Peiraic gate, the case is some-

what different. The demus of Peirseeus, instead

of being a mere point like the pass of Dhafni,

occupied a considerable space ; and its site is at

a much greater distance from Athens than the

pass of Dhafni. There might have been, and

undoubtedly were, therefore, various roads from

Peirseeus to Athens, according to the parts

of the demus, or of the harbour, that the pas-

senger was coming from, and according to the

quarter of Athens to which he was going.
There must, however, have been some par-

ticular point in the harbour where strangers

usually landed, and from whence there appears
to have been a carriage road 1

to some gate of

the city, which formed the principal entrance

into the city in this direction.

We can hardly doubt that the gate by which

Pausanias, after having described Peirseeus and

some objects on the way from thence towards

Athens, conducts his reader into the city, is

the same as that which Plutarch calls the Peiraic

gate. Independently of the natural presumption
that such was the case, it is to be observed

that Pausanias notices at the gate by which

he enters Athens, a monument, ornamented

with the statue of an armed man standing by a

1

Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 2. c. 4. See the passage in p. 92.
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horse, the work of Praxiteles.
1
It is well known

that a man standing by a horse was a common

type on the monument of a person who received

heroic honours, a distinction which became so

common in the latter ages of Greece, that se-

pulchral stones of the most ordinary kind are

still found in great numbers, with this type

in relief, accompanied by the person's name

with faw annexed to it. Now as we learn from

Plutarch that the heroic monument of Chal-

codon stood at the Peiraic gate,
2
there seems

little doubt that the monument described by
Pausanias at the gate by which he entered

Athens was the heroum of Chalcodon, and that

the gate was the same called Peiraic by Plutarch.

There are two circumstances which strongly

mark the position of this gate to have been at

'

ovrtvot, p,lv oux o

fairov >taj fov o-fgoinwfyv Irfofyo-gv.
Pausan. Attic, c. 2.

Pausanias, in here saying that he knew not to whom this

monument was erected, could hardly have been sincere, for

it is incredible that the Athenians should have lost all memory
of the intention of one of the works of Praxiteles. Pausanias

was perhaps dissatisfied with the account given by the Athe-

nian antiquaries, or the statue may recently have been con-

verted into that of some Roman, a process which was not

uncommon in his time.

8
fag irfaas tfctfa to XaXxcy'Jovro* TJQUJW, a$ vov

Plutarch. Parall. in Thes.
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no great distance from Dipylum to the S.W.

The one is, that Pausanias enters through it

into the Cerameicus, which we have already

seen to have been the quarter adjacent to Di-

pylum ;
the other, that Sylla is relate'd by Plu-

tarch 1 to have broken down all the city-wall

between the Sacred and Peiraic gates, previous

to the assault of the city, which filled with

blood all the Cerameicus within Dipylum. As

we cannot believe that any other gate bore the

epithet of sacred than Dipylum, which was the

beginning of the Sacred Way, and the gate

'Ev $s TQVTUJ XsysTou Tivois h KsgapsiKw ifgsa-SvTwv a'xou-

SiaXsyopsvuy itfis dXXyXovs KOU KOMi^ovTwy TOY Tuga.v-

vov ('A^ioYfwva) w; py <pvXa,TTOvTot,
TOV Tsl^ov; try ife^i

TQ

s<poov xa) tffocr^oAvjy y poyy Suvarov elvou xai

VOLi T'OUJ TroAs/x/oy^, artOLyyiiXau Tavra,

K&'f<pgdvy<rev aAX' iTTeXOcuv vvKro$ KOU

rlv roVov aXwV^ov gT^ero rou

ovv y ifo\is !>ce70y, w$ 'AQyvaiw

avrb$ ^s 6 Sy'XAaj ro jw-era^o ry$ ITe^a/x^f rtuhys xa)

xat (ruvo^aAu'va^ itsfi u.<r<x,s vvKrtx,; z<rr
l
Xa,w& <ppi-

&c...... avsu yoip no/toi Tyv aAAijv TToAjy dvaipeQavTuuv

o Tfepi ffjv ciyopdv <povo$ sifsar^s itdvTtx, TQV kvro; TQV A*?ruAoy

TToAAoTf 8s Xsysfai K&} J<a TfuAwv xaraxAuVa/ TO

Plutarch. Farall. in Sylla. In regard to the story

here mentioned by Plutarch of the blood having flowed from

the inner Cerameicus through Dipylum into the Suburb, it

is observable that the spot, where I have placed Dipylum,
is one of the very few in the western walls of Athens, where

the shape of the ground would have admitted of such an

occurrence.
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through which the Mystae marched in their

progress from the Cerameicus to Eleusis, it

seems that the breach made by Sylla was from

Dipylum to the Peiraic gate. This gives the

strongest presumption that the Peiraic was the

next gate to Dipylum. And as in the modern

walls the next gate to the Mora Kapesi is that

which is called Asian Kapesi as leading to the

Asian Limani, the name applied by the Turks

to port Peirseeus,
1

it hence becomes further pro-

bable that the ancient Peiraic gate should (like

Dipylum on the modern road to Eleusis) be

searched for in the modern road from the Asian

Kapesi to Peiraeeus, at the intersection of that

road with the line of the ancient walls. The

Asian Kapesi is situated 120 yards south of the

Theseium, consequently in a part of the inner

Cerameicus.

Stuart, however, placed the Peiraic gate in

a very different situation, namely, in the hollow

between the heights of Pnyx and Museium,

near the spot where no\v stands a small church

of St. Demetrius,
2 surnamed Lumbardharis, or

1 For a similar reason, the Greeks call the Asian Kapesi

the gate of Dhrako.

2
"Ayiof AypyTpiog 6 Aovp'fiaptiap'ir);.

This epithet was

bestowed upon Saint Demetrius for his miraculous inter-

position in defence of his church, against which one of the

Disdars, or Turkish governors of the citadel of Athens, had

prepared to try the power of his artillery, when the night
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the Bombardier. As Stuart has been followed

in this opinion by the generality of travellers,

it becomes necessary to examine the question

more minutely, and to consider whether this, or

any other situation on the southern and western

side of the city, in the line of the ancient walls,

between Dipylum and the Ilissus, has an equal

or better claim to be considered the site of the

Porta Peiraica than that which I have just indi-

cated as being upon a first view of the question

the probable position of this gate.

Fortunately for the inquiry, there can be

very little doubt with regard to the exact si-

tuation of the several gates of the city on this

side. Foundations of the ancient walls, fol-

lowing the crest of the ridge of hills which

here bordered the site of Athens, are traceable

all the way from the site of Dipylum to the

Ilissus. There are three very marked divisions

in this ridge, the Museium to the south, the

hill of Pnyx in the middle, and to the north

a lower rocky height, which, for distinction

sake, may be called Lycabettus, although, as I

have already observed, that name probably be-

longed to the entire ridge. We cannot hesitate

before he put his design into execution, a powder magazine

close to the Disdar's house was inflamed by lightning, and

himself and his family perished in the explosion. The ma-

gazine occupied a part of the Propylaea.

89
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in believing that two of the gates leading into

the city on this side, were in the two passes

between these three hills; and there are even

appearances on the foundations of the ancient

walls that strongly corroborate the supposition.

It is probable there was also a third gate in some

part of the ancient wall, between the southern

part of the hill of Museium and the Ilissus.

Upon examining the existing remains of the

two Long Walls, we find that from near the

eastern foot of the hills which formed the

Peiraic peninsula,
1

they began to run in a

parallel line, only 550 feet asunder, directly to-

wards the Acropolis, and that they preserve this

line and relative position wherever they are

traceable. The pass of Lumbardhari, between

the heights of Pnyx and Museium, falls exactly

on this line. Whether the Long Walls diverged,

therefore, on arriving at the foot of the hills of

Museium and Pnyx, or whether they were con-

tinued in the same parallel line quite to the

ancient peribolus, which runs along the sum-

mit of these hills, it seems equally evident that

the gate of Lumbardhari was the termination

of the great street inclosed between the two

1 By this expression is meant the entire peninsula included

between the head of Port Peiraeeus, and the Bay of Pha-

lerum, which includes within it the interior peninsula of

Munychia.
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Long Walls, and consequently that it was the

communication, not from Peirseeus to the Ce-

rameicus, adjacent to Dipylum, which we have

already seen to have been the direction of Pau-

sanias in conducting his reader into the city,

but from Phalerum and the central parts of the

Peiraic peninsula to the Acropolis and central

parts of Athens.

It can scarcely be doubted that the road

which Pausanias followed from Peirseeus to the

Peiraic gate, was not between the two Lojig

Walls, but that like the modern road from the

Peiraeeus to the western quarter of the modern

city, it passed to the northward of the northern

Long Wall, for he mentions that there were

several sepulchres on the way, as there were

likewise on the Phaleric road on the opposite

side of the Long Walls.
1

Here, therefore, he is

exactly in agreement with Plato, who describ-

ing the route of Leontius from Peiraeeus to

Athens, says, that he passed under the northern

Long Wall on the outside of it, and through the

public burying-ground.
2

There can be little doubt also that this was

1 Pausan. Attic, c. 1, 2.

2 ...... uj$ a>a AeovTio; o
'

vrto TO fiopslov ^e/%o; ZKTQ$

xeipevous, oiptx, plv ISsfv

Plato de Republ. 1. 4. vol. 2. p. 440. Ed. Serran

dvltuv SK

vsxpovf rtapdi TUJ

i, &c.
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the direction of the Hamaxitus, or great com-

mercial carriage- road, which led from the Pei-

raeeus to Athens, for that it was not between

the Long Walls is strongly argued by the pro-

bability that it led not from the centre of the

Peiraic peninsula, which was high and rocky, to

the central parts of Athens, but from the head

of port Peiraeeus to the Cerameicus, and the

Agora. So that in the passage of Xenophon,
1

where the Hamaxitus is mentioned, and where

he informs us that the thousand men from Phyle,

under Thrasybulus, who had taken possession of

the Peiraeeus, and who, when they found them-

selves unable to defend the open position of the

Hamaxitus against the troops of the thirty ty-

rants, advancing against them from the city,

retreated into Munychia, he probably meant by
the Hamaxitus, not a street between the Long
Walls, but a great road leading from the Peiraeeus

to the Cerameicus, parallel to the northern Long
Wall; for although the Long Walls had then

'Ex

JTJ ^vvsiXeyitsyovs, dtptxve'tf&i
fr

t g vux.ro;

ol SsTpictKWfa,, sjfs} r,<r$ovTQ raura IJoijfflouy svQv$ dufo'if %uv fs

TO~S AoiKwviKCtis xa ^uv rots iitifeuo-i xa) ro/V oTTA/rajc- eitsira,

e^wpovv xara T^V s$ TOV Hsipaix 'Afjtixfcrfov ov&<psp<Wo'ay*

ol Ss oiito $uXy$ en jxev sifs^slpy<ra.v psy dvievat O,UTOD$' STTSI 8e

psyas o xu'xAo^ wv rtoXXys <pv\aKys zSoxst Ssitr&on ovifia iro\holf

oJr/, uvOTz'j/3a
/

6ija'ay V) Tyv Mouyy%Iav. Xenophon. Hel-

lenic. 1. 2. c. 4.
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been recently destroyed by the Lacedaemonians,

it can hardly be supposed that so hasty an opera-

tion as that is known to have been, and one so

soon repaired, should not have left some remains

of walls, capable of affording protection to the

flanks of a small body ofmen, if Thrasybulus had

had it in his power to take up that position : nor

is it probable, had such been the position of

Thrasybulus, that Xenophon would have omitted

to mention it. The position of Thrasybulus on

the Hamaxitus, seems, therefore, to have been

to the northward of the northern Long Wall.

Again, in regard to the attack upon Athens

by Sylla, we can hardly doubt that when he

broke down the Athenian wall, he confined his

operation to that part of the wall situated in the

plain, which would give him the easiest and

most direct access into the Cerameicus, where

he afterwards entered, this being also the part

of the wall most exposed to the positions
1 from

which his operations against Athens were carried

on, and particularly to the Academy,
2 at which

place he had felled trees to be used in the con-

struction of engines of attack. It is very im-

1

Appian de Bell. Mithridat. c. 33.

2
uXijv s Tys 'AxaJq/ifc/af sMitrs xa< wx&voi

pyl<rra.$. Id. ibid. c. 30.

tr,v fs 'Axafojjxlav j-xaips Tyv SsvfyotpopujfQ.fyv T'WV

Plutarch. Parall. in Sylla.
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probable that he should have lost his time in

breaching any part of the wall, on the difficult

approach of the hill of Pnyx, as he must have

done on the supposition that the Peiraic gate was

in the pass of Lumbardhari, between Pnyx and

Museium : not to mention the impossibility in

his circumstances of throwing down not less

than 1 400 yards of wall between evening and

midnight.

If the foregoing reasoning has any validity,

we are reduced in our searches for the Porta

Peiraica, either to the gate, which stood at the

opening between Pnyx and Lycabettus, or to

another, some vestiges of which are still to be

seen about midway between the former and

Dipylum, on the north side of Lycabettus.

It is difficult to decide which of the gates,

standing in these two positions, has the better

claim to be considered the Peiraic gate. On ac-

count of the diminished size of modern Athens,

one gate is now sufficient for the traffic in this

direction, which anciently employed two, and

instead of a gate on either side of Lycabettus,

there is now only one, namely, the Asian Kapesi,

or gate of Dhrako, which is so situated, that the

modern road from Peiraeeus, in approaching the

western side of mount Lycabettus, separates

into two branches, one of which turns round

the northern, and the other round the southern
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side of Lycabettus, and they join again just be-

fore the entrance of the Asian Kapesi. The

road on the north is preferred for loaded beasts

of burthen, on account of its being more level,

though more circuitous ; the latter by other

passengers, from its being nearer, though the

ascent and descent of the pass between Lyca-
bettus and Pnyx, but still more the descent into

the hollow, lying between those heights and the

Areiopagus, is considerably steep.

The arguments in favour of each of these

gates are nearly balanced. On the one hand, it

does not appear probable that the Peiraic gate

should have been situated so far out of the di-

rect line from the centre of Cerameicus to the

head of port Peirseeus, as must have been the

gate which stood on the north side of Lycabet-

tus : on the other hand, the steep descent from

the Pnyco-Lycabettian pass into the city seems

at first sight an inconvenient situation for the

porticos which reached from thence to the

Ceramic Agora. Upon this point, however, we

cannot be quite sure what may have been the

ideas of the ancients ; the variety of ground may
have given great advantages to the appearance

of many of the buildings, and there is certainly

no point in the whole circuit of the walls,

where a stranger having landed at Peirseeus, and

entering Athens for the first time, would have
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been presented with so imposing a view of the

public buildings of the city, as in this spot.

The edifices of the Agora, and those upon the

Areiopagus, were here presented directly before

him, with the magnificent group of the Pro-

pylaea and Parthenon rising above them in all

their majesty.

A remarkable passage cited by Plutarch, in

his life of Theseus, from an Athenian antiquary

of the name of Cleidemus, is in favour of the

Peiraic gate having been in the Pnyco-Lyca-
bettian pass. He says, that when the Amazons

attacked Athens, their right wing was sta-

tioned at Chrysa near Pnyx; that the Athe-

nians attacked them from the Museium ; that

the tombs of those who fell were seen in the

street leading to the Peiraic gate, near the

heroum of Chalcodon; and that the Athenians

being worsted in this position, retreated to the

temple of the Furies, where they remained until

they received reinforcements from Palladium,

Ardettus,
] and Lyceium. We have already

1 Ardettus was a demus on the banks of the Ilissus, (Pol-

lux, 1. 8. c. 10.) near the Panathenaic stadium, (Harpocrat.

in "Af&jrro;.) consequently not far from the Lyceium. It

may be inferred, therefore, from the passage of Plutarch,

mentioned in the text, that the Palladium, which appears

from Pausanias and other writers to have been one of the

Athenian courts of justice, was in the north-eastern part of

the city.
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seen 1 that the temple of the Furies was near

the eastern end of the Areiopagus, which hill,

it would appear from ^Eschylus, then became

the post of the Amazons. In this action, there-

fore, every thing accords with the topography,
if we place the Peiraic gate at the Pnyco-Lyca-
bettian pass, but not so well, if it be placed

halfway between this point and Dipylum.

1 Pausanias Attic, c. 28.



ROUTES OF PAUSANIAS.

SECTION IV.

First Part of the Route of Pausanias. From the Stoa

Basileius to Enneacrunus*

THE next inquiry is, how far either of the

positions just indicated will accord with the

relative situations of the Peiraic gate and of the

buildings of the Cerameicus, as indicated by

Pausanias; we may then endeavour to trace

his route through the other parts of the city.

It has been seen, that after having entered

through the Peiraic gate, and passed through

a portico leading to the Cerameicus, he arrives

at the Stoa Basileius.

His subsequent progress through the city

may be divided into five parts.

1 . Departing from the Stoa Basileius, he de-

scends to the fountain of Enneacrunus.

2. Resuming his situation at the same portico,

he proceeds from thence to the Paecile, and

describes that and the other buildings on the

northern side of the city, as far as the Pry-

taneium.

3. He descends from the Prytaneium to the

temple of Jupiter Olympius, and from thence

proceeds to describe the adjacent regions with-

out the city; namely, the suburb called the

Gardens, the Gymnasia of Lyceium and Cyno-
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sarges, and the suburb of Agrse, ending with

the Stadium.

4. Beginning anew from the Prytaneium, he

proceeds by the quarter of Tripodes to the

temple and theatre of Bacchus, and mounts

from thence to the Propylsea of the Acropolis.

5. Lastly, he describes the Acropolis, and

having descended from thence to the Areiopa-

gus, concludes with an account of the cemetery
of the exterior Cerameicus, and the third of the

great Athenian Gymnasia without the walls,

namely, the Academy.
As Pausanias, after arriving at the Stoa Ba-

sileius
1

, describes two routes, one leading from

that Stoa by the Metroum and temple of Mars

to Enneacrunus, and the other from the same

point by the Prytaneium to the Olympium and

suburb of Agrse, his object appears to have been,

first, to convey the reader through the parts of

the city on the south side of the Areiopagus
and Acropolis, and afterwards through the op-

posite division of the city, on the north side of

the same ridge of heights. The point of the

ridge nearest to the Peiraic gate, or the western

i The three streets which met near the Stoa Basileius,

probably formed the
rglofto;

of the Cerameicus, where stood

a four-headed Hermes, the work of Telesarchides. Hesych.
in 'Eppys fpixstp. Photii Lex. M. S. in 'Eppy

Epigram. Graec. ap. Brodaei Antholog. Append, p. 13.

H 2
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end of the Areiopagus, seems, therefore, to be

the most natural point for the separation of the

two routes, or, in other words, for the site of

the Stoa Basileius ; and the conjecture receives

some confirmation from the circumstance, that

the Basileus or second archon, from whom the

Stoa Basileius took its name, had the charge of

.prosecutor in the court of Areiopagus
1

;
and

that, in the time of Demosthenes, the court it-

selfwas occasionally, if not generally, assembled

in the Stoa Basileius \ instead of the ancient

inclosure on the summit of the Areiopagus, at

its eastern end. In whichever of the two spots

described in the preceding pages, we place the

Peiraic gate, it is observable that the western

end of the Areiopagus is equally suited to the

position of the Stoa Basileius : the difference

would be, that, in the one case, the stoa, or

portico of communication from the gate to the

Ceramic Agora, must have stood on the north-

ern side of Lycabettus ; in the other case, on

its southern side.

Having assumed this position then, for the

Stoa Basileius, it will follow, from what has al-

Pollux, 1. s. c. 10.

"
. . ryv s% 'Afelov ird-yov ?ouXrJv, Ifauv sv ?y Bountelaj 2-ro'a

xa0eo//,v>j Trefjo^om^ijraj xara TroAA^v TjVu^/ax 10' launj^

tlvai KO.} 9/na.vrot.s &Mfo$ujy vvoxwgefv. Demosth. in Aristogit.

p. 776, Ed. Reiskc.
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ready been observed respecting the directions

of the first and second divisions of the route of

Pausanias, that all the buildings mentioned by
him in succession, between the Stoa Basileius

and Enneacrunus, namely, the temple ofApollo

Patrous, the Metrum, the Buleuterium, or Se-

nate House of the Five Hundred, the Tholus,

and the Temple of Mars, were on the southern

side of the Areiopagus.

There is also reason to believe that none of

these buildings were to the eastward or south-

ward of the hollow lying between the west end

of the Acropolis, and the east end of the Areio-

pagus, which hollow formed the ascent to the

Acropolis, as well from the southern as from the

northern parts of the city ; for, Independently of

the presumption that the temple of Mars was

near the hill which took its name from that

deity, we learn, from Arrian 1

, a contemporary of

Pausanias, that the statues of Harmodius and

Aristogeiton, (which according to Pausanias were

very near the temple oi Mars, and according to

Arrian himself, were over against the Metroum,
a building not far from the same temple of

i

'AfjtAO^'ou
KO,\ 'A^a-ToyslTOvos ^aAxau iiKOvsg .... KOC.} vuv

K~VTOU 'AQ^YTxrw &v Kega.[j,iKw ex>l elxovsf, "ft dvipsv $ TroAfy

>caravnKi) TOU MyTgajw. Arrian. de Exped. Alex. 1. 3. c. \6.

It is almost superfluous to remark, that the word itoXis,

here certainly means Acropolis. Thucydides (I.
2. c. 1.5.)

says, viro Qr^eca; . . Tfb TOUTOU ^ 'AjcpoVoAjj r
t
vvy o*<ra
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Mars) were on the ascent to the Acropolis. It is

the more probable that the temple of Mars was

not situated further south-eastward than this

spot, because the same statues of Harmodius

and Aristogeiton are repeatedly mentioned as

having been in the Agora, and although a part

of the Agora was in Melite, as we learn from a

comparison of the authorities relating to the

positions of the Macra Stoa, Eurysaceium, and

Colonus Agorseus^and that Melite (having com-

prehended the Eurysaceium, a monument in the

ojjv
. . . . xaAsTrca <5e Sid ryv itaXouciv ravrrjv jcaroijoj<nv xa)

TJ

'AKgditoXif ju,X< fovSe fri vTf A0vjva/a;y HoXif.

The architectural inscription relating to the Erechtheium

reported by Chandler, and explained by Mr. Wilkins (Athe-

niensia, p. 197-) begins with 'Eirtcrrarai rou veia rou Iv tfoAs*,

ev (u ro a'p%a~ov ^yaAjaa, &c.

In another inscription on the architrave of the outer

modern gate of the citadel, we find $. 2. Ma/sxeAATvo; $Aa^.
xa< atfo AywvoSeT'wv Ix Tuv \$iwv rag rtvXwYcts ry rfoXei.

See also ^Bschyl. Eumenid. v. 688. Aristoph. Lysist.

v. 759, 9! 1 . Stephan. Byzant. in 'AO^vat. Aristid. in Panath.

1 For the proof of the Macra Stoa having been in the

Agora, and in Melite, see page 76, note 2.

Au'o ya ovfocv rcuv KOAWVWV o
jw,gv "IifTfios IxaAsTro, ou

pspvovTai w$ OWfaofaf el$ &UTOV Kafapvyovros, o <? r
t
v sv Ayo^a

tfa^a TO Eufucraxetov, oJ <ruv1e<rav ol pHrQapvovvfes. Pollux,

1. 7- c. 29.

<Z KoAwvcy

s(TT'>j>cacriv, o$ arri itXr^av rg yoga.$, sva, ro

xa< TO Eu'fucraxeiov IcrrV IxaAe/Vo s KoAwvof ovfos 'Ayopafiof.

Harpocrat. in
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Agora, near the temple of Vulcan, which temple

stood above the Stoa Basileius
1

) must also have

included all the eastern part of the hill of Areio-

pagus
2

; yet, from what we have already seen, of

the synonymous use of the words Cerameicus

and Agora, it is impossible not to believe, that

by much the largest portion of the Agora was in

the quarter of Cerameicus. The great extent

of space to the west and north-west of the Pro-

pylaea, which we are forced, upon the strongest

evidence, to include within the ancient Agora,

gives sufficient reason to suspect that the ancient

Agora never extended to the southward and

eastward of the ascent to the Acropolis ;
on the

. . . fepsyo; sfffiv Eu^ucrcocouj, T'OU

. . . IvMsA/ri?. Harpocrat. in Eugvg.

Eurysaces, son of Ajax, dwelt in Melite, according to-

Plutarch (Paral. in Solon.)

1 Pausan. Attic, c. 14.

2 It may be thought, perhaps, in reference to the passage of

Arrian cited in page 101, that the statues near the Metroum

and temple of Mars, being there stated to have been in Cera-

meicus, near the ascent to the Acropolis, Melite could not

have extended over the eastern part of the hill of Areiopa-

gus ;
but it is to be observed, that the common practice of

using the words Cerameicus and Agora as synonymous, is so

clearly demonstrated by the passages in page 77> that we

cannot take the words of Arrian as a proof of the extent of

Cerameicus as a quarter, or in what manner its bounda-

ries were regulated, Ix ro~; opi<r^$ tys tfotews, to use the

expression of the Scholiast, who furnishes us with the evi-

dence upon the extent of Melite.
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other hand, that it did extend very nearly to

the Propylsea may be inferred from Pausanias

and Apollodorus, the former ofwhom 1 mentions

a statue of Venus Pandemus as standing a little

below the Propylsea, and the latter of whom
states the same statue to have been in or near

the Agora
2
. It may here be remarked, that the

great extent of the ancient Agora is in some

measure accounted for by that Agora, or, at

least, its most frequented parts, having moved

their position in different periods of the repub-

lic. Thus, in the remotest ages, when the

Acropolis or Cecropia was almost the only in-

habited part of the site of Athens, it is natural

to believe, that the Agora or market-place re-

sorted to from the neighbouring country, was

a little below the entrance of Cecropia, free

admission to which would probably not be per-

mitted to strangers, even from the other parts

of Attica, in those uncivilized ages. When the

chief sacred buildings were erected (as Thucy-
dides 3 informs us), on the south side of the

Acropolis, and the city began to spread over

the vallies to the south and west of the Acro-

polis, the Agora may have extended into the

1 Pausan. Attic, c. 22.
9

'AtfoAAo'^w/JO/ sv rta -Tfp} swv nav&jftov tpytrlv 'AQyviHrt

xAijOijvai ryv d<pi$psvQii<ra,v ifsp] ?yv a'^a/av ayo^av. Har-

pocrat. in
IIa'yftj/&o; 'AppoSlfy.

3
Thucyd. 1.2. c. 15.
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western side of the same space, with that most

ancient place of popular assembly, the Pnyx,
above the middle of it. By degrees the city

stretched round the Acropolis, and the Agora
became enlarged in the same direction, until at

length the best inhabited part of the city being
on the north side of the Acropolis, the old

Agora having been defiled by the massacre of

Sylla, and its buildings beginning to fall into de-

cay, the Agora became fixed, about the time of

Augustus, in the situation where we now see the

portal of that Agora. Though the city has

contracted its circuit since that time, and the

southern and western parts of the ancient site

have become quite uninhabited, the position of

the central and most frequented quarter is the

same as in the time of the Romans, the modern

Bazar occupying exactly the same situation as

the Eretrian, or Roman Agora. It thus appears

highly probable, that, in the most flourishing

times of the republic, the Agora encircled and

inclosed within its boundaries the whole of the

hill of Areiopagus, round which, it is probable,

that Xenophon
1 intended that the Athenian

horsemen should march, when he recommended

tspa, KO. ayaA/joara sv i

aTTO rcJv 'E^u&vv xu'nAuj ifspi r>jy a'yo^av xai fa, Ispoi

ipuvrts TQU; ftsov$. . . . 'Eifetfdlv $s ifd^iv ifpo;

tod; 'E.ppa.l$ ylvwrai ifepisX^^KOts^ &c. Xenoph. Hip-

parch. c. 3.
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them to set out from the Hermae in the Agora,
and having visited all the temples of the gods in

their progress round the Agora, to return to the

Hermae.

If the position of the temple of Mars was

such as I have here supposed, what becomes, it

may be asked, of all the space between it arid

the neighbourhood of Ilissus, and how can we

account for Pausanias having leapt at once from

the Areiopagus to the Odeium, near Callirhoe?

The difficulty is undoubtedly great, and per-

haps the only one of magnitude which occurs

in regard to the topography of Athens
;

but

when we consider the proofs which have already

been given of the incompleteness of Pausanias's

description in several respects, of the intention

which he repeatedly announces of describing

only the things most deserving of notice, to-

gether with the existence in his time of several

very diffuse descriptions of Athens by other

authors, it becomes not at all unlikely that his ac-

count of this part of the city has been purposely

neglected by him. I am inclined to think that

the valley on the south side of the Acropolis,

nearly as far as the neighbourhood of Ennea-

crunus, formed the principal part of the quar-

ter of Melite, and that the gate which stood

at Lumbardhari was the Melitensian gate, or

Portae Melitides
;

for the hollow way in which

it stands answers better than any other position
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on the site of Athens, to the road "
through

the hollow," (Aid KolA^s-)
1 afterwards called the

quarter of Cosle, where were the Cimonian

sepulchres, and where the historian Thucydides
was buried 2

. We find some remarkable sepul-

chral grottos just without the site of the gate,

and the place is contiguous to the quarter of

Pnyx, where Cimon dwelt 3
. I am aware that

by several travellers Ccele has been held to be

that remarkable hollow which lies between the

hills of Pnyx and Areiopagus ; but this valley

was, in very early times, inclosed within the

city ;
and we know it to have been an ancient

Athenian law rigorously observed even in the

time of the Romans 4
, that no person should be

buried within the wails. The words, indeed, of

Herodotus, *o rou oWeof, sufficiently prove that

107

1
. . T baitrou $e K/JXWV tfgo

I'ov otfTeof Ttecyv Ty$ Aioi Ko/Xijj

xa.Xso[Avrj$ ofou. Herod. 1. 6. c. 103.

* Plutarch. Parall. in Cimon.

Icrri s avTou (oux;/ou) TU^Of tftytrlov fwv TtvXwv tv

%wf*o> fys 'AiftHOfSt o Ko/Aij jcaXeTfai ...... if^S y&g TQ^s

Me\irl<n rtvXais xaXou^va<; lorlv ev Ko/A?) foi xaAoyjtAfva

K<jW,oVwt /^yijj^ara. Marcellinus in vita Thucyd.
3
Didyraus ap. ^El. Aristid. in argum. Cimon.

4 Cicero de Legibus. 1. 2. c. 23.

Ab Atheniensibus locum sepulturse irnpetrare non potui,

quod religione se impediri dicerent, neque tamen id antea

cuiquam concesserant. Quod proximum fuit, uti in quo

vellemus gymnasio eum (Marcellum) sepeliremus nobisper-

miserunt. Nos in nobilissirno orbis terrarum gymnasio Aca-

deiuia locum delegimus. Cicero ;id Divers. 1. 4. epist. 12.
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the Cimonian tombs were just without the city

walls, which is precisely the case with regard to

the catacombs near the church of Lumbardhari.

In support of the opinion that a great part of

the valley on the south side of the Acropolis

belonged to Melite, it is observable that none

of the buildings known to have been in Melite

are described by Pausanias. He makes no

mention of the house of Phocion ', or of the

temple dedicated to Melanippus, son of The-

seus 2
, or of that built by Themistocles in honour

of Diana Aristobula, in which Plutarch, a co-

temporary of Pausanias, says, that in his time 3
,

there was a statue of the founder, or of a cele-

brated temple of Hercules Alexicacus, with a no

less celebrated statue by Ageladas, ofArgos, the

master of Phidias 4
, or of the place of rehearsal of

the tragedians
5
, all ofwhich were in Melite. The

place of rehearsal, as belonging to the artisans

of Bacchus 6

, was probably near the theatre of

1 Plutarch. Parall. in Phocion.

'

Harpocrat. in MsAavitfTreToy.

s Plutarch. Parall. in Themistocl. Idem de Malign.

Herod.

4
Hesych. in

'ExjK,eAJrijf 504 et Schol. Aristoph. Ran. v.

Tzetzes Chil. 8. c. !Cj2. Suidas in TeAa^a;.

5
Hesych. in MsAjrewv olxoj.

6
Tg^vTraj A<ovy0-<a>co<, or of Trsp} rov A/o'vucrov Te^y"!fa,i, were

the usual expressions for the tragedians and comedians of

Athens. See Aristot. in Probl. Plutarch, in Probl. Horn.
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Bacchus, which standing at the foot of the Acro-

polis just above the quarter in question, thus fur-

nishes an additional argument that Melite was

there situated. Strong reasons exist, therefore,

for thinking, either that there is a real hiatus

in the text of the eighth chapter of the Attica

of Pausanias, before the passage which begins

so abruptly with the words Tou QsotTpw SB 6 xaAoucnv

'n&lbv, or that our author has thought proper to

pass over several objects in this quarter of the

city without notice ; whether, because they were

in a ruinous state, or appeared otherwise uninte-

resting to him , or because their description would

have drawn out his narrative to an inconvenient

length, or might have involved questions re-

lating to the Romans, upon whom he generally

expresses himself with considerable reserve, it

is impossible to conjecture.

Of the Odeiutn, which, according to Pausa-

nias, stood near Enneacrunus, not a vestige now

remains, but a few remarks concerning it, may
assist in elucidating the topography of Athens.

It has already been seen, that this building is

not to be confounded either with the great

Dionysiac theatre, or with the theatre con-

structed by Pericles, in the form of the pavilion

of Xerxes, or with the theatre built by Herodes

under the south-west angle of the Acropolis, or

with the theatre of Agrippa, which stood in the

inner Cerameicus. Nor is it surprising, that
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among a people so refined in their taste, and

delighting so much in public spectacles as

the Athenians, there should have been five

buildings destined to musical or dramatic ex-

hibitions ; not to mention that all these build-

ings served occasionally for courts of justice,

or other public assemblies, frequent in their

democratic government. The Odeium, near

Enneacrunus, is probably that which is noticed

by Xenophon
l

, and which is alluded to by
Strabo 2

in a passage where he enumerates the

most celebrated buildings of Athens. It ap-

pears to have been not only the most important
of the minor theatres of Athens, but the most

ancient of all. It is obvious that there are only

two which can come into competition with it

in this respect, the Odeium of Pericles, and the

Dionysiac theatre. In regard to the former, it

seems evident from the testimony of Aristo-

phanes
3

, that, about the time when Pericles

erected the tent-shaped Odeium, a court which

we know from Demosthenes 4 to have been that

of the Thesmothetae, or six junior archons,

1

Xenoph. Hell en. 1. 2. c. 4.

a Ka; y 'Axa&jiu'a xa) ol xrJTfot rwv <pifa<ro$tay, xa* ro '&fc7oy

xa)
ij IIoix/Ai} Sro'a. Strabo, p. 396.

3
OI psv ypwv oviff>

y

Ap'xi
u)V ol $s irapdi Tov$*Ev$eKcx.

Ol Vev 'flSeitu Smdfyvr. Aristoph. in Vesp. v. 1 104.

4
sig 'HJfiToK Jixo>ardaw irpo$ TOV$ 0cr/x,o9f7'a;.

Demosth. in Neaer.
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was in the habit of meeting in another more

ancient Odeium, and probably had been so ac-

customed ever since the time of Solon, who,

among other similar changes, removed their

court from the Thesmothesium, where it had

before been accustomed to assemble 1

. As to

the Dionysiac theatre, the earliest date which

can be given to its foundation is about the

70th Olympiad, or .500 B. C. 2

;
that is to say, at

the time that -ZEschylus perfected the drama,

and Agatharcus invented perspective scenery
3
;

and we know that it was not completed and

brought to perfection till about 350 B. C. un-

der the administration of Lycurgus
4

: so that

the Odeium near Enneacrunus seems to have

been the place where the Thesmothetae held

their court, and where the rhapsodi and mu-

sicians exercised their art before the con-

Suidas in

2 Suidas in

3 Primum Agatharcus Athenis, ^Eschylo dicente tra-

gediam, scenam fecit, et de eo commentarium reliquit. Ex
eo moniti Democritus et Anaxagoras de eadem re scrip-

serunt quemadmodum oporteat ad aciem oculorum radio-

rumque extensionem, certo loco centre constitute, ad lineas

ratione natural! respondere, uti de incerta re certse imagines

sedificiorum in scenarum picturis redderent speciem, et qusc

in directis planisque frontibus sint figurata, alia abscedentia

alia prominentia esse videantur. Vitruv. in Proem. 1. 7.

4 Plutarch de X. Rhet. in Lycurg. Pausan. Attic, c. 2Q.
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struction of the theatre of Bacchus '. The

Odeium having taken its name from 'iiJij, a

song ;
and the word sar/jov signifying more

specifically a place for seeing; the Odeium

moreover being described as a kind of theatre,

resembling the thymele of the theatrum 2
;

it

may be conjectured that it was a place of as-

sembly of a ruder and more simple plan than

the Dionysiac theatre, and somewhat analogous,

perhaps, to the Pnyx. Upon the invention of

the improved drama, a building of a new con-

struction became necessary, such as would ac-

commodate a greater number of persons, and

give them a greater facility of seeing the spec-

tacle than could be obtained in the Odeium,

built, as it was, upon level ground, and intended

for recitation and music without action, where

accommodation for seeing was less necessary

than in the regular drama. Hence the invention

of the theatre, and hence its position upon the

slope of the hill which rose above the site of the

Odeium, and of the sacred inclosure of Bacchus,

where the hill itself was excavated to form the

central part ofthe building, and where an edifice

ui
ifp}v ro Qearpov xara<rxfua0-0^vai, ol

o} KO.} ol x:9a/?w;oo; y'/wvi&vTQ. Hesych. in
'

*
'ilfcTov 'A0ijy?j<n wtnflp QeaTpov. Suidas in

'

Odeum, pars quaedam theatri quac nunc thymele vocatur.

Alexand. Aphrodis. in Metaphys. 1. 3. ex vers. J. Genesii.
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was constructed sufficiently capacious to receive

the multitudes who were often attracted toAthens

from every part of Greece by the dramatic ex-

hibitions of the Athenians, and such as might at

the same time furnish a more convenient place

for the public meetings of the people, who had

before been inadequately accommodated in the

Pnyx. The Odeium, mean time, continued to

be the place of representation for musical en-

tertainments, and one of the Athenian courts

of justice. And thus the words Theatrum and

Odeium seem to have been applied in every

part of Greece ;
the former to the semicircular

edifice (commonly constructed on the side of a

hill) which each city possessed for its general
assemblies of every kind

;
and the latter to the

smaller theatres, built with a roof supported by
columns 1

, and destined to music, or to the less

numerous meetings upon public affairs.

In passing immediately from the mention of Eieusmium.

Enneacrunus to that of the temple of Ceres

and Proserpine, otherwise called Eleusinium,

Pausanias has neglected to remark that in the

intermediate space the traveller must cross the

Ilissus
;

for it was in Agrae, the name of the

1
It has already been seen that the Odeia of Pericles and

Herodes were both roofed buildings ; the former is men-

tioned as having numerous seats and columns,

xcu iroAuVr'uXoy). Plutarch. Paral. in Pericl.

I
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south-eastern suburb of Athens, on the left bank

of -the llissus
1

, that the lesser Eleusinian mys-
teries were celebrated 2 at the same temple of

Eleusinian Ceres, which Pausanias indicates

only as being above Enneacrunus.

The mystic banks of the llissus were sanc-

tified by the sacred lustrations in which its

waters were employed in the lesser Eleusinian

mysteries
3

; and such was the veneration in

which the Eleusinium was held, that when the

whole population of Attica crowded into the

walls of Athens at the beginning of the Pelo-

ponnesian war, the Eleusinium and Acropolis

were the only places which the people scrupled

to inhabit 4
.

An island between the Stadium and the

i Ajaacr< 8s TOY EiA/<r<rox %wfJov"Ay^aj xaAou'/xevov xa) vaof

'AygoTsgas Itrrjy
'

Apfe(il$o$. Pausan. Attic, c. \Q.

8
"Ay^cx, xat "Aygaf, %cyg>Joy -rtjV 'A-mxiJV ifo rrtf

itotews ev (Ufa, jowxfa pvo-rypia, sifireteffai. Steph. Byzant.

in*Aygo,.

'Ay%ofpa, "hpfeius us KOU 6 KOU^IKO; 5ijXo7, ^ KOLI 'Aypala.

vta-pa, UXocfujvi KO/toi Ilaucrav/av a^ro %^a^ ftpo; ?& 'JAtVa-a;'
ij

x^l<nf"Aypoc, xa) "Aypou, ov fd pmpoi -jysro, <pij<n, (j.v<rTijpi&,

a lAeycro to, ev"Aypang. Eustath. ad Iliad B. p. 301.

3 TauVa jtxev $y ffvvefavfQ itapoi for 'lXur<roy, ov rov xafla^iaoy

rtAoucrrroTj \dfTo<n itva-Typlois. Polysen. Strateg. 1. 5. c. 7.

lyw Tfa.riKOv oAfox ptyot.$ svSalpwa, Tfap' 'IXurvov [j,u<r?iKa.~f

cxJ&ous IffKyvwou. Himerius in Diogen. ap. Photii Myriobib.

Toy &a 0gcr7r<r/oy ^gpra poos 'iXunroto. Dionys. Perieg. v.

424.

4
Thucyd. 1.2. c. 17.
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Olympium, formed by the diverging torrents of

the Ilissus, seems well adapted for a place that

was closed and kept sacred from the vulgar
1

;

and the foundations of a building, still ob-

servable in this island, may be those of the

Eleusinium. The place agrees perfectly with

the words " above Enneacrunus," by which

Pausanias 2 describes the situation of the Eleu-

sinium : and the peculiarity of the position

may, perhaps, account for his silence as to the

crossing of the Ilissus in the way from Ennea-

crunus to the Eleusinium, since the traveller

had only to pass one branch of the Ilissus.

The temple of Triptolemus, which Pausanias Temple of

also places above Enneacrunus, was probably
that beautiful little Ionic building, which the

drawings of Stuart 3 have preserved from obli-

vion. It formed, in his time, the church of

Panaghia on the 'rock, but has now almost en-

tirely disappeared. Travellers have sometimes

taken this building for the Eleusinium, but it is

not credible that so important a building as the

Eleusinium should have been so small. In the

outer modern gate of the Acropolis, moreover,

...... roo

Thucyd. 1. 2. c. 17.

a vao 8s vifsp rfjv X^'VTJV, o psv AyfAy'tpos itstfolyTai xou

Kopys, lv $e row TpntToXfyov xelftevov Icrnv ayatyoa. Pausan.

Attic, c. 14.

3
Antiquities of Athens, vol. i. c. 2.

i S
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there is part of an architrave, which, by the in-

scription upon it, appears to have belonged to

the Eleusinium
l

; and its dimensions are such

as to prove that the building, of which it formed

a part, was much larger than the Ionic temple
described by Stuart.

TmP ie of As Pausanias, having first spoken of the Eleu-
Eucleia.

sinium, and then described the temple of Trip-

tolemus, places that of Eucleia "
still further

2
,"

(eTi atwrspuj) in the same direction
;

it may safely

be concluded, that it was near the left bank of

the Ilissus to the south-west of the site of the

church of Panaghia on the rock, probably at the

church of Aghia Marina, which stands a little

to the left of the place where the modern road

from Athens to Sunium crosses the Ilissus ; for

both Wheler and Stuart considered this church

to have been the site of an ancient building
3

.

The latter observed near it, on the opposite

bank of the Ilissus, some vestiges of one of the

city gates ;
whence it would appear, that the

temple of Eucleia stood a little without the gate

leading to Sunium.
1 The inscription is. ... vij? 'Erix^arou Olvouog plv olx/p $

ypyTgi xcu Kogy dvefo/Ke.

fov vaou TQuSs, svQa, xa< fov

ovg %aAMoDV, &c sti

Pausan. Attic, c. 14.

3 Wheler's Travels, p. 379. Stuart's Antiq. of Athens,

vol. iii. p. v.
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SECTION V.

Second Part of the Route qfPausanias From the Stoa

Basileius to the Prytaneium.

AFTER having finished the first branch of his

tour through Athens, and resumed his original

situation at the Stoa Basileius, Pausanias pro-

ceeds to describe the parts of the city to the

northward of the ridges of Areiopagus and

Acropolis.

The Hepbagstium, or temple of Vulcan and

Minerva, having been above the Stoa Ba-
w

sileius, stood probably towards the western

end of the ridge of Areiopagus. The eastern

end was occupied by the court of Areiopa-

gus, and the sacred entrance of the Semnse. Temple of

Semnae.

The temple of Venus, surnamed Celestial, to Venus

distinguish her from the Popular Venus, whose

temple was near the entrance of the Acropolis,

was near the Hephaestium, probably about the

middle of the hill. It seems not unlikely that

some steps, cut in the cliff on the north side of

the hill, led to the temple of Venus Urania, as

those on the south-east end led to the court of

Areiopagus.

As the Paecile lay between the Stoa Basileius
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and the New Agora, it is probable that some

walls, which are still to be seen at the church

of Panaghia Fanarom6ni, in a line between the

portal of the New Agora and the temple of

Theseus
5
and about 200 yards distant from

the former are the remains of this celebrated

building.

Hennas. The Hermse were a street of square Mer-

curies in the Agora
1

, communicating from the

Stoa Basileius to the Paecile
2
. From the words

of Pausanias 3 there is reason to think that they

were prolonged also from the Stoa Basileius

towards the Pompeium.

They appear, therefore, to have nearly coin-

MacraStoa. cided with the Macra Stoa, which seems to

have been the whole range of porticos, com-

municating from near the Peiraic gate to the

Paecile and New Agora.

As the Colonus Agorseus was behind the

Macra Stoa
1

, and near the Hephaestium
5

, it was

1 Near this place has lately been discovered in a well, ten

feet under ground, a beautiful pedestal of very large dimen-

sions, upon which probably stood a colossal statue.

9 ^Eschines in Ctesiph. p. 573. et seq. Mnesim. ap.

Athen. 1. 9. c. 15. Xenoph. Hipparch. c. 3.

3
'Affo ysig fr

t $ ttotiutyf >ca ry; rou BacnAtwj Di'oaf i<nv oi

'Eflu,a7 xaAou/x,eyoi. Mnesicles sive Callistratus ap. Harpo-

crat. in 'Epju-aT.
4

Attic, c. 2.

5
See page 76, note 2.
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probably a part of the north-western end of the

ridge of Areiopagus *.

The remains ofancient walls dispersed among Gymnasium

the modern houses, to the northward of Fana-

rome'ni, are probably the ruins of the Gymna-
sium Ptolemseum, 1. Because they are at no

great distance from the Theseium, and thus

agree with the situation of the Gymnasium, as

indicated by Plutarch and Pausanias 2
. 2. Be-

cause an inscribed pedestal was found among
the ruins 3

, which had supported a statue of

Ptolemy, son of Juba; and Juba is said by
Pausanias to have been honoured with a statue

in the Gymnasium of Ptolemy
4
.

i It appears from the Scholiast on Aristophanes, (Aves, v.

999.) that the Colonus Agorasus, or market hill, where Me-

ton erected an astronomical instrument or table, was in a

different situation, or near the town-wall in Pnyx. The

gradual moving already alluded to, of the more frequented

parts of the Agora, would very naturally move the Colonus,

considering the uses to which it appears to have been put, at

least in later times, namely that of a pia-ftiaiypiw,
or place of

hire for labourers. See Hesych. in *Ov|/ f\Qe$ . Pollux. 1. 7.

c. 29. Harpocrat. in KoAwv/ra^.
z See Section I. p. 17.

3 Stuart's Antiquities of Athens, vol. 3. c. 1.

4
It may be right to observe that this Ptolemy had nothing

to do with the building of the Gymnasium, which is men-

tioned by Cicero, (de Fin. 1. 5. c. 1.) and was erected four

centuries before the time of Pausanias by Ptolemy Phi-
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Stuart seems to have supposed the ruins just

mentioned, and the wall at Fanarome'ni to have

been part of the same building, and that they

were all included within the spacious peribolus

of the Gymnasium of Ptolemy, which, accord-

ing to this supposition, must have been near

2000 feet in circumference. Independently,

however, of the improbability of the Gymna-
sium of Ptolemy having been of such vast di-

mensions, it is observable that there is a great

difference in the masonry of the two ruins. The

wall of Fanarome'ni appears much more ancient

than the other pieces, being built with a more

solid foundation, and with equal courses of

stone ;
whereas the other was of that kind of

masonry, where the alternate courses are double

the height of the others, a species which appears

not to have been used in the early times of

Greece. It is probable, therefore, that the wall

at Fanaromeni only belonged to the Pcecile ;

and that the other ruins are those of the Gym-
nasium of Ptolemy.

stoaof The large ancient inclosure, within which

stands the house of the waywode, or Turkish

governor of Athens, continues to divide the

opinions of travellers. When complete, it was

ladelphus, who was so great a benefactor to Athens, that he

was made one of the eponymi or heroes, who gave name to

the Attic tribes. (Pausan. Attic, c. 6.)
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a quadrangle of 376 feet by 252, adorned at the

western end with a portal and colonnade of

Corinthian columns, three feet in diameter, of

which ten are still standing. In the centre of

the inclosure are the ruins of a building, which

now form part ofthe church of Megali Panaghia:

they consist on one side of the remains of an

arch,and on the other ofan architrave, supported

by a pilaster, and three columns of the Doric

order, which are one foot nine inches in dia-

meter, and of a declining period of the arts;

round the inside of the quadrangle, at a distance

of twenty-three feet from the wall, are also ves-

tiges of a colonnade, and in the northern wall,

which still exists, there is one large quadrangular

niche thirty-four feet in length, and two circular

niches nearly equal to it in diameter.

Spon and Wheler 1 conceived this building to

be the temple ofJupiter Olympius, in which they

certainly were mistaken. Stuart
2

thought it the

Psecile, and as he could not avoid perceiving that

the columns were a work ofRoman times, he sup-

posed them to be a reparation of the Paecile, of

which history has not preserved any record. But

the peribolus, the colonnade, and the building in

the centre, have every appearance of being all

1

Spon, tome 2. p. 170. Wheler, p. 3Q2.
2

Antiquities of Athens, vol. 1. ch. 5; vol. 3. p. 3.
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works of the same date
;
and the architectural

details ofthe western colonnade have been shown

by Mr. Wilkins 1 to have so marked a resemblance

to those of the arch of Hadrian near the Olym-

pium, that there is the strongest reason to be-

lieve that this was one of the edifices erected by
the great benefactor of Athens, the Emperor
Hadrian. In this case, its vast dimensions are

alone sufficient to justify the presumption, that

it was the building which Pausanias
2
notices as

the most magnificent ofHadrian's works, namely,

the Stoa, which contained a colonnade of Phry-

gian marble, and a library, which is mentioned

also by other authors
3
. The general form and

distribution of the building are those of a stoa,

or place for the resort of persons for walking,

conversation, and reading ;
and the apartments

projecting from the wall of the peribolus, ac-

1
Atheniensia, p. 165.

lv xa< a

Ta Je ltfJ0ave<rrara exarov SIKOO-I x/ovej S^uyioy Aifloy ?re-

Tfo'iyvfai SB KOLI feus crroaT^ xara TO, aura oi T'oTp^or
xai olxij-

a,ara Ivrau'Sa svrlv ogopw re stixpvcraj KO.} aAaoatrrpw AlOw,

Tfpos 8s ayaA(

aacri KHOcr^'|Xya KG,} y^c^aTf xara'xe/rat Ss Is

auVo

xa e

Pausan. Attic, c. 18.

3 Euseb. Chron. Can. M. A. Cassiodor. Cliron. in Ha-

drian. Synccll. Chron. p. 349.
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cord precisely with those olxij^ara, which Pau-

sanias describes in the Stoa of Hadrian, and

which were resplendent with alabaster and gild-

ing, and adorned with pictures and statues.

The building at the church of the Great Pa-

naghia in the centre answers to the library, so

that nothing seems wanting to complete the de-

scription of Pausanias, except the columns of

Phrygian marble. The remains of those of

the interior portico are certainly of Pentelic

marble ; but there may have been another por-

tico of smaller columns still nearer the wall :

it is probable that the columns of Lybian

and Phrygian marble introduced into Athens

by Hadrian, were more remarkable for the

distance from which they had been brought,

than for their dimensions ; and it is certain that

there are many small columns of exotic marble

still to be seen in the churches of Athens. I am

aware that it has been supposed that the Stoa of

Hadrian, his Gymnasium, and his Pantheon,

were all enclosed within the same peribolus, and

all formed part of the building, of which we now

see the ruins at the waywode's house ; but the

words of Pausanias just cited, seem strongly to

indicate, that Athens was adorned with four

buildings by Hadrian, besides the Olympium ; of

these, two were temples, the third a building for

study and recreation, and the fourth for gym-
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nastic exercises ; the first was a temple sacred to

Juno and Jupiter Panhellenius; the second was

a Pantheon or temple dedicated to all the gods;

the third, and most remarkable, was the edifice

which contained the library, the porticos of

Phrygian marble, and the chambers of statues

and pictures ;
and the fourth was a Gymnasium,

surnamed the Gymnasium of Hadrian, to di-

stinguish it from the other Gymnasia within the

city, namely, that of Hermes, which was near

the Peiraic gate, and that erected by Ptolemy.
Gymnasium AS the chief ancient buildings ofAthens seem
of Hadrian.

almost invariably to have been converted into

churches upon the establishment of Christia-

nity, there is the greatest reason to think that

the church of Panaghia Gorgopiko, with the

adjoining house of the metropolitan bishop,

occupy the site of a building of considerable

importance, the church being, in great part,

constructed of ancient remains. I am inclined

to think it was the Gymnasium of Hadrian,

many fragments of Reman times being inserted

in the walls
;
and among other inscriptions, a

record l of the gymnastic victories of one Mar-

cus Tullius Eutyches, which, from its tenor

and apparent date, is very likely to have been

in the Gymnasium of Hadrian.

1

Spon has given it (but imperfectly) in his Voyagey
tome

2. p. 278.
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Having finished the description of the The-

seium, and the history of Theseus, Pausanias

proceeds abruptly to describe the Anaceium,
or ancient temple of the Dioscuri 1

9 without

giving any indication that it stood near the

Theseium. It must, in fact, have been at a

considerable distance from that temple, for it

was near the sanctuary of Agraulus
2

, the situa-

tion of which was certainly under the rocks of

the Acropolis. The abruptness and want of

connexion in this part of the narrative of Pau-

sanias, may, however, be accounted for. In

proceeding from the Theseium to the Anaceium,

he had to cross the Macra Stoa, a part of the

city already described by him, and concerning
which he found it unnecessary to make any fur-

ther remark. Had he mentioned this fact, the

topography would undoubtedly have been much

clearer, but the omission is perfectly in the man-

ner of this author, as we have already seen in

his silence as to crossing the Ilissus between

Enneacrunus and the neighbouring temple in

the suburb of Agrae, and in his sudden transition

from the temple of Mars to Enneacrunus; and

1
It was named 'AvaxeTov, because Castor and Pollux (the

Dioscuri) were commonly called ol"A VO.KSS by the Athenians.
* As Herodotus, Euripides, and most other authors, call

the daughter of Cecrops Agraulus, this mode of writing the

name seems preferable to the Aglaurus of Pausanias.
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the same abruptness is equally remarkable, in

many instances, in other parts of Greece.

Before we attempt to fix the position of the

Anaceium, it will be necessary to ascertain that

of the Agratilium, below which the Anaceium

stood. Upon comparing together the passages

of Herodotus, Pausanias, and Euripides, cited

in the note 1

,
it can hardly be doubted that

1

O< e Tlp<ra.i s^o^svoi ifi rov

o%0ov VQY 'AOijvaZbj xaAeoixn 'Apq'loy rtayov ifohidpx.ov ......

...... we're Zsp^ea, fV< %p6vw tru^vov ciifaplri<ri evf^ea^a* oj

$vvdfj,vov <r<pOL$ IXery. Xjoo'vcy 8s ex. Twv difopcuv e<pdvy W fif

To7<ri apoipoi(ri ...... s^Tfpoo-^s tuv ifpo Ty$ dxpoifoXiOf

$e Tcav TTuXewy KOCI tr^g avoJou fy 8y ours ri; (>v\a,<ro'e OUT

oiv fairiire pq xore n$ xara raura avafa/ij d

fives nara ro Ipov rf$ KKpOTfo$ Qwyarpos
'

difMpypvov edvfos fov ^wpov. Herodot. 1. 8. c. 52.

vitsp $e fwv A/o<rxouf cwv TO lepov 'AyXao'

.......... xaT'a
fifjs dxportdtewsy ev0a r

t
v

........ xaroi -royro effayaS&Yfss M^ot, &c. Pausan. At-

tic. c. 18.

'Erflv ya,p flux affr^Qg 'EXXijywy wo

B/jt, K^fiOUffttv, gy0a ifpcxr'Soppovf Ttfrpotf

o^ vif 8%Qu> fyf 'AQy

xaXoua't y^; avaxrej

Euripid. in Ion. v. 8.

. Ion. v. 282.

ITavo^ fiaxrj^ara xa<
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this ancient Athenian sanctuary was in some

part of the precipices which are situated to

the eastward of the grotto of Apollo and Pan.

These precipices were called the Long Rocks,

(Ma.xpai UsTpai), and here it appears to have been

that the Persians, under Xerxes, climbed the

steepest part of the hill near the temple of

Agraulus.

A very different opinion, however, respect-

ing the situation of the Agraulium, has recently

been maintained in two publications upon the

topography of Athens, wherein it is supposed

that the eastern extremity of the Acropolis was

the place where the Persians ascended. The

principal arguments for this supposition are,

1. That here the rocks of the Acropolis are

highest, and most difficult of access (ro p<i

dTforopov'). 2. That the words ieo rfs d

" in front of the Acropolis," used by Herodo-

tus, point to the same spot ; because, as the

Parthenon, and temple of Minerva Polias,

T(.l
r

yovoi

vpb IlaAAcc^Of vaJv, &c. Ion. v. 4Q2.

rovuv

J. OW s-vQa, TlavoV oiSuTa, xa<
?a>jw,o< TteXa,;.

Ion. v. 936.

. 'Ofw yap ayyoj w
^fi^x.' eyw tfore

2g y oj fkww pot, pE<po$ ir' ovra, vyrtiov

ei avrpa xa) Maxf oi$ ifsr^^sis.
Ion. v. 13Q9.
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fronted the east, the Acropolis must also have

fronted the east, 3. That his words, fairfe TW

tfuAewv, are not to be interpreted simply
" be-

hind the gates," but " at the extremity of the

Acropolis, opposite to that where the gates are

situated," and, consequently (say the favourers

of this opinion) are equally decisive of the

eastern end of the hill having been intended by
Herodotus. Whether such is the import of the

historian's words 1
, must be submitted to the

reader's judgment ; to me they appear only
to indicate, that, after the Persians had been

repulsed in their attack upon the western end

of the citadel, where the Propylaea were after-

wards built, a party of them made a successful

attempt to get into the rear of the Athenians,

whose attention was totally occupied by the

direct attack; and that they effected this de-

sign by climbing up the precipices in a part of

the long northern side of the Acropolis; for

this side is still very commonly called the front

by persons, both natives and strangers, uncon-

1 In English they are as follows :
< ' After having for

a long time endeavoured in vain to take the Acropolis from

the Areiopagus, the barbarians at length discovered another

mode of entering it, in front of the Acropolis, but behind the

gates and principal entrance, where no one watched, or ex-

pected that any man would attempt to ascend : here, never-

theless, some of the enemy did climb up near the sanctuary
of Agraulus, daughter of Cecrops, though the place was a

precipice."
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scions of any question upon the subject, and the

rocks in this part are not less precipitous and

difficult of access, than at the eastern end of

the hill
1
.

In reply to the supposition of the eastern

fronting of the Acropolis, it may be remarked,

that this fronting is not confirmed by any
ancient authority whatever ;

nor is it probable ;

for, although the Parthenon had, in regard to

its interior construction, and to the religious

ceremonies connected with it, its front to

the east, yet the western end was equally a

front externally. Of the two temples which

formed the Erechtheium, if one opened to the

east, the other fronted the north
;
and that the

Athenian custom of having the chief entrance

of their temples to the east, had no influence

upon the collocation of the other monuments of

the Acropolis, seems proved from the descrip-

tion of those monuments by Pausanias. Such

a consequence would, indeed, have shackled

beyond measure the Athenian artists, and would

have been totally repugnant to that neglect or

dislike of exact symmetry in the grouping of

1
It is hardly necessary to observe, that it could not have

been in the rear of the Propylsea on the southern side, that

the ascent of the Persians was made, because this is precisely

the spot where the Acropolis is less defended by precipices

than in any other part, except the western entrance.

*K
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separate monuments, which distinguished the

Greeks 1
.

The Agraulium is nowhere described as a

temple, but only as a sanctuary or sacred in-

closure
2
. At the foot of the Long Rocks, near

the centre of the north side of the Acropolis, is

a cavern not less full of niches for votive offer-

ings, demonstrative of the fabled residence of

some local deity, than the cave of Pan itself.

Further eastward, near the foot of the wall of

the citadel, is another smaller cavern ;
and

there is every appearance of a passage having

formerly led by these caverns into that part of

the Acropolis, where there is a sudden de-

scent of eight feet at the temple of Pandrosus.

As Pandrosus is said to have been saved,

when her sisters Herse and Agraulus, punished
with madness for their disobedience to Mi-

nerva, threw themselves over the rocks
3

, the

relative situations of the temples of Pandro-

sus, and of the two caves, seem to accord

with the fable. I believe, therefore, that they

mark the situation of the temenus of Agraulus,

1 This taste was remarkably exemplified in the sacred

edifices of Eleusis. The Egyptians were no less sensible of

the imposing effect of this dvupperglx, in the grouping of

their buildings.
2 Herodotus calls it

igbv
: Pausanias, lsbv TE^SVOS: Polyae-

nus, (1. i. c. 21.) legov ryg Ay^auAou. The grotto of Apollo

and Pan, according to Pausanias, was le$v ev 0-TfijAcuV
3 Pnusan. Attic, c. 18.
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the sacred inclosure of which may also have in-

cluded a considerable space of ground under

the Macrae Petrae.

If the situation of the sanctuary of Agrau-
lus was such as I have supposed, the Ana-

ceium or temple of the Dioscuri must have

been not far from the gate which now leads into

an exterior inclosure of the citadel, forming
the modern approach from the town to the

Propylaea : for Pausanias describes the Agrau-
lium as being above the Anaceium, and that the

Anaceium was very near the rocks of the Acro-

polis is apparent from Lucian !

, in his dialogue

called the Fisherman, where he makes that lu-

dicrous representation of the Athenian philo-

sophers of every sect scrambling up to the

Acropolis to gain the cake and two minae, which

Parrhesiades offers them by proclamation from

the Acropolis.
" See them collecting," he

cries,
" about the Pelasgicum, and others at

the temple of ^iEsculapius : still more around

the Areiopagus : some at the tomb of Talos,

,
sitei Toi;

iv$ r/KQVffav jttoVoy* ifapoi Se ro ngAauyixov aAAoi, KOLI

'

AtrxXyifieiOv Zrepoi' xa< Tfsp} rov "Apsiov rfdyov si'i ittelov$' evioi

$s wra, rov TaXw I'dtpov ol $s Tfpo$ ro 'AvaxeTov TffoQs^svot

xXlpoLKa.;, dvzpifouffi ?fijw.?ijJoy VTJ A/a xal forpuJov etrfAOv tilxyv

tvo. no.} xafl' "Opygw tiitw, aAXa xaxsTflev sv jaaAa TToAAo) xav-

fsvfev. Mvpioi, offara, fe <puAAa xa) avQea, ylysrou yjpt.
Lucian.

in Piscator.
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and others again like swarms of bees near the

Anaceium, where they are planting ladders

against the rock/'

One of the stratagems of Polysenus
l
is also

illustrated by the relative situations of the

Anaceium and Agraulium, and serves to con-

firm the position which I have assigned to them.

When Pisistratus had seized the Acropolis, his

next object was to disarm the Athenians. For

this purpose he summoned an assembly in the

Anaceium, descending into which, he addressed

the people in so low a tone of voice, that in

order to hear him they were obliged to crowd

about him. It appears that in so doing they

laid aside their arms, and that these were im-

mediately seized by the adherents of Pisistratus

and conveyed into the Agraulium. Hence it is

evident, that the Agraulium was higher up the

hill than the Anaceium, in such a situation as

gave Pisistratus a complete command of it from

the Acropolis : and such is precisely the situation

of the cavern which I have mentioned.

y fa, oVAa ?ouAo'jw,gyo

yxeiv auitwta.^ e\$ TO 'Avaxefbv psTa *wv otfAwr of

ijxov o $s 7r>oijA0 &jju,oyOfTJ
ffou ouAo'n/,vo xa)

ol

TO

$e Q
yi.lv Tjoy

oi
Eifl^ov^01 irgosXtiovTes xa) ToL cntXa, d^d^svot xar^vgyxav < ; ro

ov Ty$ 'Ay^auAou. Polyaen. Strateg. 1. 1. c. 21.
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Near to the Agraulium was the Prytaneium.
Like the Agraulium, it was in a situation above

the level of the main body of the city, for Pau-

sanias, proceeding from it to the temple of

Sarapis, descends to the lower parts of the

city
1

. It was the commencement, also, of a

street called Tripodes, which led to the sacred

inclosure of Bacchus, near the theatre. These

data, as will be further seen hereafter, are not

easily recoricileable with any position, except
the north-eastern angle of the Acropolis, where,

in one of the finest situations in Athens, com-

manding a view of the sea, as well as of all the

northern part of the city and its plain, M.

Lusieri, some years ago, built a house below

the precipitous part of the hill, but above the

city. Here, therefore, I think we may with

confidence fix the site of the Prytaneium.

i evfsvQev lovcriy, s$ Toi xarw fy$ itaXstas Sa^atfjJoV strttv lepov,

ox 'AQijyaTof itapd IlroAe/xaiou Qew <njyay<jyro. Pausan. Attic*

c. 18.
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SECTION VI.

Third Part of the Route of Pausanias. From the

Prytaneium to the Stadium.

NOT far below the place where I have sup-

posed the Prytaneium to have stood, is a church

of Panaghia Vlastiki, where are still seen the

remains of some important building. It was

probably the temple of Sarapis, this being the

first building mentioned by Pausanias upon de-

scending from the Prytaneium into the lower

parts of the city. The ruins at the church of

Ylastiki are in a line between the New Agora
and the arch of Hadrian : the building there-

fore to which they belonged, probably stood in

a street leading from the Agora to the Olym-

pium and Hadrianopolis, of which the arch of

Temple of Hadrian formed the termination. It may be

supposed that Pausanias, after having descended

from the Prytaneium to the Sarapium, followed

this street to the Olympium, and that the

temple of Lucina, and the place of meeting of

Theseus and Pirithous 1

9 were in or very near it.

1 For this meeting of Theseus and Pirithous, see Plutarch

(Paral. in Thes.) but Sophocles (CEdip. Colon, v. 1664)

seems to place it near the Colonus Hippius.
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Of the two latter monuments no vestiges exist,

but a little to the right hand of the direction of

the street, at an oil-mill, about halfway between

the choragic monument of Lysicrates and the

arch of Hadrian, there are three unfluted Ionic

columns, two of which are surmounted with an

architrave
1

;
their construction very much re-

sembles that of the frontispiece of the aqueduct
of Hadrian, as designed by Stuart

2

;
so that it is

very probable that they belonged to one of the

temples built by Hadrian
;
more probably to the

temple of Juno and Jupiter Panhellenius, than

to the Pantheon, as temples sacred to all the

gods were usually of a circular form, of which

the ruins at the oil-mill give no indication.

After mentioning the temples of Sarapis and Arch of Ha-

Lucina, and the place rendered memorable by
the parting of Theseus and Pirithous, Pausanias

proceeds to the description of the temple of

Jupiter Olympius, in the introduction to which

there is a manifest deficiency in his text; a few

words making mention ofsome monument which

the traveller met with before he entered the sa-

cred enclosure of Jupiter Olympius, seem to have

been lost. This monument was probably the

arch of Hadrian, which stands within a few

yards of the north-east angle of the peribolus

1 See Stuart's Antiq. of Ath. vol. 3. p. 61.

* See the General View of Athens in Stuart, vol. 1.
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of the Olympium, turned in a direction forming

an angle of about 35 degrees, with the western

wall of the peribolus. Above the north-west

side of the arch are the following characters:

And on the opposite side the following:

AlAEIZAAPIANOTKAIOTXieHSEnsnOAIS.

The position and direction in which the arch

stands, together with the inscriptions upon it,

have been a subject of so much doubt and dis-

cussion among travellers, that a few observa-

tions upon them seem necessary, the more so as

the author of a late dissertation upon the topo-

graphy of Athens has drawn a new inference

from them, namely, that Hadrianopolis was the

quarter of Athens, on the north-west side of the

arch, and that the Theseian city was on the

south-east. This opinion is chiefly founded

upon the interpretation of the inscription as

given by Chandler, who supposed AIAEI2A0HNAI

to be d "fas 'Afy'vai,
" the things which you see are

Athens," &c. On the other hand, Kavasila (Ga-

basilas), a modern Greek, who visited Athens

about the middle of the 16th century Spon and

Wheler likewise, and after them Stuart, all con-

strued AJAEISA0HNAI to be a double contrac-

tion for OU$E sir} 'Afloat : nor was the interpretation

doubted by Gruter, Crusius, Meursius, or any of

the learned men who had occasion to speak of the
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inscription, until Dr. Chandler, without any
reason given, suggested the new reading.

It was very customary, among the Greeks, to

turn an inscription into verse, whenever it was

of a nature to admit of such conversion ; and it

clearly appears, both from the style and measure

of these two lines, that they are senarian iam-

bics. This was clearly understood by Cabasilas \

as well as by Urbanus, another learned person,

who visited Athens about the same time, and it

accounts at once for the contractions in the

words aW sis- These words, moreover, are pre-

cisely in the form customary on the opposite

sides of a boundary, as appears from the column 2
,

which anciently stood in the isthmus of Corinth,

on the Peloponnesian side of which was

Ta $ !<rri IlAo7roVvij<ro, ovx 'Iowa,

and on the other,

Ta
'

ovi Hs\oifOYv<ro$ aXX' 'Iowa.

aa-<Ae<a $10, pappdpcuy xa} xiwwv

xai erl

AT J' sur 'AQyvou, y<rsu}$ y ifplv

Simeon Cabasilas ap. Martin. Cms. Turcograec. p. 461.

Crusius, in a note upon this passage, says,
" AW SKT 'Aflijyai,

&c........ hunc versum...... Urbanus, qui Grammaticam

Graecam post Gazam scripsit ase Athenisin arcu marmoreo

Adriani imperatoris visum scribit, addituraque in fronte

orientem versus hunc AW hi 'Afyi&yw, &c." Urban di Bel-

luno was preceptor of Pope Leo X. ; he died in 1524.

3
Strabo, p. 392.
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Chandler's reading of AIAEIS, on the con-

trary, has no support in any customary mode

of expression among the Greeks ;
and the word

'fag, if it belong to any Greek dialect at all, is

of such rare occurrence, that it ought not to

have been found in an inscription, which, as

Chandler read it, would not have the plea of

poetry for the introduction of an unusual word.

Nothing can tend to render the correctness of

Chandler's reading more suspicious than that

he and Mr. Wiikins should have deduced in-

ferences diametrically opposite from the same

words, Chandler having still supposed Hadrian o-

polis to have been upon the south-east side of

the arch, while Mr. Wiikins justly regarding it

as absurd, that the words " what you see*'

should refer to a part of the city, upon which

the traveller, on reading them, would turn his

back, thought they were meant to direct his

view to that part of the city which he beheld

through the arch ; in other words, that Ha-

drianopolis was on the opposite side of the arch

to that upon which its name appears. Such an

inscription would be so incompatible with the

nature and intention of a boundary, which

nobody denies the arch of Hadrian to have

been, and so contrary to every principle of

reason and custom, that it is impossible to

subscribe to it.
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One can hardly doubt, therefore, that the

inscriptions are to be read in English as fol-

lows : On the north-west side of the arch,
" These are Athens, the ancient city of The-

seus ;" and on the south-east side,
" These are

(the Athenae) of Hadrian, and not the city of

Theseus;" that is to say, that Hadrianopolis

was on the south-east side of the gate, and the

Theseian city on the north-west side. And
this interpretation is in perfect conformity

with every other evidence ; for it will not be

denied, that the position of the arch and its in-

scriptions, however the latter may be explained,

concur with the existing vestiges of the ancient

walls of Athens, in proving that the Emperor
Hadrian did not enlarge the bounds of the city,

but that he restored or embellished one particular

quarter of it
;
and that the Athenians, from

gratitude to their benefactor,bestowed upon that

quarter of the city the name of Hadrianopolis
1
.

Nothing can be more conformable with history,

than that this appellation should have been

given to the quarter where stood the temple of

Jupiter Olympius; and nothing more impro-
bable than its being given to any portion of

* Cum titulos in operibus non amaret, multas civitates

Hadrianopolis appellavit et ipsam Carthaginem et Athena-

rum partem. Spartian. in Hadrian.
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the city of which the Olympium did not form

a part. For of all the benefits which Ha-

drian conferred upon the Athenians, the finish-

ing and dedicating of the temple of Jupiter

Olympius, a work which had defied the suc-

cessive efforts both of the Athenians and their

foreign benefactors, was that which conferred

the greatest glory upon the Roman emperor.

For this he assumed the title of Olympius '.

Here the cities of Greece concentrated their

testimonies of admiration by an immense num-

ber of statues dedicated in the peribolus of

the temple ; and here the Athenians exceeded

them all by the colossal statue of the em-

peror, which they erected. One cannot, there-

fore, on considering these circumstances, as

well as the religious feelings connected with

the dedication of this temple, imagine that

any quarter of Athens from which the Olym-

pium was excluded, could have been com-

plimented with the title of Hadrianopolis. As

to the obliquity of the gate towards the temple,

which has been remarked by many travellers,

1

See, in Stuart and Spon, the inscriptions upon some of

the bases of the statues which stood in the Olympium. See

also several other inscriptions in honour of Hadrian in the

collections of Spon, Chandler, and Gruter, in all which he

is complimented with the title of
'
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as having a disagreeable appearance, it seems

to have been unavoidable ; and even in pic-

turesque effect, it must have been attended with

great advantages, although these advantages
are not so immediately apparent in regard to

the comparatively poor remains of the temple
now existing. To shew that it was unavoidable,

it is sufficient to observe, that the general de-

sign of the arch, the finished state of its ends,

proving that it never was intended to form

part of a wall, and the absence of all remains or

vestiges of a door, equally demonstrate that it

was not a gate but an ornamental arch, ter-

minating the street which led from the new

Agora to the temple of Jupiter Olympius, pass-

ing probably by the edifice which stood at Pa-

naghia Vlastiki. Since it happened then that the

temple did not stand at right angles to the direc-

tion of the street, an arch built at the end of the

street must stand obliquely to the temple. But,

in fact, the obliquity of the arch to the temple
was precisely such a deviation from exact sym-

metry as the ancients preferred. The spectator

who entered the peribolus through the arch,

found himselfopposite to one of the angles of the

temple, in the same manner as he who entered

the Acropolis through the Propylaea, was placed

opposite to the north-west angle of the Par-
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thenon. In both cases, the spectator's eye com*

prehended a complete perspective view of one

of the fronts and one of the sides of the build-

ing, and, consequently, enjoyed the most im-

posing prospect of these magnificent edifices

that could possibly have been presented to him.

It may be thought, perhaps, that the position

which I have assigned to the Stoa of Hadrian

in the centre of the Theseian city, is adverse,

either to the interpretation of the inscription

just adopted, or to the identity of the build-

ing at the Waywode's house with that Stoa ;

either that the building proves a part of Ha-

drianopolis to have been to the north-west of

the gate of Hadrian, or that the inscription

proves the ruins at the Waywode's house not to

have been one of the edifices of Hadrian. Pau-

sanias, however, as I have already remarked,

does not indicate the precise situation of any of

the works of Hadrian, except the Olympium ; it

is not only possible therefore, but very probable,

that the other buildings of Hadrian were in

different parts of the city. We have indeed

a strong presumptive testimony, that they were

not all in that quarter, in the inscription which

once existed on the arch of the reservoir of the

aqueduct begun by Trajan, and terminated by
Antoninus Pius. Here the whole city, in re-
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ferenee to the improvements of Hadrian, and in

compliment to that emperor, is designated by
the term Novae Athense 1

: I say the whole city,

for it cannot be doubted, that the aqueduct

conveyed water to every part of Athens, and

not to the quarter of Hadrianopolis only.

Not far from the Olympium, and advancing, p^thium.

as it would seem from the succeeding part of

his narrative, in a direction parallel to the

course of the llissus, Pausanias describes the

sanctuaries of Apollo Pythius, and Apollo Del-

phinius.

Thucydides informs us that the Pythium was

in this quarter
2
,
and his words in another place

3

agree with those of Pausanias and Philostratus

in showing that it was an open sanctuary. The

Delphinium, on the other hand, was a roofed

temple, as appears by the story of Theseus, re-

lated by Pausanias in speaking of that temple.
Pausanias next describes the quarter called Gardens.

K^J-OI, or the gardens, and the Gymnasia, named

Lyceium and Cynosarges ;
but he omits to men-

tion, that all these places were beyond the city

walls ;
for it is evident from Pliny

4
, that the first

1 See Spon, Voyage, torn. 2. p. pp.

3
1. 2. c. 15. See page *46, note 1.

3
Thucyd. (1.

6. c. 54.) speaks of a gwpos in \liefs^evog of

Apollo Pythius. Philostratus (in Gorgia) of a Scvpo$ in the

Ispov. Pausanias (Attic, c. 19.) of a statue and hierum.

Alcamenem Atheniensem docuit (Phidias) in primis no-
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was a suburb, and there is ample proof of the

two celebrated Gymnasia having been without

the walls, as will presently be seen.

The Lyceium was a sacred inclosure of

Apollo Lycius
1
, in which was a statue of the

god, represented in an attitude of repose, lean-

ing against a column, with a bow in the left

hand, and the right resting upon his head 2
.

Here the polemarch, or third archon, who had

the charge of military affairs, anciently kept

his court. Having been embellished with

buildings, groves, and fountains, by Pisistra-

tus, Pericles, and Lycurgus, son of Lyco-

phron, it became the common place of as-

sembly for military exercises, as well as the

principal Gymnasium for the corporeal ex-

ercises, which formed so large a part of the

Athenian education 3
. It was also one of the

most favourite places of resort for philoso-

phical study and conversation, and thus became

bilem cujus opera Alhenienses complura in aedibus sacris

posuere praeclaramque Veneris imaginera extra muros, quue

appellatur Aphrodite sv
K-rj-jfoi;.

Huic summam manum ipse

Phidias posuisse dicitur. Plin. Nat. Hist. 1. 36. c. 5.

1 Pausan. Attic, c. 19.

2 Lucian. in Gymnas.
' Suidas in

*Ac.%cav. Hesych. Harpocrat. et Suidas in

AyxtTov. Aristoph. Pac. v. 353. et Schol. Xenoph. Flip-

parch. Plutarch do X Rhct. in Lycurg. Pausan. Attic,

c. 29.
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the school of Aristotle, whose followers were

called Peripatetics, from their custom of walk-

ing in the grove of the Lyceium
1

.

The position of this celebrated place may be

very accurately determined after we have fixed

one or two others in the same neighbourhood.
It has already been seen that Pausanias de- T. of Diana

scribes the temple of Diana Agrotera, other*
l

wise called Agrsea, as near the Stadium 2
;

its remains were recognised by the earlier tra-

vellers at the church dedicated to <rTot.vpwpsvo$

Herpes, or the martyrdom of St. Peter, 150

yards north-east of the Stadium 3
, where, though

little is now left either of the temple or church,

the site is still fully evident. Opposite to the T. of MU8*

quarter of Agrae, on the right bank of the His-

sus, stood, according to Pausanias, the altar of

the Muses, which must have been at no great

distance from the temple or altar of Boreas

mentioned by Herodotus
4
and Plato 5

, for the

1 Qui erant cum Aristotele Peripatetic! dicti sunt, quia

disputabant inambulantes in Lyceo. Cicero, Acad. Quaest.

1. 1. c. 4.

8 Pausan. Attic, c. 19. See page 16.

3
Spon, Voyage, tome 2. p. 126. Wheler's Travels, p. 378.

4
Ipov.

. . . Bo/secy ifyoa-ayro tfa/sa ffora/a-ov '!Ajcr<roV. Herodot.

1.7. c.l 8p.
5 $AI.

e

Op$ oJy sxelvyv ?yv uvJnjAorattjv tfAaVavov ; 2

$AI. 'ExeT cnaa r'Jcrrt xcu itvevpat, psfpiw xou rtoa,

71 lav EouAa^efla xara>cA9^ya,{. Sli. Ifyoayo^ ay. $AI.

f*o/, tu SwH^ccre;, oJx IvOeyJe pevrot itoblv difo roiS
1

'lAa*(rou

L
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latter states the altar of Boreas to have been

over-against the temple ofAgraea,and the words

of Pausanias 1 tend to shew that the scene of the

tale of Boreas and Orethyia, commemorated

by the altar of Boreas, was at no great distance

from the altar of the Muses.

In 1676, Spon and Wheler observed the re-

mains of a small round temple (which has since

disappeared) on the right bank of the Ilissus,

between the Stadium and the temple of Agraea ;

it had once, probably, contained the altar of the

Musae Ilissiades ; and the temple of Boreas we

may suppose to have been a little higher up,

that situation exactly agreeing with the words

of Plato, who places the altar of Boreas at the

spot where the Ilissus was crossed in going to

the temple of Agrsea.

Having thus fixed the position of the altar of

Boreas, we have the exact situation of the plane
tree and fountain alluded to in the passage just

eked from the Phaedrus of Plato, for they were

Xeyefai o Bf)p<x,$ tyv 'npslfatav dpira<rai...... 2,Q. OJx, a'

rpia <rfdha, y irpo$ ro
rij$ 'hypalix.; foafa/xo/^y

w(j*o$ auro0< Bopsov...... y fs yap ffAarayof

.

d[j,<pi\a,<pr)S
?E xa< u^/ijA^ rou fe ciyvou TO vfyo$ KOU ro

aJ TfyyTJ '/apwt&rq uifo TTJ; TfX&rcivQu pet

Plato in Phsedr. vol. 3. p. 230. ed.

Serran.

1

Pausan. Attic, c. 19. See p. 1(5.
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two or three stades higher up the river than

the altar. We learn from Strabo
'

that the foun- Fountain of

tain mentioned by Plato was on the outside of
'

the city-gate Diocharis, and near the Lyceium,
Hence it evidently appears to have been the

same called the fountain of Panops (from an

Attic hero, to whom there was a temple and

statue in the same place
2

), for Plato, in his

dialogue named Lysis
3

, introduces Socrates as

arriving (in his way from the Academy .to the

Lyceium, along the outside of the city walls)

at a gate where was the fountain of Panops, and

he represents this fountain to have been near

a palaestra lately built, which could have been

1

o 'lAf<r<ro ..... pzwv ex fJov uiitp Tys "Kypa,; xai i^y Auxg/ou

pepwv xa< rtjV ifyyy$t yv favmtsv. sv $a,lpu) IIAaVcuy. Strabo,

p. ^00.

E7<r/ ju/ev oJv al ifyya,} xaQocpov xa< TforiiAou vSaros

X7oc rwv A/o%a/50Uj HaAoyjotfvwv 7ruXa;v, f&qalw rou

i(dTefW xai X^VTJ KaT<rKsva<rro ns TTXvjt

xaXoy u^ar'o;' si 2 p<y vuv f\ av s"y Sau/xao'rov, si ifaXo.i

xal xa9a^ov ^v, W<TT' xl fvtiuAV slvai,

Strabo, p. 397.
a
riavw^ ^fwf 'AiYue^f" HtrTi # auVou xa) vew^ xa) a

xa< x^Vrj, Hesych, in IlavanJ/.

srtii J' JyevC''//^!'
xa^a Tljy TTuA/^a

-ji
>? ITavoir'o^ Hffynfr Ivr'a^a

&/^af JM.O*
iv TCU xaravrtxps rou

ov fe ftvd xat 6y/?av dvswy^ev^v ...... (lor))

(,<pij)
yswo-r^ cuxofopj/^yij. Plato in Lys. vol. 2.

p. 203.
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no other than the palaestra erected in the Ly-
eeium by Lycurgus, son of Lycophron

l

.

As it follows from a comparison of the words

of Plato with those of the geographer, that the

Lyceium was on the banks of the Ilissus, an

inference naturally following also from the ce-

lebrity of the place for its shady groves and

plane trees, its position, from all that precedes,

is determined with great accuracy to have been

at about 600 yards above the site of the church

of Stavromenos Petros on the opposite bank of

the river.

As there is no natural spring of water near

the spot where the authorities just cited would

lead us to look for the fountain of Panops, it

is probable that that fountain was supplied by
the same artificial conduit which nourished the

large plane tree described by Theophrastus
2
,

and perhaps many others also of the trees of the

Lyceium. These groves, as well as those of

Cynosarges, suffered greatly from the ravages

ofPhilip, son of Demetrius, king of Macedonia%

1 TO ev AUKEIW yvpvaa'iQv Jtfonjtrg xa) stpureutrs xa< Tyv

irrpav cvKQ$o^(re. Plutarch, de X Rhet. in Lycurg.
2
UpOf [AOLXpOppl^lXV y Tyf y^wpa,; $U?l$. ..... K&Q&TfSp $?*&

70$ 13 QXJETOV Tivd$' y ye. ov? |y TtZ AuKeiuj y TfXaT&vQS ij
xara Toy

o^efov eTi yea oucra ifsp] Tp$ xa) TpwKOvTcx, ifri^s dtyyxsy.

Theophrast. Hist. Plant. 1. 1. c. IK
3 T. Liv. Hist. 1.3 i.e. 24.
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and the fountain itself, as appears from Strabo,

had fallen into neglect in the time of Augustus,
so that it is not surprising that no traces of it

are now left.

Cynosarges was a place sacred to Hercules 1

,

where was a gymnasium, surrounded with

groves
2
, which became the school of Anti-

sthenes 3
, founder of the philosophers called

Cynics. Its name was derived from the accident

of a white dog having carried away part of a

victim, when sacrifices were here first offered to

Hercules as a god by the Athenian Diomus 4
,

from whom the neighbouring
5

city-gates re-

ceived the name of Diomeige
6
. We learn from

the biographer of the Ten Rhetoricians that

Cynosarges was situated near a hill
7

, a cir-

3 Herodot. 1. 5. c. 63, 1. 6. c. 11(5. Athen. 1. 6. c. 6.

8
Philippus .... castra ad Cynosarges (templum Herculis

gymnasiumque et lucus erat circumjectus) posuit. T. Liv.

Hist. 1.31. c,24.

3
Diogen. Laert. in Antisth.

4 Pausan. Attic, c. 19. Hesycliius, Suidus, et Steph. By-

zant. in KyvoWpygf .

5 sv ?u> Kwoo-dpyei tw yujavacn'u; ^IKOQV aTTwSev rccV

Diogen. Laert. in Antisth.

glf KyvoVapye^ (TGUTO 5" Icrnx l^cy TtvXtuv yvpvda-iw

Plutarch, in Themistocl.

6
Steph. ibid. Hesych. in Aypioiri.

7
('Ayrter0vij) Ira^ij 8s ^xem rys <ruyyv&lot,s ithrpiw Kuvo-

era/jyouj ITT* T'OU Aolpou dpifffepoL Plutarch, de X Rhet. in

Antisth.
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cumstance which leads one to believe that it

was at the foot of Mount Anchesmus, there

being no other hill that could have been near

the walls on this side of the town. It is to

be presumed also, that it was on the southern

side of Anchesmus, for Socrates is represented

by Plato as passing along the bank of the

Ilissus in his way to Cynosarges from the city,

which cannot easily be accounted for upon any
other supposition than that Cynosarges was

on the side of Anchesmus nearest to Ilissus,

and that Socrates came from near the Olympium.
It may be thought, perhaps, that no situation

except the immediate banks of the river was
'

sufficiently moist for the growth of the forest

trees, which formed the groves of Cynosarges ;

but the present appearance of the gardens and

olive grounds near Asomato seems to indicate

that there may have been here a sufficient

supply of moisture either from natural springs

or derivations from the Ilissus. Cynosarges,

therefore, probably occupied the ground at the

foot of the hill of St. George to the south-west

of Asomato.

Cynosarges was the position taken by the

Athenian army after the victory of Marathon,

when, hearing of the sailing ofthe Persian fleet

from the bay of Marathon to the road of Pha-

lerum, they marched in all haste to the defence
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of the city
1
. This fact is not at variance with

the position of Cynosarges just indicated, for

the high ground of Anchesmus gave the Athe-

nians a view of the road of Phalerum, at the

same time that the smallness of their numbers

justified them in taking a position in the rear

of the city as a protection against sudden attack.

The position of Lyceium and Cynosarges The Gar-

being determined, there seems little doubt that

the suburb, called the gardens, which the order

of Pausanias's narrative places between the

Olympium and Lyceium, must have been be-

tween the city wall and the Ilissus, nearly op-

posite to the Stadium
;
for there is every reason

to think, from the appearance of the causeway

leading to the bridge of the Stadium, as well as

from the general aspect of the ground, that the

walls followed the small ridge which beginning
at the Olympium and running north-east from

thence parallel to the course of the Ilissus, leaves

a plain of about two hundred yards in breadth

between the walls and the river. It is highly

natural that all this space should have been

originally occupied by gardens, which may after-

wards have given name to the suburb.

Not far above the site of the Lyceium, the R.Eridanus.

Eridanus arid Ilissus unite their streams. As

the Ilissus seems, from the words of Pausanias,
1 Herodot. 1, 6, c. 116.
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to have been the more considerable stream of

the two, and its name prevailed after the June*

tion, we may conclude that it was the more

distant branch which rises at the north end of

mount Hymettus, and which, after receiving a

few small contributions from the ridges north of

Anchesmus, joins the other branch collected

from the hollows around Syriani. Near the

source of either torrent are found the remains

of the walls of a fortified demus. Adjacent

to the left bank of the Ilissus, 700 yards east of

the Olympium, the cavity of the Stadium still

subsists to illustrate the narrative of Pausanias,

and to confirm all the preceding observations

on the topography of this region.
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SECTION VII.

Fourth part of the route ofPausanias. From the Pryta-
neium to the Propyl&a of the, Acropolis.

BESIDES the street leading from the Pryta-

neium to the Olympium, there was another

which branched from the same place towards

the Lenaeum or sacred inclosure of Bacchus,

adjacent to the theatre. The street as well as

the quarter through which it passed was called

Tripodes, from the tripods there dedicated by
the leaders of the Chori, victorious in the scenic

contests decided in the Dionysiac theatre.

Several of these tripods were placed upon cer-

tain temples dedicated to Bacchus and to other

deities, some of which temples were in the

quarter of Tripodes
1

, and others within the in-

closure of the Lenaeum 2
. Other tripods stood

upon columns and rocks near the theatre, as

the remains of the monuments still indicate,

and it may be supposed that there were others

similarly disposed in the street of Tripodes.

1 Pausan. Attic, c. 20.

*
Plutarch, Paral. in Nicia. Athenseus, 1. 2. c. 2. See

page 55.
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A conjecture has already been offered that

Pausanias, instead of applying to the temples in

the quarter of Tripodes the epithet of large,

according to the words in our copies of his

work 1

, intended to describe them as small, for

it is difficult to conceive how this quarter could

have contained several large temples, neither

mentioned by any other author, nor more par-

ticularly described by Pausanias himself. It is,

moreover, extremely improbable that the top

of a large temple should have been chosen for

the exposition of so small an object as a tripod,

and we have a triple proof of what these cho-

ragic temples were, and how well the expres-

sion yew OT p-yaAoi would have suited them :

1 . in the words of Plutarch, descriptive of the

temple built by Nicias for the support of

1 The entire passage is as follows. *E<rn $s o$o$ drto TOU

x&Xoupsvy T^Vo, ap' ou 8& xaAoucr; TO

xa< ff<i<ri

yot,g s&fw, s<p
tv

&c. Instead of I; rouro (tsydxoi, it is probable that Pausanias

wrote s$ vouVo cJ /xeyaXo;, which is a very common mode of

expression with him in describing a small mountain, statue,

building, &c. Still, however, it is difficult to understand

how the statues were disposed, so as to justify the word

jfepis^QvTsSy which seems to imply that the statues stood

within the tripods. Perhaps there are more defects in this

passage than the omission of the word oy.
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his prize tripod
1

: 2. in the adorned cavern

which supported the tripod of Thrasyllus, now

the church of Panaghia Spiliotissa: and thirdly,

in the building vulgarly called the Lantern of^
Demosthenes, the apex of which proves beyond

crates -

a doubt, that it once supported a tripod. It

may be thought, perhaps, that the circumstance

of the Lantern of Demosthenes being a closed

building, rough and unfinished within 2
, is incom-

patible with the supposition of its having been

a temple, but the only inference which neces-

sarily follows from its closed construction is,

that the victorious choragus, who built 3 this

Eiorrpca e ?<jjv dv&QyiAXi'wv auYoo (Nt>tlou) TQTS IlaXXa-

Iv *AK%oito,\i difo^B^X^KOs' Kaj 6

ev iovv<rou vsw$' sviKyc

Plutarch in Nicia.

2 See Stuart's Antiquities of Athens, vol. 1. c. 4.

3 The inscription upon the architrave, which is of the

same tenor as that upon the monument of Thrasyllus, tes*

tifies no more than that Lysicrates, son of Lysitheides, led

the chorus, when the boys of Acamantis gained the victory,

when Theon played the flute, when Lysiades wrote the

piece, and when Evaenetus was archon. But we learn from

Plutarch and other authorities, that the dedication of the

tripod was always made at the expense of the choragus, or

leader of the chorus (sometimes represented by the whole

tribe, or even by the people of Athens) ; so that there

can be little doubt that the monument was built by Lysi-

crates, and may very properly, therefore, be called by his
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, preferred bestowing all

the expense in external decorations, there being

scarcely any medium in a 'building of such a

form and of such small dimensions (only six

feet in diameter), between closing all the inter-

vals of the columns, or leaving them all open
for the display of statuary, as may, perhaps,

have been the mode of construction in the

neighbouring temple of Bacchus, which con-

name. The orator Lysias (in defens. largit.) informs us,

that the expenses of providing a chorus of men, and of

consecrating a tripod, were 5000 drachmae ; but those of

Lysicrates were probably much greater. The numerous

remains of choragic monuments still found at Athens of

the fifth and fourth centuries B. C. (see Spon, Chandler,

Stuart), shew how well the practice of erecting them

was observed in the best periods of Athenian art; every

branch of which was so admirably encouraged by this and

other similar customs. Most of the choragic inscriptions

still existing at Athens are of the latter part of the fourth

century, but Chandler found one in a house near the monu-

ment of Lysicrates, as ancient as the year of anarchy, B. C.

404; in which a blank was left for the name of the archon,

and where the short vowels were used instead ofH andil, the

Ionic alphabet of twenty-four letters not having been adopted

until the archonship of Euclid in the succeeding year 403.

The same form of inscription is found upon all these monu-

ments, and that of the monument of Thrasyllus, erected B.C.

320, differs not from those upon the choragic dedications of

Aristides and Themistocles, about 485 B. C. (
See Plutarch,

Parall, in Arist. & Themist.)
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tained the Satyr, extending a cup, together with

statues of Bacchus and Love, by Thymilus
T
.

There can be little doubt that the monument

of Lysicrates was such a building as came under

the description of a vaf, and as the frize which

represents in relief the destruction of the Tyr-
rhenian pirates by Bacchus and his daemons 2

,

clearly shews that it was dedicated to the deity,

who peculiarly presided over the exhibitions

and buildings of this quarter of the city, one

can hardly fail to conclude that, like the build-

ing just mentioned, which contained the three

statues, it was a small temple of Bacchus
;
and

one of the temples of the gods in the quarter

of Tripodes, alluded to by Pausanias. The

inscription upon the monument of Lysicrates

shews that it was raised in the archonship of

Evaenetus, who held that office when Alexander

the Great passed over into Asia
3

, or about the

1 See page 17.
2 Pausanias (Attic, c. 2.) describes Acratus as a Scdpwv

fwv dp<pi AJoVucroy. The destruction of the pirates by Bac-

chus appears to have been a favourite subject among the

painters and sculptors of Athens, like the labours of Hercules

and Theseus, the battle of Marathon, and the contest of the

Centaurs and Lapithae. Philostratus (Icon. 1. l. c. 19.)

describes a picture, in which the transformation of the pirates

was represented.
3

Eu'a/vsT'oy ap^ovfa, Ip' ou pacnv 'A/\^av^ov el$ tyv

'A<riav toaftjva*. Clement. Alexand. Strom. 1. 1. c. 21. p.

403. ed. Potter.
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year 335 before Christ. It is consequently the

oldest known specimen of the Corinthian order,

although considerably posterior to the invention

of that order, which we know to have been em-

ployed in the construction of the temple of Mi-

nerva Alea at Tegea, about the year 385 B. C. 1

Len?cum or We have already seen from Pausanias, that
T.ofBac- .

'

. .

- the Lenseum, or sacred inclosure of Bacchus,

was contiguous to the theatre : and this fact is

fully confirmed by Vitruvius 2
, from whom we

learn that it served as a place of shelter to the

people whenever a sudden fall of rain inter-

rupted the scenic representations of the theatre.

The only situation which we can suppose the

Lenseum to have occupied, is immediately below

the theatre to the south ; for, not to mention the

extreme improbability of any but the lowest

part of the city having ever borne the name of

the marshes (AJfwai)> which we have already

seen to have been the name of the quarter

1 Pausan. Arcad. c. 45.

2 Post scenam porticus sunt constituendse, uti cum imbres

ludos interpellaverint, habeat populus, quo se recipiat ex-

theatro : choragiaque laxamentum habeant ad chorum pa-

randum, uti sunt porticus Pompeianae itemque Athenis por-

ticus Eumenia, patrisque Liberi fanum et exeuntibus e

theatre sinistra parte Odeium, quod Athenis Pericles co-

lumnis lapideis disposuit naviumque malis et antennis e

spoliis Persicis pertexuit. Vitruv. 1. 5. c. 9.
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where stood the Lenseum 1

, there is sufficient

evidence to shew that the Lenaeum was not

on the eastern or on the western side of the

theatre : it will presently be seen that the

eastern side was occupied by another building,

and it is observable, that in proceeding west-

ward from the theatre towards the propylaea of

the Acropolis, Pausanias speaks of other monu-

ments without noticing the Lenseum.

Pausanias does not expressly acquaint us, street of

whether the street of Tripodes conducted to

the temple or to the theatre of Bacchus
; but it

is evident, that, situated as I have supposed the

Prytaneium and Lenaeum to have been, the

former under the north-eastern angle of the

Acropolis, and the latter to the south of the

Dionysiac theatre, no street leading in a direct

line from the one point to the other could have

passed by the choragic monument of Lysicrates >

and still less could it have passed by that monu-

ment, if it led directly from the Prytaneium to

the theatre. Either, therefore, the monument of

Lysicrates was not in the street, or (what is not

at all probable) the street must have formed a

considerable curve to the eastward. That the

monument of Lysicrates was not in the street,

is somewhat countenanced by Pausanias, who

makes a marked distinction between the street

1 See p. 17.
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(ttos), and the quarter (%wfJov) of Tripodes, and

who places the temples of the gods (of which I

have supposed the monument of Lysicrates to

have been one) in the quarter. I am inclined

to believe that the street of the tripods passed

immediately at the foot of the rocks tinder the

east end of the Acropolis, nearly in the same

direction as a path which is now found in that

situation. It is not unlikely that the street of

the tripods, after reaching the south-eastern

angle of the rocks, had one branch leading into

the Lenseum, and another into the theatre of

Bacchus, for we still find traces of an opening

in the north-eastern side of the theatre, which

may, perhaps, have conducted the passenger

directly from the street of the tripods into that

diazoma or corridor of separation between the

upper and lower seats of the theatre, which is

seen in the ancient coin of Athens, engraved

in the title-page of this volume.

It is not improbable that, while the temples

supporting tripods were built upon more level

ground to the eastward of the street, those

tripods which were only elevated upon columns,

or placed upon an inscribed basis, occupied the

rocks upon the side of the street, in the manner

1 On the western side of this path are seen some massy

ancient foundations, part of a wall perhaps which supported

a terrace.
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of which we still see remains on the rocks

above the theatre.

It has iust been said, that the ground on the odcmmof
J rc-ncles.

eastern side of the theatre was occupied by an-

other building. This building was the Odeium

built by Pericles, with a roof formed from the

masts and yards of the Persian ships, and rising

to a point like the pavilion of Xerxes 1

; for we

learn from Vitruvius, that the Odeium of Pe*

ricles stood on the left hand of the spectator as

he descended from the theatre.
2 As Pausanias

places this Odeium near the temple, as well as

near the theatre of Bacchus,
3

it may be con-

eluded that it was to the east of the theatre, on

a level with the lower part of that building,

leaving, perhaps, an opening for one branch of

the street of the tripods, between the upper
end of the Odeium and the rocks of the south-

eastern angle of the Acropolis, and a passage

for the other branch between the west side of

the Odeium and the theatre. Such a situation

of the Odeium is sufficiently near the rocks of

the Acropolis to justify the fears entertained

by Aristion (during the siege of Athens by

Sylla), lest the enemy should make use of the

1 See page 18.

* Exeuntibus e theatro sinistra partc Odeium, quod Athenis

Pericles, &c. Vitruv. 1. 5. c. Q.

s *Ecri $e TtXyarfav roy re Ispw roy Aiovucroy KQL\ row

, c. Pausan. Attic, c. 20.

M
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timber of that building for assaulting the Acro-

polis.
1 Neither of the Odeium of Pericles, nor

of either of the temples of the Lenaeum, have

any vestiges yet been discovered ; but as there

is a strong appearance of the soil being much

higher than its ancient level under this end of

the citadel, it is possible that an excavation

might conduct to the discovery of some remains

of these buildings, as well as of the lower part

of the Dionysiac theatre.

It may be here proper to remark, that in the

middle of the rocks at the eastern end of the

Acropolis, there is a large cavern, which, by

some, has been taken for the Agraulium, and

by others has been called the cave of Creusa,

upon the supposition that it was the reputed

scene of the amour of Apollo and Creusa, of

which Ion was said to have been the offspring.

Reasons, however, have already been given for

thinking that the Agraulium could not have

been situated at the eastern end of the Acro-

polis, but that it was on the northern side
;
and

it is sufficient to refer to Euripides in the several

passages of his Ion, already cited,
2
to be con-

'

ijv d<rQevyf e$ ryv dxpotofav Spots' xal

auVo7$ <ryygpeyyey, e(ATtpy<ro(,$
fo 'Xl&icv tva fwj tfol

aur/xa 6 Su'XAa^ e^oi rijV ax^oVoAjy Ivop^XiTx. Appian. de

Bell. Mithridat. c. 38.

a See page 126.
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vinced that the cave of Pan was held by the

Athenians to have been the scene of the amour

of Apollo and Creusa, and the birth-place

of Ion not to mention that we have the ex-

press testimony of Pausanias 1
to the same effect.

The great cave, therefore, at the eastern end of

the Acropolis, is either of recent formation, or

was not considered sacred by the ancients, or

at least has not been mentioned by any ancient

author : and it is remarkable that while the cave

of Pan, and that which I suppose to have be-

longed to the Agraulium, are full of niches for

votive offerings, and other marks of ancient

sanctity, there is no appearance of any such

works in the cavern at the eastern end of the

Acropolis, though it is now so much larger and

more conspicuous than either of the others.

Vitruvius mentions three places as adjacent Port5ctl3
' Eumenia.

to the theatre of Bacchus, serving for a refuge

against rain, or for the preparations of the

chori, one of which, the Odeium of Pericles,

having been to the left or east of the theatre,

and another, the temple of Bacchus, having been

behind the scene, or to the south, it is obvious

that the third, or Eumenian portico, must have

oVo fa, if ortu \ociz fe Ivm xcu tfAr<rlov
'

Ispov ev crmjXala; xa; Havcf Kpfou'cr*i0 9u

tryyyej'ecrOai yop'^oucn. Pausan. Attic.

c. 28.

M
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been on the right or westward of the theatre,

Stuart, therefore, is probably correct in sup-

posing that the long row of arches which ex-

tend from the Dionysiac theatre to the Odeium

of Herodes, and which now form part of the

modern town-wall of Athens, are some remains

of the portico of Eumenes. It may be conjec-

tured, however, that the portico received some

repairs or additions from Herodes when he

built his theatre, the workmanship of the

arches having every appearance of being co-

eval with that of the Odeium.

It has already been remarked, that Pausanias

has made no mention of the Odeium of He-

rodes, in describing his route, from the theatre

of Bacchus to the Propyla3a ;
because the

Odeium was not built at the time he wrote his

Attica. The principal edifice, therefore, which

Temple of be encountered in this route was the Ascle-

pieium, or temple of .ZEsculapius.

This temple was remarkable for containing

within its inclosure one of the few sources of

water which Athens possessed
1

, and it is only by
this indication thatwe can now determine in what

part of the road between the Dionysiac theatre

and the Propylsea the Asclepieium stood.

Toy 'AorjtXTjtfjoy TO tepov effTi St h a.u?w Kf*M>

Pausan. Attic, c. 21.
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From the remark of Pausanias, that Ennea-

crunus was the only source of potable water in

Athens, it seems evident that the fountain of

.^Esculapius was one of those springs of water

unfit for drinking, but suited to domestic pur-

poses, mentioned by Vitruvius. Although ne-

glect and depopulation may have destroyed the

numerous aqueducts of this kind of water an-

ciently existing in Athens, and may even have

obliterated some of its springs, we ought still

to find its principal sources. These, it is na-

tural to suppose, were on the side, or at the

foot, of the Acropolis ; for this hill is evidently

the principal seat of the saline matter which

impregnates those springs, which anciently

formed the eaAacrou 'Epsxffo, or salt well, sacred

to Neptune, in the Erechtheium, and which

still communicates a brackish taste to the wells

of Athens, more or less strong in proportion to

their distance from the citadel. According to

Pausanias, there were only two sources of water

in Athens, besides Enneacrunus; one below

the cave of Pan, the other in the temple of

^Esculapius. It has already been seen, that

the stream Empedo, or Clepsydra, which rose

below the cave of Pan, was reputed to have

had a subterraneous course from Athens to

Phalerum
;
and it is remarkable that Pliny re-

lates the same fable of the fountain
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plus
1
. The natural inference therefore is, that

the fountains of -ZEsculapius and of Pan were

branches of one and the same rivulet of saltish

\vater, called Empedo, or Clepsydra ;
that the

small stream of brackish water, which we now

find flowing at the foot of a modern wall (the

outer inclosure cf the citadel), until it joins the

other spring rising near the cave of Pan, has

its source in the fountain, which was anciently

within the sacred inclosure of /Esculapius, and

consequently that the temple occupied a position

not far from the spot, where that stream is now

seen to rise. Hence it is probable that the

temple of yEsculapius stood between the theatre

of Herodes and the south-western angle of the

modern works, which defend the entrance of the

citadel. A part of this ground was formerly

occupied by a mosque formed out of the ruins

1 Subeunt terras rursusque redduntur et

quae in .ZEsculapii fbnte Athenis immersae sunt, in Phalerico

redduntur. Plin. Nat. Hist. 1. 2. c. 8.

As the story is destitute of proof", and extremely impro-

bable, (the natural course of the Clepsydra being north-

ward, or exactly in the direction opposite to that of Phale-

rum), it can hardly be doubted that this was one of those

fables which the ancients delighted in repeating, often with-

out believing them. The testimony of Pliny, however, is

not on this account the less decisive of the identity of the

Clepsydra and fountain of ^Esculapius with the two sources

now existing.
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of a church 1

, and as the temples ofAthens were

generally converted into churches upon the

establishment of Christianity, it is not impro-

bable that this church was built upon the Ascle-

pieium. It may here be remarked, that the As-

clepieium could not have been under any part of

the southern wall of the Acropolis, or further

to the south-east than the ridge under the south-

western angle of the Propylasa ;
because that

ridge separates the course of all the waters fall-

ing upon the south-western part of the Acro-

polis. It is well known, that among the an-

cients, waters with mineral impregnations were

often held sacred to ^Esculapius, which may
have been the original cause of the position of

the Asclepieium in this spot.

In the year 1676,when Wheler visited Athens ,

he observed, on a part ofthe rising ground to the

south of the Areiopagus, and west of thePropy-

laea, which is now occupied by a Turkish ceme-

tery, a fountain of brackish water issuing from

a Turkish tchesmeh, in the road which leads into

the town, from Lumbardhari, through the pass

between the Areiopagus and Acropolis. He mis-

took it for the fountain Enneacrunus ; but there

can be little doubt that it was the spring of

jEsculapius, diverted from its natural course by

pipes, to supply a fountain constructed in the

usual Turkish manner, by the road-side. About

1 Stuart's Antiq. of Athens, Vol. ii. p. v.
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eighty years afterwards, when Stuart was the

first who examined the topography of Athens,

\vith the care which the subject deserved, he

did not find this fountain in the place where

Wheler observed it
;
but in his plan has marked

the two springs as we now7 find them
;
so that

it appears that the Turkish tchesmeh had then

fallen into neglect, and that the spring of

s had reverted to its natural course.

s *te * ^ie temP^e of ^Esculapius being

fixed, it will follow that the tomb of Talos 1

stood on some part of the slope of the Acro-

polis, between that site and the theatre of

Bacchus.

And here it may be remarked, in reference

to the tomb of Talos and the Asclepieium,

that these two sites complete a chain of posi-

tions under the rocks of the Acropolis, occu-

pied by some of the most remarkable of the

monuments of Athens, in the most central,

conspicuous, and most anciently-occupied part

of the city, and that the completion of this

chain furnishes a strong presumptive evidence

of the accuracy of all the sites as indicated in

the preceding pages. On the north side, be-

ginning from the west, were the sanctuary of

1 It appears from Diodorus
(1. 4. c. 76.), from Lucian (in

Piscator), and from Apollodorus (1. 3. c. 15.), that the name

of this celebrated mechanic was Talos, and not Calos, as it

is written in our copies of Pausanias.
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Pan, the Agraulium, and the Prytaneium : on

the east, the street of the Tripods; and on the

south, the Odeium of Pericles, the Dionysiac

theatre, the tomb of Talos, and the temple of

^sculapius. The positions toward the western

end, thus arranged, accord admirably well with

the words of Lucian, in the passage of his

Fisherman, already cited, where Parrhesiades,

preparing to make his proclamation to the phi-

losophers, alters his intention of ascending the

Areiopagus, and thinks it better to mount up
to the Acropolis, obviously to its western end*

this being nearest to the Areiopagus, as well as

to the most frequented parts of the city. From

hence he observes the philosophers advancing
from the side of the Areiopagus, and climbing

up at the Anaceium, Pelasgicum
1

, Asclepieium,

and tomb of Talos. Here, therefore, it seems

to have been the evident intention of the au-

thor to enumerate all the places surrounding

the western end of the Acropolis.

It remains to ascertain, if possible, the posi- Temples of

,. i
. nrn, - n* 7 Venus, The-

tions ot the sanctuaries or JLhemis, of Venus, mis, and

and of Ceres, which, according to Pausanias 2
,

1 The Pelasgicum was below the cave of Pan, as will be

seen more fully hereafter.

2 MfeT'a $ TO
isgQv

T'oy 'A<ncAij9fJou f&vfy fpQf Thjv
'

xg^woYai tie Tfpo aurou ]W,y^jM,a

8s ryv HdvfyiAOY, sitel fs 'AQy

s$ pxv r
tyex,yev irb fwv Jvjjxwv WAiv, avf^vrt

l HeiQw K<x,rsa"fy<r fa, plv $y rt&Xaux, ayaXjuoara oi/V. TJV
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occurred to the traveller, in ascending from

the Asclepieium to the Propylaea. It has lately

been ascertained that anciently this road was

used by carriages
T
. Now it is sufficient for the

reader to cast his eye upon any drawing of the

western end of the citadel, to perceive that its

north and north-west parts, having terminated

in a perpendicular precipice, a carriage-road

could only have approached the Propylaea by
the ridge, which I have already mentioned,

as falling from the south-western angle of the

Propylaea
2
, and as having the Odeium of He-

rodes at its foot, and above that building the

temple of ^Esculapius. At or near the temple
of .ZEsculapius, therefore, Pausanias fell into

the route which formed the grand approach to

the Acropolis from every part of the city.

The western slope of the ridge, now occu-

l/xou* foe, Ss iv' l/xou fs'/vifMv ty oo fuov dQavwrcLfw i<m 8%

K.O,} IMJV Koyf
1

orjofou KCU
Aij'/xijrfo;

ls ov XAcfyf .

Pausan. Attic, c. 22.

1 A carriage-way through the Propylaea, with marks of

wheels, was discovered by Mr. Cockerell and Baron Haller.
* The modern approach to the citadel is, in like manner,

from the south-west, which shews still more strongly than

the ancient practice, the necessity of having the approach in

that direction
; for the moderns have no carriage-road to

provide for, at the same time that the circuitous direction

of the route is generally more inconvenient to them than it

was to the ancients ; because the modern town lies totally

on the contrary side of the Acropolis, instead of surrounding
it like the ancient.
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pied by the Turkish burying-ground, appears

to have been the situation where stood, on the

ascent to the Acropolis, in a part of the ancient

Agora, the statues of Harmodius and Aristogei-

ton 1
. Higher up, near the foot of the lower Temple of

battery of the modern works, seems to have

been the position of the temple of Venus Pan-

demus and Peitho, near the utmost bounds of

the ancient Agora, eastward
; for it appears on

the one hand, from Euripides, that this temple
of the Popular (7x%,of) Venus stood very near the

hill of Pallas, or the Acropolis
2

; and, on the

1 See page 101.

2 Ka)
Tfflv jw/ev

IXfleTv Tyvfie yr;
v

lxJ>jjU/ov'In'7i'oAuroy 5' sifi

To Xonfov uvofj^a^sv iSpvtrftai Qsciv.

Euripid. Hippolyt. v. 29.

Schol. 'A<

We are not surprised that Pausanias has not made any
mention of Phsedra as having been the founder of the temple

of Venus Pandemus ; as he differs entirely from Euripides in

his story of Phsedra and Hippolytus. Euripides attributes

the founding of the temple, by Phaedra, to her having seen

and fallen in love with Hippolytus, before she quitted Athens

for Traezen. Pausanias, on the other hand, says, that Phse-

dra first saw Hippolytus at Traezen, the scene of his tragic

end. The proximity of the tomb of Hippolytus to the sanc-

tuary of Venus and Peitho, as noticed by Pausanias, might
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other hand, we have already seen from Apollo-

dorus, that it was in or near the ancient Agora
1

.

Thus situated, Pausanias, in his ascent from the

Asclepieium to the Propylaea, would have had

it not far from his left hand
;
and the temple of

Themis, with the sepulchre of Hippolytus be-

fore it, may have occupied a part of the site of

the redoubt of six pieces of cannon, which has

been added since the time of Stuart, to the

south-western angle of the modern works.

Temple of The temple, sacred to Ceres Chloe and Tel-
CeresChloe. . . . ...

and Teiius 1us Curotroplius, I am inclined to think, is still

phus. in existence. At about forty-five feet in front

i of the southern wing of the Propylaea, we find

a very solid Hellenic wall of Eleusinian stone 2
,

and of regular masonry, thirty feet long, and

forming a right angle with the termination of

the Cimonian wall of the Acropolis, so that its

direction makes an angle of about 21 with the

front of the Propylaea, and lies in a N. N. E.

line, or nearly parallel to the ancient road, in its

serve as a confirmation, if any were wanting, of the identity

of that sanctuary, with the temple of Venus Hippolyteia,

mentioned by the Scholiast of Euripides.
1 See page 1 04.

8
It is a hard grey limestone ; I have called it Eleusinian,

because it resembles the stone which was used for the frize

of the Erechtheium, and which is described in the inscription

relating to that building, by the words 'EXsixnv/axoV

See Wilkins's Atheniensia, p. 14/.
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ascent to the Propylaea. The wall is eighteen

feet high, and is decorated at the top with a

cornice of pentelic marble, which, in 1676,

formed the substruction of a small Ionic temple,

described by Spon and Wheler, but now en-

tirely destroyed. At the foot of this wall there

are two doors, coeval with the wall, and con-

ducting into a small grotto, or excavated cham-

ber. This chamber I take to be the sanctuary

of Ceres and Tellus. 1. Because it has every

appearance of being, at least, as ancient as the

Propylsea, its apparent antiquity thus accord-

ing with the worship of Tellus Curotrophus,

which is said to have been established by
Erichthonius 1

. 2. Because the two doors are

well appropriated to the two deities
2
, who oc-

cupied the sanctuary, and to each of whom it

is probable there was an altar. Suidas men-

tions the altar of Tellus Curotrophus, and Eu-

polis speaks of sacrificing a ram to Ceres

Chloe 3
. 3. Because the position of the monu-

rf o'po; ry fa.vT'y $s 0v<ra;

Iv Ax^OTroAer xa) fa^oox l^JcracrQaj, %a'fJV atfo^ovra fr, Tr,

fuJv Tgofieiwv Kortaa'T'TJarai'Ss vo[up,ov roo; 0u'ovra'f TLYI Qswravry

Tt^oQ'jsiv. Suidas in Kouporpo'^o;.
2 Or more properly the same deity under two different

characters. See Proclus in Plat. Tim. Comment. 4. He-

sych. in
Koupor^o^o^.

3
EJ^Ao'ou AvjjXijT'fo; IffoV

syfi if^o; r^'Ax^OTZ'o'Af * xa)

, 'AAA' gy'fii) IToAsw^ &l[^i
'

Qvtrai 'yap jag JsTx^ov

t. Schol. in Sophoc. CEdip. Colon, v. 1600.
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merit, near the right hand of the traveller, on

the road from the Asclepieium, not long before

he^began the direct ascent to the Propylaea,

accords exactly with that given to the temple

of Ceres and Tellus by Pausanias, according to

whom it appears to have been the last object
1

before arriving at the Propylasa. The position

is in conformity also with the mention of the

sanctuary of Ceres Chloe in the Lysistrata of

Aristophanes, where the Athenian women being

in possession of the citadel, Lysistrata is repre-

sented as suddenly alarmed at the approach of a

man, whom, when he has arrived at the sanctu-

ary of Ceres Chloe, Myrrhina, one of the women,

distinguishes to be her husband Cinesias 2
. It

1 The statues in front of the Propylaea may be considered

as appendages only to that building.
2 AT. 'lou, io'J, yuvalxe? .....

"AvS opuj rtpwloifa,

FT. IloD 8" <TT}V ccrric Icrrj ; AT. Hapoi ro ry$ XAo^f.

"to VTJ
Ai I err* Syra ri$, xoiffriv Tfora.

'Ofare, yivcatrKei rig upcav ; MTP. NTJ A/a

^Eyajyg* xa<rriv
ou'/xc-^ ay^f Kivrpla,;.

Aristoph. Lysist. v. 82p.

XAo'i) rj AiJ/A^Tjp sifiQei'ixws. Schol. in v. 835.

Immediately after this scene follows the dialogue between

Cinesias and Myrrhina at the gate, where he proposes that

she should retire with him to the grotto of Pan, and after-

wards wash in the Clepsydra. The steps described in the

coins of Athens (see the title-page of this volume) furnished

a ready descent from the Propylaea to the grotto of Pan.
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is strongly shown also by Suidas, and the scho-

liast of Sophocles, that the temple must have

been on an elevated part of the hill very near

the Propylsea; for Suidas speaks of the altar

of Tellus Curotrophus as being in the Acro-

polis, and the scholiast of Sophocles places the

sanctuary of Ceres Chloe at the Acropolis
1
. It

may be added, that the words of Eupolis, in

alluding to the sanctuary of Ceres Chloe, have

the same tendency ; for, by the word iroXi^ it is

probable that he meant the Acropolis.

1 The propriety of these expressions will be still more

evident, if it is admitted,, as I shall endeavour to show in the

ensuing section, that the ancient fortifications of the western

end of the Acropolis reached as low down as the modern

outer gate.
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SECTION VIII.

Fifth and last Part of the Description ofPausanias.

The Acropolis, Areiopagus, and, Academy.

So many of the most interesting evidences of

Athenian history were contained within the

walls of the Cecropian fortress
;

and it still

possesses so large a portion of the surviving

antiquities of Athens, that this division of the

city must ever demand a large share of the

researches both of the artist and topographer.

In no other part of the city, however,

are the inquiries of the latter so much faci-

litated and abridged by the previous labours of

the former. By the diligence of Stuart and

Revett, who first gave the public a correct

idea of the invaluable specimens of Grecian

art, contained in the Athenian Acropolis, to-

gether with more recent operations
1 of the

same kind, which have added many important
additions and amendments to the work of

Stuart, we are at length arrived, after a gradual

approximation to the truth from the middle of

the seventeenth century, at a correct know-

ledge of those magnificent buildings which

1

Especially by Mr. C. R. Cockerell, who intends pub-

lishing the result of his labours in the form of a supplement

to the work of Stuart.
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adorned the citadel of Athens; not that many
curious discoveries upon the monuments of the

Acropolis may not still be made, when its plat-

form shall have been cleared of the wretched

dwellings which no\v cover its soil, and dis-

figure its appearance 5
but that in regard to the

three great buildings, the Propylsea, Erech-

theium and Parthenon, it is probable that

very little remains to be done,

The western end of the Acropolis, which

furnished the only access to the summit of the

hill, was 168 feet in breadth an opening so nar-

row, that it appeared practicable to the artists

of Pericles to fill up the space with a single

building, which, in serving the main purpose of

a gateway, should contribute at once to fortify

and to adorn the citadel. This work, the greatest

productionof civil architecture inAthens 1

,which

equalled the Parthenon infelicity of execution,

and surpassed it in boldness and originality of

design, was begun in the archonship of Euthy-

177

ii psv TlpoirvXzitx, itfis (piXoTtuJav ypxei xa*

vwv. Philost. Vit. Apoll. Tyan. 1. 2. c. 5.

Demosthenes, in his oration against Androtion, gives a

similar indication of the Propylsea having been considered

upon a parity with the Parthenon, as an effort of architec-

tural art of fa. TUpOTfvh&Kx,, xai T

kxstvoi Kcd raXXa itdvfa, diro ?wv Zafipwv Isp

&c. P. 597, ed. Reiske.

N
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menes 1

,
in the year before Christ 437. It cost

a very large sum of money
2
, and was built

under the directions of the architect Mnesicles,

who completed it in five years
3
.

Of the hundred and sixty-eight feet which

formed the natural entrance of the Acropolis,

fifty-eight were left near 4 the centre, for the

great artificial entrance, the remainder being

closed by two wings, which projected thirty-

two feet in front of the grand colonnade of the

1

Hep} 8s TUJV npQTfvXalwv -rtjV 'A^oiroAsw; tag

Kofo^sfV ypfavro 'A0Tjva7o<,

, ccXXoi Ts Jcrr'opjxacn xa) QiXo^opos sv Ty
'

sv tfpwru) ifsp} 'A0>Jy7jcri

xau rauT'a <py<riv Iv&fsffi plv

fe dveXwQy Jicr^lAia JcuJexa, ifevfs 8s 7fvXa,$ kifoiytrav,

fyv a,KpOTto\iv el(rla,<riv. Harpocrat. in HpotfvXa.i

2 It has been seen in the preceding note, that Heliodorus

states the expense of the Propylaea to have been two thou-

sand and twelve talents : but this is incredible ; for it ap-

pears, from Thucydides, that the expense of all the works of

Pericles, among which, according to Plutarch, we must

include his Odeium, the mystic temple at Eleusis, the Par-

thenon, and one of the Long Walls, as well as the Propylaea,

did not amount to three thousand talents. See some further

remarks upon this subject at the end of the volume.
3 Plutarch. Paral. in Pericl. Heliod. ap. Harpocrat. supra.
4 It has lately been ascertained, from an accurate admea-

surement, that the distance from a to b (see the plan of the

Propylaea) was a few feet shorter than the wall ed: the Pro-

pylaeum, or grand vestibule, therefore, was not exactly in

the centre.
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entrance. The entire building, like others of

the same kind, received the name of Propylsea,

from its forming a vestibule to the five gates,

or doors 1

, by which the citadel was entered.

The wall in which these doors were pierced

was thrown back about fifty feet from the front

of the artificial opening of the hill, which was

itself thrown back a few feet behind the na-

tural entrance. The whole work may be said

to resemble the front of a modern fortification ;

the great vestibule, or Propylaeum, properly so

called, resembling the curtain, and each of the

wings presenting a face and flank, like two ad-

joining bastions.

There can be little doubt, indeed, that the

Propylaea was a work of defence, no less than

of decoration
; the difference between it and

the front of a modern fortification being such

only as naturally arises from the difference of

weapons, and of the art of war in the two ages,

and from the admirable taste with which the

Athenians combined utility with ornament.

This magnificent building was constructed

entirely of Pentelic marble. ThePropylaeum, or

great vestibule, in the centre, consisted ofa front

of six fluted Doric columns, mounted upon four

steps, which supported a pediment: the columns

* Heliod. ap. Harpocrat. supra. The five doors are still in

existence.

N 2
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are five feet in diameter, near twenty-nine feet in

height, and have an intercolumniation of seven

feet, except between the two central columns,

where is a space of thirteen feet, for the sake

of the carriage-way, the traces of which, with

the wheel-ruts worn in the rock, are still in

existence. Behind the Doric colonnade was a

vestibule, forty-three feet in depth, the roof

of which was sustained by six Ionic columns,

standing in a double row, and thus dividing

the vestibule into three aisles. These columns,

although only three feet and a half in dia-

meter at the base, were, including the capital,

nearly thirty-four feet high, their architraves

being on the same level with the frize of the

Doric colonnade 1

. The ceiling was laid upon
marble beams, which rested upon the lateral

walls, and upon the architraves of the two

rows of Ionic columns : consequently there

were three lengths of these beams in the whole

breadth of the Propylgeum. The beams cover-

ing the side aisles were twenty-two feet long,

1

Spon, though he had such a transient view of this build-

ing, and did not even discover that it was the Propylcea,

has accurately described the Ionic colonnade. ' ' II est d'ordre

Dorique par dehors, mais les colonnes qui le soutiennent par

dedans sont loniques, parcequ* etant plus hautes de toute

repaisseurdel'architravepour en soutenirle lambris, la pro-

portion de 1'ordre lonique, qui fait la colonne plus haute

que le Dorique lui convenoit mieux." Tome 2, p. 81.
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and those ofthe centre aisle seventeen feet, with

a proportional breadth and thickness. Such

enormous masses, raised to the roof of a build-

ing standing upon the summit of a steep hill,

and covered with a ceiling most elegantly

adorned and painted, might well excite the ad-

miration with which Pausanias (although in his

usual sober manner) speaks of the roof of the

Propylsea
1
. Of the five doors at the extremity

of the vestibule, the opening of the central and

largest was equal to the space between the two

central columns of the Doric portico in front,

which was the same as the space between the

two rows of Ionic columns in the vestibule : the

doors on either side of the central door were

of a diminished height and breadth, and the two

1 Ta $e HpOTtuhaia A9ou Aeujcov Tyv ogotyyv a^st xat

KOL} peyeQsi rwv X/Oarx jM;gfl 72 tyov Tfgoe~yj. Attic, c. 22.

The best idea of the elegance and magnificence of the

great vestibule of the Propylaea will be formed from an in-

spection of the plates of the Propylaeum of Eleusis, in the

Unedited Antiquities of Attica : for it appears that this

building was almost an exact counterpart of the Athe-

nian Propylaeum, both in design and dimensions. Revett

(in Stuart's Antiquities of Athens, vol.2, c. 5. pi. 4.) has

disfigured the beautiful Ionic columns, by placing them

upon a high square base. Their bases, having been cleared

by Mr. Cockerell, were found precisely to resemble those

of the Propylaeum of Eleusis. The capitals, therefore, may

safely be supplied from the same building. Spun had

already remarked that they were of the Ionic order.
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beyond these still smaller in both dimensions.

These doors led from the vestibule into a back

portico, eighteen feet in depth : it was fronted

with a Doric colonnade and pediment of the

same dimensions as those of the western portico,

but which stood upon a higher level, there be-

ing five steps to ascend from the level of the

western portico and vestibule to the doors and

the eastern portico. From the eastern portico

there was a descent of one step into the adja-

cent part of the platform of the Acropolis.

The wings of the Propylsea were nearly
1

symmetrical in front, each presenting on this

side a wall, adorned only with a frize of tri-

glyphs, and with antas at the extremities. The
extreme simplicity of the wings in this direc-

tion was characteristic of the work of defence,

of which they formed so important a part, and

the purposes of which regulated their construc-

tion. The flanks also of these bastions (to pur-
sue the comparison of a modern fortification)

were uniform in their external appearance,
each of them presenting a Doric front of three

columns in antis of three feet in diameter, sup-

porting pediments, the summits of which were

on a level with the frize of the great Propylaeum.
The inner or southermost column of each wing

1
It has already been remarked, that they differed a few

feet in length.
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stood in a line with the great Doric columns of

the Propylaeum ;
and as both these columns and

those of the wings were upon the same level,

the three porticos were all connected together,

and the four steps which ascended to the Pro-

pylgeum were continued also along the porti-

.cos of the two wings. Here the symmetry of

the building ended ; for, in regard to inte-

rior size and distribution, the wings were very

dissimilar. In the northern wing a porch of

twelve feet in depth conducted by three doors

into a chamber of thirty-four feet by twenty-six,

,the porch and chamber thus occupying the en-

tire space lying behind the western wall of that

wing. The southern wing consisted only of a

porch or open gallery of twenty-six feet by six-

teen, which on the east and south sideswasformed

by a wall, connected, and of the same thickness,

with the lateral wall of the Propylseum, and which

on the west side had its roof supported by a

narrow pilaster, standing between the north-

west column of the wing and an anta, which

terminated its southern wall. Thus the wall

which appeared in front of this wing, and which

preserved the exterior symmetry of the build-

ing, formed only a screen to the open gallery,

between which and the screen there was a

passage
1

, of four or five feet in breadth, leading,

1 Mr. Cockerell has furnished me with a new argument,
that this passage was a back way into the citadel, by his

183
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as I conceive, into the citadel by a postern gate.

That it did not conduct into any chamber at

the back of the open gallery has been proved by
an accurate examination of the south-east an-

gle of that gallery, the outside of which is of

finished masonry, and has no appearance of

having been connected with any other wall.

On the other hand, that it led to a postern

gate is strongly argued, from the consideration

that the military defences of the Propylaea would

have been incomplete without such a postern ;

for we must not lose sight of the fact, that

the Propylaea was chiefly designed to defend

the entrance of the Acropolis. In fact, the

more we examine the buildings at the western

end of the hill, with a reference to the prin-

ciples of fortification, arising from the arms and

mode of warfare of the Greeks, the more evi-

dently will it appear that all the works at this

end of the Acropolis had military defence for

their principal object.

The circumstance which principally regu^

lated the Greeks in protecting the approach to

their fortified places, was the undefended state

of the Greek soldier on the right side of his

body. While an ample shield covered the left

discovery that the porch was parted off from the passage by
a metal railing, connecting the columns of the two open
sides of the porch.
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of the Hoplita, all his right side was exposed
to the missiles of the enemy. It may be in-

ferred from the description by Thucydides
1 of

the battle between the Lacedaemonians and Ar-

gives at Mantineia, that this effect of the arms

of the Greeks was one of the chief regulators

of the movements of their troops in the field of

battle
;
but it was still more important as a

leading principle in their mode of defending

the approaches to the gates and vulnerable

points of their fortresses, as Vitruvius 2 has in-

structed his readers, and as we find exemplified

in a great variety ofGreek ruins still existing in

Greece, Italy, and Sicily. It often taught the

Grecian engineers how to occupy their ground,

and must in many cases have determined the

general form of their fortifications 5 but it still

more frequently regulated the construction of

the gates, and the direction in which they were

to be approached. Many existing remains of

gates furnish proofs of this fact; and in several

places there are still seen traces in the rocks of

the ancient paths leading to the gates, where it

'

Thucyd. 1. 5. c. 71.
*
Curandumque maxime videtur, ut non facilis sit aditus

ad oppugnandum murum, sed ita circumdandura ad loca

praecipitia et excogitandum, uti portarum itinera non sint

directa sed scaeva : namque cum ita factum fuerit, tune

dextrum latus accedentibus, quod scuto non erit tectura,

proximum erit muro. Vitruv. 1. 1, c. 5.
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is very evident that the direction of the path
was contrived with a view to oblige the enemy
in his approach to expose his right side to the

ramparts.

As it follows, from the foregoing principle,

that the left of the front of a Greek fortifica-

tion was more easily defended against the ap-

proach of an enemy than the right, it is obvious

that the western end of the Cecropian hill, the

only approach to which was by the ridge fall-

ing to the south-west,, must by Grecian tac-

ticians have been considered as greatly fa-

voured by nature. Its right, which would other-

wise have been the weaker end, is defended

by steep rocks, while the ridge, which slopes

from the left, by obliging the enemy to ap-

proach in that direction, facilitated the forma-

tion of outworks, which would have the effect

of forcing the assailant to mount the steep

ascent under the continual disadvantage of

the exposure of his right side to the enemy.
In order to render this remark more intelli-

gible, it is necessary to refer the reader to the

plan: a few previous observations, however,

seem necessary.

In the first place, it can scarcely be doubted

that the present road, from the outer gate as

far as the front of the Propylasa, follows pre-

cisely the same track as the ancient carnage-
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way. Such indeed is the nature of the ground,
that a carriage-road could not easily have been

formed in any other direction ; and if the steep-

ness ofthe ground renders such a circuitous route

necessary for the present horse-path, it must

have been still more so to the carriages of the

ancients, who, it should be remembered, were

not so much incommoded as the moderns, by
the detour from the northern part of the city,

as they had an access to the Propylaea for foot

passengers by the steps cut in the rock, traces

of which are still seen near the northern wing
of the Propylsea

1
.

If the ancient and modern roads coincided,

it is also probable that the ancient gate of the

1
It has already been remarked, that these steps have been

recorded on the ancient coin of Athens, which represents

the north side of the Acropolis. (See the title page of this

volume). It appears from a plan of the Acropolis, taken

after the siege of l687> by Verneda, the engineer of Mo-

rosini, that the steps were still in use at that time, as well as

the gate to which they mounted. The gate conducted into

an outer court of the citadel, from which there was an

ascent by another flight of steps behind the pedestal of

Agrippa into the northern wing of the Propylaea. This ap-

proach to the citadel has since been closed ; but its former

existence, under the Turks, furnishes a strong argument,

that when the Turks fortified the citadel of Athens, soon

after obtaining possession of it, they preserved the ancient ap-

proaches, and did little more than raise their walls, and erect

their batteries upon the ancient outworks or platforms.
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outworks stood nearly in the same spot as the

modern outer gate A, and that the inscribed

stone, belonging to an ancient gate
1

, which

now forms the architrave of the modern gate,

is nearly in its original situation.

It may be observed, upon a reference to the

plan, that the gate A was completely com-

manded from the wall BC of the Acropolis,

and that the assailant, in moving from A to C,

had his right continually exposed to troops

stationed upon the platform supported by that

wall. Having turned the angle C, he had

his right again exposed to the part of the plat-

form above the temple of Ceres and Terra, in

which state he continued to advance as far as

E
; for it is not to be supposed that the Athe-

nians failed to take advantage of the steep

ascent in that part, by forming a terrace from

D to E, for the purpose of commanding the

road beneath. When the assailant had suc-

ceeded in turning this terrace, by a passage be-

tween the end ofit and the pedestal F, he made a

bend to the right, and approached the entrance

of the Propylaea. When he had thus taken the

outwork B E in reverse, the besieged must

have been under the necessity of retiring into

1 It records the gift of a pair of gates to the Acropolis

by F. S. Marcellinus. See page 102.
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the Propylsea. In approaching the entrance G,

the besieger was exposed in front from the Pro-

pylaeum, and on either side from the wings I, K ;

but his right was still the most in danger ; be-

cause the besieged in the southern wing had

the power of retreat, and of reinforcement,

through the postern, which I suppose to have

been placed at or near the modern gate L.

This situation was so well secured and covered

by the construction of the southern wing, that

the postern still afforded the means of endan-

gering the rear of the assailants, even when they

were in possession of the great vestibule itself.

And thus it seems evident that a postern at

the back of the southern wing was essential to

the military defences of the Propylaea, and that

the inequality of the two wings is not to be

ascribed to any difficulties arising from the na-

ture of the ground ; but that while the decora-

tion of the Cecropian hill was the object of the

artists of Pericles in the architectural embel-

lishments of the Propylaea and in many of its de-

tails, its plan was part of a well-imagined system

of defence, the general design of which was,

perhaps, much more ancient than the time of

Pericles.

Among the modern buildings which encum-

ber and disfigure the ruins of the Propylaea, the

high tower standing upon the southern wing
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appears to be of a different construction from

*he rest. Its erection in this spot may have

been suggested by the convenient form, size,

and position of the southern wing for such a

building; and it is not impossible that the

pediment and roof of that wing may have been

removed upon the occasion. , I am disposed to

think that this high tower is not more recent

than the time of the Frank princes of Athens,

and that it was built for the purpose of com-

municating by signal with the Peirgeeus, and

along the coasts on one side, and through Attica,

Bceotia, and Phocis on the other ;
for we find a

chain of similar towers in both directions, and

the practice seems in the middle ages to have

been common to all the countries bordering

upon the Mediterranean. Among the Turks,

on the contrary, there is no evidence of such a

custom having ever been in use ; neither their

footing in Greece, their manners, nor their re-

ligious principles, encouraging any such exten-

sive or vigilant system of defence.

The other modern constructions of the Pro-

pylsea are evidently Turkish, and were pro-

bably added soon after the Turks obtained pos-

session of Athens, in 1455, when the recent

invention of artillery, and the power and vici-

nity of the Venetians, rendered a better de-

fence to the citadel necessary than was afforded
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by the ancient form of the Propylaea. An apart-

ment was then raised upon the top of the

northern wing, and the Propylaeum or great

vestibule was formed into a magazine of pow-
der and military stores

1

, by closing four of the

doors at the eastern end, and by walling up the

Doric columns of the western front. This ma-

gazine having been struck by lightning about

the year 1636, all the upper part of the eastern

side of the Propylaea was thrown down by the

explosion ; but the western part of the build-

ing seems to have suffered little damage ; for,

in 1656, when Spon and Wheler visited Athens,

the pediment of the western front, which has

now disappeared, together with all the enta-

blature, was still in its place. It was even

standing after the siege of 1687, if we may
trust to the drawings

2 of the engineer, Verneda,

made after the capture of Athens by Morosini.

It has already been remarked, that in front Temple of

Victory.

1 A part of these military stores consisted of a great quan-

tity of the kind of armour which was in use before the in-

vention of gunpowder ; for Spon and Wheler relate, that

after the explosion, shields and bows and arrows were found

dispersed over the surrounding country. The use to which

the Propylrea had long been put seems to have suggested

the name of the arsenal of Lycurgus, son of Lycophron, by
which it was known among the Athenian pretenders to

learning in the seventeenth century.
a See Fanelli, Atene Attiche.
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of the southern wing of the Propylaea there

stood, in the year 1656, a small Ionic temple.

The brief descriptions of Spon and Wheler are

the only memorials which we now possess of

this interesting monument, with the exception
of a few of its fragments still to be seen upon
the spot, and of four marbles with figures in

relief forming part of its frize, which are now
in the British Museum. The following are

the words of Spon :
" Ce temple est d'ordre

lonique
1

, avec de petites colonnes canele'es et

la frise charg6e d'un bas relief de petites figures

d'assez bonne main, dont il y a une assise et

neuf ou dix debout devant et derriere. II n'a

qu'envirori 15 pieds de large et il sert mainte-

nant aux Turcs de magasin a poudre." Wheler

adds, that it was " built of white marble, with

one end near the wall ;" and that it was " not

above fifteen feet long, and about eight or nine

feet broad." This temple seems either to have

been destroyed in the siege of ] 687, when the

Venetians particularly directed their batteries

against the entrance of the citadel
2
, or it may

1 Wheler says they were of the Doric order ; but Stuart,

who found the fragments of the temple exactly in the spot

described by his predecessor, justly remarks, that Wheler

was mistaken, and that Spon was right in calling it an Ionic

temple.
*
Fanelli, Atene Attiche, p. 3O8.
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have been removed by the Turks, in order to

make room for the modern work which now

occupies its site, and which appears to have

been added about the time of the siege, as Spon
and Wheler found the small temple standing in

a place now occupied by a part of the work.

In the year 1751, nothing remained of the

temple but the fragments already mentioned,

together with the frize described by Spon and

Wheler ; Stuart then found the latter built into

a neighbouring Turkish wall, from whence,
about the year 1804, it was removed by the

Earl of Elgin.

The front of the Propylsea having been al-

ready closed by a modern wall when Spon and

Wheler arrived at Athens, it was very natural

for them, in such a hasty
1

visit to the Acropolis
as they made, to think, after having traversed

three gates of the modern citadel, that they
had passed the Propylsea, and were within the

ancient Acropolis, when in reality they were pro-

ceeding by a road nearly coinciding with that of

the present day, in a direction parallel to the front

of the Propylsea. Here observing a small tem-

1

They went only once to the Acropolis, when they hasten-

ed past the Propylaea to see the Parthenon. es Nous nous

hitames d'aller voir la grande mosquee, qui etoit autrefois

le temple de Minerve, comrrie la plus considerable piece de

la citadelle." Spon, tome 2, p. 28,

o
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pie on their right, they thought that its posi-

tion agreed exactly with the words of Pausa-

nias 1

, and concluded that it was the temple of

N/xij 'Aiftspos, or Victory without wings
2
. I am

disposed, though certainly not for the same

reasons which guided them, to think they were

right in their conclusions : but as this is one

of the points of Athenian topography, upon
which there is the greatest variety of opinions,

it is necessary to examine it more fully.

In stating that the temple of Victory was on

the right of the Propylsea, and the c'woj^a %ov

yp&qds, or chamber containing pictures of Po-

lygnotus and other artists on the left, few per-

sons will doubt that Pausanias meant the right

and left hand of the traveller
3
, in his progress

Twy g rtyotfuAa/wy Iv te<a N/JOJ; t<T*\v 'Aifrepov

s<rn $s iv dgio-fspd fwv HpQifvXalwv owj/xa

Pausan. Attic, c. 22.

Spon supposed that the Propylaeum, or great gateway,
had entirely disappeared, and that the buildings to the right

and left of it only remained ; that the temple on his right

was the temple of Victory, and that the great building on his

left was the
olxijju-a l%ov ypa,<pd$ t

or temple (as he interpreted

the word oTxij/^a), containing pictures. Wheler, with better

judgment, thought that a large building with two wings

could not be a temple or a picture-chamber, and suspected

the truth, that it was the Propylaea itself.

8 In the description of Thebes by Pausanias, the case is

precisely similar. Entering the city by the gate of Plataea,
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from the lower part of the city into the Acro-

polis 5
for although passages may be found in

this author where his meaning in the use of the

words right and Ift is ambiguous, it can never

be so where it is his evident intention to de-

he says, jfffi Jg Ao'po; Iv f<a fujy wuAwv Ispog
'

f

xaAsTrcu $s 6
Ao'<pO xai 6 00 'Icr

(a^vjo^

fou TrorajW/ou T'a.vT'ri rov 'loyfyvlw. Here we are sure,

from the undoubted positions of Plataeaand the river Ismenus,

that the latter must have been on the right of the road en-

tering Thebes from Platsea. In like manner, going from

Thebes to Chalcis, he says, Tey//ojcrcroy fe ev dpifffspS, c-ra-

lov; Tfpos^QovT'i siffci, Thltravrd; Icrrjy ipslifia ;
and having ar-

rived at the Euripus, rys Ayttyrpos rb Ispov zv &< fy$ My>-

xaXijircr/a^ KO,} oAiyov air durou Ttpsshfiovn k<rriv AuAV; and

tr
t ; Bo/wr/aj ?oi Iv dpi<ri'ep rou EJpiVou Mstriratfiov o^o^ xa-

favpsvw xa) u?r' ayrw Bowrwv ITT; QaAacrcnj^ TTO'A^ Icrrlv 'Av9ij-

^cuV. Here again the known situations of the places leave not

a doubt that the words right and left were applied to the right

and left hand of the traveller as he entered Chalcis from

Thebes. I may here take occasion to remark, that upon simi-

lar occasions, so frequently occurring in Pausanias, he gene-

rally uses the words, Idvn, ioWwv, loiJcn, IXfloWwx, or their com-

pounds with ITT), dvoc,, eifavci, iipb, tfpo$ j
to which is added,

sarriv sv $%ioi, or Iv dpiirrepx,- either with or without the words,

?y$ oJou, or fys tewQopov ; but often the participle is left out,

and he proceeds with the name only of the place or monu-

ment added to Iv Oea, or tv dpiffTspa. I recollect only two

instances where these words seem to have relation, not to the

right and left of the traveller's route, but to the fronting of

the place which Pausanias is describing: the one is at the

temple of Despaena, near Megalopolis, the other at Phigalia

( Arcad. c. 33, 41.) ; but in the former instance the thread of

o 2
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scribe a succession of objects on any particular

line, as undoubtedly occurs in his account ofthe

Propylaea and the adjacent monuments. Pre-

suming, therefore, that the northern wing was

one of the two buildings mentioned by Pau-

sanias, which, as it occupies all the space be-

tween the great vestibule and the northern wall

of the Acropolis, it evidently must have been,

it follows, from the interpretation of his words,

right and left, just given, that the northern wing
was the picture chamber 1

;
and I find it impossi-

ble, therefore, to subscribe tothe opposite opinion

of Chandler, who, interpreting lv fefrf, twv ify-

wxaiwv to have reference to the western front-

ing of the Propylaea, supposed the right or

northern wing to be the temple of Victory.

The word oTx^a, it may be added, would not

be very well applied to such an open gallery or

portico, as we know the southern wing to have

been ;
nor would such a portico, in which there

his route had been interrupted by a long description of the

temple ; in the latter, he had arrived at the end of his route,

had occupied near three chapters with the description of Phi-

galia, and proceeds immediately afterwards to describe Pal-

lantium, on the opposite side of Arcadia.

1
It is probable that the centre of the roof of this chamber

was hypaethral, or open to the sky, a mode of construction

not uncommon both in Greek and Roman buildings. The

door and two windows in the portico would not have ad-

mitted a sufficiency of light for the pictures.
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were only forty-two feet of wall, have easily

received the numerous pictures described by

Pausanias, in addition to those which were too

much obliterated by time to be decyphered by
him. On the other hand, the northern wing

being a closed building, although not a temple,
would be well described by the word Smi^a, and,

as it forms an integral part of the Propylsea,

it agrees with the words of an ancient author,

who speaks of the pictures as being in the

Propylaea
1
.

But if the open portico forming the southern

wing was little adapted to have been the pina-

cotheca, or picture-chamber, still less was it

suited to the temple of Victory. Pausanias, in

reference to the story of .ZEgeus, who threw

himself over the rock, upon perceiving the ship

of his son Theseus returning with black sails,

particularly states, that the site of the temple
of Victory commanded a view of the sea 2

;

whereas the southern wing of the Propylaea

turned its back upon the sea, if such an ex-

pression may be allowed, being open only on

the north side, and being closed by a wall, not

only on the eastern and southern sides, but

1

w; IToAjU,wv <pi}<r}v
ev rev rtst} TWV tv ?u$ IT^o-

ifv\otloi$ TTivaxcyv. Harpocrat. in

a ToJy $e ITfGTruAalwy ly e<

ivfsl^Bv y 0aAa<r<ra' acrr/ cruyOTT-roj' KOU rat/ni gltyas Alyeu;

jauT-ov, w? Asycucnv, JrsAgrs'jcrgv. Pausan. Attic, c. 22.
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screened even on the western by the wall which

stood in front.

To those who suppose the northern wing to

have heen the temple of Victory, the same objec-

tion occurs, and perhaps still more strongly,

that wing being farther removed from the side

of the Acropolis, to which a person looking out

for a vessel coming from Crete would naturally

repair. No part of the Propylasa, in fact,

except the front of the great vestibule, com-

manded a view of the sea, which, even from

thence, was visible only towards Salamis and

Corinth, but not at all in the direction in

which ^Egeus may be supposed to have watched

for the ship. Even upon a first view of the

question, indeed, it seems very improbable that

Victory Apterus, a goddess whose worship was

connected with the earliest history of Athens,

should have been lodged in any part of a build-

ing, which was not of very early date, and the

several parts of which were combined to form

an entire work, designed for purposes ofmilitary

defence and decoration. Ofwhatever date may
have been the temple of Victory, seen by Pau-

sanias, there can be little doubt that (like many
other temples existing in his time 1

, ruins or frag-

ments of some of which remain to this day) it

1 Thus the Olympium ofAthens, finished by Hadrian, stood

on the site of a temple begun originally by Pisistratus ; the

Erechtheium was raised upon the foundations of the old build-

ing, which covered the olive-tree and salt-well ; the Parthe-
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occupied the identical spot where tradition re-

ported ^Egeus to have looked out for his son's

return, and where an earlier temple or altar was

erected to Victory without Wings. The situa-

tion where Spon and Wheler found the small

Ionic temple is precisely the spot best suited

to such an action ; for it commands a view of

all the parts of the Saronic gulf, visible from

the Acropolis, including Scyllaeum of Traezenia,

together with the islands of the ,/Egean sea

beyond that cape.

After the battle of Marathon, when victory

so often attended the Athenian arms, and when

the republic rose with rapidity to glory and do-

minion, it is natural that, without forgetting

the ancient fact or fable which had given rise

to the worship of the wingless goddess, a new

mythological meaning should be attached to that

worship. Victory was then fabled to have been

fixed by Minerva to her favourite spot, the Acro-

polis, by being deprived of her wings
l
. Her sta-

tue was sometimes identified with Minerva her-

non, on the earlier Hecatompedum ; and the Panhellenium

of ^Egina, on the site of the temple or altar dedicated by

JEacus.

1
rteS&s 0"f}y e'/wv 'Evud\io$, ayaX/xa app^aTov

yvw|xij Ss
TJ au-nj AaxsJa/jxov/wv re t$ rovfo l<mv ayaXju-a, xai

*A0ijva/wjy s$ Tyv "Aiffspw xaXoujagvijv N/xijy, ruJv jwJv OUTTOTS

ew 'EvudXiw (peuywra tiyytreo-Qal ff<pi<riv IVS^Q^BVOV *a.~$

'AftjroJcw # rijv N/xijv auro'9i del phew, oux

Pausan. Lacon. c. 15.
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self, and hence called Nj 'AQijnj
1

; as well as

ATftsposi and it was represented with a pomegra-

nate, the type of abundance, in the right hand,

and a helmet, symbolical of military virtue, in

the left
2
.

Nothing seems more probable than that the

exterior of the temple of such a deity should

have been adorned with such a frize as

that which Spon and Wheler observed on the

small Ionic temple in their time, and which is

now to be seen in the British Museum. It con-

sists of four pieces of Pentelic marble, one foot

seven inches in height, and four inches and a

aifrepov %ov sv pv TJJ

on $s stiptzto Ttap 'ASijvalojj

?y ffpouT"*) rtsp} 'AxpQTfoXswf.

Harpocrat. et Suid. in N/XTJ 'AOvj'y^.

It may here be observed, that N<JJ 'AS^'vTj is not to be

confounded with 'AOrjSoj Noojpo'fOf, which was the epithet of

Minerva, bearing a winged Victory in her hand, as repre-

sented by Phidias.

*
Although the statue alluded to by Harpocration may

not have been of the earliest times, there can be little doubt

that its attributes were the same as those of the original

statue. It appears from Pausanias (Eliac. Prior, c. 26.) that

there was an imitation of the Athenian N/xij "ArtTepof at

Olympia,, made for the Messenians by Calamis, an Athenian

artist who lived in the fifth century B. C. We learn from

the same passage in Pausanias, that the statue at Athens

was a oayov, or wooden statue, which agrees with the ac-

count of Lycurgus, as stated by Harpocration in the pre-

ceding note.
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half in thickness, covered with figures in high

relief, in the finest style of Athenian art. Upon
two of them, each six feet one inch in length,

is sculptured, in a continued design, a battle be-

tween Greeks and Persians, the latter of whom
are distinguished by crescent-shaped shields and

long loose dresses. The other two marbles,

each of which is six feet eight inches and a half

in length, represent a battle of Greeks against

Greeks.

It can hardly be doubted that these sculp-

tures were intended to record two of the most

celebrated victories gained by the Athenians

over their enemies. If we suppose, as their

workmanship indicates, that the temple was

erected between the Persian and Peloponnesian
wars 1

, in that half-century of prosperity and

overflowing wealth, when the Athenians ap-

plied so large a portion of their own revenues,

of the plunder of the treasury of Delos, and of

the sums collected from their tributaries, to

the establishment of new buildings, or to the

renewal of those burnt by the Persians 2
, among

which last we can hardly suppose that a tem-

ple of Victory would not have been included, it

will almost necessarily follow, that the action

between Greeks and Persians represents the

battle of Marathon, and that between Greeks

1 Between the years 4/9 and 431 B. C.

e
Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 13. Plutarch. Paral. in Peric).
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and Greeks, the victory gained over the Boeo-

tians and Chalcidenses of Euboea. For if the

former was the barbarian triumph, of which the

Athenians were most proud, their glory upon
that occasion having been unshared with any
of the other great states of Greece, the latter

must have been no less their pride, as being the

most important victory which they had gained
over any Grecian state previous to the Pelopon-

nesian war. In one day they defeated the

Boeotians, and, passing over into Euboea, gained

such a decisive victory over the Chalcidenses,

that it was followed by a division of the lands

of the great proprietors of Euboea among a co-

lony of four thousand Athenians
1

, and thus it laid

the foundation of that dependence of the island

upon Athens, which continued during the whole

course of Athenian prosperity, and which was,

in fact, a leading cause of that prosperity.

The tenth of the spoils of the days of Marathon

and Chalcis were destined to two magnificent

dedications in the citadel
2

; and there is every

reason to think, that the little Ionic temple was

built at the exact period when these two vic-

tories were the most recent and the most glo-

rious of which the Athenians had to boast.

It is difficult, from the short and imperfect

description of Spon and Wheler, to ascertain in

'Herodot. 1. 5. c. 77. Plutarch. Paral. in Pericl.

* Herodot.ibid. Pausan. Attic, c, 28. See p. 28.
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what part of the platform of the outwork before

the southern wing of the Propylsea, the temple

of Victory stood, or in what direction it faced ;

but a tolerably correct idea of its construction

may be formed from its existing fragments, ,

compared with the length and breadth of the

building, as preserved for us by Spon and

Wheler. Mr. Cockerell, who accurately de-

signed and measured the fragments which re-

main upon the spot, consisting of parts of the

columns, antae, architrave, and ceiling, finds that

they accord exactly with the pieces of the frize

in the British Museum, and with the dimension

of fifteen French feet by eight or nine, ascribed

to the temple by Spon and Wheler, upon the

supposition that the entire temple consisted of

two columns in antis, without any cell
1
.

203

1 In order to convert such a temple into a powder maga-

zine, as the travellers found it, its front must have been

walled up.
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That such, indeed, was its construction, may
be strongly argued from Spon, who says that

there was a frize of small figures infront of the

temple, and another behind. Now, as the length
of one pair of marbles in the British Museum is

twelve feet two inches, and that of the other

thirteen feet five inches, it is evident that they
could not have occupied the short dimensions

of the temple ; consequently one of the long
dimensions must have been the front intended

by Spon, and the other the back. As to the

difference between the length of the temple

(fifteen feet) and the length of either pair of

marbles, it was evidently occupied by the stones

at the angles of the frize
1

, which were probably
unadorned with figures, as the frize at each end

of the temple also appears, from the words of

Spon and Wheler, to have been.

It may1)e objected, perhaps, to the preceding

opinions upon the situation of the temple of

Victory, and of the Pinacotheca, that if the

words of Pausanias prove the latter to have been

the northern wing of the Propylsea, we must,

in consistency, infer from the same authority,

that the southern wing was the temple of Vic-

This is confirmed by an examination of the four marbles

in the British Museum, none of which could have been at any
of the angles of the building.
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tory; and that otherwise Pausanias omits all

mention of that wing. Whether such an ob-

jection counterbalances the arguments which

have been stated for a contrary opinion, can

only be left to the reader's judgment; for it

must be confessed that no other reply to

them can easily be found than the remark,

that the style of Pausanias is often ambiguous,
and deficient in perspicuity ; that he affects a

brevity not at all favourable to topographical

accuracy; that he is generally satisfied with

a vague indication of positions, which is the

cause of much obscurity to us, though it may
not have been so when the objects were in

existence, and familiar to his readers ; and

that he may easily be supposed to have passed

over the southern wing of the Propylaea unno-

ticed, if, as is most probable, it was merely
used as a place of arms, or of shelter, for the

use of the persons entrusted with the custody
of the gates'.

1 Chandler is singularly unfortunate in his remarks upon
the Propylaea, having misapprehended his predecessors,

Spon and Wheler, in almost every particular. Intending

to follow their information, he observes, that the northern

wing (which he supposes to have been the temple of Vic-

tory) was blown up about the year 1656; Spon and Wheler,

however, in mentioning this explosion, were not speaking of

the northern wing, but of the Propylseum or great vestibule
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Pedestal of On the steepest part of the ascent towards

the Propylasa, in a line with the upper Turkish

battery, we find, advanced seventeen feet before

the south-western angle of the northern wing
of the Propylsea, and near forty feet from the

great Doric colonnade, a lofty pedestal, fifteen

feet square, and twenty-seven high ;
its summit

being of such a height, that the top of a statue,

twelve feet in height, would be on a level with

the capitals of the great columns. The con-

itself. The small Ionic temple, not the southern wing of the

Propylaea, as Chandler imagined, then became the magazine,

in which state Spon and Wheler found it in 1670. Again,

Chandler conceived that the columns of the small Ionic

temple and its frize, representing the battle of the Greeks

and Persians (he calls them Amazons, and takes no notice

of the battle of Greeks against Greeks), belonged to the

southern wing of the Propylasa, which is in direct contradic-

tion to Spon and Wheler, who clearly describe both the frize

and columns as belonging to the small detached temple, which

was on their right hand in entering the citadel. Chandler

then remarks, that the pediment of the northern wing was

standing in 1676; whereas Spon and Wheler only say, that

the pediment of the Propylaeum itself was then standing.

Lastly, instead of trusting to his own eyes, he copies Wheler's

mistake, of supposing the front of the Propylaeum to have

consisted of four Doric columns instead of six, and its roof

to have been supported by four Ionic columns instead of

six : and he adds a new error of his own, namely, that the

columns of the pronaos of the northern wing were Ionic

instead of Doric.
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struction and form of this pedestal prove it

to have been of Roman times ;
an inscription

under the cornice shows that it formerly sup-

ported a statue in honour of Marcus Agrippa,
as a benefactor of the people of Athens 1

; and

its height and dimensions are such as were

suited only to a statue which was colossal or

equestrian. It is further remarkable, that the

pedestal did not stand parallel to the front of

the Propylaea, but that it had its south-western

angle thrown a little back, undoubtedly for the

purpose of more advantageously exhibiting to

those who ascended the hill, the statue which

stood upon it. This circumstance, combined

with that of the position of the pedestal, in

front of one of the wings of the Propylaea, and

with the remark of Pausanias, regarding the

ornamental effect of two equestrian statues,

which he mentions as standing at or near the

same edifice
2

, leads directly to the inference

that there was another pedestal similarly placed

before the southern wing, and that the statues

which stood upon these two pedestals were the

two equestrian statues of which he speaks. As

the inscription upon the existing pedestal shows

Agrippa to have been in his third consulship, it

may reasonably be conjectured, that the southern
1 TQV laurou (scil. TQU ATJ^OU) sJg^y/Tijv, and not?. Ka/ou s.

as Chandler read it.

2 raV (J^sv
ouV gTxoWf fwv 'nfifswv ou'x e%w vatyius tlrtsiv^ite o<

. At.c.22.
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pedestal supported a statue of Cains Caesar

Octavianus, who was the colleague of Agrippa

in his third consulship, and who had arrived in

that year at such a height of power, that he

was made consul for the seventh time, and was

dignified with the title of Augustus.
The remarkable expression of Pausanias, that

he was doubtful whether these statues were in-

tended for the sons of Xenophon, or merely

for ornament, when their intention must have

been so notorious, from the recency of their

history, as well as from the inscriptions upon
their pedestals, was probably a consequence of

that fear of giving offence, which in several in-

stances has caused him to use obscure lan-

guage, when examples occurred of Roman bar-

barism, or Grecian baseness
1
. Thus he avoids

1 Dion Chrysostonij in his Rhodiac oration, exposes, in a

forcible and even ludicrous manner, the custom common

among the Rhodians, of altering the names of the statues

with which that city abounded, and he gives some instances

of the same practice among the Athenians. At Athens it

had existed long before the time of Chrysostom ;
there

the colossal statues of Attalus and Eumenes had been in-

scribed to M. Antonius (Plutarch, Paral. in M. Ant.) ;
and

Cicero alludes to it as a common custom, in a letter to his

friend Atticus, wherein he expresses his wish of having a

statue erected to him by the Athenians. Equidem valde

ipsas Athenas amo : volo esse aliquod monimentum : odi

falsas inscriptiones statuarum alienarum. (L. 6*. ep. 1.)

We can hardly doubt that this contemptible practice ori-

ginated among the Athenians, whose meanness and base flat-
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acquainting us to whom it was that an inscrip-

tion had been placed upon the statue of Nep-

tune, near the Peiraic gate, and conceals the

names of the persons to whom the statues of

Miltiades and Themistocles in the Prytaneium
had been newly dedicated. The statues of the

sons of Xenophon may, in like manner, have

been placed upon two new pedestals, con-

structed for the purpose, and thus converted

into statues of Augustus and Agrippa. In the

Propylaeum of the New Agora (which was

erected.,, out of the donations of Augustus,
which was adorned with a statue of Julia,

and surmounted by another of Lucius, son of

Agrippa, and grandson of Augustus), we have

already seen other instances, although posterior

in date, of the beneficence of Augustus to-

wards the Athenians, and of their gratitude or

flattery towards his family.

The Parthenon, or great temple of Minerva, Parthenon,

stood upon the highest platform of the Acro-

polis, which was so far elevated above its west-

ern entrance, that the pavement of the peristyle

of the Parthenon was upon the same level as

the capitals of the columns of the eastern por-

tico of the Propylaea.

The Parthenon was constructed entirely of

tery was not less followed by the rest of Greece, than their

example in learning, art, and every elegant invention had
been in better times.
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white marble, from Mount Pentelicum. It con-

sisted of a cell, surrounded with a peristyle,

which had eight Doric columns in the fronts,

and seventeen in the sides. These forty-six

columns were six feet two inches in diameter at

the base, and thirty-four feet in height, standing

upon a pavement, to which there was an ascent

of three steps. The total height of the temple
above its platform was about sixty-five feet.

Within the peristyle, at either end, there was

an interior range of six columns, of five feet

and a half in diameter, standing before the

end of the cell, and forming a vestibule to

its door : there was an ascent of two steps

into these vestibules from the peristyle. The

cell, which was sixty-two feet and a half broad

within, was divided into two unequal chambers,

of which the western was forty-three feet ten

inches long, and the eastern ninety-eight feet

seven inches. The ceiling of the former

was supported by four columns, of about

four feet in diameter, and that of the latter

by sixteen columns, of about three feet
1
. It

is not known of what order were the interior

'

1 The number of the columns in either chamber has been

recently ascertained by Mr. Cockerel], by means of the con-

struction of the pavement, and by the trace of one of the

columns in either chamber. Their diameters have been

inferred from the same traces.
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columns ofeither chamber. Those ofthe western

having been thirty-six feet in height, their pro- .

portion must have been nearly the same as that

of the Ionic columns of the vestibule of the

Propylaea; whence it seems highly probable

that the same order was used in the interior

of both these cotemporary buildings. In the

eastern chamber of the Parthenon the smallness

of the diameter of the columns leaves little

doubt that there was an upper range, as in the

temples of Paestum and -^Egina. It is to be

lamented that no remains of any of them have

been found, as they might have presented some

new proofs of the taste and invention of the

architects of the time of Pericles
1
.

Such was the simple construction of this

magnificent building, which, by its united ex-

cellencies of materials 2
, design, and decora-

1 In the interior of the temple at Phigalia are two new

varieties of the Ionic order, one of which, by its helices and

leaves of acanthus, must be considered as belonging to the

order afterwards called Corinthian. It proves, therefore,

that the Corinthian order dates from the age of Pericles.

Vitruvius gives the honour of its invention to Callimachus,
who lived about that time, and who made the golden lamp
and brazen palm-tree in the temple of Minerva Polias.

* The beautiful marble with which nature furnished the

Athenians, was one of the great concurring causes leading

to their unrivalled pre-eminence in architecture and deco-

rative sculpture. Admitting as fine a surface, and presenting

as beautiful a colour, as ivory, with a still sharper edge, it

p 2
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tions, was the most perfect ever executed. Its

dimensions of two hundred and twenty-eight
feet by a hundred and two, with a height of

sixty-six feet to the top of the pediment, were

sufficiently great to give an impression of gran-
deur and sublimity, which was not disturbed by

any obtrusive subdivision of parts, such as is

found to diminish the effects of some larger

modern buildings, where the same singleness of

design is not observed. In the Parthenon, whe-

ther viewed at a small or at a great distance,

there was nothing to divert the spectator's con-

templation, from the simplicity and majesty of

mass and outline, which forms the first and most

remarkable object ofadmiration in a Greek tem-

ple ;
and it was not until the eye was satiated

with the contemplation of the entire edifice,

that the spectator was tempted to examine the

decorations with which this building was so pro-

fusely adorned ;
for the statues of the pedi-

ments, the only decoration which was very con-

spicuous by its magnitude and position, being
inclosed within frames, which formed an essen-

tial part of the design of either front, had no

more obtrusive effect than an ornamented ca-

pital to a single column.

was admirably calculated to encourage the successive efforts

of artists studying to excel their predecessors in the effects

produced.
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As it was one of the objects of the great

statesman, under whose directing genius the

Parthenon rose, to furnish employment in every
branch of art to those excellent artists with

whom Athens then abounded, it was admirably
contrived that the temple should be of a design

the best adapted to decorations of sculpture,

and that it should be adorned with every species

most esteemed among the Greeks. Within the

cell was an example of chryselephantine sculp-

ture, having but one rival in Greece, and that

by the same master ;
under the colonnade, and

in other parts of the temple, stood statues of

bronze; in the aeti, or pediments, were two

compositions near eighty feet in length, each

consisting of about twenty entire statues of

superhuman size ;
under the exterior cornice,

in harmony with the projecting features of that

part of the building, were ninety-two groups,

raised in high relief, from tablets four feet three

inches square ; and, lastly, along the outside

of the cella and vestibules reigned a frize of

three feet four inches in height, and five hun-

dred and twenty feet in length, to which a re-

lief, slightly raised above the surface of the

naked wall, which it crowned, was most ap-

plicable.

That which chiefly excites our wonder in

these beautiful works is, that their execution is
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such as in almost every part to admit of the

minutest inspection, although the nearest of

them were not seen at a smaller distance than

forty feet. We cannot have a stronger proof
that considerations of economy entered very
little into the calculations of Pericles, and that

the Athenian artists aimed at nothing short of

perfection in their productions, and at glory for

their highest reward. Having formed the con-

ception of a finished and perfect work, Phidias

and his scholars could not be contented with any

thing short of its execution. Satisfied with its

being for a short time submitted to the near

inspection of the public, they thought it could

receive no higher honour than that of contri-

buting to adorn the temple of the protecting

goddess, of being consigned to her care, and of

becoming the object of a small share of the

veneration paid to her. They felt assured

that, although the generality of spectators

might view it at too great a distance to appre-

ciate all its merits, those whose superior taste

and knowledge rendered their admiration the

chief object of the artist's ambition, would

always find the means of obtaining a nearer

view ; for it cannot be doubted that facilities

were given to artists, and to curious na-

tives and strangers, to mount to the summit

of the temple for the purpose of obtaining a
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close inspection of the pediments, metopes, and

frize
1
.

The frize which crowned the exterior of the

cell and its two vestibules, represented the pro-

cession to the Parthenon on the grand quinquen-
nial festival of the Panathengea. Although this

subject has been treated by Phidias in a manner

which in many respects is ideal and poetical,

there can belittle doubt that, as well in general

design as in detail, the composition is correctly

descriptive of the procession which actually

took place. No part of the work is now at-

tached to the temple, except that which is

above the western vestibule
;

but from the

drawings of Carrey, taken before the explosion

which ruined the building, added to the designs

of Stuart, and to the originals which have been

saved from the ruins, and which are now in the

British Museum, we derive (although some parts

are undoubtedly still wanting) a tolerably correct

idea of the entire work. The procession is re-

presented as advancing in two parallel columns

In the temple of Jupiter at Olympia, which closely re-

sembled the Parthenon, both in design and dimensions, there

was a winding ascent to the roof (avoJo; sir] rov ogo<pov <rxoXtci t

Pausan. Eliac. Prior, c. 10.) which appears, from the con-

text, to have been in the great chamber. Here the situa-

tion, best adapted for concealment, was behind the statue.

It is not improbable, therefore, that there was a similar wind-

ing stair behind the statue in the Parthenon.
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from west to east, one along the northern and

the other along the southern side of the temple ;

as facing inwards, after turning the two angles
of the eastern front, and as meeting towards the

centre of that front. Hence it is evident that

all the figures of the southern frize must be re-

presented as moving to the spectator's right, and

those of the northern side to the spectator's left,

and that in the eastern frize those towards the

south end face to the spectator's right, and those

towards the north end to the spectator's left.

Near the centre of the eastern frize there are

twelve deities, known to be such from their

superior stature, and from their being seated

upon chairs. Six of these deities face to the

south, opposite to the head of the southern co-

lumn of the procession : the other six face to

the north, and are consequently opposed to the

head of the northern column. The former six

are separated from the latter by five standing

figures, which occupy the centre of the eastern

frize, and which are consequently the central

figures of the whole composition. They con-

sist
1 of the two arrhephori delivering the bas-

i The reader will not fail to remark, that the explanation

of the frize which follows has in great part been adopted

from Visconti. In some instances I have ventured to differ

from him. Even with the sanction of his name, however,

these remarks must only be regarded as opinions, several of
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kets of unknown contents
1
to the priestess of

Minerva, next to whom the second archon, or

SaenAguf, or king of the divine rites, receives

the peplus, or sacred veil, from the hands of

a young man 2
.

There is considerable difficulty in ascer-

taining the intention of the Athenian artist as

to several of the twelve seated figures. It arises

from two circumstances, which apply both to

these and to several other figures, as well in the

frize as in the metopes and pediments. First,

the symbols and attributes which indicated the

different deities among the later Greeks and

Romans, appear from the sculptures of the Par-

thenon to have not been much in use in the

Periclean age. To a people so learned in their

religion as the Athenians, each deity was suf-

ficiently described by the general expression of

his countenance, form, and attitude, whereas to

us, who are ignorant of the greater part of the

Attic mythology and superstitions, such indica-

tions are not always sufficient, especially as the

heads of many of the figures, according to the

which may very possibly be controverted when the marbles

have been more thoroughly examined.
1 See Pausan. Attic, c. 27.
* No. 18 of the British Museum contains these five central

figures, together with Jupiter, Juno, and Hebe, to the spec-

tator's left, and Hygieia and ^Ssculapius to the spectator's

right.
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usual practice ofthe Turks, have been purposely

defaced, or their features obliterated. Secondly,

many of the attributes and minute details of the

figures were expressed by metallic ornaments, of

which we see vestiges in numerous round holes

visible in many parts of the marbles, and in the

remains of bronze fastenings existing in some of

those holes. These metallic appendages were,

of course, the first things to suffer by the effects

of time and spoliation.

As seven of the deities of the frize are male,

and five of them female, it is evident that they

did not represent the twelve gods, commonly so

called, of whom there were six of either sex.

If (as some reasons will hereafter be given for

supposing) one of the pediments represented

the gods of Greece, according to the earliest

state of Grecian mythology, and the other

the assembly of Olympus at a later period, it

is not improbable that Phidias, either in con-

formity with the ceremonies of the Panathenaic

festival, or for the sake of varying the subject,

may upon the frize have retained only such of

the Olympian deities as were more peculiarly

the objects of Athenian worship, and that, in

place of the others he may have preferred some

of the Attic gods, whose temples indicate the

veneration in which they were held at Athens,

thus introducing ^Esculapius, Theseus, Erech-
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theus, Agraulus, and Pandrosus, in place of

some of the twelve gods of Olympus.

Following this supposition, and thinking it

very probable that Minerva, the chief deity of

the temple, may have been omitted in this sub-

ordinate part of the work, I am inclined to be-

lieve that the six deities facing to the south or

to the spectator's left were, 1. Jupiter ; 2. Juno,

raising her veil, and having her daughter Hebe

standing beside her 1

; 3. Mars in repose, the end

of his spear appearing at his heel
2

; 4. Ceres

1 Instead of Juno and Hebe, Visconti has named these

figures Minerva and the winged Victory. But the veil is

the usual attribute of Juno, seldom or never of Minerva j

which circumstance, together with the situation of the god-

dess by the side of Jupiter, seems to leave little doubt of its

being Juno. Among other examples of the association of

Hebe with Juno may be mentioned that of the Heraeum,

near Mycenae, the most celebrated temple of Juno in Greece.

Here Pausanias (Corinth, c. 17.) describes a statue of Hebe

as standing by the sitting statue of Juno. Visconti seems

to have been misled by mistaking the veil of Hebe, which

she holds up with her left arm, for a wing : whence sup-

posing that a winged figure could be no other than Victory,

he concluded that the sitting figure near it must be Minerva.

If there was a wing, what was the left arm doing
> it cannot

be supposed that the arm was either resting upon the wing
or supporting it.

2 Visconti supposed this to be Triptolemus, though he has

recognised the exact posture of the figure in a Mars of the

Villa Ludovisi : the remains of the spear he seems not to

have observed. Memoire, p. 54.
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holding a torch j 5. Triptolemus, whose inti-

macy with Ceres is indicated by the position

of the two figures ; and, 6. Mercury bearing the

petasus in his hand 1

: the posture of the fingers,

and a hole between the finger and thumb, seem

strongly to shew that formerly there was also

a caduceus of bronze in Mercury's hand.

Of the six deities who face to the north,

or to the spectator's right, two only are in the

British Museum ; these Visconti supposes, with

great appearance of truth, to be Hygieia con-

versing with uEsculapius, who rests upon his

staff
2
. Of the other four it is difficult to judge,

* The fifth and sixth figures were supposed by Visconti

to be the Dioscuri; but independently of the petasus of

Mercury, which Visconti could hardly have failed to re-

mark, (though he does not mention it,) the two figures are

obviously of different ages, which would not have been the

case with the twin brothers. Enough of the head of the

fifth figure remains to distinguish that it was bearded, and

the body is broader and more muscular than that of the

sixth. It may be asked, perhaps, why that appearance of

familiarity between Triptolemus and Mercury, indicated by

the former leaning upon the shoulders of the latter ? If we

were better acquainted with the Eleusinian mysteries we

might perhaps be able to answer that question. Pausanias,

speaking of Triptolemus, (Attic, c. 14.) suddenly leaves us

in the dark, by telling us that he had been warned by a

dream to say no more upon the subject.

*
I am rather at a loss to discover the snake of Hygieia,

which Visconti adduces as a proof. There is indeed some-
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as we possess only the designs of them by Car-

rey. I am unable therefore to substitute any

more plausible conjecture to that of Visconti,

who supposed that they represent Neptune,

his son Theseus, Agraulus, and Pandrosus, and

that the boy standing by the last is the young
Erechtheus.

Before the six deities facing to the south

stand six magistrates, who appear to be con-

versing with one another, and one of whom is

leaning upon a staff
1

. The procession is opened

by young women, some of whom bear instru-

ments shaped like trumpets, others vases 2
;
and

the five last appear, from Carrey's drawings, to

have borne large circular patera?. The proces-

sion of young women continues to the south-

east angle, with the exception of the last figure,

which is a magistrate
3

looking round on the

part of the procession which follows him. He
is interposed between the end of the procession

thing upon her left arm that may be taken for it : it must,

however, have been not such a serpent as usually accom-

panies Hygieia, but little better than a worm.

1 No. I/ of the Elgin collection contains Mars, Ceres,

Triptolemus, Mercury, and four of the magistrates: the

other four magistrates are in No. 16.

* No. 16, 15, of the Elgin collection.

3 A single figure at the end of No. 62, on the other face

of which stone are the victims.
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of females and the beginning of that ofthe sacri-

ficial oxen, which opens at the eastern extremity
of the southern side of the temple. Some of

these victims are proceeding quietly, others

are struggling against the utmost efforts of the

men on foot, in long loose dresses, who accom-

pany them x
. Next to these, as it appears from

the drawings of Carrey, were four women bear-

ing square instruments 2

5
and then a crowd of

men of various ages, who are followed by cars.

Of the eight cars designed by Carrey, fragments

of four are in the Elgin collection 3
; they are

drawn by four horses
;
in the two best preserved

the car is mounted by two men, of whom the one

on the right holds the reins, while that on the

left bears a shield. Men on foot walk by the

sides of the horses; a young warrior with a

shield walks on the right-hand side of one of

the cars. The cars were followed by horsemen 4
,

who extended, as it appears from the drawings ofl

Carrey, as far as the south-western angle, where

the last horseman is accompanied by a man 01

1 No. 62, 61, 60, 59, 58, 57, of the Elgin collection.

Supposed by Visconti to be the
Sitppoi,

or folding chairs,

carried by the women of the USTOIXOI, or sojourners, for the

wives of the Athenian citizens.

3 No. 56, 55, 54, 53.

4 Of this part of the procession there are about seventy

feet in the Elgin collection, from No. 40 to No. 52 inclusive.
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foot. With the exception of a few, who are

covered with a cuirass sitting close to the body,
all the horsemen are more or less clothed with a

loose drapery ; some ofthem have a close helmet;

but the greater part are bareheaded. In Car-

rey's drawings several are represented with the

broad-brimmed, low-crowned hat, called the

Arcadian pilus'j but none of these are in the

Elgin collection.

Before the six deities
2
facing to the north

stand six magistrates, as <pn the other side : four

of them are leaning upon staffs. A seventh

magistrate faces, and appears to give directions

to the two leading figures of a procession of

young women, between whom and the next two

females is an eighth magistrate, facing and ap-

parently employed like the seventh. A fifth

woman walks singly, and has a vase in her

hand 3

;
the seventh has a candelabrum

;
then

^ollow two singly with vases, and two singly

,

l Visconti calls it the Thessalian pileus ; but the following

passage in Philostratus renders it probable that the Athe-

nians called it an Arcadian hat ; evso-ry o 'ffyo/% 'ApKciSi

Tfl\(ti -njv xg^aATjv ffnd&v u$ Iv wpoc, Qspovs itdfei
'AQyvyo-iv.

Philostr. in Herod.

2 The Neptune, Theseus, Agraulus, Pandrosus and Erech-

theus, are only to be seen in Carrey's drawings ; the seven

magistrates are in No. 19, 20, of the Elgin collection.

3 From Carrey's drawings.
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with paterae
1

, beyond whom two others 2
ter-

minated the eastern end of the frize at the north-

east angle. The north side, like the south,

began with victims 3
, which are followed by the

ffK&w<popoi or metaeci, bearing trays filled with

loaves of bread and other offerings
4

: after these

came three men bearing skins of wine on their

shoulders ; four 5

players on the flute, by the

+ side of the first of whom was a boy leading a

hog ; then four players on the lyre, after whom
was a crowd of men of different ages on foot

6
.

These are followed by cars similar to those on

the south side
7

. From hence to the extremity

of the northern side is a procession of men

1 No. 21 of the Elgin collection.

2
Carrey's drawings.

3
Carre}

7 *s drawings.
4 One of these and part of a second are in No. 11 of the

Elgin collection.

s Visconti says three, but Carrey's drawings, which are

now the only authority, clearly indicate four.

6
Carrey's drawings.

7
Carrey drew five cars, fragments of all which are in the

British Museum, in No. 23, 24, 34, 35, of the Elgin collec-

tion; one of them is mounted by a young person alone,

whom Visconti supposed to have been intended for a per-

sonification of Victory. These cars, like those belonging to

the southern frize, are all quadriga?. Visconti therefore was

mistaken in describing some of them as drawn by two and

others by three horses.
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on horseback 1
, with the same admirable va-

riety of action, costume, and drapery displayed

in the horsemen of the southern frize. Among
the last figures are two dismounted horsemen,

the last of whom is followed by a boy on foot,

who is the last figure at the north-west angle.

The procession of the horsemen at the western

extremity of the south-side, ended in like man-

ner with the figure of a man on foot.

On the western frize the figures face to the

north, or spectator's left, so that this part must

be considered as a continuation of the northern

column of the procession. Like the adjoining .

end of the northern side, it is formed in part of

dismounted horsemen, and was undoubtedly in-

tended to represent the rear of the procession,

where the individuals had not yet fallen into

their ranks. Some are represented as drawing
on their buskins, others as adjusting their bri-

dles ; others arejust about to mount their horses,

while some are contending with their horses,

which are endeavouring to escape. A magis-

trate
2
at the north-west angle appears to super-

1 Nos. 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 3-5, 36, 37, 38, 32, 33,

of the Elgin collection. One of the horsemen, on Nft. 32,

has an Arcadian hat hanging over his shoulders.

2 This figure, being on the return face of the stone, which

formed the extremity of the northern side, has been pre-

served with that part of the frize, and is in No. 33 of the

in collection.
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intend this part of the procession, which ter-

minates at the south-west angle, with a man on

foot holding up his chlamys. The western frize

differs from the others, in having the figures

in general more detached from one another.

Metopes.
Of the metopes in the frize of the peristyle,

it has already been remarked, that there were

ninety-two in all, fourteen on either front, and

thirty-two on either flank of the temple. The

height of the relief of these works, some parts

of which are entirely detached from the tablet,

together with their exposed situation rendered

them peculiarly liable to injury, from wanton

violence and from the effects of weather. The
southern side, however, from some cause dif-

ficult to explain, escaped better than the others,

which appears to have been the reason why
Carrey, when the temple was complete, copied
all the metopes of this side, and not any of the

three others.

Fifteen of the original metopes of the south-

ern side are now in the British Museum, and

one in that of Paris. From the circumstance of

there being a Centaur in all these metopes, as

well as in all those published by Stuart, it has

often been supposed that these fabulous mon-

sters furnished the subjects of all the metopes
of the Parthenon 1

; but upon examining those

1 Stuart has contributed still farther to this error, by re-

presenting Centaurs in the metopes of his restored western
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which still subsist upon the ruined building, it

appears that, out of thirty-six, the designs of

which are more or less decypherable on the

east, north, and west sides, not one contains a

Centaur ; so that it is probable, that the Cen-

taurs were only on the south side of the temple.

Even on that side it is shown by the drawings

of Carrey, that nine of the metopes towards the

middle did not contain Centaurs, and that of

the remaining twenty-three, five (one of which

is in the British Museum) represented not a

Centauromachia, but a Centaur carrying off a

woman ;
so instead of the combats of the Cen^

taurs having supplied subjects for all the me-

topes of the temple, they were represented

upon eighteen only out of the ninety-two. On
the eastern and western fronts we may still

trace remains, more or less perfect, of the

greater part of the metopes. On the northern

side, the destruction of the central part of the

building carried with it all the metopes between

the third, (beginning from the east) and the

twenty-fourth; and of these intermediate ones

we have now no records whatever.

The variety of these works, and the beautiful

execution still manifest in every remnant of

front of the Parthenon, where he could hardly have failed to

perceive that they did not exist.

Q2
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them, furnish a new and surprising proof of the

admirable skill and invention of the Athenian

sculptors. It would be equally interesting to

the artist and the scholar to discover the inten-

tions of Phidias, in the choice and arrangement
of the subjects ;

but their explanation is very

difficult, not less from the total loss of some of

the metopes, and from the very imperfect state

of others, than from our ignorance ofmany parts

of the mythology of Athens. The Centauro-

machiae show that the fabulous wars ofthe Athe-

nians supplied a part of the subjects ;
it may be

presumed that the great actions and inventions

ofMinerva herself, together with the exploits of

the heroes, who immortalized themselves under

her influence were also included among them \

The following are the only remarks which these

considerations have suggested to me, upon
an examination of the drawings of the metopes*

made by Carrey, by the artists employed by
Lord Elgin and by Mr. Cockerell.

Those of the eastern front seem to relate to

actions of Minerva herself, and of the principal

In this light there are few great exploits of ancient

heroes, that might not form the subject of a metope of the

Parthenon, Minerva having been the peculiar protectress of

heroic actions ; as such she is often in the ancient designs,

or poetical descriptions of them, represented as present.
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Athenian heroes, treated nearly in the same

manner in which we so often find them deli-

neated on the ancient Athenian pottery
1
.

On the north side, a female figure is seen in

most of the metopes of which we have any re-

mains. Hence it may be conjectured, that this

side related in great part to the war of the

Amazones, in like manner as the opposite side

of the temple related chiefly to the other great

fabulous Athenian contest with the Centaurs 2
.

On the west front, the seventhand eighth, from

1 On the east front, beginning from the south, the first me-

tope represents a hero, killing a fallen adversary, who has a

lion's skin. 2. Hercules and lolaus contending with the Hydra.

3. Another hero subduing his adversary. 4. Minerva Gi-

gantophontis (slaying one of the rebel giants.) 5. Minerva,

the inventress of chariots for war or racing. (5. Hercules de-

livering Theseus from captivity. 7. Minerva taming Pega-
sus for Bellerophon. 8. Another victorious hero. 9. Her-

cules with the stolen tripod seized by Apollo. 10. Minerva,

the inventress of chariots. 11. Theseus delivering an Athe-

nian from the Minotaur. 12. Minerva Gigantophontfs.

13. Another victorious hero. 14. A biga rising from the

water j
two fishes near the wheels. The male figures are all

either naked or with a loose chlamys suspended upon the

arms. In the monornachia:! one (and sometimes each) of the

combatants has a round shield. The women are for the

most part draped to the feet.

2 Of the remaining metopes on the north side, the 26th and

30th (from the east) are quite obliterated. The following

are most remarkable : the 25th, which represents two females

before an altar
;
the 2pth resembles the ancient designs of
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the southern end, are obliterated
; but it appears

from the others, that the subjects throughout
were alternately a horseman, with a prostrate

pedestrian, and two combatants on foot; the odd

numbers (beginning from the south) containing
the latter, and the even numbers the horse-

men. This symmetry and conformity of sub-

ject render it probable that the whole front re-

lated to the warlike exploits of the Athenians 1

.

It has already been stated that, on the south

side, all the metopes had reference to the war

with the Centaurs, with the exception of nine

towards the centred

Bellerophon watering Pegasus ; Bellerophon was said to have

made war upon the Amazones (II. Z. v. 186. Find. Ol. 13.

Apollod. 1. 2. c. 3.) The last, at the west angle, which

is very beautiful and well preserved, represents a woman

draped, holding a large veil with both hands, and standing

before a draped figure seated upon a rock.

1 The dress of the vanquished pedestrian in No. l, and

his shield in No. 5, seem to be Persian.

2 Of these metopes our only memorials are the drawings
of Carrey. It does not appear whether he numbered them from

the east or the west. No. 13 contains, Two female figures.

14. A man holding his chlamys with both hands; a woman,
who stands beside him, looks into a box, which is in her left

hand, while her right holds the lid : perhaps Erechtheus with

Herse, or Agraulus. 15. A draped figure in a biga. 16. A
victor about to strike a prostrate enemy. 17. A man; a

woman stands behind him, holding something in both hands.

18. Two female figures in strong action : a small figure on
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Under each metope of the eastern front are

seen quadrangular holes, which, since their

formation, have been filled with pieces of mar-

ble. Similar excavations are seen also on the

western front, but over each column only. As

we are informed by Pausanias, that the temple
of Jupiter at Olympia was adorned in this part

with gilded shields
1

, and that of Delphi with

golden shields 2
, and that the tyrant Lachares,

when he fled from Athens before Demetrius

Poliorcetes, carried away with him, together
with a part of the gold of the statue of Mi-

nerva, the golden shields in the Acropolis
3

;

it is highly probable this may have been the

situation of those golden shields : that the holes

in the architrave were made for the reception of

the fastenings of the shields, and that they were

one side. 19. Two female figures. 20. One of the Fates

unrolls a volume ; the other holds a pair of shears in her right

hand. 21. Two women : one of them, naked above, crowns

a small statue upon a column, which stands between them.
1 rov 8s ev 'OAu

(

a9n'a vaou ??[$ vifsp TtZv xidvwv rtspiQewa-qs

&vy$ xara fo BKTQS d<riri$e$ iuriv Jtfr^ucro/, plot, xa,} e"xotri

dpiQubv, civattract, <rTpa,frjyov Pa;/xa<W MojXfuoy. Pausan.

Eliac. Prior, c. JO.

2 orfXa 8e sir} fuv ertio-rvXiuv %fua-a, 'AQyvofioi ptv fas

a,<r
f
iti$a$ diro T'OU Ipyou rou kv Ma^aflaiVj aveflstray. Pausan.

Phocic. c. l.

l au'ro fy$ 'ASijvaj ro ayaX(

aa TOY tfsgioupsTov atfoJuVa^ xoV-

K, &c. Pausan. Attic, c. 25.
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filled up after the robbery of Lachares. On the

eastern front, there were inscriptions between

the shields
; the holes by which the letters of

metal were attached, being still apparent in the

marble.

Pediments. it remains only to speak of those magnificent

compositions of statuary which decorated either

pediment of the temple. With the exception

of two mutilated statues near the northern

angle of the western front, none of these are

now remaining upon the building. The only

evidence, therefore, which we possess to guide
us in determining either the general subject of

the two compositions, or the personages for

whom the several statues were intended, is to

be found in a comparison of the existing frag-

ments preserved in the British Museum, with

the description given of the works themselves,

by certain persons who formerly saw them upon
the temple. These persons are, 1. Pausanias,

who merely states that, at the entrance of the

Parthenon, the works in the pediment (la-iovcm . .

lv fdtg dsrol;) related to the birth of Minerva, and

that those of the opposite end (oW9e) repre-

sented the contest of Neptune and Minerva for

the Attic land. 2. Carrey, who designed them

for the Marquis de Nointel, in the year 1674.

3. Spon and Wheler, who have described them

as they existed in the year 1676; that is to say,
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in the same state in which they were drawn by

Carrey. 4. Stuart, who delineated all that re-

mained in the year 1752.

It might naturally be supposed that Pau-

sanias having supplied us with the subject of

these works, Carrey having designed them

when there were several figures in the eastern

pediment, and when the western wanted not

much of being complete that the fragments,

moreover, of some of those in the western pedi-

ment, together with all those designed by Car-

rey in the eastern, being now in the British Mu-

seum
5
there ought, therefore, to be no great

difficulty in explaining them. It unfortunately

happens, however, that the drawings of Carrey

are so badly executed, that the original cha-

racter of many of the figures is quite lost, and

that in the eastern pediment all the central and

principal figures, upon which the explanation

of the entire composition must chiefly depend,

were lost before the drawings of Carrey were

taken. Hence it is still a matter of doubt in

which of the two pediments the contest of Nep-
tune and Minerva was represented, and in which

of them the birth of Minerva.

I am aware that this question is supposed by

many persons to be decided by the eastern

facing of the cell, since it is sufficiently proved,

from the position of the twelve deities in the
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centre of the eastern side of the frize, and from

the direction of the two columns of procession

towards that point, that the eastern end of the

cell was that by which the procession entered,

and consequently that the great statue of the

goddess faced to the east. We know, indeed,

from Plutarch 1

that ancient temples generally

had that aspect ; we find it exemplified in all the

principal temples existing in Greece, and among
them in the temple of Minerva Polias, and it is

fully confirmed as to one of the statues in the two

temples of Minerva in the Acropolis by a pass-

age in Dion Cassius- ; whence it can hardly be

doubted that both of them had the same eastern

aspect. It is evident, therefore, that the larger

1

Hpo$ EW fay Ispwv SXsitovTwv' Plutarch. Paral.in Numa.

It appears that this practice of the time of Numa was after-

wards reversed by the Romans
;

for Vitruvius says,
"

Sig-

num quod erit in cells! spectet ad vespertinum cceli regionem

...... ut qui adierint ad aram ..... spectent ad partem cceli

orientis et simulacrum, quod erit in aede." Vitruv. 1. 4. c.5.

In Greece there were probably many exceptions to

eastern fronting among the sanctuaries of the minor deities.

The temple of Pandrosus furnishes one example.
8 Where he relates a prodigy which happened at Athens in

the reign of Augustus. The statue of Minerva in the Acro-

polis, which before faced the east, was found turned towards

the west.

.... fijs 'AQyv$ ayaX/joa. . . . zv ty oiKpoirotei ifpos avaroAuux

tfyvpevov ifpog fe roi$ $u<r(jt,a,s psretrtpa.?*) xa) afyta arteifrvo'ey.

Dion Cass. 1. 54, c. 7.
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or western apartment of the building contained

the statue facing to the east, and that the smaller

was the opisthodomus
1

, or celebrated treasury,

where the valuable offerings and pledges were

1

Harpocration, Suidas,the scholiast of Aristophanes, and

the Etymologicunr, leave it doubtful whether the opistho-

domus was a portion of the Parthenon or a separate building :

but Plutarch is decisive in shewing that it was a part of the

temple. He tells us that the Athenians, by an excess of

flattery towards Demetrius Poliorcetes, lodged him in the

opisthodomus of the Parthenon as a guest of the goddess,

and that such was the irregularity of his life, that he was by
no means a creditable guest for a virgin to receive in her

house. The several authorities just stated are subjoined for

the reader's satisfaction.

'O olxos o oTTitrflgy row vsuj ry$ 'A0ijya ovTw xaAglrtu, Jy aw

a.TtETiQsvTO TO. xpyiAOLTa. Harpocrat. in
'Oitio-Qo$o[j,of.

.... pepo$ i-l Ty$ 'Ax/JOTToAsw; Tuv 'A^vaJwy, Ixfla ijy ri

ra/Aelby, oififfQsv Tov Tr^g 'A0)jva vaou, ly u> difsTiQsvTo roL %pi}-

ju,ara. Suidas, in
'OffKrflo'fyu-Of.

Qs TOU yew $iifXc>u$ T'oTp^o^ fT

, l%wy Oupax, OTTOW yv Qy<ra,vpo(pv

Schol. Aristoph. Plut. v. 1194.

'A9>jya/o< Ss TO

QV leptv Ty$

Etymol. Mag. in 'OtfrS0'of/,0.

.... TOV yoip OTTKr^oSo^Qv Tov Tla.pQevu}vo$ drtESsifav avYuJ xa-

xeu fcsvl&iv au'roy, ou Traxu xoV/xjov ^gyoy ou $' w$ TfapQsvw

ffr&QpavovTot,. Plutarch. Paral. in Demetr.

Were it not for the mistake of Minerva Polias for Par-

thenon, the expression of the scholiast of Aristophanes would

contain a very accurate description of the opisthodomus :
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deposited, the nature of which is shewn by the

inscribed marbles found upon the spot, several

of which are now in the British Museum f
.

But although it cannot be doubted that in

regard to the statue of the goddess and its

worship, and in regard to all the religious cere-

monies of the temple, the eastern end of the

cell was its front, and the principal, perhaps the

only, entrance into the larger chamber
; yet it

is very doubtful whether the eastern end of the

peristyle was considered the front of the entire

building, any more than the western. At either

end is a pronaos before a large door, entering

into the cell, and we find no distinction what-

ever in the external appearance of the fronts.

It seems highly probable, therefore, that it was

the express intention of Ictinus 2
, that neither

the words toffAouV roT^d; orturQs fov vew, l%o;v Qupav are exactly

suited to the western chamber of the cell of the Parthenon,

the 0u/oa being the great door which opened into the western

vestibule.

1 One was brought to England by Chandler, and presented

to the British Museum by the Society ofDilettanti. This, with

two others, were copied at Athens by Chandler, and are pub-

lished in the Inscriptions Antiquae, p. 41. There are some

other fragments from the opisthodomus in the Elgin collec-

tion, which have not yet been published.

It appears from the testimony of Strabo and Pausanias,

that Ictinus was the most celebrated architect of his time,

and that the Parthenon, the mystic temple of Eleusis, and
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front should have a superior degree of import-

ance over the other : nor is it difficult to account

for this intention of the architect ;
for if the

eastern end was the front in reference to the

religion of Athens, the western as facing in the

same direction as the Propylasa and entrance of

the citadel, and as looking down upon the

Agora and Peirseeus, and towards Corinth and

the Isthmus, had a still stronger claim to that

distinction. And hence it has arisen that all

travellers, as well those before the time of

Stuart, who was the first to observe the indica-

tions of the eastern fronting of the cell, as those .

who have followed Stuart without paying par-

ticular attention to his remarks upon the sub-

ject, have been in the habit of supposing the

western pediment to be that which Pausanias

the temple of Phigalia, were the great monuments of his

genius. Plutarch, indeed, is somewhat at variance with

these two authorities as to Ictinus. He states the Eleusinian

temple to have been the work of Corcebus, Xenocles, and

Metagenes, and that the Parthenon was the joint work of

Ictinus and Callicrates. But Callicrates was probably only

the egyoXdGos,
or contractor for the expenses; in which ca-

pacity Plutarch tells us that he was employed in the addi-

tions made to the Long Walls by Pericles. It appears from

Ausonius that in a later age the credit of the Parthenon was

given solely to Ictinus.

in arce Minervae

Ictinus. Auson. Mosel. v. 308.
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meant by the words !<nou<r<v Iv ro~; aVroT;-, and the

eastern pediment to be that which he de-

signated by the word oWfle. Such, in fact, must

naturally be the impression of every spectator

in reference to the fronting of the Propylaea, and

to the position of the Acropolis with regard
to the surrounding scenery, and such therefore

was, in all probability, the idea of Pausanias

himself; for it is almost unnecessary to repeat,

that Pausanias seldom viewed or pretended to

describe the buildings or works of art in Greece

as an artist or an architect, but chiefly as a

mythologist ;
so that in speaking of buildings,

monuments, and even of the situations of

places, the vulgar and obvious meaning is ge-

nerally to be attached to his words, and not

the refined and technical.

If his word Swarfa appears improper as applied

to that front of the exterior temple which co-

vered the approach to the great statue, the

words Iv ro7$- aeroT^, on the other hand, seem, in

the manner in which Pausanias employs them,

strongly to mark that he intended to designate

by them the western pediment. This will ap-

pear from the following considerations.

It cannot be doubted that Pausanias, in his

description of the Acropolis, adopted some par-

ticular order in mentioning the several monu-

ments. What this order is appears from the rela-
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live situations of the Parthenon, Erechtheinm,

and four other monuments, which no longer

exist, but the positions of which are known from

a comparison of other authorities with that of

Pausanias. These monuments are, 1 . The sta-

tue of Jupiter Polieus. 2. The Gigantomaehia,
or battle of the gods and giants, on the south-

ern wall. 3. The brazen statue of Minerva, by

Phidias, dedicated from the tenth of the spoils

of Marathon. 4. The brazen chariot with four

horses, dedicated from the tenth of the spoils

of the battle of Chalcis.

1. The statue of Jupiter Polieus, which is

mentioned by Pausanias as being the last among
those occurring between the Propylaea and Par-

thenon, is evidently the Jupiter mentioned in

the comedy
1

as standing near the Opisthodotnus

1 KAPinN. 'Io>ucro>g<r0* oJv aiMx*

Toy IlAoofov, ovitsp irporspov yjv l$pvpsvo$ (oZeuf),

Toy oV*<r0oojaoy del (puXaTTwv ?TI$ sou.

Aristoph. Plut. v. 1192.

That this Jupiter was one of the most important among
the Athenian idols is evident, as well from his epithet of

Polieus as from the antiquity of his worship, his festival of

Diipolia (for which see Meursius Graec. Fereat. in Boupoy/a

and AiiTToX.), and the remarkable ceremony at his altar,

twice recorded by Pausanias (Attic, c. 24. 28.) It may be

objected, perhaps, that in a preceding verse of Aristophanes

(v. 1 190) this Jupiter is called Soter, and not Polieus ; but Soter

was an epithet applied occasionally to all Jupiters : thus the

Jupiter Eleutherius of the Cerameicus was also denominated

Soter (see Section I.) and the orator Lycurgus applies the
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of Minerva, and whom Cario proposes to re-

move for the purpose of setting up Pluto in

his place.

2. The part of the southern wall adorned

with the battle of the giants is exactly indicated

by Pausanias and by Plutarch. The former

states this dedication of Attalus to have been

upon the wall Notium 1

, which in another place
2

he informs us was near the Dionysiac theatre,

and Plutarch 3 mentions that the statue of Bac-

chus belonging to the battle of the giants was

thrown down by a violent wind, and fell into

the theatre. Hence it clearly appears that the

Gigantomachia stood upon the top of the wall

overhanging the theatre, that is to say, upon
the southern wall, towards the eastern end 4

.

epithet of Soter to Jupiter Polieus at the same time that he

gives that of Soteira to the Minerva of the Acropolis

OUT'S Tyv 'AxpoifoXiv Kocl TO hpbv TOU Aiof TOU ^wTrjpos KOU
r-ijf

*AQr,VGC$ 7Yj$ "^WTslpOLS CttpOpUJY
KcCl TfpOOlOOliS ^oS*Tj'9lJ. LyCUTg.

in Leocrat. p. 148. ed. Reiske.

1
'ETT; row Norloy xaAoujw-eyou relp^oy^, o Ty$ dHportdtew; Is fo

QeaTpdv <TTI Tstpoi^svov. Attic, c. 21.

*
TLpo$ $s ?w Tel^si rw Norio; TiyotVT'wv, ol Tfspi 0^ax)jj

xa< Toy 'Io~9aov fys IlaAAijvij^ wKijtrav^ fovTwY TOY

/, &c. Attic, c. 25.

k^vft yi TiyotvfoiMZXi&s JTTO Tfysvpaftay o

slg ri Qsarpov xarijv%0jj. Plutarch. Paral. in

Marc. Anton.

4 The other three dedications of Attalus, namely, the con-
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3. The brazen colossus of Minerva, by Phi-

dias. From the ancient coin of Athens, pub-
lished in the title-page of this volume, com-

pared with the testimony of Herodotus and

Pausanias, we obtain the most satisfactory evi-

dence as to the situation of this colossal statue,

which was commonly called Minerva Proma-

chus
1

, The coin shows that in a view of the

test of the Athenians with the Amazons, the battle of Ma-

rathon, and the destruction of the Gauls in Mysia, were pro-

bably ranged in a similar manner along the top of the Ci-

monian wall, so as to reach as far as opposite the Parthenon.

1 Schol. Demosth. cont. Androt. p. 597. Ed. Reiske. The .

whole of this note of the Scholiast, descriptive of the three

statues of Minerva in the Acropolis, is curious and ac-

curate : H&pQsvwv vaCvc, r
t
v sv ty 'AH/JOTTO'XSI Hot,p$vOV 'A5ij-

va$, Tfepis^'juv TO ayaA|U,a rfs fleou, oifep lifol-^ffsv o $st$laft

o dv8pia,vToitXd<rTr}$, EK %pu<rou KOLI iXljpayi'Of' fpla, ydp

ayc&A|w,ara yv Iv ff, dnpOTtoXti rfs 'ASijva^ Iv haQopoig rortois'

Iv
jooev 1^ a'^^j ysvo^svw 10 lAaiaj, oifsp IxaXeTro floXioi^of

'A9>jva^, Sid TO auTy; slvai ryv ffoXfy* titufepov $s ?b drto

jxo'voo fasp Ttoly<ra.v vinrpavrss oi Iv MafaSwvr
8e TOUTO HpQ^d^v 'ASijva;* TO Tp'tov ItfQtyfavfQ sx.

K<X,L sXsQavTQs &$ ffXQVffiwTSpM ysvoptvoi dvb rys Iv

ocrcu xa< u,j'wv i vixi' Y.OLI

The words rfspis^wv rb ayaAfx,a ry$ QeoJ , descriptive of the

cell and statue of the Parthenon, seem to be those of an

eye-witness ;
for comparing the dimensions of the statue,

twenty-six cubits in height, standing upon a base, not
'

>ss

than twenty feet square and eight feet high, with the

height and breadth of the cell, it is evident that the cell must

R
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northern side of the Acropolis the statue ap-

peared between the Parthenon and Propylaea ;

and, as the words of Pausanias indicate that it

stood near the brazen quadriga, dedicated from

the spoils of Chalcis, which, according to He-

rodotus 1

, was on the left hand of the traveller

have had the appearance, to a spectator at the door, of a mere

case to contain the statue, thus adding to the impression of

grandeur made by so colossal a figure. I do not presume to

enter into the great architectural question of the formation

of the roof, which involves other inquiries respecting the

position of the statue ; but as the situation and diameter of

the column, of which traces are left on the pavement of the

eastern chamber, appear to be in perfect agreement with

the account given by Pausanias of the chamber in which was

the statue of Jupiter at Olympia, his words descriptive of the

interior of that rival and contemporary edifice may with some

confidence be applied to the Parthenon. These words are,

'Eo"rtj7ca<n svrbs fov v&ou MOVES' xa) <rToa,i fe i=v$ov vifspwoi xai

ifpoo$o$ &' avfwv km ro a/aAjW-a sa"fi. Upon the whole, there-

fore, it seems probable that the central part of the eastern

chamber was hypaethral, or open to the sky ; that there were

aisles on either side of the hypasthrum, formed by the lower

range of columns; that above these was an upper range

of columns forming a portico on either side, as we still

see at Paestum; and that the statue stood towards the

western end of the chamber, under a part of it which was

roofed. This position of the statue, indeed, has been as-

certained by Mr. Cockerell, by indications on the pavement.

1 .... fwv hvfpwv rfv $K<x.fyv avs

TO $s dpitrfepijs %ep

kv *y dKpwttei. Herodot. 1, 5. c, 77.
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as he entered the Acropolis through the Pro-

pylsea, it appears evident that the Minerva

Promachus must have occupied some part of

the space between the Erechtheium and Pro-

pylasa, near the Pelasgic, or northern wall
1

.

Having fixed these four points, we shall find

that the position of them all is exactly conform-

able with the order of the different objects

mentioned in the description of the Acropolis

by Pausanias, if we suppose him to have turned

to the right immediately after traversing the

Propylaea ; to have then advanced directly upon
the Parthenon after passing that building, to

have described the objects at the eastern end

of the citadel, and to have completed the cir-

cuit by returning to the Propyhea along the

northern side of the citadel, by the Erechtheium

and the statue of Minerva Promachus. To turn

to the right, it may be remarked, was the natural

course for every person to follow in entering the

Acropolis, because it led directly to the pri-nci-

1 This position of the statue accounts for the remark of

Pausanias, that the crest of the helmet and the point of the

spear were visible to those who sailed by Sunium towards

Athens. He evidently means that, upon first coming in sight

of Athens, the extreme summit of the statue was seen over

the Parthenon. As the summit of the temple was 70 feet

higher than the platform of the statue, the height of the

Minerva Promachus must have been upwards of seventy

feet ; the pedestal probably about twenty, and the statue

fifty-five, or fifteen feet taller than the statue in the Par-

thenon.
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pal monument, the Parthenon : it was also (and

this may have been another motive with Pau-

sanias for giving the above-mentioned order to

his description) the direction of the sacred pro-

cession on the Panathenaic festival ;
for it can

scarcely be doubted, from the frize of the Par-

thenon, that the procession, after having arrived

in the space which lies between the southern

wing of the Propylsea, and the western end of

the Parthenon, divided itself into two columns,

which, after having inarched in parallel lines,

along the northern and southern sides of the

temple, met in the centre of the eastern end,

where those whose duty it was entered the tem-

ple, and completed the ceremony. And the fore-

going supposition of the direction of the route

of Pausanias through the Acropolis is corro-

borated by some of the minuter circumstances

of his description : for he speaks of the temple
of Minerva Polias, which is the eastern division

of the Erechtheium, before the Pandrosium, or

western ; and he mentions the statue of Mi-

nerva Promachus before the brazen chariot,

after which monument he notices only two sta-

tues before he concludes his description of the

Acropolis, thus agreeing with Herodotus, who

places the brazen chariot immediately on the

left hand of the entrance.

If such was the regular order observed by

Pausanias, it appears perfectly natural that,

after having described the different objects con-
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tained in the space comprehended between the

southern wing of the Propylsea and the western

end of the Parthenon, he should, after men-

tioning the statue of Jupiter Polieus, which was

the last of those objects, proceed to speak of

the adjacent entrance* into the Parthenon, and

of the pediment above it. The natural con-

sequence would be the application of the word

otiffQe to the opposite end of the temple.

It would follow from this interpretation of

the meaning of Pausanias, that the composition

in the western pediment represented the birth

of Minerva, and that the contest of Neptune and

Minerva for the guardianship of Attica was in

the eastern pediment. It remains, therefore, to

be inquired, whether those compositions, as far

as we are acquainted with them from their re-

maining fragments in the British Museum, and

from the drawings of Carrey, justify such a

supposition by internal evidence.

There are two circumstances which concur in

forbidding the hope of our ever ariving at any

certainty in this inquiry : one is, the total want

of evidence as to the central figures of the

HoXiev$. . . . 'E;$s rov vaov ov Hapfe-

s$ fovfw efftouviv oitooa, sv rol$ xaXoupsvQif

itdvfa, e$ rijv 'Afl^va* %ej ywefftv Ta Ss oma-Qsv

v HocreiSwvos ifpog 'A0>jvay gVrjy epig vttp ?y$ yy$- Pausan.

Attic, c. 24.
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eastern pediment ; the other, the small number

and very mutilated state (with one exception) of

the fragments which have been saved from the

western pediment : so that we depend almost

entirely upon the rude drawing of the western

pediment by Carrey. Upon a careful examina-

tion, however, of this drawing, and of the exist-

ing remains of the original statues, I am strongly

disposed to think that the subject of the west-

ern pediment was the birth of Minerva, or, more

properly, the presentation by Jupiter, of Mi-

nerva, immediately after her birth, to the as-

sembled deities of Olympus. Such was the

opinion of Spon and of Wheler : and when it

is considered that these are the only travellers

who ever saw and described the western pedi-

ment in the entire state in which it was de-

signed by Carrey, and that Spon in particular

was a most able explainer of antiquity, it must

be allowed that their opinion is deserving of

great consideration '.

1 It .has been objected, that the architectural blunders

made by Spon and Wheler, in describing the Parthenon,

prove their opinions upon the works of the pediments to be

of little value. But it should be considered that there is k

wide difference between seizing the meaning of a picture, as

this kind of composition may be called, and accurately de-

scribing the architecture of a building upon a transient view

of it.
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In consequence of the imperfection of Car-

rey's drawings, and the injury which the works

had already sustained when that artist designed

them, we are unable to distinguish any sym-
bols or attributes upon any of the figures ex-

cept upon the female figure which stood upon
the right of the great male figure in the cen-

tre of the pediment. The aegis upon the

breast of this statue clearly shows it to be Mi-

nerva 1

. This is admitted by those who con-

ceive the subject of the western pediment to

have been the Contest, but they suppose this

figure to represent the goddess, who has just

produced the olive tree, while the male figure,

which, according to their supposition, was Nep-
tune, is striking the ground with his trident,

to bring forth the salt spring. But in this case

it seems unaccountable that the artist should

have given an inferior degree of importance to

the victorious goddess, and should have made

her defeated rival the largest and most pro-

minent figure of the whole work : it is equally

difficult to conceive where the olive tree (for

we cannot doubt that it made a conspicuous

appearance in the composition) could have been

1 A fragment of this figure, with a part of the aegis, is in

the Elgin collection of the British Museum, numbered 75.
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placed, the two statues being so near to each

other : nor is it easy to reconcile the attitude

of the male figure
l

with the supposed action

of Neptune ;
for instead of looking towards the

ground, which he is supposed to be striking, he

turns his head and stretches forth his right arm

in the opposite direction, while Minerva, in-

stead of being accompanied by any appearance

of an olive tree, is stretching out her arm to

the chariot, and the train of figures which fill

up the pediment as far as the north-west angle.

I am inclined to believe, therefore, that the

subject of this composition was the presenta-

tion of Minerva to the assembled divinities ;

that the great male figure is Jupiter, in the at-

titude of advancing towards the gods, while he

turns his face and stretches out his right arm

towards his daughter, and that Minerva is, by
a similar action, triumphantly pointing to her

attendant train.

As the Athenians considered Minerva to have

been the inventress of war-horses and chariots,

and usually represented her as accompanied by

Victory, we are not surprised at finding a biga

1 The shoulders of this statue, numbered 64, are in the Bri-

tish Museum ; the position of the arms agrees precisely with

the drawing of Carrey, and leads us to presume that the atti-

tude of the whole figure has been correctly given by him.
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bearing Victory
1

as the first group in her suite:

the male figure
2

standing by the side of the cha-

riot, in the same situation and attitude wherein

an attendant is seen accompanying the chariots

represented upon the frize of the Parthenon,
is probably Erichthonius, or Erechtheus, who
was the vcipefyos

3

, or assistant of Minerva in these

great inventions ; or, in other words, the king,

in whose reign the Athenians made this great

advancement in military art, pomp, and luxury.
If we assign to the figures which fill up the

rest of this division of the pediment the names

of the most renowned individuals of the early

1 The torso of this statue is numbered 69 in the British

Museum.

* The torso also of this figure is in the British Museum,
and is numbered 76. Supposed by Visconti to have been

intended for Cecrops.

3
Aristides, in the Panathenaic oration, after having

ascribed to Minerva the invention of letters, laws, and arms,

and of chariots, both dpiXXyTypia, and TroAepcrr^/a, adds,

xa) ^euyvucnx Ix T^s ty yij, rtpwros dvftpwifwv c fysfts Ty$ Qsov

a
(c/x,a fsteiov <ruv ty 0euJ xa) (pcdvti Train rijy

-rjV.
P. 184. ed. P. Steph.

Aeysrai yap 'Epi^Qoviov plv rov tr^ flsou tptylfOV

dvftpwrtwv oippa, euai fattwv. Aristid. Orat. in Jovem. p. 22.

It seems from Virgil, Georg. 1. 3, v. 113. and from Pliny,

1. 7, c. 56, that the Latins ascribed the invention of the biga

to somebody else, and of the quadriga only to Erich-

thonius ; but it is not probable that the Athenians admitted

this.
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history of Athens 1

, the reclining figure in the

angle
2 was probably Theseus reposing after his

labours, but raising and advancing his body a

little, to behold the great action in the centre

of the pediment. Between him and the car of

Victory was perhaps the family of the founder

of the kingdom of Athens Cecrops, with his

daughters, Pandrosus, Herse, andAgraulus, and

his son Erysichthon. These names, in fact, with

those of Erechtheus and Theseus, comprise all

the chief deified personages of Attic history,

and with perfect propriety, therefore, form the

retinue of Minerva on the great occasion of her

introduction into Olympus.
To the left of Jupiter there is a vacancy in

> It may perhaps be thought an anachronism to introduce

the kings of Athens at the time of the birth of Minerva; but

it may be observed, that to give the gods the power of em-

bodying futurity upon the occasion of this great event was

perfectly in the spirit of the poetry of ancient sculpture.
2 Visconti supposed this figure to be a personification

of the river Ilissus, starting up to witness the victory of

Minerva. His only reason for calling it Ilissus was that in the

contest of OEnomaus and Pelops, represented in the pedi-

ment of the temple of Jupiter at Olympia, the two rivers of

Olympia, Cladeus and Alpheius, were personified in the angles.

To give such a reason any validity there should have been

a figure similar to the supposed Ilissus in the opposite angle

of the pediment of the Parthenon, instead of which we

find a reclining female figure.
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the drawing of Carrey, which indicates that

one statue at least was wanting in this part of

the composition. In a picture of the birth of

Minerva, described by Philostratus 1

, Vulcan

was represented bearing the hatchet with

which he had just opened the head of Jupiter;

his look was expressive of surprise and awe at

seeing Minerva armed, while Jupiter contem-

plated his daughter in an ecstasy of delight ;

and even Juno appeared to regard her with the

same pleasure as her own offspring. This descrip-

tion agrees so well with the apparent intention

of the artist, as to the two remaining central

statues of the composition, that it seems highly

probable that the missing figure was Vulcan.

Such is the indistinctness of Carrey's draw-

ings, that it is not easy to determine whether

the large sitting figure to the spectator's right,

which faces the centre of the composition, was a

male or a female deity ;
but as all the male gods,

both in the pediments and frize,are either naked

or clothed only on the lower limbs, and as this

uV, cJ o TTeXexu^. . . . xa) o
^

fog oirtopew SOMEV oVa> tore ryv Qeoy ifgoo-aydyyfou,

yoip auVw TQ Ssteap vifb TOV fa, otfAa a*uyx<pova/ of. o Zsv$ $s

dcrQpalvei <ruv
ijJoyff KaQditep psyav lit}

jOtfiyaAa; xa/57row $10.-

ifovy<ra.vTe>$ a^Xov xai r^v TTaiJa ifyo-fopst, <ppovwv ru> twvp. xa)

ot/'3e rr
t f Hp&s r] JgTvov Ivr'at^a, ygyijflg 8t, ws oiv si

. Philost. Icon, in 'A9>jya/ yov&i.
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figure has drapery on the bust, it seems rather

to have been intended for a goddess. In this

case its magnitude and position favour the opi-

nion that it was Juno ; for, as to the small figure

at its feet, which has the semblance of a dol-

phin, and which has been supposed to identify

it with Neptune or Amphitrite, it is possibly a

mere creature of Carrey's imagination, like the

cluster of human heads, which he has repre-

sented under the horses of Minerva's car 1
. The

standing figure on the right of Juno may pos-

sibly be Ceres ;
and as it is difficult to suppose

that any other than the elder deities of Olympus
were introduced into a composition descriptive

of the birth of Minerva, the figure next to Juno

is probably Latona 2

bearing Apollo and Diana

in her arms, behind whom may be Maia with

the young Mercury in her lap. The single

sitting figure behind Maia may perhaps be

Vesta, and the two remaining figures are pro-

bably Mars and Venus, these two deities being
so often represented as companions upon an-

1 It has already been remarked, that the gods were dis-

tinguished from one another, among the Athenians, more by

countenance, attitude, and form, than by symbols.

sua quemque Deorum

Inscribit facies :"

as Ovid remarks in a passage cited at length in a succeeding

note.

c A small fragment of this statue is in the British Museum,

marked number 3.
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cient monuments. Their heads are turned to-

wards each other as if conversing, while the

male figure very naturally points with his right

arm towards the central group.

In endeavouring to fill up the centre of the Eastern

Pediment.

eastern pediment, upon the supposition that its

subject was the Contest, we may derive some

assistance from Ovid, who, in his fable of the

Metamorphosis of Arachne, introduces Minerva

embroidering the contest 1

;
and from Apollodo-

rus, who, like Ovid, states the contest to have

taken place in the presence of Jupiter and the

1
Cecropia Pallas scopulum Mavortis in arce

Pingit et antiquam de terrae nomine litem.

Bis sex coelestes, medio Jove, sedibus altis

Augusta gravitate sedent ; sua quemque Deorum

Inscribit facies. Jovis est regalis imago.

Stare Deum pelagi, longoque ferire tridente

Aspera saxa facit, medioque e vulnere saxi

Exsiluisse ferum quo pignore vindicet urbem.

At sibi dat clypeum, dat acutae cuspidis hastara

Dat galeam capiti : defenditur aegide pectus.

Percussamque sua simulat de cuspide terram

Prodere cum baccis fcetum canentis olivse ;

Mirarique Deos. Operi victoria finis.

Ovid, Met. 1. 6, fab. 1, v. 70.

Ovid has here substituted the horse ,for the salt-spring:

this was a common error of the Latins, which was not sup-

ported by any Athenian authority. Some persons, however,

readfreturnt instead ofjerum.
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other gods
1
. Jupiter was probably seated on

his throne in the centre of the pediment ; Mi-

nerva standing on one side of him armed, and

accompanied by her olive-tree, owl, and ser-

pent, and Neptune on the other, bringing forth

the salt-spring with a stroke of his trident 2
.

As the other figures on either side of the

main subject were the deities of Olympus, it

is probable that Visconti was right in his con-

jectures as to some of them, notwithstanding
his persuasion that the eastern pediment re-

presented not the contest but the birth; for

some of the deities might be equally suitable

1 ... yevopzvys Se eifo$ dptpfiv its
ft ry$ y^wpx.;, 'Afyvav xai

no0-icoVa $nx,\v(ra.$ ZiV$, xgirds afiwKSV, ov% t ca$ Urtov ?ivl$9

Kmpoifa KO.} K/oavaov ovSs 'E^e^Osa, Qeov$ 8s rov$ SM^SKO,.

Apollod.l. 3. c. 14.

v $s TUJV eru[j6htav ex&fefxaQev touts poQlou no.} TOV

, vixa. per 'ASijva, &c. Aristid. Orat. Panath. p. 183.

The serpent and the owl of Minerva were probably not

omitted : we find them both introduced upon a coin of

Athens, which represents the contest, published by Stuart,

(Antiq. of Ath. vol. 2. p. 16.) It is remarkable that there is

in the Elgin collection a fragment of a colossal serpent,

which certainly belonged to one of the pediments of the Par-

thenon. I am much inclined to believe that it was the ser-

pent of Minerva from the eastern pediment; for its dimen-

sions are exactly similar to those of another fragment in the

Elgin collection, which must have belonged to one of the

pediments, and which represents the stump ofa tree between

the two feet of a colossal figure, in the attitude usually given

to Minerva in the Contest.
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to either subject. He has clearly shown that

the horses' heads at the two extremities of the

pediment belonged to the cars of the sun and

of night
1

: he is probably equally correct in

considering the young god
2
reposing upon the

skin of a lion as Hercules resting after his la-

bours
;
nor can it well be doubted that the

female figure, moving rapidly away from the

centre of the action, is Iris , commissioned to

communicate to gods and men, not the news

of the birth of Minerva, as Visconti supposed,
but the news of Minerva's victory. The two

seated figures
4 towards the south side of the pe-

diment, I take to be Venus and Peitho
;
for we

find these two deities similarly represented

i See Memoire, &c. par E. Q. Visconti, p. 33, 39.

a Marked 71 in the Elgin collection, and commonly called

the Theseus. To those who are inclined to think that this

figure is Bacchus, reposing upon the skin of a panther, it

may be observed, that Bacchus was a deity of too much

importance among the Athenians not to have had a place

nearer the centre of the composition, whereas the reclining

attitude of this figure, and its position near the extremity,

seem well suited to a deity, who, at the period of the con-

test of Neptune and Minerva, may be supposed to have

lately terminated his labours, and to have been recently

admitted among the Olympian deities.

3 See Memoire, c. p. 38. This figure is numbered 74 in

the British Museum.
4 This is the group marked No. /7 in the British Mu-

seum : it was supposed by Visconti to have been intended

for Ceres and Proserpine.
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upon an Athenian vase, where the names are

annexed to the figures
1

. The association of

these two goddesses is indeed too well known

to require any remark 2
, and it was peculiarly

appropriate at Athens, where they were wor-

shipped in the same temple
3

. For the latter

reason, also, I am inclined to think that the

two female figures
4 towards the northern end of

the pediment represent Ceres reclining on the

lap of her daughter Proserpine. The single

female, seated near them 5
, is probably Vesta ;

for it is too far removed from the centre of the

1 This beautiful specimen of Athenian pottery, upon which

is delineated the enlevement of Thetis by Peleus in the pre-

sence of the gods, was found in an excavation made by

Sandford Graham, Esq. M. P., in the ancient cemetery of

Athens, on the north side of the city. It has been engraved

for publication in the second volume of Memoirs upon

Turkey, edited by the Rev. R. Walpole.

a
Peitho, with the name annexed, is seen attending upon

Venus on a monument published by VVinkelman, Monu-

menti Inediti, No. 115. At Olympia, on the base of the

throne of Jupiter, Peitho was represented crowning Venus

(Pausan. Eliac. prior, c. II). And Horace has coupled

these two goddesses in a well-known verse

Et bene nummatum decorat Suadela Venusque.

Horat. Epist. 1. 1, ep. 6, v. 38.

3 Pausan. Attic, c. 22.

* Marked No. 63 in the British Museum
;
and supposed

by Visconti to have been two of the Fates.

5 Marked No. 67, and supposed by Visconti to have been

the third Fate.
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composition for Juno, and had it been intended

for Diana, it would probably have had some

marks of the quiver, or of the belt which sup-

ported it.

There remains one other fragment in the

British Museum, which has neither been repre-

sented in the drawings of Carrey, nor in those

of Stuart, having been found upon the floor of

the pediment, where it was invisible from be-

low 1

. Two deep square holes at the back of the

shoulders, for the purpose of attaching some

massy appendage, seem to show that it was

either a winged Nwj, attending upon the vic-

torious Minerva, or Diana bearing a quiver;

for we may suppose either of these deities to

have occupied a place towards the centre of the

composition, where this fragment was found.

The absence of a belt across the breast, such

as was necessary for supporting a quiver, and

such as is usually represented upon statues of

Diana, rather incline one to the belief that it

belonged to a Victory.

The description of the Erechtheium by Pau- Erechtheium.

sanias, is a remarkable instance of his want 01

method and logical consistency ;
and it is only by

comparing the testimony of some other authors

with the existing ruins of the building, that his

1 It is the torso marked 72 in the British Museum.

S
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account of it is rendered intelligible. Having
first remarked that the Erechtheium was a

double building, which had a well of salt water

within it, he proceeds to give a description of

the temple of Minerva Polias, and then adds

some observations upon the sacred olive-tree, in

which, although he does not assert that the tree

was in the temple of Polias, that impression is

inevitably left on the reader's mind. He after-

wards describes the temple of Pandrosus as

being contiguous to that of Polias, and thus

upon the whole he naturally gives rise to the

supposition adopted by Stuart, and many other

persons, that there were three temples, all of

which we expect to find in that compound,

irregular, and very beautiful structure which

stands to the north of the Parthenon.

There are three passages however in ancient

history, which, when compared with Pausanias

and with the existing ruins, sufficiently explain

the original intention of the building, and show

that it comprehended not three but two temples

only. From Herodotus 1 we learn that the

temple of Erechtheus contained both the well

V E<m lv rr> 'AxfOtfoAi raury 'Eps^fi^o; rou

vijO, ev r iXalij rs xa< 0aAa<r<ra n' ra,

A Jy,vaiW noc-tt&wva re xa< 'Afyvalyv, %iravrag irefi

QsrQat. Hcrodot. 1. 8, c. 55.

'
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and the olive-tree. By two other authors 1

,

we are informed that the olive-tree stood in

the temple of Pandrosus. The result therefore

seems evidently to be that the word Erech-

theium, or temple of Erechtheus, so called as

having been founded by Erechtheus, otherwise

called Erichthonius, and as having been his place

of interment, was often applied to the entire

building; that the word was employed in this

sense by Pausanias; that the two divisions of the

double building were the temples of Polias and

of Pandrosus, and that Pausanias had no in-

tention of describing the olive-tree as being

within that division of the Erechtheium properly

called the temple of Polias, although the ar-

rangement cf his words appears to bear that

meaning. Considerable ambiguity in regard to

the edifice has arisen from the circumstance

of the entire structure having often been called

the temple of Minerva Polias as well as the

Erechtheium; a practice not at all surprising,

1
v
Hxev oJy vguJTOf Uoa-ei^uuv ziri

-TIJV 'Artftxxv xa< rt

Kara [tspyv 'rtjv 'Ax^oVoA/v dvsGyve 0a^a<rcray, TJV vyy

* jooa'cry^a, stpvrsvarsv lAai'av, 73'
vuv Jj/

ra/. Apollod. 1. 3, c. 14.

Ku'wv sl$ ?w TijV UoXtaSos veuv eio-fiXfloacra x.a* Jycra <; ro

'eirl TGV W[AQV a;xa?acra TOV 'Efxsibu Ai<3 TOY UTTO

rj?
lAa/au xarsxen'o. Philochor. *Ar9/Joj 1. 9. ap. Dionys.

Halicarn. in Dinarch.

S 2
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when it is considered that the temple of Polias

was the most important part of the building ;

and that the statue of the goddess here wor-

shipped was the most sacred in Attica, and

considered to be the peculiar protectress of the

citadel. There has been another source of un-

certainty in the error, frequent both among
ancients and moderns, of confounding Minerva

Polias with the Minerva of the Parthenon.

The words of one of the authors cited in the

preceding page show that of the two divisions

of the Erechtheium
; the eastern was the temple

of Minerva, and the western that of Pandrosus.

It is related by Philochorus, that a bitch having
entered the temple of Polias, and descended

(ftJcra) into the Pandrosium, there lay down upon
the altar of Jupiter Herceius, which was under

the olive-tree. Now we find, upon examining
the existing ruin, that the hexastyle portico to

the east, together with the chamber into which

it led, were upon a level eight feet higher than

all the remaining part of the building. The
latter therefore was the Pandrosium, into which

the dog descended
;
and the eastern chamber,

with its hexastyle front, formed the temple of

Minerva Polias. From the words of Pausanias,

together with the other authorities relating to

this temple
1

,
it would seem that before this co-

1 See Section I.
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lonnade was an altar of Jupiter: that under

the colonnade were altars of Neptune and

Vulcan ; that on the wall of the same portico

were the pictures of the Butadae 1

; and that

within the cell were the Erechtheian salt-well,

the wooden statue of Minerva, with the lamp
and brazen palm-tree before it, the altar of

Oblivion, the sacred serpent, the wooden sta-

tue of Hermes, the chair of Daedalus, and the

Persian spoils.

The Pandrosium consists of two chambers,

of which the western is narrow, and opens into

a portico at either end. The northern portico

is formed of six Ionic columns, four in the front

and one on either flank, and it stands not far

from the edge of the precipice, at the foot of

which was the temenus of Agraulus. I have

already remarked that the relative situation of

these two sanctuaries appears to accord with

the Athenian tale concerning the daughters of

Cecrops. While the sanctuary of Agraulus

(and perhaps that of Herse also) was in the

rocks below, in the situation where they threw

themselves over ; the temple of Pandrosus, who
alone remained faithful to Minerva, was placed

1 Stuart found, among the ruins of the temple, a marble

fragment inscribed, 'lepsw$ Bovrov.< (Antiq. of Athens, vol.

2. p. 16. 22.)
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on the summit of the hill, under the same roof

with the goddess ;
and here it was customary,

whenever a heifer was sacrificed to Minerva, to

immolate a sheep to Pandrosus 1
.

The southern portico of the Pandrosium is

much smaller than the northern. Instead of

columns, its roof is supported by six caryatides,

or statues of women in long drapery, one hand

supporting a part of the drapery, the other

hanging down by the side : these stand upon a

podium, or low wall, and are disposed like the

columns of the northern portico, that is to say,

four in front, and one on either flank.

As the ground on the outside of the southern

portico was on the same level with the pave-
ment of the temple of Polias, or eight feet

1 Philochor. ap. Harpocrat. in 'Evigouv. Meurs. Attic.

Lect. 1. 3. c. 22.

Nothing can more strongly show the antiquity of the re-

ligious worship attached to this temple, than the allusion to

these peculiar sacrifices by Homer in the Catalogue.

O<
'

af 'Afioj'j/

A^oy 'Egs^vjof jw/eyaPujT'o^oj,
ov tfor

feve, A/oj flyyanjjJ, rms e fylScugos

iy 'A^'vrf' sfcrsv, iuj

xa< dg

Iliad, B. v, 5-ia.
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higher than the pavement of the Pandrosium,

it was necessary to form a descent by steps

from a door on the eastern flank of the portico,

to the door which entered from the portico

into the narrow, or western chamber of the

Pandrosium. The remains of these two doors,

with their intermediate steps, are still in exist-

ence
; and as the steps occupy the greater part

of the space within the portico, they prove

that the portico was nothing more than a stair-

case and entrance to the temple, and therefore

could not have been, as some persons have sup-

posed, a receptacle for the sacred olive. This .

tree seems rather to have grown in the western

or narrow chamber of the Pandrosium, where

great pains have evidently been taken for the

admission of air and light, through the portico

at either end, and through three windows

placed in the intervals of four engaged Ionic

columns, which adorn the western wall on

the outside. Here, therefore, I am inclined to

think, grew the tree of Minerva
;
the crooked

Pancyphus,
1 which was held in such high vene-

ration by the Athenians, and which had been

burnt but not destroyed by the Persians. 2

As to the eastern or interior chamber of the

Hesych. in 'AcriJ et in

Herodot. 1. 8, c. 55. Pausan. Attic, c. 27.
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Panclrosium, which] was contiguous io the cell

of Minerva Polias, I am disposed to think with

Stuart, that it was the Cecropium. That Ce-

crops was buried in this edifice appears to have

been the common belief 1

,
and upon an in-

scribed marble 2
, wherein different parts of this

building are specified, we find the Cecropium
mentioned in a manner which leaves little

doubt of its having been an integral part of the

building *.

1 'Ev fw vs'Jj rys 'AQyvz$ sv Aa^Vcnj (sell, arce Argiva)

$rt
<r}v 'Ay.rM%Q$ lv TLU Ivvdrtu f&v

IfTOfcttov.
Clem. Alexand.

Cohort, ad Gent. p. 13. Ed. Sylburg.

In historiarum Antiochus nono Atlienis in Minervio me-

morat Cecropem esse mandatum terrae.

Arnob. adv. Gent. 1. 6.

Kou ya^> 'AflijVijo'iy, ws 'Ayrlo^og *v fft IVVO,T"I]

, ouvw yz lv ry 'Ax^OTToXe/ KettQtnfQg torn ?d$Q

ao'rrv. Theodoret. Therap. 1. 8.

2 This marble was brought to England by Dr. Chandler,

and was presented by the society of Dilettanti to the British

Museum. Chandler failed in the reading of several parts of

it, and it is only recently that a correct copy and explana-

tion of it have been given by Mr. Wilkins in his Athe-

niensia, p. 1Q3; and in the Memoirs upon Turkey, edited by
the Rev. R. Walpole, p. 580.

3 The principal parts of the building are described as

follows :

'Era fri ywviat, ft] TT^O$ rou

'TI< TOO re/%oy roo if^Of
rou
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This very curious inscription is the record of

a public report, made by a commission, con-

ETTI rou ro%ou rou 7rgo$ vofov or vorou

'Ev rjf tff
ocrra'tre* T~<\ ir^o$

ruT Kexs

'Etf) TyV Tf^OVfOLfflV
?r

t
V

TTfOg
SOU

'Ev ry tffOcrraVf* ry ir^o$ rou

Here we are sure, that the ro~%0 o irpo; rou

means the western wall of the building, because the in-

scription speaks of the four engaged columns (IIII K&I^&VWV

xidvwv) in that wall; because it speaks also of the xprj7fi$ or

podium, upon which those columns stood, and of the Eleu-

sinian stone which is still seen in the frize above the en-

gaged columns. ('O 'E\sv<nvia.KO$ \lQo$, rtpof <Z ra

sreQy sir} TUJV ertHrTdrouv rcturwv nZv KIOVWV TUJV JwJ row

rou rtpog roo nav^o<r/oy). Upon this zophorus or frize of

Eleusinian stone, remains of the iron cramps which served

to fix on the ^wa or figures in relief, are still visible. In

like manner we know the ifpoffraffis ij rtpog rw KsxpQTtlw to

have been the southern portico of the Cecropium, because

mention is afterwards made of the Kopou, or statues of wo-

men, in that portico. With these data it cannot be doubted

ako that the Trpoorrouris y irgos
sw or eastern portico was the

hexastyle pronaos of the temple of Polias ; and that the

Trpo<rra<ri$ 1} irpo$ rou 9opcJ/xaro;, likewise called
yj crroa, was

the northern portico of the Pandrosium, which received the

former name from its position before that magnificent door

which still exists, and the latter name from its superiority

to the other porticos in size and depth. Mr. Wilkins, to

whose previous remarks I am indebted for what I have

added of my own upon this subject, thinks that the Cecro-

pium was a monument separate from the Erechtheium ; but,

independently of the evidence adduced in the preceding
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sisting of two inspectors (l^era-aVai), an architect,

and a secretary, who had been appointed by the

people of Athens, to take an account of the

parts of the building, which were then finished,

and of those which remained to be wrought.

It is dated in the archonship of Diodes, who

held that office in the third year of the ninety-

second Olympiad, which was the twenty-third

of the Peloponnesian war, or the year before

Christ 409. As it appears from Xenophon
1

,
that

page, of Cecrops having been buried within the building, it

may be remarked that ifVoT^oj 6
ifgo$

rou H&v$pQ<rlov, meant

the wall of the Pandrosium, the y&wa ifpo$ TOU KexpOTT/ou

being expressed with the same preposition, governing the

same case, probably meant the angle of the Cecropium,

whence it may be inferred that the Cecropium was an in-

teral part of the building. It is observable that in speaking

of the portico of the Caryatides, KeKpoirlcv follows Kpo$ in the

dative case and not the genitive. This difference of case

may have arisen from the circumstance of that portico

having been attached to the Cecropium, without immediately

leading into it, and without forming an essential part of it, as

did the northern portico with respect to the northern door.

The latter portico, we have already seen, is called

ifpog rov Qvpca^xfos in the genitive.

T(2 $' eitiwn Ti,tyy ffeXyvy s&Xntsv emfepas xa) o

rijs 'Myvag vs<jj$ sv 'Afyvoug evsifpyrfy, Uino$ plv

tx-PXpyfos $ KaAX/ou 'AQyvr,<riv,
al AaxsSaipovin, &c.

Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 1. c. 6.

It has been asserted (Memoirs on Turkey, edited by the
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in the archonship of Callias, three years after

that of Diocles, or before Christ 406, the tern-

Rev. R. Walpole, p. 583), that Xenophon, in this passage,

was not speaking of the Erechtheium, but of the Hecatom-

pedum, or old temple of Minerva, which, having been burnt

by the Persians, was succeeded by the Parthenon. The

supposition is chiefly grounded upon a passage of Pausanias

(Phocic. c. 35), wherein he informs us that several ruins of

temples burnt by the Persians, and still subsisting in his

time, had been purposely left, as memorials of the Persian

invasion, s$ TQV TfdvTa, "fcpovw rou Inflow f vitQpvyn&TteL
: it is sup-

posed, therefore, that the Hecatompedum was one of these.

But however frequent this custom may have been elsewhere,

it is not probable that it was adhered to in the Acropolis of

Athens, where the space was so very confined. We know

that it was not in the instance of the Erechtheium, and it

is very improbable that so large a building as the Hecatom-

pedum should have been built in any other position than

that central and advantageous one, which was afterwards

occupied by the Parthenon. It may be asked also, how

could the Hecatompedum be burnt a second time? If its

worship had been transferred to the Parthenon, and it wag

intended only as a memorial of the Persian invasion, we

cannot suppose it was ever repaired, its mere ruins being

sufficient to answer every purpose.

On the other hand, however little of the old Erechtheium

may have survived in the new, it was very natural that, in

ordinary discourse, it should be called the old temple of

Minerva (o Tfa.Xoe.iQs YSUJS rys 'Aflijva;), to distinguish it from

the Parthenon. Strabo mentions it in the same manner,

6 d^oLtos vew$ ?y$ IIoA/a?0, h ui o a<rg<rro Au'^vflf. The

inscription, indeed, being an official document, describes it
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pie again suffered from a fire, which must have

once more left it in an imperfect state, it is pro-

bable that the building of which the remains

are now seen in the citadel of Athens, was not

finally completed until after the Peloponnesian

war, perhaps about the year 393 B. C., when the

Athenians had so far recovered from the effects

of the war, as to re-establish, under the admi-

nistration of Conon, their long walls and the

walls of Peiraeeus.

It is evident, from the words of Herodotus,

already cited, that the Erechtheium was not to-

tally destroyed by the Persians under Xerxes ;

for he says, that the king, repenting of having
set fire to it, ordered, a few days afterwards,

the Athenian exiles who were in his camp to

go up to the Acropolis and perform their sa-

crifices in the temple : it was upon this occa-

sion that they were said to have found that the

sacred olive which had been burnt in the

temple had made a new sprout of a cubit in

length. Herodotus afterwards 1

tells us, in-

deed, that Mardonius utterly overthrew every

thing which had been spared by Xerxes
;
but

more accurately by the words, vew$ ev itotei ev w TO dp^ouov

ayaXjxa,
" the temple in the citadel, in which was the an-

cient statue."

1 Herodot. 1. 9. c. 13.
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as the historian, notwithstanding these strong

expressions, speaks of a temple of Erechtheus

as still existing in his time, it seems probable

that, like the temples of Juno in the Pha-

leric road, and of Ceres at Phalerum, some re-

mains of the walls of the old Erechtheium had

survived the Persian invasion, and having re-

ceived some repairs, served for divine worship

until the new edifice was begun. When we

consider the peculiar form of the building, and

that neither the salt well nor olive-tree
1

, nor the

tombs of Cecrops and Erechtheus, could easily

be moved, it is not only evident that the new

Erechtheium must have been built upon the

ancient site, and of the same form as the

old building, but it becomes highly probable

also that it was constructed upon the ancient

foundations, with the addition of porticos and

other external decorations, the design of which

is certainly to be ascribed to that period pre-

ceding the Peloponnesian war, when taste and

invention wrere in their meridian among the

Athenians, and when they were anxiously en-

1 Herodotus and Pausanias, who wrote at an interval of

six hundred years, and Apollodorus, who lived midway be-

tween them, all speak of the sacred olive as of the original

tree planted by Minerva. Hence, at least, it is evident that

an olive tree always grew upon the same spot in the Erech-

theium.
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gaged in restoring the temples, which had been

destroyed by the Persians. In this beautiful

specimen of the Ionic order they seem to have

been ambitious of excelling their Asiatic bre-

thren in their own peculiar order of architec-

ture, by the addition of new and elaborate orna-

ments, imagined with the utmost ingenuity and

elegance of taste, and executed with a sharp-

ness and perfection, which it could hardly have

been supposed that marble was capable of re-

ceiving.

statues From what has already been said respecting

Acropolis, the order observed by Pausanias, in his descrip-

tion of the several monuments of art in the

Acropolis, their general situation may be in-

ferred with some degree of accuracy. It may
be presumed that, near the Propylsea to the

right of the entrance, and opposite to the bra-

zen quadriga, was the hierum of Venus Leaena,

which contained the brazen lioness, and the

statue of Venus, by Calamis. Between this

sanctuary and that ofDiana Brauronia stood the

Diitrephes, the two Hygieise, the Aspergillifer

by Lycius, and the Perseus slaying Medusa, by

Myron. Between the temple of Diana and the

Parthenon were, the Trojan horse, the Epi-

charmus, the ^Enobius, the Hermolycus, the

Phormio, Minerva slaying Marsyas, Theseus
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overcoming the Minotaur, Phrixus sacrificing

the ram, Hercules slaying the serpents, Mi-

nerva rising from the head of Jupiter, and the

Bull, dedicated by the Areiopagus. Not far from

the temple of the Genius of Pious Men stood

the warrior with silver nails, by Cleoetas, and

Earth praying for rain ; then the Timotheus, the

Conon, the Procne and Itys of Alcamenes, the

contest of Neptune and Minerva, the Jupiter by

Leochares, and the Jupiter Polieus. In front of

the Parthenon towards the east stood the Apollo

Parnopius by Phidias, the Anacreon, and the

statutes by Deinomenesof loandCallisto. Very
near the eastern extremity of the Acropolis, not

far from that part ofthe southern wall which over-

hung the Dionysiac theatre, were theOlympio-

dorus, the Diana Leucophryne, and the ancient

statue of Minerva by Endoeus. Near the temple

of Minerva Polias (probably on the south, for,

on the opposite side, the ground ,was low

and concealed) were the half-burnt figures of

Minerva, the small statue of Lysimacha, and the

colossal composition of Erechtheus and Eu-

molpus. Between the latter and the brazen

chariot, which I have already shown to have

been near the Propylaea and Pelasgic wall, were

the hunting of the wild boar, Cycnus fighting

with Hercules, Theseus finding the slippers and
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sandals under the rock, Theseus subduing the

Marathonian bull, the Cylon, and, lastly, the bra-

zen colossus of Minerva Promachus by Phidias 1
,

whose position appears to have been at the north-

western angle of the upper platform, where its

western boundary, which is still traced about

midway between the north-west angle of the

Parthenon and the Propylaea, formed a right

angle with the wall which is seen running west

from the Pandrosium. Near the brazen chariot

and the entrance of the Propylsea, were a Peri-

cles, and the Minerva Lemnia of Phidias.

Such appears to have been the general dis-

tribution of the several works of art described

by Pausanias. It is probable, however, that these

were not one half of the statues which stood

in the Acropolis in his time
;

for it is evident

that he has confined himself to those of the best

times and of the great masters, and that he has

passed over in silence all the monuments of the

servility and dependent condition of Athens,

with which the Acropolis, in common with the

other parts of the city, had been filled from the

1
It is probable that the designs of several of these ad-

mirable productions are still to be found upon ancient gems.
Some idea of the attitude and proportions of the magnificent

memorial of the victory of Marathon, the colossus of Mi-

nerva Promachus, may be seen on the coin, where it is re-

presented standing between the Propylaea and the Parthenon.
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time of Alexander the Great. He more than

once says, that it was the object of his work

to notice only the most remarkable monuments

of Greece 1

;
and in the midst of his descrip-

tion of the statues of the Acropolis he informs

us that, between the Diitrephes pierced with

arrows, and the two Hygieiae, there were some

portraits of persons of no great note. The latter

remark is illustrated by another writer 2
,
from

whom we learn that there was a statue of the

mother of Isocrates standing near the Minerva

Hygieia. There was also a statue of Isocrates

himself, which Pausanias has not spoken of. It

stood in the sphaeristra, or tennis-court of the

Arrhephori
3
, which must have been near the

Erechtheium ; for it cannot be doubted that

the Arrhephori
4 were the same as the Cane-

phori, or two virgins, who carried baskets upon
their heads in the Panathenaic festival, and

who, as Pausanias tells us, dwelt near the tem-

ple of Polias.

There was a Mercury in the Acropolis sur-

named the Uninitiated (a^ro;
5

), and a brazen

i See Section I.

8
Plutarch, de X Rhet. in Isocrat.

3 Id. ibid.

4 For the Arrhephori, see Meurs. Attic. Lect. 1. 4, c, 19.
*

Hesych. in 'Ep&ys 'Apjijrof. Clemens Cohort, ad gent.

T
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ram, compared, for its colossal dimensions, to

the Trojan horse, Durius T

, of which Pausanias

speaks.

We find mention made by Plutarch of a sta-

tue of Minerva erected in the Acropolis by
Nicias 2

. Diogenes Laertius, who wrote not

many years after Pausanias, says
3
, that, of the

innumerable statues erected in honour of De-

metrius of Phalerum, that which stood in the

Acropolis alone remained in the time of the

biographer. Other authorities speak of an ox

presented by Lysias
4

, and of a man standing by
a horse dedicated by Diphilus, upon the occa-

sion of his being made a Roman knight
5
. These,

or any others which we may find recorded in an-

cient history, are either to be numbered among
the elwss a'pavfor^a/, or portraits of persons of

little consequence, which Pausanias passes by
in silence, or among those which had been car-

ried away by the plunderers who had despoiled

Athens before his time.

To his exclusion of Roman names in enu-

merating the statues of the Acropolis, Pausanias

has admitted only of one exception in favour of

1

Hesych. in Kpto$ da>t\r

/OKspwf.
a Plutarch, Paral. in Nicia.

3 In vitaDemet. Phal.

4 Lucilius Tarrhaeus, in Collect. Proverb.

9
Jul. Poll. 1. 8. c. 10.
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the Emperor Hadrian, whom alone he could

acknowledge a fit companion for the patriots

and benefactors of Athens 1

. But the servility

and flattery of the Athenians had not failed to

crowd the citadel, as well as every part of the

town, with statues of powerful Romans. A
few of their dedicatory inscriptions have been

discovered and reported by modern travellers
2

.

It has been supposed by some former writers

upon Athens, that among the objects left unno-

ticed by Pausanias in the Acropolis, were tem-

ples sacred to Jupiter Polieus, to Pandion, to

Venus Hippolyteia, and to Rome and Augustus
3
.

1 He omits no occasion of doing justice to Hadrian, for

his generous conduct towards Greece (see Attica, c. 3, 20.)

and he carefully records every instance of the emperor's

munificence.

2 In the Inscriptiones Antiques of Chandler are several de-

dications to Romans, found in the Acropolis ; among these

are, one in honour of Drusus, brother of the emperor Ti-

berius; another to the poet Festus Avienus; and a third to

the sophist Lollianus, who had a statue also in the Agora,

as having been o-r/sarijyoj &ir\ TMV QirXwv, an office which,

though formerly military, as the name implies, had at that

time dwindled into the superintendance of the Agora, and

of the supplies of provisions. ITaXaT Ifcyyev e$ roi ffoA^ua,

vvvi 8e rpoQujv ertipeXerfou HO.} crlrou ayo/%t. Philost. in Lollian.

It is on this account that we find the name of the strategus,

for the time being, in the inscription, which is of the time

of Augustus, over the gate of the new Agora.
3 Meurs. Cecrop. c. 27, 28. Stuart's Antiq. of Athens,

Vol. I. c. 1. Chandler's Travels in Greece, c. 20,
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We have seen that the statue of Jupiter

Poiieus was one of the most important in the

Acropolis ;
arid it appears, from the orator Ly-

curgus
1

,
to have stood in a sanctuary which

once contained another statue 2
. As Pausanias

speaks only of the statue of Jupiter, one is led to

believe, that, like some other statues of Grecian

deities and heroes, it stood with an altar before

it in an uncovered hierum 3
. The sanctuary of

Pandion, to which there is an allusion in one

of the inscriptions copied at Athens by Chand-

ler 4
, was probably of the same kind as that of

Jupiter Poiieus : and it seems, from the situa-

tion in which the marble was found by Chand-

ler, to have stood near the eastern extremity

of the Acropolis. The sanctuary of Diana

Brauronia, although more particularly specified

by Pausanias, was probably of the same kind

as the two former.

It has already been remarked 5
, that the tem-

ple of Venus Hippolyteia was the same as that

which has been stated by Pausanias to have

been dedicated to Venus and Peitho.

i See the passage in p. 239.
8 That of the father of Leocrates. Lycurg. adv. Leocrat.

p.231.
9
Jupiter Eleutherius, in the Cerameicus, appears in like

manner to have had an altar and a statue only (Pausan, Attic.

c. 3. Aristid. iu Panath.)
4

Jnscript. Antiq. p. 49.
4 See page 171.
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As to the temple of Rome and Augustus, the

supposition of its former existence rests entirely

upon an inscription which was copied at Athens,

in the year 1437, by Ciriaco d'Ancona, and

which contains a dedication " to the Goddess

Rome, and to Augustus Caesar
; Pamrnenes,

strategus of the Hoplitse, being priest of those

deities in the Acropolis; Megiste being priestess

of Minerva Polias, and Areus being archon."

Grnter and others, who have published this in-

scription, state, that it was found in the ves-

tibule of the Parthenon 1
: it is still to be seen

however, not in the vestibule of that temple,

but on a large circular pedestal, ninety feet

from the centre of its eastern front. We know

that Augustus forbade the provinces to make

any dedications to him, without adding the name

of Rome 2
. It is probable, therefore, that the

pedestal supported a colossal statue of Augus-

tus, and that there was no other sanctuary of

Rome and Augustus in the Acropolis.

In fact, when v,e compare the dimensions

of the Cecropian hill with the great number of

monuments, of the existence of which we have

undoubted evidence, we are almost at a loss to

1
Gruter, p. 105. Fabric, descr, Rom. c. 2. Corsini.

Fasti Attici, p. 42. These authors say, "the temple of Mi-

nerva Polias ;" but as they state the temple to be dedicated
"
BeataeVirgini," they evidently mean the Parthenon, which,

before the Turkish conquest, was a church of the Panaghia.
9 Sueton in August, c, 52,
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find sufficient space for them. It is impossible,

therefore, to admit the suggestion of a cele-

brated traveller 1

, that, in addition to the tern-

pies and other monuments, there were houses

divided into regular streets. Such an arrange-

ment would not have been consonant either

with the religion or the good taste of the Athe-

nians. We know, from Thucydides, that when

the people of Attica crowded into Athens at the

beginning of the Peloponnesian war, and when

religious prejudices gave way, in every possible

case, to the necessities of the occasion, even

then the Acropolis remained uninhabited*. In

order, therefore, to form a due conception of

the wonderful effect of this storehouse of the

arts, and to do justice to Athenian taste, we

must imagine the platform of the hill cleared of

every extraneous building, and consider the

whole Acropolis as one vast composition of ar-

chitecture and sculpture ; or, to use the words

of a Greek rhetorician, as a single monument

or magnificent dedication to the gods
3
.

We learn from Plutarch, that the southern

Walls of the Wall of the Acropolis was rebuilt by Cimon,
Acropolis.

1 Chandler's Travels in Greece, c. 11.

"

Thucyd. 1. 2. c. If. The Eleusinium was the only other

forbidden place.
3

TJ
tfoA TYjv 'AxpoVoAjv xaTBCftflrjBWjrt foi$ TWV efrytov

VTtO[j,yypa,<ri xa< TW 7%$ fdoretuf xaAAe* xal To Ttapot,
Tov irAouVoy

xa) Ty$ T^W*)! Ipa'jfciAAov rtpoffefyxsv,
WVT' elvon TTacrav arr'

ava0>f|U,arof jaaAAov
'

avr' ayaAjxai'Of. Aristid. Panath.
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and from him received the name of Cimonium.

The part, therefore, which Pausanias 1

states to

have been built by the Pelasgi must have been

on the north side. It would seem 2 that these

Pelasgi, who belonged to the wrecks of a na-

tion more skilled at that period in the arts than

the Athenians, were the original fortifiers of

the Cecropian hill ; that the summit was from

this circumstance occasionally known by the

name of the Pelasgic fortress
3
, and that this for-

tress had fallen into decay before the Persian

war, as we find upon that occasion that it was

necessary to protect the hill with pallisades, and

1 Pausan. Attic, c. 28.

* Herodot. 1. 2. c. 51. 1. 6. c. 137. Thucyd. 1. 4. c. 109.

3 Herodotus (1. 5. c. 64.) tells us, that Cleomenes,king of

Sparta, besieged the Pisistratidse in the Pelasgic fortress

(a.TfspY(AevQv$ &v TW FleAaayixoy rsfasi) which cannot mean

any thing but the Acropolis itself, rei%ps being here certainly

used in its sense of a fortress. Myrsilus, an author quoted

by Dionysius of Halicarnassus (1. 1. c. 19.) asserts, that the

wall built by the Pelasgi surrounded the Acropolis ( rtuf

ITsXacryou; 'ASijvaTo^ ro feixps TO Tfepi ryv 'Ax/soVoAjy

ifepiZdteiv.) The same is also stated by Cleidemus (ap.

Suid.in
v
A7rea et'H7r&oj'),who says, that the Pelasgi levelled

the Acropolis, and built around it the nine-gated Pelasgicum,

TTJV 'Ax^oVoAiv, rtepizSaXtov 8s lvvaitvXQV TO TleAair-

The nine gates were probably on the steep winding

ascent of the western end. The nature of the ground

suggests a succession of barriers as an eligible mode of de-

fence. There are now three or four gates in the course of

the ascent.
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other similar expedients
1

. By the continuance

in later ages of the name of Pelasgicum to the

northern wall, or at least to the western part of

it towards the grotto of Pan 2
, it appears proba-

ble that some part of the old Pelasgic fortress

was incorporated into the new works raised

after the Persian war.

There can be little doubt that the greater part

of the existing walls, although disfigured by re-

parations of various ages, and carefully kept co-

vered with a coat of whitewash, according to the

usual Turkish mode of concealing defects, and

inspiring distant respect, consists of the original

Hellenic work, raised by Themistocles and Ci-

mon. A part of the southern wall, where the

profile is not less than sixty feet in height, ap-

pears in particular to consist almost entirely of

the ancient Cimonian work
;
and the centre of

the northern side still bears the strongest evi-

dence of that haste with which Thucydides de-

scribes the fortifications of Athens to have been

restored after the Persian war, when the Athe-

nians, having returned to the city upon the de-

parture of the Barbarians, found nothing left

but a small part of the walls, and some of the

1 Herodot. 1. 8. c. 51. Pausan. Attic, c. 18.

2
. . . . rov Havoc, <J\KZI pixpov VTTO tw ITeAaoyjxoy .

Lucian in Bis Accusat.

Tausan. Attic, c. 28.
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houses which had been occupied by the Persian

grandees
1
. By the counsel of Themistocles they

instantly set about rebuilding their fortifications,

and completed the lower part during the inten-

tional delays of an embassy to Sparta, which

Themistocles advised and conducted in person
2
.

"The work/' saysThucydides
3

, who wrote about

forty years afterwards,
" bears marks of the

haste with which it was constructed ; for the

foundations are built of stones of every shape

1 In the first capture of the Acropolis by Xerxes the

temples were burnt (Herod. 1. 8, c. 53). When the Persians

quitted Athens the second time, Mardonius destroyed every

remaining building, sfMfp^yas is ?ai$ 'Aftyvas, KOU si xoy fi

optiov r
t
v TtjJv T'SI^SMV % TUJY o'lKyiAoiTwv y TWV

ipuj'y Tfdvra. xara-

a>y KOU <ry/%w<ra. Herod. 1. p. c. 13. Thucydides adds,

that when the Athenians returned, -rou ifspio\ov fya%e flcr-

fyKSi, xa) oiKiai al plv -TToAAcu sTtTffwK(roLV^ ohiyai $1 Ttspirt ff(X.y9

zv cfi$ auVdi J<rxTjyijcrav o Jyyaro) ra?y n.ep<rwy.

Thucyd. 1. 1. c. 89.

a
Thucyd. 1. 1. c. 90, 91, 92. Plutarch, Parall. in Themist.

3
JTJ'XIJ y oijcoJopa sfi xa< yjy Ifffiv on Kara, eriroy^y lykvvtv

ot yap Qs[Ae\ioi Tfavi'Qicvv A/9a;y V'TfOKSivfai xa) oy ^yvf^yacr^eywy

y, aAX' tag sKOifffol TtQTe 7fpo<rs(pepQv' TfoXXal fe atfaoLi diro

xa< A9oj gljOyatr^gyoi lyxareAsyTjfrav. Thucyd. 1. 1.

c. 93.

The force of the word ^yyg^yao-^eywy in this passage will

be well understood by those, who have observed the beautiful

accuracy with which the Greeks fitted together the masonry
of their walls, whether formed of polygonal stones, or of

regular courses.
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and size, not fitted to one another, and the works

are full of sepulchral columns, and of wrought
stones (from former buildings) united toge-

ther."

About the middle of the northern wall, or

exactly in that part which is most likely to

have preserved a part of the work of Themi-

stocles, several wrought stones are observed,

which belonged to former buildings. The most

conspicuous among them are a range of Doric

triglyphs with plain metopes, and some entire

courses of masonry, formed of the fragments of

Doric columns of proportions corresponding to

those of the architraves. Having with some

difficulty mounted up to this part of the wall,

I found the columns to be partly fluted and

partly plain, to have twenty flutings, and that

the chord of the fluting (the only dimension

which could be measured) was eleven inches

and three-tenths. As this was upon a part of

the column not likely to be the lowest, it is

probable that the columns were very nearly of

the same diameter at the base as those of the

Parthenon, the flutings of which are 11*68

inches at the base. Such large dimensions

could hardly have belonged to any other

building than the old Hecatompedum, or tem-

ple of Minerva, which was the predecessor of

the new Hecatompedum, or Parthenon > and
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nothing appears more likely than that Themi-

stocles, in his hasty construction of the fortifica-

tions of the citadel, should have made use of

the fragments of a temple, which had recently

been burnt and overthrown by the Persians,

and whose ruins were so conveniently situated

for his purpose.

If the information of Hesychius
1

is correct,

that the old Hecatompedum was fifty feet

shorter than the new, that is to say, that it was

about a hundred and seventy-seven feet 2 in

length, it is evident, from the size of the co-

lumns, that the temple could not have had

more than six columns in front : and it is re-

markable that a colonnade, consisting of thir-

teen 3
columns, of the same diameter as those of

sv f, xfotfoAsj ps&y TOO
jtx,-

ev'tQs vifb Tuiv Hep<rwv ifotri Trevnjxovra.

Hesych. in
'ExflWo'prtifof.

* The length of the Parthenon being two hundred and

twenty-eight English feet, and the Greek foot being rather

larger than the English. We are told by Harpocration, upon
the authority of Menecles or Callistratus, that the Heca-

tompedum did not receive that name from its dimensions,

but from the harmony of its proportions &ct>taAAo xa) sv-

fudfuav, ou hoi psysQos* Harpocrat. in 'ExaTo^ffs^ov.
3 The number 13 is here assumed, because both the Par-

thenon and Theseium have in their flanks double the num-

ber of columns in the fronts plus one. It should be observed,

however, that all the more ancient Doric temples, of which
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the Parthenon, with the same intercolumnia-

tion, would be just about fifty feet shorter than

the long side of the peristyle of the Parthenon.

The word Pelasgicum was applied not only to

the northern wall, or to a part of the northern

wall of the Acropolis, but also to a space of

ground below that wall, at the foot of the rocks

of the Acropolis. According to the Athenian

tradition, it was the portion allotted to the

Pelasgi for their place of residence. That it

was an inclosed space, and not merely a wall,

is proved from the oracle and the law which for-

bade its being inhabited or cultivated
1

, and from

its having been allotted, notwithstanding this

sacred impediment, as a place of habitation for

a part of the multitudes who flocked into Athens

the plans exist, have an even number of columns in the

flanks. But, on the other hand, their intercolumniation

generally bears a smaller proportion to the diameter of the

columns than is found in the Parthenon. It is not improba-

ble, therefore, that the old Hecatompedum had fourteen

columns in the sides.

1 To fe TLeXctffyixw xaAoujU^vov ro uffo
-rtjv 'Ax/?oVoAiv, 3 xai

STfa.gaT'ov rs TJV py oixsTv xai ti xa< IIu(hxoy [AavTeiov axfOi'eAsu-

rtov roio'v^s SisKwXvs Xsyw w$ To IleAaoyjxoy dpyov apewor

opus ywo rijV ffa axpypoc avayxvjj la>x^.

Thucycl. 1. 2. c. 17.

Ucipefyot tfa^gpuAarrov ^ti; &vf

Kara, wXeov efypvrrsi xai ruTA^ov
Jul. Pollux. 1. 8. seg. 102.
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at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war. The

situation of the Pelasgicum at the foot of the

hill is clearly indicated by Thucydides, who

calls it the Pelasgicum under the Acropolis, as

well as by Lucian, who, in his ludicrous dia-

logue of the Fisherman, represents Parrhesiades

sitting upon the top of the wall of the Acro-

polis, and letting down his hook baited with

gold and figs, to angle for philosophers in the

Pelasgicum. Upon dragging one of them up
he exclaims, "So, I have caught you, my ho-

nest friend, feeding deliciously among the rocks,

where you hoped to lie hid in safety
1 /' Every

person acquainted with the Cecropian hill will

acknowledge the propriety of Lucian's scenery.

It is necessary, therefore, to distinguish the

1 $IA. Tl TfpdfTsiv dvyp

IEP. AeAeaVa; ro ayxfcrrcoy i<r%a& xa!

YQ$ ITT) TO ax/joy -roy rsixlov, xaSiyxfv 5$ rr\v woA<y.

$IA. T/ rayra, <M Happytrioify TtQisif, IJTTOU

d\isv<reiv Sisyvwuss Ixrou HeAao-yixsy ;

IIAPP. 2ia;Vij(roy cJ ^<Xo<ro^/a xa< rijv ayfav

. . aAX opou fivat. Aa?/saxa fu/xfye9ij, ju,aXAov $1

EAEF. Oux* ixXAa yaXeoV 0"n* ifpotrsp^srAi Ss TOJ

o<r<ppra.i TW xpwrlov TrAvjV/oy yfy Icrr/v

IIAPP.

yg, 'H/saxAsj;, raJv oSdvrwv r/ rouro, cJ ygyya/oVarg ;

X<^ygy'wy ifsp] Toi$ rtergas, svfta, Aijcrgjy ^Xitiffas

a'AXa yyy 2<nj <pavspo$ arracny, &c. Lucian. Piscator.
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) or wall, which was above the

grotto of Pan 1

, from the neXacrymov uVo r^'A^oVoA/y,

which was a space of ground at the foot of the

rocks, where that cavern is situated.

By ascertaining the situation of the Eleusi-

nium and Pelasgicum we are furnished with the

exact route of the grand procession on the quin-

quennial festival of the Great Panathenaea, when

the new peplus, or embroidered curtain
2

,
for the

1 ...... rov ITava...... o<xe7 (juxpov JTTO rou

Lucian in Bis Accusat.

4 That the peplus of the Parthenon was not a garment or

veil, but an awning or curtain, is proved from Julius Pollux

(1. 7. c. 13), who sa^s, Ueir^wv
'

l<rri foirAouv
-rtjv ^psM, wg

svSuvai K&} l7r/aAXg<r0ar KOU or* iTT/fAij^a Jerri TK^rjpa.ir
y
av

rig SK *wv rrj$ 'h$r
(t>$ TfEitXwv. The parapetasma in the

temple of Jupiter at Olympia was a curtain let down from

the roof to the pavement. Pausanias (Eliac. Prior, c. 12),

says, Touro oax J $ TO avw ro Tra/jaTreracr^a uvirlp TTJ;
'

ro e$a.<pos. Judging from the great similarity of the two

temples, it seems highly probable that the peplus of the Par-

thenon was very much like the parapetasma of the temple of

Olympia, here described, and that it was a curtain hanging

between the statue and the hypsethric part of the chamber,

and serving to defend the statue from the dust and moisture

which entered through the hypaethrum, at the same time

that it added to the sanctity of the goddess, by preventing

her from being seen upon every occasional opening of the

door, and thus interposing another barrier between her and

the vulgar gaze. nrAo; was probably the Athenian word
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use ofthe Parthenon, was suspended upon a ship,

which was impelled along the ground by internal

machinery
1

,
and which, accompanied by all that

for what was elsewhere called napaTrfracr^a, a term of more

general import, and applied to every kind of awning. Thus

we find that TrapaTrsracr^ara, ra &a rov depof SiareQevra, l-nws

rov ijAjov ditepvKOi were stretched over the theatre of Nero

at Rome. Dion. Cass. I. 63. c. 7 As Pausanias is obliged

to go to Ephesus for an example of an ascending curtain, it

is probable that the peplus of the Parthenon was a descending

curtain, like that of Oljmpia.

The peplus was embroidered with the battles of the gods

and giants, the warlike actions of Minerva, chariot-races, and

the portraits of illustrious Athenians. Eurip. Hecub. v. 46 i.

Plato. Euthryph. p. 6. ed. Serran. -Aristoph. Equit. v. 563.

et Schol. ibid. Plutarch, in Demetr.- Virgil in Ciri. Suidas

in HfTthog. Procl. in Timae. Plat. Comment. 1. Serv. ad

jEneid. 1. In the Euthyphro of Plato, Socrates, after alluding

to the contests of the gods, and their battles with the giants,

which often formed the subject of pictures in the Athenian

temples, adds, 6 TisirXos, psc-tos rwv roiovrwy Tfo

dvdyeTM sis fyv 'Axpfaofav.

1

naya0ijvaltt)v ruJV ^gyaXwv ayojwjywy, %?s
rtj'y

yauv
'

vatoj sir} yi) Ty 'AO^a -Tre/JOTrouTi, Iru'yp^avov ^lv I^

&c. Heliod. ^Ethiop. I. l. c. 10.

Kofi <ro} fa, (xeya'X* fasts navaMvai' afypsy. Aristoph.

Pac. v. 4 17 Schol.. c . . . . fy Se 'Adijva ^yovro ^<a Ttsvrs ettiv,

ore xa) y vavs &) yy$ if^eei tap awroT^.

Kcr>tg7va tfsp} rujy IlavaOijyajcoy faovoy rtsTftoy ply dvy<pQou

fov vs'JoStr^lu) ypa.q>ft c, <ruy ovpliuTw Y.Q\IHU' Sparely e tyy VO.VY

ouV TJit^vylwv ayoVrwy, aXX' utfoyelois (lege zifiyeiois) WX&~
you; oVoXKrSalyouo'ay' Ix Kep&petKQv apa.<rav %tX/a xwVij dqulvcu

eir) ft 'EXgua-jyiov xai rtcpiZatovo'ot.v auro rt&papsfy&t ro rig-
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was sacred, and honourable, and beautiful in

Athens, ascended to the Acropolis, after making
a tour of the most distinguished parts of the

city. The procession began in the outer Cera-

meicus 1

, and having entered the inner Cera-

meicus 2

, passed by the Hermse 3

, and from thence

under the south side of the Acropolis to the

Ilissus and Eleusinium : from thence passing

near the sanctuary of Apollo Pythius, it ap-

proached the northern side of the Acropolis,

itxpx TO Hufaw, eMsiv oJ vvv a

Philostrat. in Herod.
1 This appears from the relation given by Thucydides of

the death of Hipparchus, son of Pisistratus. The conspira-

tors chose the occasion of the Great Panathenaea, because it

was customary for the citizens on that day to bear arms.

Kou 00$ zityXfav oj topry 9 'Iififla.; ^lv %w Iv rcu Kspapsitu xa-

oi rcuv 8opu<pdpwv SiSKOfffisi, w^ Ixacrra %p^v rijf

Tfpo'isvou. Thucyd. 1. 6. c. 57.

2 ..... ... o veff\Qf Tfe^ifo^evos ^*a Toy Kspafieixw ......

Plutarch. Paral. in Demetr.

Ila^a 'AflijvaTo/; itev^s ro appsvov ?rj$ TlavaQevalxr^ vewg yv

ol 'A9>jva<bi KO/fzo'KsycLtyv Ty 'AQyvoi Sici i
>

Tpocsfrl pla,$ t ys KOLI

ryv jrop'iryY hd fov KepapeiKOv eirdwv psxpl rov 'Etevnviov.

Suidas, in ITfTTAoj.

3 Athenaeus tells us, upon the authority of Hegesander,

that one Demetrius, a descendant of Demetrius of Phale-

rum, and who had been appointed Thesmotheta by king

Antigonus, built a scaffold at the Hermae for his mistress,

Aristagora, to see the Panathenaic procession. Toft Ilava-

. Athen. 1. 4. c. 19. ed. Casaub.
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and passing under the Pelasgicum
1

, ascended

to the Propylsea. The procession, after having
collected in the space between the Propylaea

and Parthenon, was divided into two columns,

which proceeded eastward along either side of

the temple. These having turned to the right

and left respectively, upon reaching the angles

of the eastern front, met opposite to the eastern

door, when the bearer of the peplus and the

two arrhephori entered the temple, and deli-

vered their sacred burthens to the archon Ba-

sileus and to the priestess of Minerva. Such,

at least, appears from the authors cited in the

notes, and from the frize of the Parthenon,

to have been the progress of this magnificent

ceremony.
In his descent from the Propylaea, in the di-

rection of the outer Cerameicus and Academy,
Pausanias describes the Grotto of Pan and the

Areiopagus, both of which lay nearly in his

route, and were the only objects of importance
which had not yet been noticed by him. Of
the grotto of Pan I have already spoken, and

sufficient has also been said of the Areiopagus,
to show that the eastern summit of the hill was

the situation of the temple of the Furies, as

well as of the celebrated court of Areiopagus,.

1 Philostrat. in Herod, ubi supra.

U
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which was nothing more than an open space,

having an altar of Minerva Areia upon it, and

two seats serving for the accuser and defend-

ant. Near the Areiopagus was the building in

which the sacred ship of the Panathenaic festi-

val was deposited.

Having thus finished his description of the

city, Pausanias, before he proceeds to the Demi
of Attica, devotes several pages

1 to an account

of the sepulchral monuments which bordered

either side of the road, leading through the

Outer Cerameicus to the Academy. There

were few objects at Athens more interesting

than these memorials of her most illustrious

citizens : it may be permitted, therefore, to de-

tain the reader for a few minutes in the contem-

plation of this compendious display of the past

glory of Athens, which still gratified the tra-

veller in the second century of our asra ; but

nothing of which is now to be seen, except a

few fragments and foundations dispersed over

an open plain. The first object of importance

that occurred beyond Dipylum was a peribolus

of Diana, or Hecate 2
, containing wooden sta-

tues " to the best and fairest of goddesses
3

,"

1
Attic, c. 29.

Hesych. in

8 Zo'ava 'A/5/crTTj xa) KaXXlyfys' &; ply lyw SOKW, xa)
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near to which was a small temple of Bacchus 1
.

Next occurred the tombs of Thrasybulus, Pe-

ricles
2
, Chabrias, and Phormio. The space

beyond this, on either side of the road to the

Academy, was covered with the sepulchres of

the Athenians, who had been slain in battle,

with the exception only of those who fell at

Marathon, and who were buried on the spot.

Over each tomb was a stele 3
, whereon were

commemorated the names and tribes of the de-

ceased.

First was the monument of those who, under

Leagrus and Sophones, fell fighting against the .

ra il-ifa, rd, Satfipov;, 7% 'AptepiSos iitnv l

Pausan. Attic, c. 29.
1 On stated days the statue of Bacchus Eleutherensis was

brought here in procession from the Lenaeum. Pausan. ibid.

et in c. 20.

9 The tomb of Pericles was a little to the right of the

road from Dipylum to the Academy. Modo etiam paullum

ad dextram de via declinavi, ut ad Periclis sepulchrum ac-

cederem. Cicer. de Fin. 1. 5. c. 2. The tomb of Toxaris,

a Scythian physician, was not far from Dipylum, on the left

of the road. A low stele was always crowned with garlands,

dedicated by those who supposed they had received benefit

from their invocations to Toxaris. (Lucian in Scyth.)
3 The sepulchral <rrijxa<, when square, were ornamented

with mouldings, and when round, generally terminated in a

rounded or peaked top. By a decree of Demetrius Pha-

lereus they were not to be more than three cubits high.

Cicer. de Leg. 1. 2. c. 26.

U 2
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Edoni in Thrace 1

; the next stele represented

two horsemen fighting: these were Melanopus
and Macartatus, who fell in battle against the

Lacedaemonians and Boeotians on the confines

of the Eleusinian and Tanagraean districts
2
.

Next to these lay the Thessalian horsemen

and Cretan bowmen, who aided the Athe-

nians when Attica was invaded by the Spar-

tans under Archidamus, in the Peloponnesian

war; Cleisthenes, who arranged the Attic

tribes 3
;
the Athenian horsemen, who fell toge-

ther with the Thessalians just mentioned
; the

Cleonaei, who came with the Argives to the

assistance of the Athenians 4
;

the Athenians

who fell in battle with the ^Eginetae before the

Persian war 5

;
the most distinguished of those

' In the year B. C. 453. Herodot. 1. Q. c. ?3.

* This appears to have been some skirmish previous to the

great battle of Tanagra, in which the Lacedaemonians and

Boeotians gained a victory over the Athenians and Argives,

B. C. 458. See Herodot. 1. 9. c. 34. Thucyd. I. 1. c. 108.

3 After the expulsion of the Peisistratidae, Cleisthenes,

leader of the popular party, having obtained the banishment

of his rival, Isagoras, increased the Attic tribes, which

were then four in number, to ten (Herodot. 1.5. c. 69), the

names of which are given by Pausanias, in Attic, c. 5.

* In the second sacred war, of which the battle of Tanagra,

just mentioned, was the principal action,

5 See Herodot. 1. 6, c. 92.
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who were slain in the expedition to Olynthus
1

;

Melesander, who commanded a naval expedi-

tion upon the river Mseander against Upper
Caria 2

; the Athenians who fell in the war with

Cassander 3
; the Argives who, in alliance with

the Athenians, fought against the Lacedaemo-

nians and Boeotians at Tanagra with good suc-

cess, until the Thessalians, having betrayed the

Athenians, the Lacedaemonians were success-

ful 4
; Apollodorus, the Athenian, who, at the

head of a foreign force sent by the satrap of

Phrygia, defended Perinthus against Philip
5

;

Eubulus, son of Spintharus
6

; those who were

1 Pausanias seems here to mean what is usually called the

battle of Potidaea, which was fought in the Isthmus be-

tween Olynthus and Potidaea, in the year preceding the

Peloponnesian war, B. C. 432, when Callias, one of the

commanders, together with a hundred and fifty Athenians,

were slain. See Thucyd. 1. 1, c. 62. A fragment of the

stele, which records the names of Callias and his com-

panions, was found near the site of the academy, and is

now in the Elgin collection in the British Museum. On the

marble mention is made of Potidaea, not of Olynthus.
a For this unsuccessful expedition in the second year of

the Peloponnesian war see Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 69.

3 See Pausan. Attic, c. 25.

* The battle of Tanagra, B. C. 458.

* B. C. 341. See Diodorus, 1. 16, c. 75.
* Archon in the year B. C. 345, and a leading man in

the party, opposed to Demosthenes.
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put to death upon being discovered in a con-

spiracy against the tyrant Lachares 1

;
and those

who were equally unfortunate in the attempt

against the Macedonian garrison of the Pei-

rseeus ;
the Athenians who fell at Corinth,

whose fate, like that of the Lacedaemonians at

Leuctra, where they were beaten by the Boeo-

tians alone, shows that courage without fortune

is of little avaiP. A single stele showed, by the

elegies inscribed upon it, that it was erected

over those who fell (in the Peloponnesian war)

in Euboea, in Chios, in the extreme parts of

Asia, and in Sicily; the Platseenses were in-

scribed, together with the Athenian soldiers.

Of the leaders, Nicias alone was omitted
;

because he surrendered himself to the enemy,

See Pausan. Attic, c. 25.

The Corinthian war began in the year 394, B. C., and

lasted eight years. The action in which the Athenians

chiefly suffered was fought at Epieikia, between Corinth and

Sicyon, where the Athenians, Argives, Corinthians, and

other allies, to the amount of 24,000 hoplitse, were opposed

to 13,500 hoplitae of the Lacedaemonians and their allies ; the

force of Lacedaemonians and Athenians on either side being

about 6000. See Xenophon (Hell. J. 4, c. 2). The men-

tion of Leuctra, and the reflection which Pausanias makes

on this occasion, show that he considered the one action as

a set-off against the other in the comparative glory of Sparta

and Athens.
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and did not act like Demosthenes, who,

when he made a treaty of capitulation for his

army, excepted himself alone from the number,

and attempted his own life. Upon another

stele were recorded the names of those who fell

(in the same war) in Thrace, and at Megara ;

the Mantinenses, and Eleians, who quitted the

alliance of the Lacedaemonians, and fought
under Alcibiades, and those who were victo-

rious over the Syracusans before the arrival of

Demosthenes in Sicily. Here also were the

sepulchres of those who fell in the naval action

at the Hellespont
1

;
in the battle against the

Macedonians at Chaaroneia ;
in the expedition

under Cleon against Amphipolis; at Delium in

theTanagraea ; those who marched intoThessaly
under Leosthenes 2

;
those who sailed with Ci-

mon to Cyprus ;
and sixteen of those who, under

Olympiodorus, ejected the (Macedonian) garri-

son (from the Museium)
3
. Here also was a monu-

ment of the seamen belonging to five triremes,

which the Athenians sent to the assistance of

the Romans against the Carthaginians ; and in

the same road was the sepulchre of Tolmides

1 The battle of JEguspotami.
8 Pausan. Attic, c. 25. Plutarch, Parall. in Demosth.

Diodor.l. 17, c. 111.

s Pausan. Attic, c. 25.
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and of those who fell with him 1
. Here also lay

those who fell in the great exploit under Cimon

in the Eurymedon, when he was victorious on

the same day both by sea and land. Here

likewise were buried Conon and Timotheus, a

father and son, whose illustrious actions are

exceeded only by -those of Miltiades and Ci-

mon ; Zeno, the son of Mnaseius ; Chrysippus

of Soli
; Nicias, son of Nicomedes 2

, the most

skilful painter of animals of his time ; Harmo-

dius and Aristogeiton, who slew Hipparchus,

son of Peisistratus ; and the orators, Ephialtes

and Lycurgus, son of Lycophron ;
the former

of whom reformed the laws of the Areiopagus,

and the latter of whom collected in the public

treasury six thousand five hundred talents more

than had been collected by Pericles 3
. For the

religious worship of Minerva, Lycurgus fur-

nished vases (irofMtaa) and golden victories, and

i Pausan. Attic, c. 27. Thucyd. 1 1, c. 108, 113.

8 He refused an offer of sixty talents from Attalus for his

picture of the Necromanteia of Homer, and made a present

of it to the city. Plin. Hist. Nat. 1. 35, c. 1 1 .

3 But money had fallen to half its value since the time of

Pericles, who collected (Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 13), 9/00 talents.

The decree in honour of the family of Lycurgus, at the end

of the Lives of the Ten Orators, says that Lycurgus col-

lected 18,900 talents.
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dresses for a hundred virgins
1

: for war he pro-

vided offensive and defensive arms 2

,
and in-

creased the navy of Athens to four hundred

triremes : and among the public buildings of

the Athenians, he finished the theatre 3
, which

had been begun by others, built houses for con-

taining ships (vswo-o/xot) in Peirseeus, and the

Gymnasium
4 in the Lyceium.

1 These were the virgins who marched in the Panathenaic

procession, as we see them represented on the frize of the

Parthenon. Some are seen carrying the vases here men-

tioned in their hands ; and it appears probable, from this

passage of Pausanias, that if we were in possession of all the

frize, together with the metallic ornaments which were at-

tached to it, we should find that the golden victories here

mentioned were also carried in the procession. The vases,

victories, and dresses were all deposited in the building

called the Pompeium. (See p. 2, and Meursius, Attic. Lect.

1. 2, c. 15). The vases were of gold or silver, and the vic-

tories (as we perceive) of gold, which explains the meaning
of Pausanias, in saying, at the end of this account of the

works of Lycurgus oVa p\v dpyvpov TtSTfoiypsYO, yv xal %/su-

rou,Aapf}j $ xa rauVa l<ru'A>jcr ru^ayvijVa^, faL 8s olxoSopypoiTa,

xa) eg ifpas In ty. When Lachares carried off the golden

shields of the citadel, and plundered the statue of Minerva

itself, he did not spare the plate in the Pompeium.
2 He formed an arsenal of these arms in the Acropolis.-

See the decree just mentioned.

3 Toy Aiovytnajtoy fiea^jsov, according to the decree ro Ix

Aiovo'crou flgflwcov, in the Life of Lycurgus.
4 Called a palaestra, by Plato and by the biographer of the
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The Academy was surrounded with a wall,

built, at a great expense, by Hipparchus
1

, and it

was planted, divided into walks, and furnished

with fountains of water by Cimon 2
. Before the

entrance was an altar of Love 3
. Within was a

temenus ofMinerva, which contained a temple of

Prometheus, and in the entrance an altar of Pro-

metheus, whereon were figured, in relief, Vulcan

and Prometheus 4
. This altar was the starting-

place in the race of the Lampadephoria
5
. There

was also a sanctuary of the Muses, built by Xeno-

phori : it contained statues ofthe Graces, dedi-

cated by his disciple and nephew, Speusippus
6
,

and a statue of Plato by Silanion, dedicated by
Mithradates, a Persian 7

. In the Academy were

altars also of Hermes, of Hercules 8

, and of Ju-

Ten Orators. Before it stood a column set up by Lycurgus

himself, to record his actions.

1 Suidas in 'iTtiroip^v fsi'/lw.

Plutarch. Paral. in Ciraon.
'

3

Corresponding to which, adds Pausanias, there was in

the city an altar of Anteros.

4
Apollod. ap. Schol. Sophocl. GEdip. Colon, v. 5/.

5 Pausan. Attic, c. 30.

6
Diogen. Laert. in Speusip.

'

Diogen. Laert. in Plat.

8 Pausan. Attic, c. 30. Pausanias mentions no other ob-

jects in the academy than the altars of Prometheus, Minerva,

the Muses, Hercules, and Hermes, and the old olive-tree.
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piter Cataebates, or Morius, the latter epithet

being derived from the sacred olives, called

Moriae 1

, which grew near the sanctuary of

Minerva 2
, and the oil from which was the prize

in the gymnic contests of the Panathenaic fes-

tival
3
. One of these olive trees was said to be

a slip from the olive tree of the Erechtheium 4
.

The academy contained likewise the garden of

Attains, where the sophist Lacydes had his

school 5
,
a i?oV*> or tank 6

, and plane trees thirty-

six cubits high
7
. Near the Academy were the

tomb of Plato and the tower of Timon 8
.

sl$ 'Ajca^jx/av KOtsfiwv uVo to

Aristoph. Nub. v. 1001.

Apollod. ap. Schol. Sophocl. (Edip. Colon, v. 737.

Aristot. ap. Schol. Sophocl. CEdip. Col. v. 730. Schol.

Aristoph. in Nub. v. 1001. Suidasin Mortal.
4 Pausan. Attic, c. 30. Istrus ap. Schol. Sophocl. ibid.

Diogen. Laert. in Lacyd.
6 Heliod. ^Ethiop. 1. 1, c. 17.
7
Plin. Hist. Nat. 1. 12, c. 1.

8
Pausan. Attic, c. 30.
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SECTION IX.

Of Peirteeus, Munychia, and Phdlerum Of the Long
Walls and other Fortifications of the City.

THE singularity and the local advantages of

the site of Athens consist not more in its na-

tural fortress, the Acropolis, than in the pecu-
liar formation of its sea-coast. While the Ce-

cropian hill, by giving protection to the early

cultivators of the plain against invaders, was

the primary cause of the importance of Athens

among the states of Greece ; the indented coast

and land-locked harbours were the origin of

that extensive commerce and dominion over

the Grecian seas which Athens so long retained.

The security of the Athenian harbours, whose

different capacities were so well suited to the

several stages of the naval power of Athens,

conspired with the peninsular form of the pro-

vince, with its position relatively to the surround-

ing coasts of Greece and Asia, with the richness

of the Attic silver-mines, and even with the ge-

neral poverty of the Attic soil, to produce a

combination of circumstances the best adapted
to encourage the development of commercial

industry, and of nautical skill and enterprise.
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Strabo 1 has left us the following description

of the maritime quarters of Athens :

" Above the shore (of the strait of Sala-

mis) is the mountain Corydalus and the demus

Corydalenses, the port Phoron, and the small

uninhabited rocky islands, Psyttalia and Ata-

lante. Then occurs Peiraeeus, which, as well

as Munychia, is reckoned among the demi.
"
Munychia is a peninsula connected by a

narrow isthmus with the mainland. It is full of

natural hollows and artificial excavations, so as

to be well suited to the reception of dwelling-

houses. Below it are three harbours. For-

merly Munychia resembled the city of the

Rhodii, being well inhabited in every part, and

surrounded by a wall, which comprehended,
within the same inclosure, Peiraeeus, and the

ports full of naval arsenals, among which was

the armory of Philo 2
. The harbours were suf-

ficiently capacious to afford anchorage to four

hundred ships ;
for the Athenian navy consisted

of no fewer. These fortifications were joined to

1

Page 395.
a
According to Pliny (Hist. Nat. 1. 7. c. 3/.) the armory

was calculated for a thousand ships. Philo was an orator

(Cicero de Oratore, 1. i.e. 14.) as well as an architect, and

he wrote a treatise upon his celebrated work in the Peiraeeus,

and another upon the symmetry of temples (Vitruv. in Prasf.

1. 7). The armory of Philo was destroyed by Sylla. (Appian.

de Bel. Mithridat. c. 41 .)
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the 2x%;, or Long Walls, which were forty stades

in length, and united the Peiraeeus to the city.

But in the course of the many wars in which

Athens has been engaged, the walls both of

Peiraeeus and Munychia have been thrown

down, and the Peiraeeus has been reduced to

a small village, situated around the ports and

the temple of Jupiter Soter, in the open court

(vitociQpQy) of which are still seen some statues,

and in its portico some admirable pictures,

the works ofcelebrated artists. The Long Walls

were ruined by the Lacedaemonians, and again

by the Romans, when Sylla besieged and took

both the Peiraeeus and the city. The city

fAcrru) itself consists of habitations surrounding

a rock in the plain. Upon the top of the rock

is the temple of Minerva, &c. In the shore

adjacent to Peiraeeus is the demus of the Phale-

renses : then the Halimusii, ^Exonenses, &c.

These are the names of the demi which border

the coast as far as the promontory Sunium."

Pausanias
1

describes the maritime demi and

ports of Athens in the following terms :

" The Peirseeus was a demus from the earliest

times ;
but it was not until Themistocles admi-

nistered the affairs of the Athenians that it was

made a port for ships. Before that time the

1 Attic, c. i.
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harbour of Athens was at Phalerum, where the

sea shore is nearest to the city. It was from

Phalerum that Menestheus set sail for Troy ;

and still more anciently Theseus, when he went

to satisfy the vengeance of Minos for the death

of Androgeus
1
. But Themistocles, when he

held the government, perceiving that the har-

bour of Peirseeus was more commodiously situ-

ated for navigation, and that it possessed three

ports
2
, instead of the one at Phalerum, formed

it into a receptacle for ships : and to the present

time there remain the buildings for receiving

the ships (VMS olxoj) and the sepulchre of Themi-

stocles on the shore of the largest of the three

ports ;
for it is said that the Athenians re-

pented of their conduct to Themistocles, and

that his bones were brought by his descendants

from Magnesia."
" The most remarkable object in Peiraeeus is

1 The story was, that Androgeus, son of Minos, having

been slain by the Marathonian bull, Minos, who thought

that his son had perished by the malice of the Athenians,

harassed them with his fleets until they agreed to a yearly

tribute of seven youths and seven virgins, to be exposed to

the Minotaur in the Labyrinth. Theseus sailed to Crete

as one of the victims, destroyed the Minotaur, and made

peace with Minos (Pausanias, ibid.).

EjuwoYoxAifc vo[*,l%av ro re xcopuv xa,\ov ekou, A-

psms %ov fpeis awVopufijJr. Thucyd. 1. 1, c.p3. Heysch. in

Zs&. Schol. Aristoph. in Pac. v. 144. Corn. Nep. in

Themist. c. 6,
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the temenus of Minerva and Jupiter, contain-

ing brazen statues of the two deities, the Jupi-

ter having in his hands a sceptre and a vic-

tory, and the Minerva a spear
1

. Here also is

a picture by Arcesilaus of Leosthenes
a and his

1 There can be no doubt that this temenus, or inclosure

sacred to Jupiter and Minerva, was the same as the lepov roy

Aio$ rou Dcurij^o;, or sanctuary of Jupiter Soter, noticed by
Strabo and by Pliny (I. 34, c. 8). The latter describes the

statue of Minerva and the altar of Jupiter in the following

terms :
"

Cephisidorus, Minervam mirabilem in portu Athe-

niensium et aram ad templum Jovis Servatoris in eodem

portu, quibus pauca comparantur." The artist's name,

however, was not Cephisidorus, but Cephisodotus, who was

the author likewise of the Statue of Peace bearing Plutus, in

the Cerameicus (Pausan. Bceot. c. 16), of several of the

muses in Mount Helicon (Pausan. Bceot. c. 30), and who

was the joint artist of the statues in the temple of Jupiter

Soter at Megalopolis (Pausan. Arcad. c. 30). The altar of

Jupiter in Peirseeus was raised by Demosthenes, in com-

mutation of his fine of thirty talents (Plutarch in Demosth.)

There appears also to have been an altar of Jupiter Ctesius

in the Peiraeeus. Antipho. in Noverc. p. 612, 614. Reiske.

* When the Athenians were meditating a war with Mace-

donia, Leosthenes sailed to Asia with the Athenian fleet, and

conveyed to Greece the Greek mercenaries of the Persian

satraps whom Alexander wished to detain in Asia. In the

Lamiac war, which broke out on the death of Alexander,

Leosthenes commanded the Athenians, and gained two vic-

tories ; one at Plataea over the combined forces of the Mace-

donians and Boeotians; the other at Thermopylae over Anti-

pater. The Macedonians were then shut up and besieged in.

Lamia, and Leosthenes fell in the siege. Pausan. Attic, c.

25. Arcad. c. 52. Diodor. Sic. 1. 18, c. 11, &c.
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children. The Macra Stoa, (long portico),

serves as an agora for those who live near the

sea: but there is another agora, for such as

live at a distance from the shore 1

. Behind the

Macra Stoa is a statue of Jupiter, and another

of the people, which is the work of Leochares.

On the sea-side is a temple of Venus 2
, built

by Conon, after his victory over the Lacedaemo-

nian triremes, near Cnidus in the Carian Cher,

sonese : for the Cnidii particularly worship Ve-

nus, and have three temples of the goddess."
" The Athenians have another port called Mu-

nychia, where is a temple of Diana Munychia.
There is a third harbour at Phaleruin, where is

1 This agora was surnamed Hippodameia, orHippodameius.

It is mentioned by Xenophon (Hell. 2. c. 4), by Demosthenes

(inTimoth. p. 1 100. Reiske), and byAndocides (de Myster. p.

23). It was named after Hippodamus, of Miletus, the archi-

tect employed by Themistocles to fortify thePeirseeus, and to

layout the new streets, both ofAthens audPeiraeeus. Aristot.

de Repub. 1. 2. c. 8. Schol. in Aristoph. Equit. v. 327.

Harpocrat. in 'iTTTToftmeTa. Hesych. in 'IrjroWj*ow ve^ffig.

a
It appears that there was another sanctuary of Venus,

eurnamed Aparchus, in the Peireeeus, built by Themistocles

after the battle of Salamis, in consequence of a dove having

perched upon his galley during the action. Kal fa, ifsp}

?-(\$ TfOlO"fpS,S Stt Tfi&&^l<n'QK\eWS fpltyX&f (Sdvf) Xa00|,ev^ t

'ATracp^oy 'A^O^^JJJ Ispov iftpvcnx.ro lv

o Aa^pieus sv fw Tf&p} ZW^UJY. Schol.

Heroiogen. Hepl l$s(Sv in cap. Uspl yAy?tuVijro^.

X
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a sanctuary of Ceres 1
, a temple of Minerva

Sciras, and, somewhat farther from the port,

a temple of Jupiter. Here are likewise altars

sacred to the gods, called the Unknown 2
, to

the heroes, the sons of Theseus 3
, to the hero

1 In his Phocics (c. 35.) Pausanias informs us, that this

sanctuary was a yao^, and that, like a temple of Juno in the

Phaleric road, it had remained ruinous and half burnt from

the time of the Persian invasion.

* For the Unknown Gods at Athens see also Philost. in

Apollon. Tyan. 1. 6, c. 2. Lucian. in Philopat. It was upon

the occasion of a plague in the 40th Olympiad that the

Athenians were advised by Epimenides to propitiate the

Unknown Deities, lestsome one of them should be offended

by omission , (Diogen. Laert. in Epimen. Joan. Chrysost.

Homil. 38, in Act. Apost.). Bwpoi dvwvvpoi thenceforward

became common among the demi. Diogenes Laertius says,

that Epimenides himself came to Athens to establish this wor-

ship, and that he sacrificed upon the Areiopagus. It is pro-

bable, therefore, that an altar, TW dyvwffiw Qs, continued to

stand upon the Areiopagus from that time until it became

the occasion of St. Paul's address to the Athenians (Act.

Apost. c. 17). Pausanias, however, who visited Athens a

century after St. Paul, no longer found there any altar to the

Unknown God, or at least he has omitted to notice it. The

altar at Phalerum differed from that on the Areiopagus by

being dedicated to the unknown Deities in the plural.
3 Their names were Nausithous and Phaeax (Plutarch in

Thes.) Plutarch adds, that their monuments were near the*

temple of Minerva Seiras, which he calls the temple of

Sciron. The name was derived from its founder, Scirus, a

Dodonsean prophet, who came to Athens in the reign of

Erechtheus the Second (Pausan. Attic, c. 36).
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Phalerus, who is reported by the Athenians to

have sailed to Chalcis with Jason, and to An-

drogeus, son of Minos, who is worshipped under

the name of the Hero'.
"
Twenty stades from Phalerum is the pro-

montory Colias, where the fleet of the Medes

was driven by the waves after its destruction"

(at Salamis).

To the reader who has attentively perused
the preceding descriptions of maritime Athens,

it would be a loss of time to bring forward any
further arguments to prove that the demus of

Peiraeeus was adjacent, and gave name to the

larger of the three Athenian ports j that Pha-

1 Phalerum contained also the sepulchral monument of

Aristides (Demetr. Phaler. ap. Plutar"ch in Aristid.), and a

fountain of brackish water, supposed to be the same as the

Clepsydra of the city (see p. 66). When the harbour

of Phalerum had ceased to be of much importance to the

Athenians, the place was chiefly celebrated for its marshy

ground (Xenoph. in (Econom. c. 19) j
for its cabbages

(Hesych. in
5>aXi5fxa/)j which probably grew in the neigh-

bouring part of the plain ; and for its fish, particularly aphyce

(Athen.et Archestrat.ap.Athen.l.7.c. 8. Aristoph. Acharn.

v. i)01. Av. v. /6. Aristot. Hist. Anim. 1.6, c. 15. Jul.

Pollux. 1. 6, c. 10). Diogenes Laertius (in Procem.) says,

that the sepulchral monument of MUSJEUS was at Phalerum,

with an epigram upon it, which he has recorded; but this is

in contradiction with Pausanias (Attic, c. 25) >
and with the

name of the hill Museium, in the city, where the philoso-

pher was reported to have been buried.
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lerum, being the easternmost of the three demi,

and the nearest to the city
1

, must have bor-

dered the small oval basin, now known by the

name of Porto Fanari, and consequently that

the port of Munychia was the circular harbour,

now called Stratiotiki.

It would be difficult to ascertain the exact

extent and boundaries of the respective demi ;

nor is it of much importance, as we know, that

in the most flourishing times of the Athenian

republic, the three demi formed a continued

town, which was more extensive than Athens

itself
2
. The demus of Munychia not only com-

prised the borders of port Munychia, where we

still find remains of the temple of Diana Muny-
chia, and of the Munychian theatre

; but it ap-

pears from Strabo to have comprehended like-

wise the whole peninsula lying beyond the

isthmus of port Munychia towards the open

1 In the"Arcadics (c. 10) Pausanias makes the sea-shore

near Phalerum to be no more than twenty stades from the

city. But this is evidently erroneous ; for the Phaleric long

wall being, as Thucydides (1. 2, c. 13) has correctly stated,

thirty-five stades in length, the distance between the north-

east angle of the bay of Phalerum, and the city wall near

the monument of Philopappus, which were the two nearest

points, could not have been less than twenty-six stades.

Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 13. Strabo, p. 305. Of the relative di-

mensions of Athens and the maritime city, see below.
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sea. Such being the extent of Munychia, the

demus of Peiraeeus must have bordered all the

western and northern side of the great harbour,

as far as the Munychian isthmus
; its central and

most frequented part being naturally at the head

of the harbour, about the modern custom-house

and convent, at the foot of the height, on the

side of which we still find the remains of the

Peiraic theatre mentioned byXenophon
1
. The

Phaleric demus occupied the eastern slope of

the same height, and the ground around Port

Phalerum.

The harbour of Peiraeeus, although subject to .

some inconveniences, from the difficulty which

ships occasionally experience in entering and

sailing out, is still an excellent port for vessels

as large as frigates. It is known to the Greeks

by the name of Dhrako (A^axwv
2
) ; to the Turks

by that of Asian Limani
; and to the Italians

by that of Porto Leone : all names derived from

a colossal lion of white marble, which stood

L. 2, c. 4.

3

A/JCOCWV is one of those words, which, in the course of the

corruption of the Greek language, have been converted

from specifics into generics, or from particular objects to all

objects possessing similar qualities. Thus fyaKWY, instead

of meaning, as among the ancients, a serpent only, is now-

applicable to a monster of any kind, and was thus applied

to the marble lion of the Peiraeeus.
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upon the beach until the year 1687, when

Athens having been taken by the Venetians,

it was removed, together with another large

lion found in the plain of Athens, and a third

smaller, and was placed at the gate of the

arsenal of Venice. It was conveyed to Paris by
the conquerors of Italy in the year 1797, but

has recently been restored to Venice, and by
some future revolution in the European system

may perhaps be replaced in its original station

at the Peiraeeus.

It has been seen that anciently the Peirgeeus

was subdivided into three harbours. Thus the

ports of Athens amounted in all to five, besides

Port Phoron, at the foot of Mount Corydalus,

and the bay of Phalerum, which, covered as it

is on the one side by the Peiraic peninsula
1

,

and on the other by Cape Colias, affords to-

lerable shelter at either end.

Although the natural division of the Peiraeeus

into three harbours had caused Themistocles to

recommend its use to the Athenians, it was not

1 As the ancients often applied the word Peiraeeus to the

whole of maritime Athens, the term Peiraic peninsula may
serve to describe the entire peninsula formed by the isthmus

lying between the north-west angle of the bay of Phalerum

and the head of Port Peirgeeus, and the exterior peninsula,

formed by the isthmus lying between Ports Munychia and

Peireeus, may be called the Munychian peninsula.
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until the second year of the Peloponnesian war,

when maritime Athens was in danger of being

surprised by the enemy's fleet, that the Athe-

nians saw the necessity of fortifying the Pei-

rseeus in the manner customary among the

Greeks 1
. The three ports of Peirseeus then

became closed harbours (XASJOTO* hipwes
2

), as Mu-

i Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 93, 94.

xXeio-To} *.ip&v$. This expression, which often occurs in

ancient history, is illustrated by many examples in the ruins

of the maritime cities of Greece. Their harbours were ge-

nerally small land-locked basins, such as the coasts of Greece

particularly abound in, and they were inclosed, as Strabo

has described the Athenian ports, within the circuit of the

town walls
;
that is to say, that the city walls, being carried

down to either side of the harbour's mouth, were prolonged

from thence across the mouth upon shoals, or artificial

moles, until a passage only was left in the middle for two or

three triremes abreast between two towers, the opening of

which might be further protected by a chain. When the

shore did not naturally afford sufficient shelter, the pprt was

sometimes completed artificially, by means of moles. It was

at Athens and ^Egina, the two chief maritime states on the

eastern coast of Greece, that nature and art had particu-

larly combined in the formation of closed ports ; for we still

trace the remains of five at Athens and of three at JEgina.

This kind of harbour was not out of use in the Levant

seas, as long as the Armata Sottile, as the Venetians called

that part of their navy which consisted of gallies and gal-

liots, continued to be an object of importance among them,

and to have opponents of the same kind among the Turks,

and among the other rraval powers of the Mediterranean,
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nychia and Phalerum had probably long before

been made.

The traces ofthe works which closed the three

ports of Peiraeeus being still perfectly apparent,

its three divisions are exactly determined. The
entrance of the outer port is marked by an in-

sulated rock, lying towards the eastern shore:

this port extended inwards as far as two reefs,

which, projecting from either shore, form a

second narrow passage, now indicated by two

small masses ofmodern masonry. Anciently the

reefs afforded a foundation to two projecting

walls, the opening between which was the com-

munication from the outer to the middle port.

The middle port was by much the largest of

the three : it contained all the portion of the

Peiraeeus now in use, and extended as far as the

shore at the modern custom-house and convent

of St. Spyridion, leaving on the north side a third

narrow entrance, leading into a circular basin.

The regular form of this basin and the walls,

which, with the exception of an opening in the

middle, were carried across the entrance, so as

to form the continuation of a part of the forti-

fications of maritime Athens, furnish undoubted

where the narrow seas, the intricate and rocky coasts, the

numerous small ports, the sudden changes of weather, and

the frequent calms, are all in favour of vessels which dra\v

little water, and depend chiefly upon oars for their swiftness.
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proofs that this was one of the three Peiraic

ports, although neglect, its low situation, and

the alluvial depositions of a small stream run-

ning into it, have now rendered it a mere lagoon,

unfit even to receive the small vessels in use

among the modern Greeks.

The three subdivisions of Port Peireeeus were

named, Cantharus^phrodisium
1

, andZea*; but

although we are furnished with their names,

and although the remains of the ancient works

give us their exact limits, it is still very difficult

to distinguish to which of the three ports each

of these ancient names belonged. If Aphro-
disium received its name from the two temples
built in Peiraseus by Themistocles and Conon,

the middle or great port must have been Aphro-
disium ; for, as I have already remarked, there

can be little doubt that the central part of the

demus of Peiraeeus, where, according to Pau-

1 'Ev Iff0ue? ftj
tfou'crn KavOc^ou Mfujy. Aristoph. in Pac.

v. 144. Schol. ~n.sipa.isvs X/^fva^ fpsts f%

El? jtx,V,
o KavQapou XI/JMJV* ovfw KaXovpevof drtd fivo$

KavSa^oy Iv a> ra vswpia,* Ufa, ro 'A<ppo$l<riw slfcx, xuKXw rou

Aijooexo^ crro'at itvTs.

...... iv KavQdguj Xifikvi. Plutarch, Paral. in Phocion.

Ka'v9a/coy, A/jaijv oofto xaXzlrai kv IIsipous'i. Hesych. in Kav9.

KavQapoj
1

fo ^uJov xa) ovo//,a Xi^svo; 'AQyvyori.
Suidas in Kayfl.

8
Zsoi) TI 'ExaVjj vapoi 'AQyva.ioi$ xa; sJ$ fwv Iv

TJsipous'i

vtvv, oufw xaAou'
(

.gvo a-yro fov Kapifou fij$ Zsias' l^g< $& Q

f>aisv$ Xipw&s Tfstg xtei<rfov$. Hesych. in Z&a.
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sanias, stood upon the shore the Macra Stoa

and temple of Venus, was at the head of the

great harbour towards the modern custom-

house and convent*

If the middle or great harbour was Aphro-

disium, it is probable that the inner basin was

Cantharus, and the outer port Zea. Cantharus

was the harbour which contained the buildings

for the repair and preservation of the Athenian

ships ofwar
1

, and it is consistent with reason and

experience to suppose that such works were in

the most sheltered and retired part of the har-

bour. Zea, on the other hand, having taken its

name from being the port destined for the recep-

tion of the ships which supplied Athens with

corn, and which navigated to the Black Sea, and

other distant regions, was probably the exterior

division of the harbour; where those vessels,

\

. being the largest and strongest which the Athe-

nians possessed, might find sufficient protection

from the weather.

On one side of the entrance into the harbour

of Peirseeus was the promontory Alcimus 2
, on

1 Schol. Aristoph. in Pac. ubi supra.
*

Tie/?) rov A<|U,fva rov Hsipouws, aVo T'OV xa^a rov
v
AAx<^,ov

Trpoxsifxt Tig oJc$ dyKvov KOU xaVvI/avT
1

; rourov IvTOf, TJ
ro UTTSU*

$LQV f^g QaXdrfys, Kpyvls saftv svpsysQys not,} fo Tfspi aurov

GwiLoeiSsg fdyo; fw s^icrroxAgoy;. Plutarch. Paral. in

The mist.
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the other Eetioneia 1
. Eetioneia is described

by Thucydides as a cape, which sheltered the

opening of port Peiraeeus from the outer sea,

and commanded the entrance into the harbour.

In the twenty-first year of the Peloponnesian

war, when the Athenian fleet and army, under

Thrasybulus and Alcibiades, were at Samus,

and when the Four Hundred were in possession

of the government of Athens, the latter built a

fortress upon this promontory, with a view of

preventing the entrance of their own fleet, which

was adverse to them, or even with that of se-

. . . . ro sv rf 'RsTiuvsla. fei^us. . . .

e<m TOU Tlsipaiws ^ 'Hsricv'ysja KOU rtap* aJnjv evftvg TJ

I<rr*V ST'SI^I^STO ouv ovrw %uv TUJ rtpdrspav rtpos yrfeipov iirdp

ye sarirXw kit aurov yoip ITT* rcy crro'/xan -row Aijaevo^, <r?evQv

fzpw rtupyov IrcXeuVa' fo re tfaAaiov ro 7fpo$ ytfeipw

xa) fo KOUVQV TO evfog rou fel^ou;, rsi^i^o^svov ifpos OaXaercraV

S'jcyjco o'|uuj<ray
$s KOU fffozv, ytfep yv ^ey/crrij xa< lyyufara TDufflp,

svQus 1%0/xsvij
ev ?w IIs^aieT, xcu ^%ov auVol aur^, Ij -?v

xa)

fov (rTrov ijyayp^a^oy tfavraj rov vTtdp^vfdfs xa* TOV gTrtTrAeovra

|^a</5sTcr9at xa* rox IvreDSsy ffpooiipctvyfas irwAeTv. Thucyd. 1.

8. c. 90.

'HsT'icyj'gi'a. 'AvrKpoTv Iv ^oy ^gp) T^ jw.ST'acrT'aVg

IxaXeTro, TJ*' ys Tra^a rou IIs*/3a*;f axf>a a?ro rou

<ra]tx/you T^y y^y 'Hsr/wyo^, c^^ ^Tjr* ^iXo^opo^ Iv fy ifpos ATJ'-

|w,wya ayr*7pa^' pTj/xoyisui Js r^f 'Hs^wys/a^ xa< Sotntufffftyf

gy oyJor. Harpocrat. in 'HfT'iwxWcc,

See also Demosth. adv. Theocrin. p. 1343, Reiske.

Suidas and Stephanas in
'
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curing the admission of the Peloponnesian fleet,

rather than resign their power
1

. It appears from

the description of Thucydides, that their works

were chiefly towards the sea, but that they
were connected, towards the main land, with

the old Peiraic fortifications.

As this description cannot apply to the

southern shore of the entrance of Peirseeus,

which was all a part of Munychia, and which,

from its peninsular form, and from its situation

within the demi ofPhalerum and Peirseeus, could

not have had any walls towards the main land

(ifpos yirsipov), it is obvious that Eetioneia must

have been the projecting part of the coast,

which runs westward from the north side of

the entrance into the Peiraeeus.

Thucydides adds, that adjoining to their for-

tress the Four Hundred built a large stoa within

the Peiraic harbour, where they obliged all per-

sons to deposit their corn, as well that which

was already in port as that which was daily ar-

riving by sea. Thus it seems that the place

where the stoa was erected was upon the shore

on the north side of port Zea
; probably in the

usual place of unloading and depositing grain ;

which, by this decree of the Four Hundred,

1

Thucyd. 1. 8, c. 91, Q2. Demosth. adv. Theocrin. ubi

supra.
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was transferred from private magazines into the

new stoa, where the proprietors were obliged to

sell it.

The expressions ofThucydides, therefore, are

in some measure a confirmation of Zea having
been the outer division of the Peiraic harbour.

We need not be surprised that Thucydides has

not specified it by the appellation of Zea, as he

has not named any of the three divisions, but

has included them all under the general deno-

mination of Peiraeeus.

Eetioneia having been on the northern side

of the entrance from the open sea into the Pei-

raic harbours, it follows that Alcimus was on

the opposite side ; that is to say, that it was

the western cape of the Munychian peninsula.

Near Alcimus, says Plutarch, upon the au-

thority of the geographer Diodorus, was an

elbow of the coast, which kept the sea within it

generally smooth: here, on the shore
1

, was the

tomb of Themistocles, consisting of a large

basis, with a monument upon it resembling an

altar. Although the most obvious inference

from these words is, that the monument was

within the harbour, of which Cape Alcimus

forms the outer point, it seems possible also

that a point to the southward of the cape may
have been meant by the projecting elbow.

1 Its situation on the shore is confirmed by Plato, the cotmc

poet, (Plutarch ibid.)
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Pausanias, however, has decided the question

beyond any doubt, and has shown that the

tomb of Themistocles must have been to the

north-eastward of Cape Alcimus, on the shore

of the middle port ; for, in speaking of the

three ports into which Peiraseus was divided, he

expressly says that the monument ofThemisto-

cles was on the shore of the largest harbour

(itfis rf psylrruj A<p=yj). There is no other mode,

therefore, of reconciling the two authorities,

than by supposing that the elbow mentioned by
Plutarch was the cape, which terminating in a

mole, formed one side of the entrance from port

Zea into port Aphrodisium, and consequently

that the sepulchre of Themistocles was within

this point at the southern extremity of port

Aphrodisium.

It has generally been supposed that the tomb

of Themistocles was upon a part of cape Alci-

mus, where are still seen some sarcophagi hewn

out of the rock, with an inclosure, or sort of

outer sarcophagus also hewn out ofthe rock, for

the purpose ofprotecting the interior coffin from

the surf, to which this part ofthe coast is exposed.

One of these double sarcophagi, near which is

a fallen stele, or short sepulchral column of the

usual form, has been generally pointed out to

travellers as the tomb of Themistocles, and one

of the reasons given for the supposition is, that

the situation faces the scene of the battle of
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Salamis, the most glorious event in the life of

the great Athenian. Independently, however,

of the proof already given from Pausanias, that

the monument was in Port Aphrodisium, it ap-

pears from the same author, that the posthumous
honours bestowed upon Themistocles, by the

Athenians, had reference, not so much to the

battle ofSalamis as to his having been the for-

tifier and improver ofthe Peirseeus. It must be

observed, also, that the fallen sepulchral stele

upon Cape Alcimus does not correspond very

well to the altar-shaped monument (cy/xoiJff

*a<f>Qs\ and that there are many other sarcophagi

hewn in the rocks of the Munychian peninsula,

and remains ofother monuments along the shore,

both to the west and east of the entrance of Pei-

raeeus. Among these there is one upon the shore

to the westward, about midway between the en-

trance ofPortDhrako, and ofa small creek called

Trapezona, which is much more conspicuous
than the monument upon Cape Alcimus, having
a broad base, or x/?r>-^, with the fragments lying

beside it, of a large fallen stele, which once

stood upon the base. All these monuments I

take to have been raised in honour of distin-

guished seamen, or of wealthy inhabitants of

maritime Athens, for whose sepulchres these

conspicuous situations upon the sea-side may
have been chosen by themselves or descendants.
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Upon the whole, it is to be feared that the

topographer, who examines the locality with the

testimony of the ancient authors before him,

will find himself obliged to give up the agree-

able illusion, that any remains of the tomb of

Themistocles are now in existence. Indeed, it

is almost evident from the silence of Pausanias,

and from the manner in which Plutarch refers

to other authors upon the subject, that no re-

mains of the tomb existed even in their time.

The following were the public buildings which

adorned the maritime quarters of Athens: At

the Peiraeeus, besides the Macra Stoa, the two

temples of Venus, the sanctuary of Jupiter

Soter, and the Agora Hippodameia, were the

Deigma, or exchange, for the exhibition of

goods, and transaction of mercantile business
1

,

the Phreattys, one of the Athenian tribunals 2
;

the bath, called Serangium
3

; and the thea-

1 Schol. in Aristoph. Equit. v. 975. Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 5.

c. 1. Polyaen. Strateg. 1. 6. c. 2. Lysias Orat. adv. Tisid.

ap. Dionys. Halicarn. Rhet. p. 986, ed. Reiske. Harpocrat.

in AeTy/xa. The Deigma was perhaps one of the five por-

ticos which formed the Macra Stoa.

2 Demosth. cont. Aristocr. p. 645, 646, Reiske. Pausan.

Attic, c. 28. Jul. Pollux. 1. 8. c. 10. Excerpt. Hellad.ap.

Phot. Biblioth. p. 1594.
3 ISEBUS Orat. de Philoctem. Hasred. p. 140, Reiske.

Harpocrat. Suid. et Hesych. in
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tre 1
. Of these we have already seen that the

Macra Stoa and the temples of Venus were on

the sea-shore. The Phreattys also was in the

same situation ;
for in this court, while the

judges were seated on shore, the accused were

in a ship drawn up over against them
2
. From the

destination of the Deigma, it may be presumed
that it was a part of the maritime Agora or

Macra Stoa. As to the temple of Jupiter, the

words both of Strabo and Pausanias
3 seem to

favour the supposition that it was not on the

sea-shore, but in the interior of the demus. The

1

Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 2. c. 4. Mention is also made of this

theatre upon two ancient marbles, brought from Greece for

the society of Dilettanti, by Dr. Chandler, and presented by
the society to the British Museum. See a copy of the in-

scriptions in Chandler's Inscriptiones Antiquse, p. 72, 74. It

appears from another inscription (No. 1 10. p. 75), that there

was a temenus of Theseus in or near some part of the mari-

time demi, to which belonged lands and woods.
9

TOTfOV TIVO, V $a7Yo7 K<X,\OV[J(,VOV STtl fi OL\O.fft\ , elb'

6 ^gy sv itXoiuj rt^a'TtXzvffas Asysi, f^c yys ovyf dtfropsvos' ol &

aKpQ'Jjvrai xa< /xaoucr<y h fr, y^. Demosth. cont. Aristocr.

ubi supra.

The other authors cited in note 2 of the preceding page
mention also the same singular custom.

3
Strabo, by saying that in his time there were no build-

ings in maritime Athens except around the ports, and around

the temple of Jupiter Soter; and Pausanias, by remarking,

that the temple of Venus and the Macra Stoa were near the

sea, and by stating only in regard to the temple of Jupiter

Soter, that it was in Peiraeeus.

Y
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Macra Stoa, therefore, which, according to the

scholiast of Aristophanes, consisted of five por-

ticos
1

, probably occupied,including theDeigma,

Phreattys, and temple ofVenus, the whole shore

of the great port from Cantharus to the Muny-
chian isthmus, or perhaps even as far as the

situation near the opening into Port Zea, where

I have supposed the monument of Themistocles

to have stood. As Christian saints have so

often occupied the places of the pagan deities

of Greece, nothing appears more probable than

that the convent of St. Spiridion should stand

upon the site of one, or perhaps of both the

temples ofVenus.

I am inclined to think that no part of the

western side of the great harbour was occupied

by any of the buildings just mentioned, but

that it was destined to the arsenals and store-

houses of the Athenian fleet, including the ce-

lebrated armory of Philo. It is obvious that a

large portion of the shore of Peiraeeus must

have been applied to these objects, and no

situation could be so well adapted to them as

the western side of the harbour, especially if

the inner basin was (as I have supposed) the

1 One of these was probably the Sro'a 'AApiroTTwAj;, or por-

tico for the sale of corn, erected by Pericles, which the

Scholiast (in Aristoph. Acharn. v. 54/.) says was Tfepi rov
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port destined to the construction and repair of

the Athenian gallies. The western side of the

harbour from Cantharus to Zea had the advan-

tages of being separated from the town of ma-

ritime Athens by Port Cantharus; of being adja-

cent to-the ships ofwar in that port; and by being
situated a little seaward of Cantharus, it was con-

veniently placed to facilitate the completion of

the equipment of the ships when they had come

out of that port. The ground which I suppose
to have been destined to these warlike establish-

ments forms a triangle, having an obtuse angle

at the summit of the hill, which rises from the

water-side. The long side of the triangle com-

prised the entire western shore of Aphrodisium
from Cantharus to Zea, and the other two sides

were inclosed by two walls, one of which ter-

minated at the entrance from the open sea into

Port Zea, and the other was a prolongation of

the wall which was carried across the entrance

of Port Cantharus. At the obtuse angle, where

the two walls met, was a magnificent entrance

into this triangular space between two round

towers. Of these walls and round towers, and

of a ditch cut in the rock, which formed a part

of their external defence, the remains are still

in existence.

It has already been remarked, that the ruins

of the theatre of Peiraeeus, which, when com-

plete, may have been about two hundred and

Y 2
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forty feet in diameter, are to be seen on the

side of the hill which rises from the north-

eastern extremity of Port Aphrodisium.
The Hippodameia, or agora of Peirseeus,

for the use of those whose business did not re-

late to maritime commerce, was probably situ-

ated near the entrance into the demus from

the country, which must have been the same

as the entrance into Peiraeeus by the great ha-

maxitus, or carriage-road, leading from the

Inner Cerameicus, through the plain, parallel

to the northern long wall. The modern road

from Dhrako to Athens, therefore, traverses

the site of the Hippodameia, and nothing can

be more probable than the conjecture of

Chandler, that some ancient foundations seen

to the right of the road, at the foot of the hill

of Peirseeus, belonged to a part of this agora.

Of the other magnificent buildings which once

adorned the demus of Peiraeeus, and the shores

of the great harbour, nothing is now to be seen

but a few sculptured fragments in the convent

and adjoining fields, together with many scat-

tered foundations in various parts of the site of

the demus.

In the demus of Munychia, the only build-

ings of which history has left us any informa-

tion are the temple of Diana Munychia, the

Bendideium, and the Theatre.

The temple of Diana appears from Pausanias
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to have been on the shore of Port Munychia;
and here, accordingly, are still observed the

foundations of an oblong building, with some

remains of Doric columns, about two feet and

a half in diameter, together with fragments of

the triglyphs of a Doric architrave of corre-

sponding dimensions.

As Bendis was the Thracian appellation of

Diana, the Bendideium was probably another

sanctuary of Diana
;
and it appears, from the

words of Xenophon, to have stood at no great

distance from the former 1
.

Not far from this place, to the north-east, are

the remains of a small theatre, looking down

upon the port of Munychia. This theatre is

mentioned by Thucydides
2
,

and Lysias
3
, the

former of whom calls it the Dionysiac theatre.

Thus it appears that all the public buildings

of the demus of Munychia were situated near

the harbour, and that the demus, as might
indeed be supposed, included all the space of

Ol s k>c Too amo s$ fyv 'I7rtroa/K,joy dyopav

lv fyvsToifavfo, aWf !/*7rAijVa rr)y o$oy y <pspei ifpo$

fs TO Ispov ry$ Moyyu%/a 'Apfspifos xa) fo "BevSiSstw

Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 2, c. 4.

2
. . . . ?b Tfpos fy Moyyu%/a Ajoyua-iaxov Sear^oy. Thucyd.

1. 8, c. 93.

3
'Etfiij TJ' !>cA>jcrJaMouyi;%(a<ny ly TM QgaV^oj ly/yygi'O,

&C.

Lys. cont. Agorat. Reiske, p. 404.
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ground around the head of Port Munychia, as

well as the entire peninsula, which lies west-

ward of that isthmus; and the actual appear-

ance of which is so exactly conformable with

the description given by Strabo 1

, of the natural

hollows and artificial excavations of the hill of

Munychia. Remains of walls, excavations in

the rocks for the foundations of buildings, and

other traces of ancient habitations, are indeed

found in every part of the hills formerly occu-

pied by the three demi, but they are more parti-

cularly remarkable in the Munychian peninsula.

The port of Phalerum having been the only

one of the Athenian harbours in use in the

early ages of Athenian history, contained a

greater number of objects of veneration than

either of the two other maritime demi. But of

the temples of Ceres, of Minerva Sciras, of

Jupiter, or of the other buildings and monu-

ments of Phalerum, not a trace remains, unless

it be in some foundations which are found near

the shore between Ports Fanari and Stratiotiki.

Phalerum, like so many other places in Greece,

has preserved little or nothing of its ancient

works, except the fortifications.

The monuments of the other two demi, how-

xa! xo~Xo$- xa;

xat eitvnfss

re piKpw 7r
t
v s"<ro$Qv %ov. Strabo, p.
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ever, of which the remains still exist, namely
the two theatres and the temple of Diana Mu-

nychia, furnish* some interesting illustrations of

Athenian history, and by means of those illus-

trations tend also, in great measure, to confirm

the conjectures which have been offered upon
the situations of those buildings in the maritime

demi, of which no satisfactory traces are now

to be found.

In the disputes between the Four Hundred

and the party of Theramenes, in the twenty-
first year of the Peloponnesian war

1

, we find the

theatre of Munychia taken possession of by the

Hoplitse, who had first been employed by the

Four Hundred to build the fortress at Eetioneia,

but who had afterwards been induced by the

arts of the opposite party to destroy it

The Hoplitse, after consulting together in

the theatre of Munychia, agreed to march to

Athens, where, having taken possession of the

Anaceium, the Four Hundred found themselves

obliged to propose to them a change in the go-

vernment, and an early meeting for that pur-

pose in the great theatre of Bacchus. Before

the day arrived, however, the appearance of the

Lacedaemonian ships, the defeat of the Athe-

nians by sea at Eretria, and their consequent

1

Thucyd. 1. 8, c. 93. Ljsias cont. Agorat. Reiske, p. 464.
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loss of Euboea, brought about the immediate

deposition of the Four Hundred and the ap-

pointment of a new government, the prudence
and activity of which saved Athens from a

situation of the utmost difficulty.

The Peiraic theatre, the Agora Hippodameia,
the temple of Diana Munychia, and the Bendi-

deium, are mentioned by Xenophon
1

, in his

account of those memorable events, which led

to the overthrowing of the power of the Thirty

Tyrants by Thrasybulus, eight years after the

former occurrences.

Thrasybulus having surprised and defeated

the Athenians near Phyle, marched to Peiraeeus

with about a thousand men, where, rinding

himself unable to defend a position on the

hamaxitus, or carnage way, which led from

Athens to Peiraeeus, against the force sent

after him by the Thirty Tyrants, he began his

retreat towards Munychia. The troops of the

Thirty immediately advanced into the Hippo-
dameian agora, and entered the road which led

from thence to the temple of Diana Munychia
and the Bendideium. Thrasybulus perceiving

the advantages to be derived from meeting the

superior forces of the adversary in this narrow

pass, immediately prepared to engage. The

1 L. 2, c. 4.
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Hoplitae from the city were under the neces-

sity of drawing up fifty deep, with their light

troops in the rear : their opponents were only

ten deep ; but in their rear, besides the usual

proportion of light-armed and javelin-men, was

a large body of slingers, men of Peirseeus,

who had joined them 1
. Thrasybulus made a

speech to his troops, in which he explained to

them the disadvantages of the enemy's posi-

tion, arising from their being on a level ground,
where neither the light troops could discharge

their stones and javelins
2
, nor the rear ranks of

their Hoplitse could act, as they would be un-

able to launch their missiles with any effect

over the heads of those in front of them
; whereas

the troops of Thrasybulus, who were on a rising

ground, would make every spear, and javelin,

and stone take effect
;

and by forcing the

enemy's Hoplitaa to hold their shields before

their faces, would give the Thrasybulian Ho-

plitae the greatest advantage in coming to close

quarters with them. The priest forbad the

attack until some one on the side of Thra-

sybulus should fall, and then himself rushed

rs KOLI fyi Xo; anovi'/oYaV ITU $s rouT'oif o*

r ouro; psvfoi a-v^vol y<ra,v xa; yap auVoOex <jf o<rs~

ysvovro. Xenoph. ibid.

2 Ouroi jxgy ovre aAAgjy core ax&yTig/y uirsp row

, 8id TO iffy opQiw levou, uVa<vr
%

ax. Xenoph. ibid.
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forward, and was slain. Thrasybulus upon this

immediately became the assailant, gained an

easy victory, and pursued the enemy as far as

the plain. Thrasybulus having thus gained

quiet possession of the Munychian fortress, and

the Lacedaemonians being unable to dislodge

him from it, it soon led to the restoration of

the liberty of Athens.

It is evident from all that precedes that the

Hippodameian agora was near the entrance into

the demus of Peiraeeus from Athens : that there

were two streets leading out of it, one to the

Macra Stoa, and other buildings along the shore

of the harbour; the other across the root of the

Phaleric hill, below the theatre of Peiraeeus, in

a direct line to the head of Port Munychia:
and that the defeat of the troops of the Thirty

took place between the Hippodameia and the

rise of the hill, where the Thrasybulians were

posted
1

.

1 Diodorus, in relating these events (1. 14, c. 33), has

justly ascribed the success of Thrasybulus in overthrowing

the power of the Thirty Tyrants to the gaining possession of

Munychia. His description, however, of Munychia as a desert

and strong hill (Ao'pov sffpov K&I xa^re^oy), could not have been

correct as to the former epithet in the time of Thrasybulus,

whatever it may have been in that of Diodorus himself. Nor

will the unquestionable authority of Xenophon allow us to

believe that Diodorus is accurate in saying, that the Thirty

besieged Munychia (tffocraAov ?y Mouvu%/a), since it is
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The fortifications ofthe maritime demi are still

traceable through the greater part of their cir-

cumference, and serve to illustrate some events

ofAthenian history, as well as the general prac-

tice of military architecture among the ancients.

There is no event in that history which more

forcibly exemplifies the strength of the mari-

time city than the siege of Athens by Sylla
1
.

Some of the historians who have described that

siege, have remarked that the Peiraic city had

six or seven different walls or inclosures 2
. Their

existing remains enable us to enumerate them

as follows :

1. The sea-line of maritime Athens. It be-

gins at a round tower which overlooks the

north-west angle of the bay of Phalerum
; it

follows the windings of the rocky shores of the

evident that the action which secured to Thrasybulus the

possession of Munychia was fought under the northern slope

of the hill, below the Peiraic theatre, before either party

had reached Munychia.
1
Appian. de Bell. Mithridat. c. 30. Plutarch, Paral. in

Sylla. Dion. Cass. fragm. 121, 123.

a Ita dimicavit (Sylla) ut et Athenas reciperet et plurimo

circa multiplices Piraeei munitiones labore expleto, amplius

ducenta hostium millia interficeret. Veil. Paterc. 1. 2. c.

23. Mox, subruto Piraeei portu sex quoque et amplius

muris, &c. Flor. 1. 3, c. 5. Orosius, a Spaniard of the fourth

century, says (1. (5, c. 2), Pirseeura septeraplici muro com-

munitum.
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demi of Phalerum and Munychia, crossing the

mouths of the harbours of Phalerum and Mu-

nychia, and closing those two ports ;
and it ter-

minates at a mole connecting cape Alcimus with

a small island, probably occupied in ancient

times by a tower, which, with a corresponding
round tower at the southern extremity of the

triangular inclosure already mentioned as occu-

pying all the north-west side of Port Peirseeus,

defended the entrance into Port Zea from the

open sea.

The greater part of the sea-line belonged to

the demus of Munychia : that of Peiraeeus (no
-
part of it being adjacent to the open sea) had,

together with a part of Phalerum, an exten-

sive land front, the connexion of which with

the Long Walls on the east, together with its

exposed position to the north and west, gave rise

to a complex system of fortifications. These

consisted of,

2. A great transverse wall, which, branching
from the same round tower near the north-west

angle of the bay of Phalerum, passed along
the northern face of the hill of Phalerum 1

, and

was apparently prolonged from thence until it

1

By the hill of Phalerum is meant that which extends

from Port Phalerum to the head of Port Peirseeus. Its sum-

mit, which is immediately above Port Phalerum, is the highest

point of the whole Peiraic peninsula.
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met the north-eastern extremity of Port Aphro-

disium, near the modern Custom-house. From

thence, crossing the mouth of Port Cantharus

(where a narrow opening was left in the centre),

it ascended the hill on the north-west side of

Port Aphrodisium, and formed the north side

of the triangular inclosure, already described

as terminating in the round tower which stood

on one side of the entrance into the triangle.

From the corresponding round tower stretched

the wall, which formed the west side of the

triangle. It terminated to the south in a third

round tower, which, corresponding probably

with another similar structure upon the small

island already noticed, formed the defence of

the entrance from the open sea into Port Zea.

The eastern portion of the land front of ma-

ritime Athens, or that part which bordered

upon the demus of Phalerum, and upon the

eastern quarter of the demus of Peiraceus, was

a defence to maritime Athens against an enemy
in possession of the longomural inclosure, which

thus became an outwork both to Athens and

to the maritime city. On the western side of

Peiraeeus there was no such connexion with the

general system of Athenian fortifications. An

enemy might here attack the defences of the

great port of Athens without approaching the

Long Walls. A system of outworks was, there-
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fore, necessary, for the protection of this part

of the land-side of maritime Athens. They

appear (as well as can be judged from the exist-

ing remains) to have consisted of a wall which

followed the curvature of Port Cantharus at a

small distance from the shore, and of another,

which, beginning at the shore of the open sea,

followed the exterior side of a long narrow

creek, which branches from the open sea near the

outer entrance of Port Zea. The latter wall was

bent into a curve toward its northern extremity,

and appears to have terminated at the outside

edge ofa ditch 1

,
which has been excavated in the

rock, for the defence of the northern wall of the

triangular inclosure, and thus the curved wall

covered the entrance between the two round

towers : it must, of course, have contained an

exterior gate, though no traces of it are now to

be found. Besides this outwork, there are also

the remains of a wall traceable in a direct line

from the head of Port Cantharus towards Port

Phoron. It has every appearance of being part

of a fortification, which, reaching from the one

harbour to the other, defended all the penin-

sula of Trapezona on the land side. If it was

1 This may perhaps be one of the ditches for the defence

of Peiraeeus, made by the orator Demosthenes (Plutarch de

X Rhet. in Demosth.).
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so, it may be considered as an additional out-

work of maritime Athens on the western side,

and as forming, together with the wall which

served as a counterscarp to the triangular in-

closure, a third and fourth of the multiplices

Pirceei munitiones.

There are no remains ofancient works to show

the manner in which the northern Long Wall

was united to the defences of Port Cantharus,

and of the adjoining parts of the demus of

Peiraeeus
;
but there can be little doubt that

there was a strong system of works for the pro-

tection ofthis important and assailable quarter

and these works may have been another of the

manifold inclosures of maritime Athens. How-
ever this may be, we may at least consider as a

fifth inclosure the wall which branching on one

side from a part of the triangular arsenal,

formed, together with a corresponding wall

branching from the side of Munychia, the se-

paration between Ports Zea and Aphrodisium.
Their foundations were in the sea, and the

reefs on which they stood, together with the

ruins of the walls, now form shoals on either

side of the bay, at the extremities of which are

two small conical whitened masses of masonry,
which have been built by the Turks, to indi-

cate the entrance of the harbour: their place
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was undoubtedly occupied in ancient times by
two handsome towers.

The eastern of these two moles, or walls of

separation between ports Zea and Aphrodi-

siutn, was united to the ramparts of Munychia,

which, forming a continuation of the sea-line

of maritime Athens, followed the shore of port

Dhrako from the entrance of the ancient Zea

to the Munychian isthmus. It was probably
continued likewise across the isthmus nearly

in the line of the Venetian entrenchment;

and there are even some traces of a wall near

the shore of port Munychia, which seem to

show that this port also was separated from the

peninsula of Munychia, so as to render the

latter a complete fortress of itself. Thus con-

stituted, it became the citadel of maritime

Athens, overhanging and commanding three

of the ports, and presenting on every other

side a strong rampart of sixty feet in height
1

,

which could only be approached by previously

penetrating through the other defences of the

Peiraic peninsula, and which could only be at-

tacked from the sea, or from the narrow isth-

mus of port Munychia.

1 Vf
tyo$ 8 Sjv fa, TEi^y tf^yecoy reffffetpaiwra poiXia"?a, KO.}

e*pya,<rro sxXlftou ^gya'Aou xa) rsr^aycJvo

&c. Appian. de Bel. Mithridat. c. 30.
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In the account given by Plutarch and Dio-

dorus 1 of the proceedings of Demetrius Po-

liorcetes, when sent from Asia by his father,

Antigonus, to rescue Athens and other Greek

cities from the hands of Cassander, we have

a proof that Munychia was formed into a se-

parate fortress by walls carried across the

isthmus. We find that upon his first arrival

Demetrius drew a line of contravallation across

the isthmus, according to the usual practice of

the Greeks in sieges : that he afterwards be-

sieged Munychia by sea and land, for two days,

with machines : that while the troops of Deme-

trius had the advantage of numbers, those of

Dionysius (the officer of Cassander) had the

advantage of position ;
and that when the place

had surrendered, Demetrius destroyed the for-

tifications of the isthmus, arid gave up Muny-
chia to the Athenians.

Again, when the Peiraeeus was besieged by

Sylla, Archelaus, the general of Mithridates,

finding himself unable to defend the rest of

the maritime city, retreated into that part

which was surrounded by the sea
2

; that is to

1 Plutarch in Demetr. Diodor. Sic. 1. 20, c. 45.

2 'O 'AjC^tAaof . . . < zfczhnfev a.vra~$ ra Tsfyff s$ $s n roy Usi-

pxiuJS dveSpCLpev o^vpoaftefW
rs KOI OaAaVaij fff^jcAuyrar f

vauf oy'x 2%a>v 6 2yAAa$ ouT eTfi^ipe7y Uovaro, Appian. de

Bel. Mithridat. c. 40.
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say, into the peninsula of Munychia, a move-

ment, which would have been of little ad-

vantage to him, unless the isthmus had been

fortified.

Solon had the sagacity to foresee the danger

with which Athens was threatened by the Mu-

nychian peninsula in the hands of an enemy
1

.

The other great Athenian statesman, who esta-

blished the ascendancy of Athens upon the

basis of its naval power, and who hoped to

make Peiraseus, what it afterwards became, the

emporium of all Greece, directed his earliest

attention to the fortifying of Munychia.
The subsequent history of Athens shows how

much its destiny, or (to use the expression of a

Latin author) its existence*, depended upon the

1

Mouvupjav }$wv (Solon) nat xara|xa9tt;j/ rfoXvv %pwWy slffsiy

fovg rtzpovras w$ ropAoV Jem roD fxeAAoyro;

K<p<x.y?v ydp rovf 'ASijva/ou^ TO~$ avftav ofovfftv <

ocra Tr,v ito\iv dvidarsi ro ^taplov. Plutarch Paral. in Solon.

Vide et Plutarch, in Erotico.

Diogenes Laertius (in Epimen.) and John Tzetzes (Hist.

Var. Chiliad V.) relate the same saying, not of Solon, but

of Epimenides.
a Nicanor Piraeeo est potitus. . . . sine quo Athenae esse

omnino non possunt. Corn. Nep. in Phocion, c. 2.

The same author, in the Life of Themistocles, says of the

Peiraic city...... hujus (Themistoclis) consilio Piraeus

mcenibus circundatus, ut ipsam urbem dignitate aequi-

pararet, utilitate superaret. In the most populous ages of

Athens the great maritime supplies of corn were alone suf-
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maritime demi, and particularly upon their ci-

tadel, Munychia. The possession of this fort-

ress was more important than that of the

Acropolis itself: and whoever was master of

Munychia was master of Athens.

In the Peloponnesian war the Lacedaemo-

nians had no sooner obtained possession of the

harbour, than the Athenians submitted to terms

of capitulation
1
. When Thrasybulus had esta-

blished himself in Munychia, he soon over-

set the power of the Thirty Tyrants, whom the

Lacedaemonians had placed in the command of

the city
2

. During the struggles of Athens with

the kings of Macedonia, the possession of Mu-

nychia decided or secured the ascendancy of

either party. Thus, when Antipater, after the

death of his opponent, Leosthenes, had hum-

bled the Athenians by his successes in the La-

miac war, his first step was to seize Peirseeus

and the Long Walls ; after which, having placed

a garrison in Munychia, he made Athens sub-

servient to him as long as he lived
3
. De-

metrius of Phalerum, supported by the garri-

ficient to make the existence of the city dependent upon

Peirseeus.

1

Xenoph. Hell. 1. 2, c. 2.

2
Xenoph. Hell. 1. 2, c. 4. Diodor. Sicul. 1. 14. c. 33.

Andocid. de Myster. Reiske, p. 38.

3 Diodor. Sic. 1. 18. c. 18. Plutarch, in Fhocion. Pausan.

Attic, c. 25.

Z 2
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son placed in Munychia by Cassander, the

successor of Antipater, governed Athens for

twelve years
1
. By the siege and capture of

Munychia, Demetrius Poliorcetes expelled the

Phalerean, and restored the Athenians to li-

berty, until Cassander again acquired the power
of establishing a garrison in Munychia. The

tyrant Lachares, supported by this garrison,

ruled Athens until Demetrius, after the defeat

and death of his father, Antigonus, in Asia,

found it necessary to expel Lachares by force,

in order to regain his footing in Greece 2
. De-

metrius hoped to secure Athens from future

defection, by placing a garrison in Museium, as

well as in Munychia ;
but upon his being driven

from the throne of Macedonia, the Athenians

under Olympiodorus assaulted and took Mu-
seium 3

, and reduced the garrison in Munychia

1 Diodor. Sic. 1. 18, c. 74. Plutarch, in Deraetr. Pausan.

bid. Diogen. Laert. 1. 5, s. 75.
8 Diodor. Sic.l. 20, c. 45. Plutarch, inDemetr. Pausan.

bid.

s Pausan. Attic, c. 26. In the system of Athenian fortifi-

cation, the Museium was a most important post, the pos-

session of which the Macedonians might safely prefer to that

of the Acropolis itself. The Museium secured to them the

quiet possession of the Long Walls, at the same time that it

commanded the city. The Acropolis, which had nothing but

salt-springs and rain for its supply of water, might thus be left

unoccupied and sacred to the deities and the arts of Athens.
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to surrender. This obliged Demetrius once

more to invest Athens with his forces ; but,

instead of indulging in the revenge which was

in his power, he was persuaded to turn his at-

tention to Asia, and to leave the Athenians to

themselves
1

.

During the struggles for the crown of Ma-

cedonia, which intervened between the expul-

sion of Demetrius and the accession of his son,

Antigonus Gonatas, Athens appears to have

been entirely free from a Macedonian garrison.

Against Antigonus the Athenians united with

the Lacedaemonians, and with Ptolemy Phila-

delplms; but Areus, who commanded the Lace-

daemonians, having suddenly deserted the camp,
the Egyptians confining themselves to operations

by sea, and Athens being closely invested byAn.

tigonus, the Athenians were once more obliged to

receive Macedonian troops into their fortresses.

The garrison of Museium was soon after volun-

tarily withdrawn by Antigonus
2

; but the occu-

pation of Munychia and Peiraeeus by the Ma-

cedonians, and the consequent dependence of

Athens upon them, continued during the reigns

of Antigonus, and of his son, Demetrius the

Second. In the reign of Antigonus Doson, the

brother of the latter Demetrius, the Athenians,

1 Plutarch, ibid.

Pausan, Attic, c. I. Lacon. c. 6.
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by the assistance of Aratus of Sicyon, purchased

Munychia, Peirseeus, Sunium, and Salamis, of

the Macedonian governor, for a hundred and

fifty talents 1

,
and the Athenians recovered and

enjoyed their liberty until they fell under the

Roman yoke. The political importance of

Athens perished for ever with the destruction

of the maritime fortifications by Sylla
2

; but the

importance of Munychia, although without

walls, was still practically acknowledged by the

Romans, when Athens having espoused the

cause of Pompey, Q. Fufius Calenus was sent

by Caesar into Greece, and occupied the Pei-

rreeus as preparatory to an attack upon Athens 3
.

He had not, however, begun the siege, when

the news of the defeat of Pompey in Pharsalia,

produced the immediate submission of the

1 Plutarch in Arat. Pausan. Corinth, c. 8.

2 This was the only instance, until that of the Venetians,

in which Athens was taken by a regular siege. Sylla car-

ried on his operations at the same time both against the r.ity

and the Peirseeus. The latter was by much the stronger. He
took the city by assault; but his conquest was of the most

doubtful kind, until Archelaus, who had abandoned the rest

of the Peiraeeus, and had retreated into Munychia, embarked

from thence^ and thus gave up every thing to Sylla. Ap-

pian de Bell. Mithrid. c. 41. Plutarch, in Sylla.

5
. . . . xcri eTAev aAAa re xal TOV Usipond oifs xa) dftl

ion. Cass. 1, 42, c. 14.
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Athenians to Caesar, who pardoned the living

for the sake of the dead 1
.

Even as late as the last century we find the

Venetians establishing themselves in Muny-
chia, as a previous step to a successful attack

upon Athens, and they fortified the peninsula

by an entrenchment, the remains of which are

still in existence 2
.

Of all the complicated and elaborate works

which protected maritime Athens, little is now
to be seen beyond the foundations of the walls,

and of some of the towers which flanked them.

These foundations, however, are traceable in

almost every part of the site, except towards

the head of port Dhrako, and in the neigh-

bourhood of the creek, anciently port Can-

tharus, so that little doubt can exist as to the

general plan which has been submitted to the

reader. On the side of Munychia, towards

the open sea, the remains are best preserved.

Here three or four courses of masonry, both

of walls and of square towers, are in many

1
. . SlTfWV Qft TfQXXa d^OiprdvQVTSS, oVo fUJV YKp(JOV (

Dion. Cass. ibid.

2 Fanelli (Atene Attiche) says, that these entrenchments

were thrown up to prevent the communication of the plague

from the Turks and Greeks of the city to the Venetian

camp. Even from this, however, it is evident that the

Venetians had made the Munychian peninsula their place of

arms.
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places to be seen
;
and there are several situa-

tions where we still find the wall built in the

manner described by Thucydides
1

;
that is to

say, not filled up in the middle with rubble,

in the usual manner of the Greeks, but con-

structed throughout the whole thickness of

squared stones, cramped together with metal.

This we may suppose to have belonged to the

original work of Themistocles, which has thus

survived the lapse of twenty-three centuries.

The other remains probably belong to the re-

stored works which were erected after the de-

struction of the Peiraic walls by the Lacedae-

monians, or to the repairs which must have

been often rendered necessary by the injuries

of time.

In the ports, particularly in port Munychia,
are traced, in several parts of the beach, the

foundations of walls running. into the water

at right angles to the beach, intended probably
as places of shelter for small boats, or as founda-

tions for boat-houses.

Long Walls. The Long Walls (ra Ataxpa rs/^or to.
crxeAij), like

the walls of the Asty, and of the maritime city,

were flanked at intervals with towers, some

traces of which are still to be seen. Thus they

formed, together with a portion of the walls of

1 L. i, c. 93.
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the A sty and of the Peiraeeus at either end, an

inclosure, which was one of the three great gar-

risons in to which Athens was divided, and which,

in this light, was sometimes denominated the

Long Fortress, TO paxpw *%<>$
l

. When the greater

1
. . . .

TJ
1 ZovXy !=AfloJcra Jy a

os rw$ orfpoifyyous dvenretv JxtAeucrav, 'AfaqvoduiV rov$

a,<rrei O}KQVVTO.$ Isvon sl$ f^v asyopaiv roi oVxa AafoVr

8' zv poMpw Tfi^gi e}$ TO TjcreTov roy; $' v Hsipouei elf f

iro$a.[Aioty dyopdv ?ov$ J' iTTTTfT; ert VVKTO$ (rvj^vat r-ji

ijXciy el^ To 'Avaxftoy rijy ^g foi/X^y si^ axpo'7roX<y fyat

xafisy^y rouj os wpuTcivzis Jy r^OoXa;. Andocid. de Myster.

p. 23, Reiske,

The distribution of the Athenian forces of which Ando-

cides here speaks, occurred in the Peloponnesian war, when

parties running very high between the Four Hundred and

their opponents, the Boeotians advanced to the frontiers, to

take advantage of the confusion. The places of assembly

for those who bore arms were, for the cavalry, the temenus

of the Dioscuri, and for the infantry the following stations:

in the Asty, the Agora ; in the Long Walls, the Theseium ;

and in the Peiraic city, the Hippodameian Agora: the

senate were to pass the night in the Acropolis and the

Prytanae in the Tholus. Here it may be remarked, 1.

That the Long Walls are called the Long Fortress, ro

poMpov fet^Of Livy, in like manner, calls it mums (in the

singular) qui brachiis duobus Piraeeum Athenis jungit (1. 31,

c. 26). 2. That the Theseium mentioned by Andocides

was not the celebrated temple of Theseus in the city, but

another sacred inclosure of Theseus in the Long Walls :

for, although we know from Thucydides (1. 6, c. 6l), that

the Theseium of the city, like the Anaceium and Odeiura,

was occasionally a place of assembly for troops ; yet, in this
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part of the population of Attica crowded into

Athens, at the beginning of the Peloponnesian

war, the towers of the Long Walls, and of the

two cities, furnished dwellings to the unfortu-

nate fugitives from the open country
1
. The

long narrow space between the two walls was

covered with dwellings, and was thickly inha-

bited, as long as Athens remained flourishing

and populous. Of this we find many proofs in

the ancient writers ; but there is none more re-

markable than that contained in the affecting

and lively picture drawn by Xenophon
2 of the

instance, the defence of the longomural inclosnre being the

intention of the assembling of the troops in the Theseium,

that object could not well be attained by removing them

out of the Long Walls into the city. There were four

Theseia (Plut. in Thes.), and of these we have already seen

that there was one near the sea in the Peiraic city : it is

for this reason that Thucydides, in the passage just referred

to, specifies the Theseium mentioned by him to have been

within the city (sv Oyo-siw ftp sv tfo'Aet).

Polysenus (in 1. l, c. 40) distinguishes the three military

divisions of Athens not less clearly than Andocides. He
informs us that Alcibiades kept the Athenian troops on the

alert, by raising torches from the Acropolis, which were to

be answered by other torches from the City, from the Long
Walls and from the Peiraeeus gouXopevos rou$ q>v\a.KOis fou

KoCi T'OU Tlsipcusws xa* fwv 2xXwv T'

rfspi Tyy ^UACOOJV xa7Jac'?cuaVo.

1

Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 17.

*
Xenoph. 1. 2, c. 2.
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distress of the Athenians, when they received

the news of the defeat of their fleet at ^Eguspo-
tami. " No sooner had the Paralia arrived with
" the news, in the night, than a sound oflamenta-
" tion was heard spreading from the Peiraeeus
"
through the Long Walls to the City, as each

"
person communicated the fatal intelligence

" to his neighbour. No one slept that night ;

" for they dreaded that the Lacedaemonians
" would retaliate upon them, what they them-
" selves had done to the Melii, a Lacedasmo-
" nian colony, and to the Histiasenses, and
"

Scionaei, and Toronaei, and JEgmetas, and so
"
many other people of Greece." The next

day, in a general assembly, it was resolved to

fill up all the ports except one, to repair and

garrison the walls, and to make every prepara-

tion for a siege. They had little time, how-

ever, for these measures : the two Spartan kings

encamped in the Academy ; Lysander, with a

hundred and fifty triremes, sailed unopposed
into the Peiraeeus ;

and the Athenians, after

suffering for several months all the torments of

famine, were constrained, upon a second re-

ference to Sparta, to give up all their ships,

except twelve, and were under the hard ne-

cessity of seeing their Long Walls and the

walls of Peiraeeus overthrown by the Lacedae-
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monian troops to the sound of musical instru-

ments 1
.

If the Long Walls were considered by the

ancients as one of the greatest objects of cu-

riosity at Athens 2
, they appear still more ex-

1

Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 2, c. 2. Lysias vers. Agorat. p. 453,

Reiske. Anclocicl. de Pac. cum Laced, p. 94. Diodor. Sic.

1. 13, c. 107. Plutarch, in Lysand.

Chandler (p. 21) has supposed that ten stades of the

Long Walls were allowed to stand at either end
;
but the

concurring testimonies of the authors cited above, show that

the destruction (though perhaps in few parts very com-

plete) was applied to the whole extent of the Long Walls,

and to all the circuit of the Peiraic city. Chandler's mis-

take seems to have arisen from the expressions of Xenophon,
who informs us, that i\\ejirst proposal of the Lacedaemonians

was to throw down (not all the Long Walls, except ten stades

at each end, but) ten stades of each of the Long Walls.

But the people then refused to listen to an offer

which they would afterwards have gladly accepted. The lan-

guage of Lysias is still more explicit than that of Xenophon.

Tj/3ajUvijf . . . . Ix Aa.K6$ot.i[AW<)$. . . . yXQs tpspuv e'tpfvyv rotavryv

yv r
t f^il$ spyw ju,a9o'vr eyycu/xsv. . . . f

t
v yap avr) plv rov eirl

SSKO, crra'&a rtav [tKKpwv rst^oov $ieXs~v, oAa ra j&axsa Tf/^vj

&a<rxa4/ar avrl s rov aAAo n ayaOov rij" -jroAst Bvpea-Qat, rag

$ va.v$ TtcLpa.$wva.i TO~$ AaxsJa^ovIoi^ KO,} TO Trspl rov

2 v
lv' Wfl TTorg rov Hetpoua rov xaAox xa) ra, Max/?a Telffl xai

^Jv 'Axpovofav. Arrian. in Epict. 1. 3, c. 24.

When yEmilius Paullus visited Athens, after having com-
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traordinary to us, who cannot avoid viewing
them with a reference to the present art of

war : and hence they become very important in

illustrating the military policy of the Greeks,

and especially that of the Athenians. The

history of the construction of these singular

works throws the best light upon the object and

intention of them. When, after the expulsion of

the Persians from Greece, the administration of

affairs fell into the hands of Themistocles, his

first care was to fortify Athens. The walls of the

upper city having been completed in the hasty

manner which has already been noticed, his .

next object was to fortify the maritime demi 1

.

He performed this operation in a manner which

showed that the great scope of his policy was

naval dominion 2
, and that he wished the Athe-

nians to look towards the sea for security. His

pleted the conquest of Macedonia, Livy remarks : Athenas

inde, plenas quidem et ipsas vetustate famae, multa tamen

visenda habentes: arcem, portus, muros Piraeeum urbi jun-

gentes, navalia magnorum imperatorum, &c. I. 45, c. 27.

1
Thucyd. 1. 1, c. 89. et seq. Diodor. Sic. 1. 1 1, c. 1Q.

Plutarch, in Themist.

From this evident policy of the Athenian statesman, and

from the dimensions of the Peiraic city being greater than

those of Athens, arose the observation of Plutarch, in re-

ference to a line in the Equites of Aristophanes, that The-

mistocles had rather joined Athens to Peiraeeus, than Pei-

reeeus to Athens.
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power, however, did not last long enough to

give him the honour of completing these works,

as we learn from Plato 1

, that they were in part

executed by Pericles.

The next object of Themistocles was to

vmite the two fortresses of Athens and Pei-

rseeus by a line, which should prevent an enemy
from cutting off the communication between

them.

The locality of the city, and the inferiority of

the Athenian land forces to those of their rivals,

the Lacedaemonians, cqnspired to render this

operation of the greatest utility. The northern

Long Wall, which seems to have been the only

one originally in contemplation % was analogous to

a line of entrenchments, of four miles in length,

stretching from one large fortified town to an-

other, for the maintenance of the communica-

tion between the two, as well as for the protec-

1
Plato, in Gorgia. Appian, also, in describing the walls

of Peiraeeus, calls them flspiKteiov spyov.
*
^Eschines, in his Oration de Falsa Legatione (p. 335,

Reiske), states the northern Long Wall to have been built

several years before the southern. The same assertion, in

nearly the same words, is made by Andocides, de pace cum

Lacedaemoniis (p. 91); if this oration be really his. Al-

though it will be seen below, that /Eschines was probably

incorrect as to the date of the walls, the fact of the build-

ing of the one before the other may perhaps be conceded to

such an authority.
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tion of the whole province which lay behind

them. According to the ancient art of war, the

northern Long Wall, flanked by towers at in-

tervals, performed this service effectually, as it

left to an army entering the plain of Athens,

from the isthmus of Corinth, no passage into

the country to the southward and eastward of

Athens, except through the difficult pass be-

tween the city and mount Hymettus, or (which

would have been still more hazardous, with such

a city as Athens in the rear of the invader) by

making the circuit of mount Hymettus. We
find accordingly that the Lacedaemonians never

attempted either of these movements, and that

this system of fortification was perfectly success-

ful, as long as Munychia was safe, and the line of

the LongWalls unbroken
1

. It is at the same time

1

They remained unbroken from the time of their com-

pletion to the capture of Athens by the Lacedaemonians at

the end of the Peloponnesian war, a period of fifty-four

years : then from their restoration by Conon to the attack

made upon Athens by Philip, son of Demetrius, king of Ma-

cedonia, a period of a hundred and ninety-three years : and

lastly, from the repair which we must suppose to have

taken place immediately after the attempt upon Athens by

Philip, until their ruin by Sylla, who is said by Appian to

have reduced them, or at least a great part of them, to a

heap of rubbish, a period of a hundred and thirteen years ;

in all three hundred years. The injury which they received
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obvious, that a second wall, although not so im-

portant as the first, was desirable to complete
the security of the communication between

Athens and the harbours against an enemy,

who, by a debarkation or by a circuitous march,

might be in possession of the eastern parts of

Attica. The operation of laying the founda-

tions of the Long Walls in the marshy ground,

which surrounds the Peiraic hills to a consi-

derable distance, was performed under the ad-

ministration of Cimon, after his return from the

defeat of the Persians in the Eurymedon, the

spoils of which expedition appear to have been

employed, first, to build the Cimonian wall of

from Philip may be inferred from the passage of Livy (1. 31,

c. 26), where he says that Philip was repulsed in a sudden

attack made by him with cavalry and infantry, in the nar-

row space between the two Long Walls, which were half

ruined eruptione subitapeditum equitumque inter angustias

semiruti muri, qui brachiis duobus Pirseeum Athenis jungit.

Here the word semiruti, and the situation of Philip's troops,

equally prove that the line of the walls must have been

broken. It is very unlikely that they should at that period

have been suffered to go to ruin by the Athenians ; but highly

probable that they were broken down by Philip himself
;
for

he had begun to besiege both Athens and Peirseeus, and

the breaking of the line of the Long Walls was obviously

the first operation likely to be performed. Sylla began in

the same manner, and with a more successful event. Appian

de Bell. Mithr. c. 30.
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the Acropolis ; then the northern ; and, lastly,

the southern Long Wall 1

.

' As the battle of the

Eurymedon was fought in the year B. C. 470,

the Long Walls were probably begun about the

year 468. Thucydides
2 informs us, that both the

walls were completed very soon after the battle

of Tanagra, which was fought in the year B. C.

458. As Cimon was banished in the year 461,

when the popular party headed by Pericles at-

tained the ascendancy ;
arid as Cimon was re-

called to Athens, chiefly in consequence of the

defeat at Tanagra, the combined testimony of

these dates, together with the evidence of

Thucydides, of Plutarch, and of Plato 3

(in

the Gorgias), tends to show that Cimon had

finished the northern and begun the southern

Long Wall before his banishment, and that the

latter Long Wall was completed by Pericles.

Plato introduces Socrates saying, that he re-

members to have heard Pericles recommend

the building of one of the Long Walls to the

Athenians. As this probably occurred in the

1 Plutarch. Paral. in Cimon.

9
Thucyd. 1. 1, c. 107, 108.

3 rOPFIAS oTcrSa yap >jVou ort ra vswpia,

fa Tct%>j TCOV 'A0>jva/;v xcu r
t
fwv Xipevwv xaracncsuTj Ix

g/xia-roxAeoyf (rv^ovXrt s yeyove' ra 8' Ix rr,s

DfiKPATHS. Afyercu raura w Topyiot rtspi f

s xat avrog TJXOUOV, oVs <rvvsZovXsvsv r^ly ifsp] TQV

. Plato, in Gorg. Tom. I. p. 455. ed. Serran,

A A
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year 460, not long after the banishment of

Cimon, Socrates befog then in his tenth year,

was not too young for such a circumstance to

have made a lively and permanent impression

on his mind 1

.

These remarks are rendered necessary, by its

having been sometimes supposed that there

were three Long Walls, stretching from Athens

to Peiraeeus, and that Socrates, in the Gorgias,

by the words fta^eo-ou *eix,ns 9 meant a third Long
Wall, built by Pericles, between the Phaleric

and the Peiraic. In support of this opinion,

a passage is adduced from Harpocration,

who appears not only to maintain the same

doctrine, and to show that the wall men-

tioned by Plato was that called the southern

(ro No-nay) ; but to support his position also, by
the authority of a lost comedy of Aristo-

t ^Eschines and Andocides, in the passages already re-

ferred to, place the building of the northern Long Wall

after the five years truce between Athens and Sparta, and

that of the southern Long Wall after the thirty years truce,

made at the expiration of the former. The former was in the

year B. C. 450, the latter in 445 j
and thus the orators differ

at least ten years from Thucydides. But their declamations

are not to stand in competition with the concurring evidence

of Thucydides, Plutarch, and Plato, more especially as

some other inaccuracies are observable in the sketch

which the orators have given of that part of Athenian

history.
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phanes
1
. The same opinion may seem to ac-

count also for the date given to the building of

the southern wall by -ZEschines, and at the same

time to receive some support from Thucydides,

who, in his second book, after remarking that

the Phaleric wall was thirty-five stades long,

adds, almost immediately afterwards, that " of

the Long Walls reaching to Peiraeeus, which

were forty stades in length, the exterior one

only was guarded," thus apparently indicating

that there were two walls of forty stades, and

one of thirty-five*.

But there are several powerful reasons for

believing that Harpocration was wrong in his

interpretation of the passage of Aristophanes
3
,

, AvriQwv ifpo$ N/xoxAea' TQ

ev fr, 'Affmy, w$ xa< 'Apia-roifioiv

xa< rouNor/oo xai roo fcaA^ttoJ, 810, pztrw fw

ro NoV<oy, ou pvypovsvsi xat ITAartov, sv Fe^y/a. Har-

pocrat. in A<a/X<rou rsl^ov;.

2 Tuu rs ya^ *aAij^>c6u fsi^Qv; 0*0,8101 ycrav gevrs xa<

xovfa, ifgo$
TOY KUK\W feu cLfffsc/s.............. fa. 8s

Tfgo$
TQv Hsigaix recra'a^axovra o-faSiujy, uv fo

gTro. Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 13.

* It is to be observed, that Harpocration has not given us

the passage of Aristophanes ; so that we have no means of

judging of the kind of evidence which it contains: nor does

Harpocration assert that the three walls of which he speaks

were all Long Watts : he only calls them walls in Attica. The

Phaleric may, in this instance, have meant the wall which

AA 2
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and that the words of Thucydides in the second

book are only to be considered as a negligence

of expression.

1. Thucydides himself, in his first book, de-

scribes, and appears to have known only of two

Long Walls, the Phaleric and Peiraic, TO $x\r
t
cw$e

itd TO eg Ueiai\ 2. ^Eschines, who lived when

the walls were standing, speaks only of the

northern ami southern Long Walls, and does

not hint at the existence of a third. 3. Xeno-

phon, in saying that the Lacedaemonians, after

the battle of jEguspotami, demanded the de-

molition of the Long Walls, uses the words,

roJx ftaxfcyy rsi^wy Ixarffov, an expression which can-

not be applied to more than two. 4. The word,

erxfATj (legs), attached to those walls by the

Greeks, and that of brachia (arms), by the

Latins, are equally inapplicable to more than

two walls. 5. Livy, speaking of the longomu-
ral fortress, describes it by the words,

" mums,

qui brachiis duobus Piraeeum Athenis jungit."

Lastly, The existing vestiges of the walls them-

separated Phalerum from the inclosure between the two

(here called the north and south) Long Walls: or Aristo-

phanes may have alluded to the Citnonian wall of the Acro-

polis, which we know to have been commonly called TO NoVjov

1 The latter is called by Plato, ro B^ew rs^S Plato

de Repub. 1. 4: see the passage in page 91.
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selves furnish the most satisfactory comment

upon the ancient authors, who speak of two

Long Walls, and are a convincing proof that

there never could have been a third, which,

indeed, as a military work, would have been

not only useless but inconvenient. The word

hapeffou, therefore, was used by Plato merely
in allusion to the situation of the Long Wall

betiveen Athens and the maritime city : and

that such was the common acceptation of the

words TO. &ap,Vou rsi^ is proved from another

author of later times 1

.

I have already observed that vestiges of the

Long Walls still exist. They are chiefly re-

markable towards the lower end, where they were

connected with the fortifications of Peiraseus and

Phalerum. The modern road from Athens to

port Dhrako, at something less than two miles

short of the latter, comes upon the foundations

of the northern Long Wall, which are formed

of vast masses of squared stones, and are about

twelve feet in thickness. The road follows the

wall for about a mile and a half, and then

leaves it to the left. Running precisely paral-

lel to it, at the distance of five hundred and

fifty feet, are seen the foundations of the south-

1 Kou fji Siax'jcriuiv (rraJ.W sivou Tyv

fov Ue^aiews (rvvrzQspsvQU xa) -rtuv &a/x<r6u ft^wy. Dion

Chrysost. Orat. 6, p. 87-
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ern Long Wall : they are not traceable in this

part for more than half a mile from the place

where they are united to the Peiraic peninsula ;

but some other vestiges of them are found in the

vineyards, which occupy the centre of the lower

plain ofAthens, still preserving the same straight

line directed upon the southern side of the Acro-

polis as the northern Long Wall is upon the

northern side of the Acropolis. There seems

to be no doubt, therefore, that the walls ran pa-

rallel to each other at the distance of five hun-

dred and fifty feet through the whole plain
1

,

thus forming a wide street, running from the

centre of the Phaleric hill, exactly in the direc-

tion of the entrance of the Acropolis.

The northern Long Wall is traced in a straight

line quite as far as the foot of the Peiraic hills,

where it meets a cape or point of those hills,

which here projects into the plain. The south-

ern Long Wall, on the contrary, in order to

meet another projection of the hill of Phalerum,

1 The general parallelism of the Long Walls may be inferred

from a passage of Heliodorus, in his romance of the Jthio-

pics, where speaking of an imaginary structure of this kind

at Syene, he describes it as a double wall, extending from

the Nile to the city ; and he compares it to Long Walls, be-

cause an equal breadth was preserved between the two

walls through the whole length gfaatrev av fig

ro yivdpsvov, rou ptv rjpnfXsQpov ro <

. 1. 9, c. 3.
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which lies about seven hundred yards to the

eastward of the point, where the existing traces

of the northern Long Wall terminate, is de-

flected for.the last four hundred yards in a more

southerly direction than that which it follows,

when parallel to the northern wall.

The southern Long Wall appears to have ter-

minated at the projection of the hill of Phale-

rum : the wall with which it there unites takes

the direction of south-east, and follows the foot

of the hill along the edge of the Phaleric marsh,

until it meets the heights near the angle of the

Phaleric bay, where it appears to have termi- >' %

nated at the round tower, which I have already
more than once had occasion to notice, as the

commencement of the inclosure of maritime

Athens towards the open sea. Of the northern

Long Wall no traces exist beyond the cape,

where it joins the Peiraic hill
; but it probably

made a slight bend at this point, and was at

length connected in some manner, which does

not now appear, with the fortifications which

defended port Cantharus. Supposing the Pha-

leric Long Wall to have terminated at the point

of the hill already mentioned, and the Peiraic

near port Cantharus, the difference of length
between them will be exactly that which Thu-

cydides has stated, namely, five stades
; the

northern being forty stades, and the southern

thirty-five.
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Although no certain vestiges of the Long
Walls remain towards their upper or north-

eastern extremity, it is probable that they were

connected with the peribolus of the asty or city

itself, nearly in the same manner as we perceive

them to have been connected with the inclosure

of maritime Athens ; that is to say, by diverg-

ing on their approach to the foot of the hills

of Museium and Pnyx (the northern wall to

the left, and the southern to the right), so as

to inclose all the southern and western face of

those heights, the southern Long Wall being,

perhaps, joined to the city walls, not far from

the monument of Philopappus, and the north-

ern at the north-western end of the hill of

Pnyx, near the gate which stood in the Pnyco-

Lycabettian pass. And there is something
more than mere conjecture for this supposition.

1 . Thucydides, in describing the disposition of

the Athenian forces at the beginning of the

Peloponnesian war, for the defence of the for-

tifications which had then been recently com-

pleted, informs us, that the portion of the city

wall, included between the extremities of the

two Long Walls, was not defended by troops ;

to which the scholiast adds (Thucydides having
omitted to inform us of the length of this part
of the wall), that it was seventeen stades in

length. Now, though it is impossible to admit

that this number can be correct, as it would
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suppose the Long Walls to have embraced an

extent of the peribolus of the city greater than

its diameter, yet it seems almost equally difficult,

upon considering the words of Thucydides, to-

gether with those of the scholiast, to imagine

that the interval of wall was less than one stade,

as it would have been if the two walls con-

tinued to run parallel at the distance of five

hundred and fifty feet asunder, quite up to the

peribolus of the asty, without diverging as

they approached it,

2. Every part of the slopes of Pnyx and

Museium, south-westward of the ancient wall,

which is traced over the summit of those hills,

bears marks of having, at one period of time,

served for depositing the dead, and at another

time of having been thickly inhabited by the

living. Amidst sepulchral chambers and niches,

excavated in the rock, are seen other excava-

tions for magazines, for cisterns, for chairs, for

the foundations of houses, for drains, for chim-

neys, and for walls, where holes for the rafters

are found. It appears, therefore, that the wall

across the summit of Pnyx and Museium was

the ancient peribolus
1

(as Pausanias calls it),

immediately on the outside of which were the

"Em $1 Ivros TOU

axfOir0Au>f Ao'pof . Attic, c, 25.
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Cimonian sepulchres in Ccele : that before the

establishment of the Long Walls all the hills of

Museium and Pnyx, to the southward and west-

ward of the city wall, were destined to sepul-

chral purposes ;
and that the same part of those

hills afterwards became a portion of the inter-

longomural division of the city.

3. In conformity with the supposition, that

the Long Walls were deflected so as to inclose

all the western side of these heights, we find

at their foot, towards their north-western ex-

tremity, the foundation of a large wall of the

same structure and thickness as the northern

Long Wall, and which runs in a northerly di-

rection, or precisely in that, which would be

followed by a wall diverging from the direct

part of the northern Long Wall, in order to in-

close the western side of the hill of Pnyx.
city Wails. T\\Q remains of ancient works, which serve

to guide us in investigating the plan, dimen-

sions, and system of defence of the Peiraic and

longomural cities, afford little assistance in the

same inquiries as to the asty itself. Along the

southern and western sides, from the Ilissus to

Dipylum, the direction of the walls is per-

fectly apparent ;
but through the rest of the

circumference no certain evidence of their di-

rection now subsists ; for although it has often

been asserted, that on the northern side the
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modern town wall stands upon the foundations

of the ancient peribolus for such a consider-

able distance as, if the assertion were correct,

would be a sufficient evidence of the extent

of the city on this side, I am convinced, from

a minute examination of the modern wall and

of the surrounding plain, that no satisfactory

vestiges of the ancient walls are to be found

among the numerous remains of ancient founda-

tions, which are certainly to be seen on the

northern and north-eastern sides of the ancient

site
1
. In the absence, however, of the evi-

dence of existing remains, that of the Athenian

writers is by no means unsatisfactory. Upon
the memorable occasion at the beginning of

the Peloponnesian war, when the Athenians

1 It is not surprising that the walls should have been obli-

terated both on this side and towards the Ilissus, as they

were constructed of brick; for, notwithstanding what Pliny

says of the eternity of brick walls, we find few remains of

ancient walls in Greece, except such as were built of stone.

Nonnullis civitatibus et publica opera et privatas domos

etiam regias e latere structas licet videre
j
et primum Athenis

murum, qui spectat ad Hymettum montem et Pentelensem.

Vitruv. 1. 2, c. 8.

Grceci, prseterquam ubi a silice fieri poterat structura,

parietes lateritios praetulere : sunt enim seterni, si ad per-

pendiculum fiant : ideo et in publica opera et in regias do-

mos adduntur. Sic struxere murum Athenis, qui ad montem

Hymettum spectat. -Pirn. Nat. Hist. 1. 35, c. 14.
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found it necessary to guard all the assailable

parts of their walls against the Lacedaemonians,

the length of the walls of the asty, not com-

prehending the part included between the Long
Walls, was forty-three stades 1

. The circuit of

the city, therefore, exclusive of the hills of

Pnyx and Museium, was something greater

than the length of the northern Long Wall,

(that wall being forty stades long) ; or, in other

words, it was about equal to the distance from

the Peiraic gate of the city to the Peiraeeus.

To any person who casts his eye upon the plan,

it is almost unnecessary to remark, how totally

incompatible this measurement is with the sup-

position of the ancient walls having followed

the same line as the modern inclosure on the

northern side
;
for upon applying the distance

just mentioned to the circumference of the

city, it will be found to stretch so far be-

yond the northern extremity of the modern

walls as to reach quite to the foot of the steep

1 Tou Te yd $aAijaxou rel^v; cYa'&oi Y^OLV itzv-rt xou r^<a-

xovra TT^QS TOV xy'xXov ro'J a.ffreuj$ xa* ay'roo TQV xynAou ro <pv-

Aarcrcjtxfvov r^7$ xsu
rftrcraf

axov7' JVr $z avrov 6

ijv, TO |W,rau TOJ ?s
ju,ax^

ou xsu TOV ^aAij^xoo ra

ifgOS TOV Ilf/faja To-(Ta^axovra trra$lunft uv TO efaQs* IrvjigTru*

xai TCy Heigaiwf %uv Mouvyp^.'a l^ij'xovra jtxev
(TraJ/wv 6 aifoi$

JTf^/foAo^, TO $ Iv ^yAaxJ ov r
t
v r^to-u rwrw. Thucyd. 1. 2.

c. 13.
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rise of mount Anchesmus, even after making a

suitable deduction for the windings of the ram-

parts, which it is evident that Thucydides lias

included in estimating the circuit both of the

asty and of the maritime city : as, indeed, it

would be natural to do under any circumstances

where a calculation of the force necessary to

line a certain length of rampart was under con-

sideration.

Hence it appears probable that the northern

extremity of the asty reached to the foot of

mount Anchesmus
;
that to the westward its

walls followed the small brook which termi-

nates in the marshy ground of the Academy,

until they met the point where we still see the

ancient foundations near Dipylum : and that to

the eastward they met the Ilissus a little below

the church of the Holy Confessors (rtuv dy'iM

o//,oxoyijrwy), or, according to the vulgar idiom,

the church of Mologhitadhes.

That such was really the extent and direction

of the ancient walls, there can be little doubt,

when we add to what has just been stated,

some evidence which has already been adduced

in a former section. On turning to page ] 45,

and the three following, the reader will find the

authorities and arguments which prove that the

Lyceium was situated on the banks of the

Ilissus, about six hundred yards above the
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church of Stavromenos Petros, or precisely at

the place where now stands the church of Mo-

loghitadhes. As it appears, therefore, from the

authorities adduced in the pages referred to,

that the entrance of the Lyceium was imme-

diately opposite to the city gate, called Dio-

charis, we have an undoubted proof that the

walls must have extended nearly to the church

of Mologhitadhes.

The circumference of the space compre-
hended within the walls of Athens, the longo-

mural inclosure and the maritime city, is above

sixteen English miles, without taking into the

reckoning the windings of the sea-coast, or of

the ramparts of the asty. The sum total of

the length of the walls, following those wind-

ings, could hardly have been less than nineteen

English miles.

In the important passage of Thucydides, al-

ready referred to, he informs us that the whole

peribolus of Peiraeeus, including Munychia,
measured sixty stades

;
that the northern Long

Wall was forty stades in length, and the south-

ern thirty-five stades
;
and that the peribolus of

the city itself was forty-three stades, without

reckoning the distance between the extremities

of the Long Walls 1

.

1 As the Athenians at the period referred to had ample
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In ascertaining from these data the periphery

in stades ofthe space inclosed by the fortifications

of the asty, of the longomurai city, and of the

maritime demi, it is obvious that we must first

deduct from sixty stades, or the circuit of ma-

ritime Athens, the distance between the two

extremities of the Long Walls, or rather the in-

terval between the two projecting points of the

hill of Phalerum, where the Long Walls join

the Peiraic peninsula ;
for it cannot be doubted

that Thucydides, by the words, TOU Ue^euug %uv

Moyyu%/a 6 aif&s tfH/oAo, meant the whole circuit

of the Peiraic peninsula, including that interval

as a part of it. This distance is seven hun-

dred English yards, equal to about three stades

and a half: the account, therefore, of the whole

employment for their land forces, and were obliged to make

the most of their garrison, they manned only the most as-

sailable parts of their walls. These parts were half the

peribolus of the maritime city, the northern Long Wall,

and all the asty, except the interval between the Long Walls

(Thucyd. ibid.). The garrisoned half of the maritime city

was, of course, the land side; its circuit was about equal to

that of the sea front, which the naval superiority of the

Athenians allowed them to leave unguarded. For the same

reason they left ungarrisoned the Phaleric Long Wall, which

could not easily be attacked but by a maritime descent to

the eastward.
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circumference of the city, according to Thu-

cydides, will stand thus :

Stades.

The Asty, minus the distance between the ex-

tremities of the Long Walls . 43

The Long Walls 75

The maritime city, minus the distance between

the Long Walls 561

Total i4i-
1

1 Dion Chrysostom, in a passage of his sixth oration, which

has been cited in a preceding page, states the circuit of

Athens to be two hundred stades ; but his authority is not

worth a moment's consideration, compared with that of Thu-

cydides, confirmed as he is by actual measurement. Dionysius

of Halicarnassus (Antiq. Roman. 1. 4, p. 670, Reihke) re-

marks that the walls of Athens were not much less in circum-

ference than those of Rome, which agrees very well with

Olympiodorus (ap. Phot. Biblioth. p. 197), who informs us

that a measurement having been made of the Rom^n walls

about the time of the first invasion of the Goths, by a geo-

metrician of the name of Ammon, the circuit was found to

be twenty-one Roman miles. Pliny (1. 3, c. 5) states the

circuit of the walls of Rome at twenty-three miles and two

hundred paces. By Plutarch (in Nicia) we are informed that

the circumference of Syracuse was not less than that of

Athens, and Strabo confirms the same fact, by observing,

that Syracuse was a hundred and eighty stades in circuit.

By means of the existing vestiges of the walls of Syracuse,

the circuit of the ancient city was determined (in the course

of a military survey, made during the late war, under the

direction of Lieutenant-colonel Thackeray, of the royal en-
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The length of the itinerary stade, resulting

from the equation of nineteen English miles

with a hundred and seventy-four stades and a

half, is thirty feet less than that of the stade

which was in use at a later period of time
1

j but

gineers,) to have been fifteen English miles; which, includ-

ing the flexures of the ramparts, will give not less than nine-

teen miles of wall ; because a larger addition for those flexures

is required at Syracuse than at Athens, where not much less

than half the circuit runs in right lines. Both Strabo and

Plutarch, therefore, are nearly correct in their assertions.

It is almost unnecessary to remark, that the equality ofcircuit

in Rome, Syracuse, and Athens, relates to their periphery

only, and not to their superficial contents, and capacity of

containing population. Rome was circular, Syracuse trian-

gular, aiid Athens consisted of two circular cities, joined by
a street of four miles in length, a figure, the superficies of

which was not more than the fourth part of that of a city of

the same circumference, but consisting, like Rome, of one

great circle. It is to be observed also, that the suburbs of

Rome were at least equal to the city itself, whereas Athens

and Syracuse had very small suburbs.

- = 575 English feet : whereas the Greek stade

in the time of the Roman emperors appears from the following

data to have been estimated at six hundred and five English

feet. 1 . The stade was equal to six hundred and twenty-

five Roman feet (Plin. Nat. Hist. 1. 2, c. 23), which measure

is confirmed by Strabo (p. 322), who informs us that the

Roman mile (of five thousand Roman feet) was considered

equal to eight stades. 2. The Roman foot, used in the

time of the emperors, was to the English as nine hundred and

sixty-eight to a thousand (Raper in the Philos. Transactions,

B B
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even with this shorter stade we find that the

walls ofAthens must have advanced as far as the

foot of mount Anchesmus. We may safely con-

clude, therefore, that the extent of the asty on

the north, the only part where the direction of

the ancient walls can be doubtful, is such as has

been deduced from other evidence.

The following are the names of the gates of

the asty or city ofAthens, which occur in ancient

history : Dipylum (otherwise called Thriasiac, or

Sacrse, or Cerameicse), Diomeise, Diocharis,

Melitides, Peiraicse, Acharnicse, Itoniae, Hip-

pades, Heriseae.

Besides the traces which still exist of Dipy-

lum, and of the Melitides and Peiraicse, there

are some remains also of a gate near the foun-

tain Calirrhoe, which probably opened into the

road leading to the demi in the southern side

Vol. 5 1 , p. 774). Therefore the stade at that time was =
1000

of 625 = 605 English feet. It appears from Strabo (ibid.) that

Polybius made use of an intermediate stade, one-twenty-

fourth part less than that of which eight made a Roman mile,

and equal, therefore, to five hundred and eighty English feet

in length. I may add, that in almost every instance in which

I have had an opportunity of comparing the distances in

ancient authors with the actual measurements, I have

had occasion to remark, that Herodotus and Thucydides

made use of a shorter stade than that which was in use

among the authors who wrote in the time of the Roman

empire.
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of Hymettus, and to Paralia and Sunium ; but

the name of this gate is very uncertain.

Sufficient reasons have already been given
for placing Dipylum at the end of the Sacred

Way, Diomeise opposite the entrance of the

suburban gymnasium, called Cynosarges, and

Diocharis opposite the entrance of the Ly-
ceium. Some arguments have also been offered

for placing the Melitides and the Peiraicse in

the situations marked in the plan.

There can be little doubt that the gate called

Acharnicse, having derived that name from its

leading to the demus of Acharnae, the situation

of which was certainly at or near the modern

Menidhi, was about the spot where the modern

road to that village cuts the line of the ancient

walls.

As for the Itonise, there is reason to believe

that it was about half way between the Ilissus

and the foot of the hill of Museium, in the posi-

tion, where the road leading direct to Phalerum

from the modern Inte-Kapesi, or 'Afav<r<>o} ifdpra,

or Albanian gate, cuts the line of the ancient

walls. For we learn from Plato, that the Itoniae

was near the sepulchral column of the Ama-

zon, and that this monument stood a little

within the gate
1

. Now, at the gate which ter-

minated the road to Athens from Phalerum
1

f

i!f $s Q&TTW rijY rtapa to tsi^os yeiptv, fou$

B B 2
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Pausanias places, just within the city, the sepul-

chre of Antiope, the Amazon 1
. There seems

little doubt, therefore, that the p^a 'Avtioifys of

Pausanias is the same as the 'Apa&vis a-rf^ of

Plato, and consequently that the gate which

terminated the road leading from Phalerum was

the Itoniae. Thus the Phaleric road (o$o$ SaA^ooj,

as Pausanias calls it in another place
2

) led across

the plain, parallel to the southern Long Wall,

ydp fast twv trvXujv fpos ly 'Aj&*d?/$i

auVov. Plato, in Axiocho, torn. 3, p. 364, ed.

Serr.

Socrates went out of the city for the purpose of walking

to Cynosarges : when he had arrived at the Ilissus, Clinias,

who was exercising on the bank, called to Socrates, and

asked him to go and visit his sick father, Axiochus. They
then turned back by the road under the walls, and entered

the portae Itoniae, near which Axiochus lived. Nothing can

be more satisfactory than the topography of this passage j

and though the interest of it may be diminished by the

doubts which rest upon the authenticity of the dialogue, as

a work of Plato, it is not the less serviceable as a topo-

graphical evidence.

lv
Ecr7'( tie Kara, fyv o$ov ryv I

tJ

Hpa$ ...... 'EcrgXQo'vrwv Se s$ Tyv itoXiv

'A//,ao'vo. Pausan. Attic, c. 1, 2.

That Pausanias, by the words s<rs\QdvTwv s$, meant within

the gate, seems clear, from his using the same words in the

next page, in speaking of the Pompeium at the entrance of

the gate leading from the Peirseeus; for the Pompeium
was certainly within the city.

* Phocic. c. 35.
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and entered the city at the quarter of Limnae,

and the parts adjacent to the Odeium. It cor-

responded to the Hamaxitus 1

, on the other

side of the Long Walls, which led from port

Peiraeeus through the Peiraic gate into the

quarter of Cerameicus
;

but it differed from

that road in passing at a greater distance from

the Long Walls : and hence we perceive the

reason why Pausanias mentions the Long Walls

in speaking of the former route, but takes no

notice of them in describing the Phaleric road.

Of the Hippades, we only know that it was the

gate, on the outside of which was the sepulchre

of the family ofthe orator Hyperides
2
. AsPhilo-

stratus makes mention also of a place in the Ce-

rameicus, called 'lifters (the Horsemen)
3
, it seems

1 See page 92, and the passage fromXenoph. there cited.

This roadseeras to have been commonly called
ij s$ Tleipoua;

and I am inclined to think that the street between the Long

Walls, and afterwards the road between the ruins, was called

the '080$ vjo-gia,
of which mention is made by Propertius

(1.
3. eleg. 20, v. 22).

Inde ubi Piraeei capient me littora portus,

Scandam ego Theseae brachia longa vise.

2 TQV$ e OMelovs fa, Offfa \a,wfa$ Qdfyou re apa Tot;

yoveu<n tfpo *uv 'IitrtoiSujv 7/uAwv, w$ <py<r\v 'HAto'Jw^Of sv fclrui

tsp} pvypoiruv.
Plutarch de X. Rhet. in Hyperid.

3 ... .TO fwv rs^virujv SovtevTypiov, o y ujx.o$0[j*Y)T'ai ifapd

fd$ TOO KsgapSMW itvXa,^ ov Tfoppou
fcvv 'lifirswv. Philost. in

Philagr.
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probable that the place derived this appellation

from some equestrian statues, which gave name

also to the neighbouring city gates. Upon this

supposition the gate may have opened from the

inner into the outer Cerameicus ; for the tombs

of so illustrious a family as that of Hyperides
were most likely to have been situated in that

quarter. It is not improbable, therefore, that

the Hippades may have been the gate between

Dipylum and the Peiraic, of which some vestiges

exist on the north side of mount Lycabettus.

From the greatr distance between Dipylum
and the Acharnicae, and between the Achar-

nicse and Diomeiae, it may be conjectured that

there was a gate in each of those intervals : and

as all this part of the site was occupied by bury-

ing-grounds, it is possible that one of the two

intermediate gates was theHeriaeae, as this name

seems to imply a gate leading to sepulchres.

There was still another situation in the an-

cient peribolus, where there must have been a

gate. This was at the end of the causeway,
which led over the bridge of the Ilissus into

the Stadium. But of the name of this gate, no

trace of evidence, as far as I can discover, is

found in ancient history.

Athens was surrounded on every side with

an immense cemetery.
On the north-west and north from the north-
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ern Long Wall to mount Anchesmus, there

was a continued succession of sepulchres, be-

ginning from the city walls.

The excavations in search of sepulchral anti-

quities, which have been successfully made on

the southern side of the hill of Museium, show

that there were burying grounds on the outside

ofthe southern Long Wall, similar to those which

we learn from a passage of Plato
1

, to have ex-

isted on the outside of the northern Long Wall.

Along the eastern side of the Asty, from the

south-eastern angle of the city walls, on the bank

of the Ilissus, to the eastern side of mount An-

chesmus, the suburban demi ofAgree and of the

Gardens, and the gymnasia ofLyceium and Cy-

nosarges, were interposed between the city and

the cemeteries, which thus removed to some

distance from the walls, were probably less ex-

tensive in that quarter than on the opposite side

of Athens.

1 De Repub. 1. 4. See the passage in page 91.
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NOTE I.

On the Population ofAthens.

ALL Athenians, more than twenty years of age,

and born of parents who were Attic citizens, enjoyed the

right of voting in the general assembly and the other ho-

nours of citizenship
1

. It is obvious that such being the

only requisites, the number of citizens was likely to in-

crease during the flourishing ages of the republic : and

this we find to have been the case.

There is some difficulty in ascertaining the population

of Athens. By a census of Pericles 2 the number of

Athenians entitled to the rights of citizenship was con-

fined to 14,040 ; 5000 were upon this occasion rejected

as vo'floj, and degraded into the class of slaves.

Demosthenes 3 reckons the Athenians who had a voice

in the government at 20,000 ; according to the census of

Demetrius of Phalerum, the number of citizens was

21,000*. About this time the rights of citizenship were

1 S. Petit. Comm. in Leg. Attic. 1. 2, tit. 4.

a
Plutarch, in Pericl.

3
Demosth. in Aristog. 1, p. 785. Reiske.

4 Ctesicles ap. Athcn. 1. 6, c. 20. Casaub.
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refused to those who did not possess a certain property
'

;

and in the time of Phocion we are told that paupers and

other persons answering to the vo'flo* of the census of Pe-

ricles were so numerous that 12,000 were ejected from

the city-. Upon the whole, we may reckon the number

of Attic citizens at 20,000, in the flourishing times of

the republic : and such appears to have been the general

calculation in round numbers 5
. It is probable, there-

fore, that both Herodotus 4 and Aristophanes
5
, in estimat-

ing the Athenian citizens at 30,000, meant to include the

whole free male population of Athens ; in both instances,

indeed, the number 30,000 is mentioned in such a man-

ner as to show that the calculation is stretched to the ut-

most, and is not stated with any view to accuracy.

It is evident, from the laws of Solon, which classed the

higher order of Athenian citizens by the number of me-

dimni of corn produced upon their estates, that the upper

class of the inhabitants of Athens, like those of great

cities in other civilized countries, consisted chiefly of

persons whose property was in land, and whose re-

sidence during a part of the year was in the country
6
.

As every Athenian citizen was enroUed in one of the

hundred and seventy-four demi of Attica, only a small

^ Hermogenis Partitiones Rhetoricae, Cap. de Transluiione J,

Poll.l. 8, c.Q.

*
Plutarch, in Phocion. Diod. Sic. 1. 18, c. 66.

sHesych. in 'o/xoo. Liban. Declaru. 16.

4 Herodot. 1. 5, c. 97.

5
Aristoph. Eccles. v. 1124.

The partiality of the Athenians for a country-life may be inferred

from the great number of edifices in the plain of Athens, and in

the demi (see Liv. 1. 31. c. 26 and Pausan. Atlic, c. 31). And it

is expressly noticed by Thucydides (1. 2, c. 14).
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portion of which were in the city itself, the number

20,000 comprehended all the citizens of Attica, having

the right of voting in the general assembly. The whole

population of this class, therefore, must have been about

60,000.

We are told that there were 10,000 JXST^XO}, or resident

aliens in Attica
1

, not having the right of Attic citizens,

and paying a tax called ftsToix/ov
2

: and that the total num-

ber of slaves in Attica was reckoned at 400,000
3
. The

former number appears to contain the male metaeci only ;

but in the latter the whole number of slaves seems to be

included. It clearly appears, also, that there must at all

times have been a large body of persons of Attic blood

not enjoying the rights of citizenship.

The number of 400,000 slaves has been considered ex-

cessive; but it does not appear disproportioned to that

of the Athenian citizens, when we consider that all the

agricultural, mining, and menial labour of Attica was per-

formed by slaves, as well as the greater part of that of the

public works, and of the private establishments of com-

merce, and of trades and manufactures, even to the work-

shop of the statuary and the potter. The large propor-

tion of slaves in the Greek republics is a fact well known.

The little republic of JEgina is said at one time to have

possessed 470,000 slaves 4
; the Corinthians had 460,000*.

We are told by Athenaeus that several myriads of diem

worked in the silver-mines of Attica. Those employed
in the mines of Laurium once seized the castle of Sunium,

1
Ctesicles, ap. Athen. ibid.

Meurs. Attic. Lect. 1. 1, c. 9.

3
Ctesicles, ibid.

4
Aristot. ap. Athen. ibid. Schol. Pind. Olymp. 9.

*Epitimaeu5, ap. Athen. ibid.
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in imitation of a general insurrection in Sicily *, in which

the slaves destroyed were innumerable. The quarries of

marble in Attica employed also a great number of slaves'

It was not rare in Greece to meet with individuals pos-

sessing 1000 slaves. The celebrated Nicias let that num-

ber to a person, who undertook the working of a mine in

Laurium 2
. There is no reason to think, therefore, that

the slaves of Attica are over-rated at 400,000 ; which num-

ber bears nearly the same proportion to the free inhabit-

ants of Attica as the slaves to the free people in our West

Indian islands. The entire population of Attica being

near half a million in a surface of 560 square miles, the

density was near 900 to a square mile, which is about one-

fourth of that of Middlesex, and the double of that of

Lancashire.

The chief difficulty in calculating the population of

Athens consists in estimating the proportion of Attic

citizens, of Metaeci, and of slaves to be assigned to the city

itself. In regard to the citizens, it will probably be near

the truth to suppose that two-thirds resided in the city,

and as the great majority of slaves were employed in

mining and agriculture, we can hardly allow more than

one slave to each free person in the city. The calcula-

tion will then stand as follows :

Two-thirds of 60,000 citizens, .

~

. . . 40,000

Two-thirds of 20,000 mctaeci, about . . . 13,000

53,000

As many slaves 53,000

106,000

Paupers and others of Athenian race not having

rights of citizenship

Posidonius, ap. Athen. ibid.
*

Xenoph. de Vectigal. c. 4.
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Demosthenes 1

observes, that 400,000 medimni ofbread-

corn were brought to Attica from Pontus, and about as

much more from other markets (Jpro'f*a), in all 800,000

medimni. Two-thirds of this quantity, or 530,000 me-

dimni, were by law carried into the city
2
, which, to a po-

pulation of 116,000, would supply between seventeen

and eighteen ounces of bread per diem to each person.

1 Adv. Leptin. p. 466, Reiske.
7

Harpocrat. in'ETr
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N()TE TO THE END OF SECTION I.

Of the Buildings, Xc. not mentioned in that Section.

J. Meursius, in his Athenae Atticae, and Lectiones

Atticae, has collected evidence of the existence of several

other places at Athens, which I shall here briefly enu-

merate. In the Cerameicus were the Agrippeium, or

theatre of Agrippa
1

, and the palaestra of Taureas 2
.

There were two other palaestrae also in Athens, called

the Palaestrae of Sibyrtius
3 and of Hippocrates

4
. The

Stose of the Thracians 5 and of Attalus 6 we may sup-

pose to have been in the Ceramic Agora. It was

probably near the latter that stood the colossal statues

of Attalus and Eumenes, which afterwards received in-

scriptions in honour of Marcus Antonius?.

The Agora was divided into markets, streets, and por-

ticos, which in general derived their names from the objects

sold in them. Such were the aroa, *wv d^lrtav (flour por-

tico) ; the ayopa yuvaotsTa
8
, or shops for goods peculiarly

adapted to the use ofwomen; the dyopa (nftipoTf(t)Xi^ or /*-

(for the sale of ready-made clothes); the

Philostr. in Alexand. Sophist, et in Pliilagr.
3
Plato, in Charmid. Liban. declam. 9.

3
Plutarch. Paral. in Alcibiad.

4
Plutarch, de X Rhet. in Isocrat.

5
Harpocrat. in 'E^aT.

/J

Atnen. 1. 5, c. 13, Casaub.

7 Plutarch. Paral. in M. Anton.
8
J. Poll. 1. 10, c. 2. Theophr. Charact.de Adulat.

9 J.Poll. 1. 7, c. 18.
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(for fish). But some divisions of the Agora
received their names from people, as the ayo/>a 'A#y*J*v

8
,

dyop y. KepKwifujv ; the latter, which was noted for the sale

of stolen goods, was near the famous tribunal, called, from

its being held in the open air, 'HA<a/a ?
. Another market

was called Qswv dyopci* ; but its use is not specified by the

authors who mention it. The different divisions of the

markets for provisions were commonly indicated by the

name of each article preceded by the preposition e<, as sIs

~ous faitws, the horse market ; sl$ rouvj/ov, the cooks'* shops ;

tig foi psffxovia,, the place where asses flesh was sold ; els

fa. pupa, sis fa,$ xufpa-s, its fa, exopoSa, its foi xpo^va., si;

fd dpoupafa,, slf TOV ^Xwpov fupw, sl$ fa, xdpva,, elf TO. fcij'Aa,

&c. were the denominations of several parts of the Agora,

where ointments, pottery, garlic, onions, perfumes, fish,

cheese, walnuts, apples, Stc.were sold. The booksellers shops

were called gtgXioQiJKai ; and the expression sl$ fa, & A/a was

not used 5
. Besides the foregoing, there was in the Agora

1 Plutarch ck X Rhet. in Hyperid.
2

Hesych. in voce.

3 Jiustath. in Odyss. B. p. 7-J- el in K. p. 413. ed. Basil. Galen,

in Hippocrat. Epidem. 3, com. 3.

4
Hesych. in 0W" yofa. Arislid. in Orat. in Minerv. et in Orat.

Cyzic.
5
J. Poll. 1. 9, c. 5. 1. 10, c. 2. Theophr. Char.^ g$6?u^'f.

Hesych. in pscrxtviy.

The divisions of a bazar in Greece are indicated very nearly in the

manner described by Julius Pollux in the provision market of an-

cient Athens. The same mode of using the prepositions, and, with

a few slight corruptions, the same words, are in general still pre-

served. 2ra x^oyu^uu&a,
crra xfu8<a, era. ax^oSa, CTX pyXa, o-rb %^w^b TI/^<',

will conduct the travellers to the shops for onions, walnuts, garlic,

apples, and new cheese, in a modern Greek town, as well as the

expressions mentioned by Pollux would have done in ancient

Athens.
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a halle, or round building, called KuxAo;, where slaves,

and vases, and fish, and other commodities, were sold 1
.

Some of the streets of Athens derived their names from

the artizans who practised their trades in them, and who

thus appear to have been disposed very much in the same

manner as the trades of a modern Oriental town. One

of the streets was called
if rwv 'EpuoyXvpslwv, the street

of the makers of Mercuries
2

; another yru>v xiZuTOtoiw,

the street of the Cabinet-makers 3
. These were probably

in the Agora, as was also the street of Vesta, TJ
'Eo-r/a

otoV ; for it was near the three-headed Mercury of the

Cerameicus 4
. Some of the streets derived their names

from the %toi through which they passed as the street

of Colyttus
5
. We find mention also of a street of the

ants, y rwv pvppyKW'/
6

; and of the third street, ij rplry

popy
7

,
but without any indication of their locality.

Among the sanctuaries not mentioned by Pausanias,

we find the following: 1. The temple of the Hours (TO

*lptiov lepov), in which was an altar of Bacchus *OpQio$, and

another of the Nymphs
R
. 2. The temple of the People

and Graces (ro rsusvos TOV ATJJW.OU KOL\ rujv Xa/JtW/), in

which stood a brazen statue of Hircanus, chief priest of

the Jews 9
. 3, To iepw Myvvrw 'HpaxAeo;, the temple of

1 J. Poll. 1. 7, c. 2. 1. 10, c. 2. Hesych. in Ku'xXo?.

9

Plato, in Sympos. Plutarch, de Gen. Sacr.

3
Plutarch, ibid.

4 See page 99, note 1.

5 Himer. ap. Phot. Biblioth. p. 1140. Hoeschel.

a
Hesych. in Mu^x^*.

7
J. Poll. I. 9, c. 5.

8 Philochor. ap. A then. 1. 2, c. 2.

9
Joseph. Antiq. Jud. 1. 4, c. 16. According to the Athenians

there were only two Hours, and two Graces ;
the former named
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Hercules, founded by Sophocles, with the epithet of

Menytes ; because the god had pointed out to him in a

dream the place where was hidden a crown, or patera,

which had been stolen from one of the sanctuaries of Her-

cules 1
. 4. The Pherrephattium, a sanctuary of Proser-

pine in the Agora, not very distant from the Leocoriuni 2
.

There were also sanctuaries of Diana Awo-/?wvo$
3
,

an(i

sanctuaries containing statues of Venus fyfopo$9 of Cupid,
with the same epithet, and of Hermes tyrfup'urTys*.

There was a sanctuary also of Mercury Hegemonius, or

leader of the blind 5
. 5. The Phratrium, which con-

tained a statue of Jupiter Phratrius, and of several other

deities, and which was a place of common worship for

the promotion of a friendly union among all the Athe-

nian tribes 6
.

Of the heroa or tombs, altars or sanctuaries, of the an-

cient Athenian heroes, we find mention made of the fol-

lowing: The altar of Eudanemus was near the Me-

troum, and the ascent to the Acropolis
7
. The sepulchre

ThaHo and Carpo ; the latter named Auxo and Hegemone (Pausan.

Boeot. c 3.5). Socrates, in his statues of the Graces, in the Pro-

pylaea, appears to have adopted the 'ETsoxXe7o< x<*'TS ?> from Orcho-

menus, which were three in number.
1 Schol. Sophocl. in vita. Cicero de Divin. 1. 1, c. 25, Hesych.

*
Dernosth. adv. Conon. p. 125Q, Reiske.

3 Schol. in Apollon. Rhod. 1. 1, v. 288.
* Demosth. adv. Neser. p. 1358. Harpocrat. in

6 Schol. in Aristoph. Plut. v. llO'O.

J.Poll. 1. 1, c. 1. L. 3,c. 4.

7
Arrian de Exped. Alexand. 1. 3, c. 16. Eudanemus, otherwise

Angelas, was the son of Neptune. Hesych. in 'uS*ve/*o?. Pausan.

Achaic. c. 4.

C C
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of Solon was a little within the city walls, near one of the

gates
1
. The sanctuary of Hesychus, from whom were

derived the Hesychidae, or priests of the Semnae (furies),

was near the Cimonian wall of the Acropolis, on the

outside of the nine gates
2
, consequently not far from the

tomb of Talos. The temenus of Macus was in the

Agora
3

. There were heroa also of JEgeus
4
,
of Phorbas 5

,

of Stephanephorus
6
, of Calamites7

, and of many others.

That of ^Egeus may perhaps have been near the Delphi-

nium : for he is said to have founded that temple, and

to have resided there ; of which there was a memorial in

the appellation given to a statue of Hermes standing to

the east of the Delphinium. It was called the Hermes at

the gates of ^Egeus
8
. The Socrateium, or heroum of

Socrates, was on the road from Peiraeeus to the city
9
.

Near the temple of Theseus was the place called the

Horcomosium, from the treaty between Theseus and the

1 TElian. Var. Hist. I. 8, c. 16.

*

nfa T& Kt/jLwviov Ixrof T&V Iwla irv\&v. Polemo de Eratosth. ap.

Schol. tEdip. Colon, v. 48Q. See Meurs. Attic. Lect. 1. 5, c. 32.

The nine gates were probably a succession of barriers on the

ascent to the Propylaea, including perhaps the five gates of that

building. We find, from a passage of an Athenian antiquary, pre-

served by Suidas, that the ancient Pelasgic fortress upon the Acro-

polis was also said to have had nine gates. See page 2?9, note 3.

3 Herodot. 1. 5, c. SQ.Plutarch. Paral. in Thes. Hesych. in

AiaxovTeTov.

4
Harpocrat. et Suid. in AlyeM.

s Andocid. de Myster. p. 30. Andron. ap. Harpocrat. in *<^.

gi/Ts7ov. Phorbas, king of the Curetes, was slain by Erechtheus.
6

Harpocrat. in STepa^'po^of.

7 Demosth. in Coron. p. 270.
8
Plutarch. Paral. in Thes.

9 Marian, in vita Procli.
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Amazons having been there sworn to 1
. The Amazon-

eium must also have been on the same side of the town ;

for an author quoted by Plutarch relates, that when the

Amazons attacked Athens, they were drawn up with

their right near the Pnyx, and with their left at the place

still called, in Plutarch's time, the Amazoneium 2
. We

have already seen that Plutarch speaks of a place called

Heptachalcum, near the walls between the Peiraic and the

Sacred Gates3
. The Meticheium, which received its

name from the architect who built it, was one of the Athe-

nian courts ofjudicature
4
. The Thesmophoreium was a

eru<r<rmoy, where the women, called Thesmophoriazusse,

were lodged and boarded, in undergoing a particular dis-

cipline previous to their employment in the celebration

of the rites of the Thesmophorae (Ceres and Proserpine)
5

.

It is uncertain where the dpyvpwoitetov
6
, or mint, was

situated ; but, in a state so celebrated for its silver coin as

Athens, it must have been a building of considerable im-

portance, and was very probably in the Acropolis.

There were several a'/^sTa, archives, or places for the

deposit and custody of official papers, &c. One of these

was the Metroum, where, as we have already seen 7
,
wore

deposited the written laws of the state. The Lyceium
contained the archives of the Polemarch, or third Ar-

1 Plutarch. Paral. in Thes.

* Plutarch. Para!, in Tiies. Stephen, et Suid. in 'A^oveTov.

3 Plutarch. Paral. in Sylla.
*
Hesych. in MIJT/XOU TS><=VO?. J. Poll. 1. 8, c. 10. Phot. Lex. in

5
Hesych. in HpvTouttov. Meurs. Attic. Lect. I. 4, c 21.

6
Antiph. ap. Harpocrat. in voce.

3
See Section I.

LC
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ebon 1
. The Parasitium was an dpxelov, where the para-

sites, who in the origin held an honourable situation, de-

posited the first-fruits of the sacred corn 2
. There are

said to have been three hundred and sixty Aeo"%ai,
or

places where the poor were allowed to warm them-

selves in cold weather, and to pass the night
3

. As to

the hot baths (aAave7a), although no author has made

mention of any magnificent buildings of this kind, such as

the Romans constructed, it is manifest, from what is inci-

dentally said of them, that baths, both public and private,

were numerous in Athens. They were circular, with a

vaulted roof, like most of those in Turkey
4
. There was

one near the statue of Anthemocritus, which stood at

the beginning of the sacred way to EJeusis, on the out-

side of Dipylum
5

. The GapaQpov, or'Spvypa, was a deep

excavation, where those were confined who were con-

demned to death 6
; whence the expression, 6 Jirlrof opvypafi,

for the executioner7
. The 'Egodpetriy was a place where

bales of goods were deposited
8
. The monument called

"lititov xa< Kopyst was in memory of the cruelty of an

Athenian archon, Hippomenes, who had exposed his

daughter, Limone, to be torn in pieces by a horse, which

1

Hesych. in '

* J. Poll. 1. 6, c. ?. .Athen. 1. 6, c. 0, Casaub.
s Procl. in Hesiod egywv .

4 Athen. 1. 11, c. 14.

5
Isaeus, ap. Harpocrat. in

'Ai/Se/wxfiTo?. Philip, in Epist. ad

Athen. Pausan. Attic, c. 36.

Stephan. Hesych. Suid. in RxpaQpov. Harpocrat. in "o^uy/xa.

1 J. Poll. 1. 8, c. 7. Dinarch. adv. Demosth. p. 46, Reiske.

Lycurg. adv. Leocrat. p. 221.
8

Etymol. Mag. in 'Et-
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he had kept without food for that purpose \ Blaute was a

place where a shoemaker had dedicated a sandal (Aayrr,)
2
.

Harpocration and Hesychius give evidence of a trea-

sury, which was adorned with paintings, said to have

been by the hand of Polygnotus
3
.

We find mention made of several other remarkable

paintings at Athens, most of which may possibly have

been removed before the time of Pausanias, like the ce-

lebrated Helen of Zeuxis, which had been transported

from the cfo'a *wv dXtpitwv at Athens4 to the portico of

Philip at Rome 5
.

Athenion of Maroneia painted an assemblage of Athe-

nian women, called tfoAuyuraijcOj' : and a celebrated picture

of a horse and groom
6

.

There was also a much admired picture of a combatant,

armed with a shield, by Antidorus, a disciple of Euphra-
nor 7

, and a picture of a flute-player, dedicated by Thra-

sippus, when he supported the choragic expenses of

Ecphrantides
8
, and there was a picture of an elephant

9
,

by an unknown artist. It is probable also, although not

certain, that several of the other productions of great

painters, enumerated by Pliny, were at Athens in his

time ; particularly the battle of Phlius, and the victory

1 Heraclid. Pont, de Polit. Graec. Suid. in
'

3
J. Poll. 1. 7, c. 22.

3
fiarpocrat. in iioXuyyurrof. Hesych. in e>Vai>/?ef.

* Eustath. ad. II. A. p. 815, eel. Basil.

5 Plin. Nat. Hist. 1. 35, c. 10.

6
Plin. Nat. Hist. 1. 35, c. 11.

7
Ibid.

8
Aristot. Polit. 1. 8, c. 6.

3
Thernist. de Mem. et Remin.
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of the Athenians by Pamphilus
1
, and some of the works

of the painter Aristolaus 2
. I have already noticed the

picture of the ships by Protogenes in the vestibule of the

Parthenon, which appears both from Pliny and Cicero 3

to have been of the greatest merit.

Of the celebrated statues which once adorned Athens,

but which were probably no longer there in the time of

Pausanias, I have already had occasion, in the ninth

section, to speak of a few which stood in the Acropolis.

In the Ceramic agora was a brazen statue of Chabrias,

represented kneeling, with his spear couched, and his

shield upon his knees, this being the position in which

he ordered his phalanx to throw themselves, when, by
this new and unexpected movement, they prevented a

charge of Lacedaemonians under Agesilaus, near Thebes 4
.

Phocion also was honoured with a brazen statue ; but its

position is not mentioned by Plutarch.

The following statues also were at Athens, and much

renowned. The heifer, in brass, by Myron
5
, and the

lacchus, in marble. The mares, in brass, dedicated by
Cimon in memory of the mares with which he had ob-

tained -the victory at Olympia
6
, and a congregation of

satyrs by Lysippus
7
.

It is unnecessary to collect the names ofthose statues of

1
Plin. Nat. Hist. 1. 35, c 10.

2
Plin. Nat. Hist. 1.35, c. 11.

3
Plin. Nat. Hist. 1. 35, c. 10. Cicer. Vcrrin. 4, c. 60.

*
Corn. Nep. in Chabria.

5
Cicer. Verrin. 4. c. 6(). The heifer was a favourite subject

among epigrammatists both Greek and Latin. See the Anthologia,
1. 4, c. 7 ;

and Auson. Epig. 58, et seq.

.ZElian. Var. Hist. 1. o, c. 32.

7 Plin. Nat. Hist. 1. 34, c. 8.
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obscure deities, or of persons of little or transient note,

which occur in ancient history. Each tribe and demus,

and even each family, had its protecting deity, to whom

they reared statues and altars, and to whom they gene-

rally applied an epithet derived from their own names,

or from some peculiar circumstance or superstition at-

tached to the worship. For some of these appellations,

see Meursius, Athen. Attic. 1. 2. c. 13, 14.

Dinarchus, in his oration against Demosthenes (p. 33),

makes mention of several brazen statues in the Agora,

erected to persons, who probably did not long retain that

honour any more than Demades, whose numerous statues

were afterwards melted and made into chamber utensils 1
.

To the flatterers and mistresses of Demetrius Poliorcetes,

who had altars, statues, and divine honours 2
, no greater

respect was probably shown after the hour of their popu-

larity had passed by.

Plutarch. Polit. Praec.

' Demosth ap. Athen. I. 6, c. 13. Casaub.
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NOTE TO PAGE 39.

Of the Temple of Theseus.

The temple of Theseus is a peripteral hexastyle with

thirteen columns on the sides. It faces the east. The

cell within measures forty feet in length, and twenty feet

in breadth. It has a pronaus and a posticum, each of

which is formed by a prolongation of the side walls of

the cell, having two columns between the antse : but the

depth of the pronaus is greater than that of the posticum,

and the depth of the portico of the pronaus is greater

than that of the portico at the back of the temple ; the

two former measure together thirty-three feet, the two

latter twenty-seven feet. The side porticoes of the temple
are only six feet in breadth. The thirty-four columns

of the peristyle, as well as the four in the two vestibules,

are near three feet four inches in diameter at the base,

and near nineteen feet high, with an intercolumniation

of five feet four inches, except at the angles, where, as

usual in the Doric order, the interval is made smaller,

in order to bring the triglyphs to the angle, and at the

same time not to offend the eye by the inequality of

the metopes. The stylobate is formed of only two steps.

The height of the temple, from the bottom of the stylo-

bate to the summit of the pediment, is thirty-three feet

and a half. The eastern or chief front only of the temple
was adorned with sculptures. On the pediment of that

front there remain holes for cramps of metal, to which

statues were attached ; but no such marks are found in

the western pediment. In like manner, the ten metopes
of the eastern front, and the four adjoining ones of either

flank, are exclusively ornamented with sculptures; all
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the other metopes are plain. Thus while it appears to

have been the design of the architect of the Parthenon,

by the equality of the pronaus and posticum, and of their

respective porticos, as well as by the similarity of the

statuary decorations, in the two fronts of that temple,

to prevent all superior importance of the one front over

the other : in the Theseium it was the architect's marked

intention to render the eastern fronting of the temple

as conspicuous as possible.

The roof of the cell of the Theseium is modern ; the

greater part of the beams and lacunaria of the porticoes

are wanting, and the sculptures have been purposely de-

faced by the Turks. When the temple was converted

into a Christian church, the two columns of the pronaus

were removed to make room for the altar 1
. In other

respects the temple is complete. It is formed entirely of

Pentelic marble, and stands upon an artificial foundation,

formed of large quadrangular blocks of ordinary lime-

stone. At the north-western angle of the temple, where

the hill, upon which the temple stands, is steep, six

courses of the foundation now appear above ground, and

this part of the foundation is gradually receiving so much

injury from the effect of the rains, as to threaten the

safety of this part of the building.

The sculptures of the Theseium are, upon the eighteen

metopes already mentioned, upon a frize over the en-

trance of the pronaus, and upon another over that of the

posticum. In offering an opinion, differing from that of

Stuart in regard to some of these sculptures, it will be

1 A large door was at the same time pierced in the western wall ;

when Athens was taken by the Turks, who were in the habit of

riding into the churches on horseback, this door was closed, and a

smaller one was made in the southern wall.
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necessary previously to refer to the circumstances which

attended the building of the temple.

Eight centuries after the death of Theseus the people

of Athens suddenly became ashamed of the ingratitude

of their ancestors towards their great benefactor, in

driving him out of Athens, to die by violence in a fo-

reign country ; it was reported that his spectre had been

seen fighting against the Medes at Marathon; and the

Pythia directed the Athenians to remove his remains to

Athens, and to honour him as a hero. His bones, with

a brazen helmet and a sword lying beside them, were

discovered in the island of Scyrus, by Cimon, son of

Miltiades. They were received at Athens with proces-

sions and sacrifices; games and festivals were insti

tuted in his honour; a heroum was erected to him on

the Colonus Hippius, and a temple in the city
1

. This

building was equalled in sanctity only by the Parthenon

and Eleusinium 2
, its sacred inclosure was so large as

occasionally to serve as a place of military assembly
3

;

and it enjoyed the privilege of an asylum
4
, which had

the effect of rendering it a prison to those who fled from

justice
5

. It was built about four hundred and sixty-five

years before Christ, or about thirty years before the Par-

thenon.

In honouring Theseus, the Athenians could not forget

Hercules, who was the kinsman, friend, and companion

1 Plutarch, in Thes. et Cimon. Diodor. Sic. 1. 4, c. 62. Pausan.

Attic, c. 17, 30. Lacon. c. 3.

'Plutarch de ExiL
3

Thucyd. 1.6,0.61.
4 Diod. Sic. ubi supra. Plutarch. Paral. in Thes. Hcsych. et

Etymol. Mag. m&^fftlov.

5

Etymol. ibid, et in
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of Theseus. Hercules had delivered Theseus from the

chains of Aidoneus, king of Molossi; and in return,

Theseus was said to have brought Hercules with him

from Thebes to Athens, to be purified for the murder

of his children. He then not only shared his property

with Hercules, but gave up to him all the sacred places

which had been conferred upon Theseus by the Athe-

nians, changing all the Theseia of Attica, except four,

into Heracleia 1
. The Hercules Furens of Euripides,

which was written a few years after this temple was built,

and which, like the temple itself, seems to have been in-

tended to celebrate unitedly the virtues of the two heroes,

introduces Theseus promising to Hercules that the Athe-

nians should honour him with sculptured marbles, and

thus seems to refer to the decorations of this very build-

ing. After alluding to the fact recorded by Plutarch, of

the names of several Attic places having been changed
from Theseium to Heracleium, he adds,

. c . . . . QavovTOf $' BUT" <zv tig ciSov

ucncucn Acuvo/cri r k%QyxuJ[Aa,<n

dvd%si ltd,? 'AQyvaiwY 1(0X1$.

Thus it appears that if it was perfectly in harmony
with the Athenian traditions to select the exploits of

Hercules as well as those of Theseus for the sculptural

decorations of the Theseium, it was equally so to give
the most conspicuous situation to those of Hercules, as

Theseus had yielded to him the first honours of his na-

tive country. We find, accordingly, that all the me-

topes in thefront of the temple, which can be deciphered,

relate to the labours of Hercules, and that all those on

1

Philochor. ap. Plutarch, in Thes.
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twojlanks, which can be deciphered, relate to the labours

of Theseus. In like manner, we find that the subject of

the frize over the columns and antae of the posticum, or

back vestibule, was the most celebrated action of the

life of Theseus, his contest with the Centaurs. It may
fairly be presumed, therefore, that the pannel over the

pronaus related to the exploits of Hercules. This com-

position is divided into three unequal portions by two

parties of deities seated upon the rocks of Olvmpus
1
.

Towards the southern end are seated Jupiter, Juno, and

Minerva : a little to the spectator's right of the centre of

the composition is a female deity seated between two males.

Behind the latter is a hero, with a chlamys flying be-

hind him, contending with a combatant, each of whose

hands is employed in hurling an enormous mass of stone.

The right arm of the former figure being deficient, it

does not appear how he was armed ; his left hand is em-

ployed in pushing back one of the rocks held by his op-

ponent. Another hero is similarly engaged with an ad-

versary, who, like the former, is armed with a mass of stone

in either hand. A fifth figure lies dead at their feet. To
the right of these are five figures, which Stuart supposed
to have been intended to represent a triumph : the last

figure seems to be erecting a trophy. Between the two

parties of deities are eight figures, in the centre of whom
one of supernatural size lies dead : they are all much de-

faced ; but the work was evidently intended to represent

a contest of men armed with stones against others armed

with shields and swords.

1 The reader is referred for the designs of the frize to Pars's draw-

ings in Stuart's Antiquities, Vol. 3. pi. 15. et
secj.

or to the casts

of the original marbles in the British Museum.
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The dimensions of the prostrate figure in the middle

compartment, and the weapons of the others, which are

rocks beyond all proportion to the size of the combatants,

leave little doubt that the subject of the whole composi-

tion is that which was so often described in the Athenian

temples
1

, namely, the gigantomachia, or battle of the

giants, who were said to have hurled whole mountains

against the gods, and to have been subdued chiefly

through the exertions of Hercules 2
. As all the gods were

supposed to have been engaged, or at least to have been

present, upon this occasion, the six seated deities are pro-

bably intended by the sculptor for those of the highest

rank, with whose dignity he may have thought it most

consistent to describe them as present only, but not ab-

solutely taking part in the combat. Apollo, Bacchus,

Mars, and Mercury, we may suppose to be engaged to-

gether with Hercules in the action.

Behind Minerva, at the extremity of the frize, to the

spectator's left is a group representing a young warrior,

who binds the arms of a captive giant behind his back.

The helmet upon the victor's head may perhaps be in-

tended to characterise Mars.

In the combat of Centaurs and Lapithse, which forms

the subject of the frize of the posticum, we distinguish

Theseus as the only one of the men who has slain his

opponent. Micon had conferred the same distinction upon
him in a painting which adorned one of the walls of the

cell. We also recognize Caeneus, who, according to the

fable related by Ovid, received from Neptune the gift of

1 Plat. Euthyphn p. 6, Serr.

3

Apollod. 1. l, c. 6. 1. 2, c. ?. Died. Sic. 1.4, c. 15. Sil.

hal. 1. 17, v. G50.
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being invulnerable by weapons, and who was over-

whelmed by the rocks and trees which the Centaurs

heaped upon him.

Saxa trabesque super totosque involvite monies

et erit pro vulnere pondus
1
.

Caeneus is represented half sunk into the earth, while an

enormous mass of rock is suspended over his head, and

is held up by a Centaur on each side-.

The sculptures of the two frizes of the Theseium are

in a much more prominent relief than the frize of the

Parthenon, and they are works of a still higher degree of

merit. As Micon, who painted the walls of the temple of

Theseus, was a sculptor as well as a painter, there is every

reason to believe that the sculptures of the temple are

from his designs ; and being not very numerous, they are

more likely to have been finished by his own hands, than

the sculptures of the Parthenon by the hands of Phidias.

It has already been assumed, that the sculptured me-

topes of the eastern front described ten of the labours

of Hercules. As the division of the hero's exploits into

twelve labours was the invention of a later age, it cannot

surprise us to find some of his labours here omitted, and

instead of them, some of those actions represented which

do not enter into his twelve labours, but are usually

called his tdpspya. The first metope, beginning from

the south, represented Hercules and the lion of Nemea :

the second, Hercules and lolaus destroying the Hydra :

1 Metam. 1. 12, v. 507.
3 The same subject is seen upon the frize of the Phigalian temple,

now in the British Museum.
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the third, Hercules taming the stag of Ceryneia: the

fourth, Hercules and the Cretan bull: the fifth, Her-

cules with one of the horses of Diomed, king of Thrace ;

the sixth, Hercules and Cerberus : the seventh is much

injured; it represents, perhaps, Hercules fighting with

Cycnus
1

: the eighth is probably Hercules and Hippo-

lyta : the ninth is Hercules and Antaeus, whose mother,

Earth, stands by, and stretches out both arms, in an at-

titude often seen designed upon Greek vases : the tenth, or

northernmost metope, is Hercules receiving the apples of

the Hesperides. Of the four sculptured metopes on the

south side, the first, from the angle, represents Theseus

and the Minotaur : the second, Theseus and the Maratho-

nian bull : the third, Theseus andPityocamptes: the fourth

is perhaps Theseus and Procrustes. The first on the

"north side is perhaps Theseus and Corynetes
2

: the se-

cond is Theseus and Cercyon : the third, Theseus and

Scyron : the fourth, Theseus and the sow of Crommyon.
All the sculptures of the Theseium, both those of the

metopes and of the frizes of the vestibules, preserve the

1 This was the most celebrated of the ^w{j.y.yi^ of Hercules. It

was represented in a group of the Acropolis, and upon the throne of

the Amyclsean Apollo. Pausan. Attic, c. 27. Lacon. c. 18.

3 This metope and the former represent a victorious hero standing

over his prostrate antagonist; but none of the attributes which may

formerly have distinguished the personages are now apparent. As the

labours of Theseus, however,were usually held to be eight in num-

ber (Hygin. Fab. 38), and as six of the eight metopes are suffi-

ciently preserved to show the particular labours which tbey de-

scribed, it can hardly be doubted that the remaining two described

the defeat of Corynetes and Procrustes, though it may be uncertain

which of the two was intended for the former and which for the

latter.
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remains of the colours with which they were painted.

Vestiges of bronze and golden-coloured arms, of a blue

sky, and of blue, green and red drapery, are still very

apparent. A painted foliage and maeander is seen on

the interior cornice of the peristyle, and a painted star in

the lacunaria. Similar painted ornaments are seen in

the Parthenon, in the Panhelleneium of JEgina, and in

several other temples. The custom was brought ori-

ginally from Egypt, that country to which the Greeks

were indebted for so large a share of their mythology,

sacred architecture, and other arts. In like manner,

gigantomachiae, and other similar subjects, painted on

the walls of the temples of Athens, are evident imita-

tions, both in subject and manner, of the representations

on the walls of the Egyptian temples : with this differ-

ence, however, that while the works of the Athenians,

having been painted only upon the smooth wall, have

been obliterated by time, those of the Egyptians having

had the addition of a peculiar kind of low relief, have

remained uninjured for a much longer period.

The three pictures which adorned the three interior

walls of the Theseium related to the actions of Theseus.

The stucco upon which they were painted is still ap-

parent, and shows that each painting covered the entire

wall, from the roof to two feet nine inches short of the

pavement. On one of the walls was the battle of the

Athenians with the Amazons : on another the fight of

the Centaurs and Lapithae, in which Theseus alone

was represented as having slain a Centaur, the rest

being engaged in an equal combat. The picture on

the third wall described an action of Theseus in Crete 1
.

1 See Section I.
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From the inferior importance of the subject, it is probable

that this picture was on the western wall, which was the

smallest of the three.

IV.

NOTE TO PAGE 44.

Of the Temple ofJupiter Olympms.

As there are still some persons who entertain doubts

whether the columns near the Ilissus belonged to the

Olympium, it may be right to lay before the reader, to-

gether with the passage of Vitruvius referred to in the

text, all the other authorities regarding this building.

The Olympieium, or Olympium, was one of the most

ancient temples in Athens 1

,
a sufficient proof of which is

its reputation of having been originally founded by Deu-

calion 2
. Anew temple upon a magnificent plan was founded

by Pisistratus, about the year 530 B. C. : but the expen-

sive wars, in which the Athenians were not long after-

wards engaged, soon put a stop to its progress ; and its

unfinished state, in the most flourishing periods of the re-

public, seems to have been a common subject of regret
3
.

About the year 174 B. C. Antiochus Epiphanes, king

of Syria, undertook to complete it, and a magnificent

edifice of the Corinthian order was begun by Cossutius,

a Roman architect 1
. Upon the death of Antiochus, in

Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 15.

Pausan. Attic, c. 28 T

"
Plutarch, in Solon. Lucia n in Icaro-menippo.

D D
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the year 164 B. C. the work was again interrupted, and

seventy-eight years afterwards, Sylla having taken Athens,

carried away the columns prepared for this building, and

erected them in the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, at

Rome 2
. The Olympium was in this imperfect and muti-

lated state when the kings, and states in alliance or sub-

jection to Augustus, undertook the completion of the

building at their joint expense
3

. The work was once more

1 Namque Athenis Antistates et Callaeschros, et Antimaehides et

Porinos architecti Pisislrato sedem Jovi Olympic facienti, funda-

menta consiituernnt : post mortem autem ejus propter interpella-

tionem reipublicas incepta reliquerunt, itaque circiter annis ducentia

(350?) post, Antiochus rex, cum in id opus impensam esset polli-

citus, cellae magnitudinem, et columnarum circa dipteron colloca-

tionem, epistyliorum etcaeterorum ornamentorum ad symmetriarum

distributionem magna solertia scientiaque summa civis Romanus

Cossutius nobiliter est architectatus .In asty vero Olympium

ampTomodnlorum comparatu, Corinthiis symmetriis et proportion!-

bus, uti supra scriptum est, architectandum Cossutius suscepisse

memoratur. Vitruv. Proem, in I. 7.

'Ev 8e Tixtf 7T0? TK; Trfaets Qufffatf x< rx!f Kgb; rouf $oi5f ri/metif vocvroif

fiTfe^eSa^Xf (Antiochus) rwf sas-/Xsvx<fTf TOZ/TO 8* a v Tf; TX//^<TO Jx ro5

rrp"AQYivahi; 'oxy. 7r<s/ot'. Athenseus, 1. 5, c. 5, p. 1Q4, Ed. Casaub.

Magnificentiae vero (Antiochi) in Deos vel Jovis Olympii tern-

plum Athenis unum in terris inchoatum pro magnitudine Dei

potest testis esse. T. Liv. Hist. 1. 41, c. 20.

Antiochus Epiphanes qui Athenis Olympieum inchoavit. Veil.

Paterc. 1. 1, c. 10.

T^ 'OXu^Tnov $7rsg ffjLireXlf xTs%7T o avK^ttg (qu. AxT/o^o?) 6ao-<Xiuf.

Strabo, p. 396.
' Athenis templum Jovis Olympii, ex quo Sylla Capitolinis aedi-

busadvexerat columnas. Plin. Nat. Hist..l. 36, c. 6.

3 Reges amici atque socii et singuli in suo quisque regno, Caesa-

reas urbes condidernnt; ct cuncti siniul aedem Jovis Olympii Athenis
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interrupted, however, and the honour of completing and

dedicating the temple, and of erecting the statue of the

god, was reserved for Hadrian *, six hundred and fifty

years after its foundation by Pisistratus.

V.

NOTE TO PAGE 58, NOTE 1.

Besides the coin in the title-page of this volume, there

is another representation of the HapQevwv vrfspxelpevos r

^dfpta, with the ffifyXaiov between them, rudely figured

upon an ancient earthen vase found at Aulis. The thea-

tre is there described by a few seats in a curve : above it

is seen the front of a small temple standing upon some

rocks between two columns (two of the tripodial co-

lumns), and at the top of all are two sides of a large

colonnade standing upon other rocks. Millin, Vases An-

tiques, tome 2, p. 55, 56. It seems evident, from the vase

and coin compared with the words of Dicaearchus, that

the view of the Parthenon, with the theatre below it,

was considered one of the most magnificent spectacles

which Athens afforded.

antiquitus inchoatam perficere communi sumptu destinaverunt.

Sueton. in August, c. 60

*iiadrianus ad Orientem pro/ectus per Athenas iter fecit,

atque opera quae apuc. Athemeiises ceperat dedicavit et Jovis

Olympii aedem et aram sibi. ^Spartian. in vit. Hadrian.

'AJgiai/of
8 TO Tf 'O\u/r<ov T>> iv 'Aflij'vajf, tv

<j5
xai ajJrof TSgurou, it-tmhffi.

Xyphil. Epit. Dion. Nicaei in Hadrian.

D D 2
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VI.

NOTE TO PAGE 122.

Athens had a public library from a very early period,

even so early as the time of Pisistratus, if we may trust

to Aulus Gellius (1. 6. c. 17), who adds, that Xerxes

carried the books to Persia, and that they were restored

by Seleucus Nicator. We are not informed in what part

of the city the books were deposited before the time when

Hadrian built his magnificent library for their reception.

It appears from Lucian (adv. Indoct.) that Sylla carried

a great number of books from Athens to Rome : he pro-

bably plundered the public library.

VII.

NOTE TO PAGE 132.

The sacred inclosure which surrounded the Anaceium,

or temple of the Dioscuri, appears to have been of con-

siderable extent ; for we find it mentioned upon one oc-

casion as a place of assembly of the cavalry of Athens 1
,

and upon another as occupied by a large body of in-

fantry
2

. It has been remarked, in page 130, that there

are appearances of an anciently-frequented passage up
the rocks at the back of the Anaceium by the Agraulium
into the Acropolis, in the situation by which the Per-

sians succeeded in assaulting the Acropolis. A fre-

quented passage supposes a postern gate in this part of

1 Andocid. cle Myster. p. 23,
'

Thucyd. 1. 8. c. 93.
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the wall ; and I am much inclined to believe, from the

stratagem of Pisistratus, recorded by Polyaenus, and

mentioned in the text, that there was such a gate ; for

it does not very well appear how Pisistratus could have

had the command of the Agraulium from the Acropolis,

unless there was a direct passage into it from the neigh-

bouring part of the walls, without going round by the

Propylaea.

VIII.

NOTE TO PAGE 133.

Behind the Prytaneium was a field sacred to Apollo,

called A/jaoy tfe&oy, because the oracle had ordered the

Athenians to dedicate this piece of ground to the god

upon the occasion of a famine '. Behind the house, which

I have supposed to occupy the site of the Prytaneium, is

a small garden at the foot of the rocks of the Acropolis,

which may perhaps be the AJUOU rtsfaoy.

IX.

NOTE TO PAGE l6l.

Schneider, in his edition of Vitruvius, has changed the

old reading of Pericles into that of Themistocles, in the

passage referred to in the text : thus making his author

say, that the Odeium, which was upon the traveller's left

baud, in coming out of the theatre of Bacchus, was built

by Themistocles, and not by Pericles. In justification

of this alteration, he remarks, that the building of this

Odeium with the timber of the Persian navy was an

liesych. et Tarrhaeus, iuA^ou ?r8<ov.~Apost. prov. cent. i. pi. *,
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action more suited to Themistocles than to Pericles ; he

adds, that in all the manuscripts which he had consulted,

the word is Themistocles ; but that it was changed by
Jocundus ineptissime into Pericles. However this may
be, it is certain that Plutarch l states Pericles to have -had

the superintendence of the erection of the Odeium, and

he quotes Cratinus, whose evidence being that of a con-

temporary, seems decisive upon the subject.
"
Here,"

says the comic poet,
" comes that squill-pated Jupiter

Pericles, with his Odeium upon his head ;" thus alluding

at once to the tent-shaped form of the Odeium, remarked

by Plutarch and Pausanias, ana to the pointed cranium

of Pericles. It is clear, therefore, that Pericles, and not

Themistocles, had the credit among the Athenians, of

having executed this Odeium.

X.

NOTE TO PAGE 178, NOTE 2.

On the Cost of the Works ofPericles.

The estimation of the expenses of the works of Pericles

at less than three thousand talents is founded upon a

comparison of two passages in Thucydides. In the

thirteenth chapter of the second book, he informs us that

when Pericles, at the beginning of the Peloponnesian

war, harangued the people of Athens upon the subject

of their finances, he stated that three thousand seven

undred talents of coined silver had been expended upon

1 For the words of Plutarch and Cratinus, see Section I. in the

notes to the extracts from the twentieth chapter of the Attica, where

pausaniis treats of this Odeium.
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the public buildings and upon the siege of Potidaea 1
,

The words of the historian, TO, irpmvXcuot. KOU raXXa oixoJo-

pj'^ara, render it at first sight doubtful whether the ex-

pense of all the buildings was included in the three thou-

sand seven hundred talents, or only that of the Propylaea,
and of some other buildings, which, like the Propylaea,
had then been very recently finished. It appears evi-

dent, however, from Plutarch, that all the great build-

ings of Pericles were paid for out of the treasure, of

which the three thousand seven hundred talents formed

a part, and consequently that Thucydides meant that

the three thousand seven hundred talents defrayed the

expense of all those buildings. This treasure, amount-

ing at one time to nine thousand seven hundred talents,

had been chiefly collected from the confederate cities, as

a commutation of their services in men and ships against

the Persians : it had been removed by Pericles from

Delos to Athens, and the possession of it, by putting

large pecuniary means in the hands of Pericles, seems to

have been one of the chief causes which instigated him

to adorn the city with so many splendid buildings. Every

{urctgytivTitiV
Se Iv TV a.xpOTro'Xet trt TOTS apyup/bu

T&Xa,vT<tiv' TO. yxp TrXeiffTn Tptct'X.Qa'lwv
onroSsovra

/u.'jpt<x eyeveTO,
'

tSv ta-Tt TX 7rp07ruXa/a T)V bxpoirfaewf xoti ra^Xa oJxoSo/x^aTa xa) if 7roT/8a<a

aTavfXti^. Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 13.

Diodorus (1. 12, c. 38, 40), in mentioning these facts, says, that

the sum brought from Delos was ten thousand talents, of which

four thousand were spent upon the Propylaea and the siege ofPotidaea.

The similarity of his account to that of Thucydides, his preference

of the round numbers, and his leaving out the other buildings, seem

all to show that he followed Thucydides, but copied him inaccu-

rately. His authority, of course, cannot be admitted in the face pf

that of the contemporary historian.
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step of these transactions has been so well stated, and so

naturally accounted for by Plutarch, that we cannot

doubt of his having had good information respecting this

part of the life of Pericles. In his life of Cimon, which

has every appearance of being equally authentic, he

shows us, that the works of Cimon, consisting of the

temple of Theseus, of the south wall of the citadel, of

the greater part of the Long Walls, and of the improve-

ments of the Gymnasia and of the Agora, were paid for

(with the exception of the Theseium, which was of an

earlier date) from the spoils of Cimon's expeditions against

the Persians. From the life of Pericles it is equally evi-

dent, that the Propylaea, Parthenon, Mystic Temple of

Eleusis, Odeium, and some portion of the Long Walls 1
,

were defrayed from the treasure which had been col-

lected at Delos, and removed from thence to Athens.

Pericles, therefore, in naming the Propylsea at the head

of his buildings, may be supposed to have been guided

partly by the circumstance of that edifice having been com-

pleted only in the year preceding that when he addressed

the Athenians, and partly by the novelty and boldness

of the design of the building itself, which had rendered it

proportionally more costly than the others, and an object

of greater curiosity.

In the 70th chapter of the second book, where Thucy-
dides records the surrender of Potidsea, he observes that

the whole siege had cost two thousand talents. If, there-

fore, a probable estimate can be made of the portion of

' From what I have said of the Erechtheium (p. 269), it is ob-

vious that a part of the expense of that building must also be in-

cluded. Another building, said to have been erected by Pericles,

was the erfa aA<p<ToVwA<f, or flour portico, in the Peir:eus. Schol.

in Aristoph. Acharn. v. 547.
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these two thousand talents which had been expended
when three thousand seven hundred talents had been laid

out upon the siege and buildings together, we shall have

a tolerably correct valuation of the entire cost of the

works of Pericles.

In the first year of the Peloponnesian war, eighty days

before midsummer, six months of the siege were not yet

terminated*. Pericles made his financial statement to the

Athenians when Archidamus, at the head of the Lace-

daemonians, was moving from the isthmus into Attica2
.

Hence if we consider the time occupied in collecting the

combined forces at the isthmus before that movement, to-

gether with the time spent in the siege of JSnoe, between

the movement and midsummer, when Archidamus entered

the plain of Athens, we cannot be very wrong in con-

cluding that the speech of Pericles upon the finances was

made about forty days before midsummer, and that the

siege had then lasted seven months. The siege ter-

minated about the middle of the second winter, and con-

sequently lasted twenty-seven months in all.

The investing land force consisted of three thousand

hoplitae, with as many uirypercu, or light-armed attendants.

Each hoplita was allowed two drachma? a-day for him-

self and his attendant 3
. The expenses of the investing

army were, therefore, as follows :

Talents,

of 6000 drachm*.

Six thousand men for twenty-seven months, at thirty

drachmae per man per month .... 810

To this sum must be added the expenses of the corps

1

Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 2, 1<).

'

Thucyd. I. 2, q. 13.

* ThucydJ. 3, c. 17.
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under Phormio, which was sent from Athens not long
after the beginning of the blockade, and which, after

completing the investment of Potidaea towards the pe-

ninsula of Pallene, and after building a wall on that

eide, made occasional excursions upon the Chaleidenses

and Bottisei. As this corps was not in Macedonia in

the ensuing autumn L

9 (having probably been withdrawn

at the time of the invasion of Attica by the Lacedaemo-

nians in the spring), it was employed about six months

against Potidaea. It consisted of one thousand six hun-

dred hoplitae
2
, paid at the same rate as the three thou-

sand 3
: the expense of this corps, therefore, was,

Talent*.

810
Three thousand two hundred men for six months, at

thirty drachmae per man per month . , . 96

Total expenses of the investing land force . . . 906

Which deducted from 2000

Leaves 10Q4

for the naval department of the investment, and for the

occasional expeditions and operations against Potidaea.

As Thucydides remarks 4
, that in the first year of the

war the Athenians had two hundred and fifty triremes at

sea, a hundred in the Attic seas, from Eubcea to Salamis,

a hundred around Peloponnesus, and fifty at Potidaea

and in other places, we may allow twenty-five for the

blockade of Potidaea, which was then the principal foreign

expedition. As the historian further remarks 5
,
that all the

ships' companies were paid at the same rate as the land

1

Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 3 1 .

2

Thucyd. 1. 1 , c. 64.

Thucyd. 1. 3, c. 17.
4 Id. ibid.

*
Id. ibid.
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forces, we may calculate the pay of the seamen at a

drachma per diem 1
, and the complement of the Athenian

ships being generally fifty seamen and a hundred and fifty

rowers 2
, we may conclude that the monthly expense of

each trireme was about one talent
3
.

Thucydides gives us tc understand that the pay of the sailors at

Potidaea was uncommonly high. In like manner the Peloponnesian

seaman was considered as highly paid when he received a drachma

a-day from Tissaphernes in the twentieth year of the war (Thucyd.

1. 8, c. 2Q, 45). The usual daily pay of the Athenian seamen was

three oboli (Thucyd. 1. 8, c. 45. Xenophon. Hellen. 1.1, c. 5.)

Those of the celebrated trireme, Paralus, received four oboli (Har-

pocrat. in nfaXo?). But it is probable that in addition to the three

or four oboli, there was an allowance of corn, though we find no

express mention of the fftT^psa-tov as distinct from the /x/VSs;, until

eighty years afterwards, when Demosthenes, at a time when the

medimnus of wheat sold for five drachmae, proposed two oboli for

the soldier's ration of com (Demosth. Philip. I. p. 48). It appears

also from his oration against Polycles (p. 1214), that the o-iT-ngto-iov

was then allowed to sailors as well as soldiers.

See Memoires de 1'Academie des Inscriptions, vol. 38, p. 578.

" We are informed by Xenophon (ubi supra), that in the year

preceding that in which the Peloponnesian war was concluded, by

the surrender of Athens to the Lacedaemonians, Lysander visited

Cyrus at Sardis, and endeavoured to prevail upon him to allow a

talent a month for each of the Lacedaemonian triremes; but Cyrus

would only consent to raise the daily pay of each man from the

usual sum of three oboli to four. From what has been stated

in note 1, and from the passage of Thucydides, in which he

states the equality of pay among the seamen and soldiers at Potidaea,

we can hardly doubt that Lysander's object was to obtain the same

rate of pay as had been allowed by Tissaphernes, and the same

which the Athenians received at Potidaea.
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The expense, therefore, of the permanent naval force

before Potidaea was probably

Talents.

Twenty-five triremes, at a talent a month, for twenty-

seven months ..... 675

A few smaller vessels, the expense of which may have

been equivalent to that of three triremes . .81
756

To this must be added the charges for the ships at-

tached to the corps of Phormio ; for it is evident,

from the words of Thucydides, that there were ships

so employed . Reckoning their expense in the same

proportion to the expense of the corps itself, which

that of the permanent naval force bore to that of the

three thousand hoplitae, we shall have for the costs of

the naval department of the corps of Phormio . go

Giving for the whole of the naval service . . 846

Which added to the charge of the land service . 906

Makes a total of ..... 1752

for the whole expense of the investment of Potidaea :

This sum deducted from .... 2000

leaves ...... 248

for the charges of two expeditions against Potidsea. The

former of these was in the summer preceding the begin-

ning of the Peloponnesian war, when the battle of Po-

tidaea was fought, when the wall was built across the

isthmus, and when three thousand
hoplitae

and seventy

ships were employed
2

, The latter was in the second

'Thucyd. 1. 1, c. 64.
"

Thucyd. 1. 1, c. 61. etseq.
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summer of the war, when Agnon, with four thousand

hoplitae, lay before Potidaea for forty days, and besieged

it with machines 1
. If we allow the same proportion of

ships in the latter expedition as in the former (and it was

about the average proportion of triremes to soldiers in

the floating expeditions ofthe Athenians 2
,) we may suppose

Agnon to have been accompanied by about ninety ships. It

does not seem probable from the narrative of Thucydides

that the operations against Potidaea, in the year preceding

the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, were much longer

or shorter than those under Agnon in the second year of

the war. The two hundred and forty-eight talents,

therefore, which defrayed them both, may be divided

between the two in the proportion of their land forces, or

in the ratio of three to four ;

Talents.

Giving to the former expedition an expense of . 106

And to that of Agnon an expense of . . . 142

And it is observable, that this sum of a hundred and

forty-two talents will be found very accurately to defray

1

Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 58.

3 No great accuracy can be expected upon this head j the propor-

tion of the naval to the land forces depending in great measure upon

the circumstances of each expedition. In that of the Corinthians

against the Corcyraei, four years before the beginning of the Pelo-

ponnesian war, two thousand hoplitae were embarked in seventy-

five ships (Thucyd. 1. 1, c. 29). In die expedition against the

coasts of Peloponnesus, commanded by Pericles in the second year

of the war, four thousand hoplitae were embarked in a hundred ships

(Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 56). In an expedition commanded by Nicias,

in the seventh year, two thousand hoplitae were embarked in eighty

ships (Thucyd. 1. 4, c.42).
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the expenses of such an expedition as that of Agnon,

upon the supposition that the hoplitae, while employed

on shore, received a pay equal to that of the investing

army, and that the ships' companies were diminished in

strength (as appears from Thucydides to have been a

common custom among the Athenians in their desultory

expeditions) in order to make room for the soldiers ; for

the cost would then be reduced to that of ninety ships for

forty days, amounting to a hundred and twenty talents,

and the remaining twenty-two talents would nearly sup-

ply an extra pay of a drachma per diem to four thousand

hoplitae for forty days.

According to the preceding calculation, the expenses

of the siege of Potidaea, during the seven months pre-

vious to the opening of the war, and the speech of Peri-

cles upon the Athenian finances, were composed of,

Talent*.

1. The expense of the expedition previous to the forma-

tion of the blockade . . . .106
2. The expense of the corps of Phormio 1 86

S. Two-thirds of the expense of the whole blockade, or of

one thousand seven hundred and fifty-two talents 455

Total 747

Or in round numbers 750

Having deducted this sum from three thousand seven

hundred talents, we have two thousand nine hundred and

fifty
talents for the cost of the buildings of Pericles. At

the rate of sixty-five grains troy to the drachma 1
, the

1 See Prolegomena in Homerum, by R. P. Knight, in the Clas-

sical Journal, vol. 7 page 551.
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talent weighed six ty-seven pounds eight ounces and a

half, and 2950 talents were equal in weight to 13,182,812

shillings of our present currency of sixty-six shillings to

the pound of silver, or in paper to ,659,1 40.

But reckoning the cost of the buildings of Pericles in

corn, the result will be very different. Estimating the

medimnus of wheat at eighty-six pounds avoirdupois
1

,

the English bushel -of wheat at sixty pounds, and the

price of wheat in the time of Pericles at two drachmae the

medimnus c
,
the total amount in wheat will be 12,685,000

1 The medimnus was equal to six Roman modii (Corn. Nep.

Attic, c. 2. Cicero in Verr. de frumento). Pliny, who has

given us (Nat. Hist. 1. 18, c. 7-) the weight of the modi us of several

kinds of wheat, remarks, that of those which were imported into

Italy, the Gallic and the Thracian Chersonesan were the lightest,

and that the modius of these grains weighed twenty libra?. We
learn from Theophrastus (Hist. Plant. 1. 8, c. 8), that the Attic wheat

did not contain more than three-fifths of the nourishment of the

Boeotian, which Pliny considers to have been of the very first quality.

Hence we may suppose that the wheat of Attica was nearly of the

same quality and weight as that of Chersonesus, the soil of which

peninsula very much resembles the Attic soil. We cannot be very

wrong, therefore, in estimating the weight of the Attic medimnus

at a hundred and twenty librae. The libra was equal to five thou-

sand and forty grains troy (see Rees's Cyclopaedia, art. Libra). The

medimnus, therefore, was equal to a hundred and five pounds troy,

or to about eighty-six pounds avoirdupois. Suidas indeed (in Me'S^i/ox)

says that the medimnus was equal to a hundred and eight X/T/JJ ; but

his authority is not to be placed in competition with that of Pliny,

and the *.trp* of his time may have been different from the Roman

libra of the time of Pliny.
* Demosthenes more than once informs us, in his oration against

Phormio, delivered about 335 B. C. that the ordinary price of wheat

at that time was five drachmae the medimnus : but during the ceu-
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English bushels, which, at ten shillings the bushel, amount

to .6,348,500 !.

According to this scale of comparison the value of

the Attic drachma was seven shillings and two-pence of

our present currency; and the hoplita received at the

siege of Potidaea, for himself and the light-armed soldier

who attended him, a sum which could command as much

food as fourteen shillings and four-pence in the present

day. Enormous as this sum appears at first sight, yet

when we consider that the soldier had to arm, clothe,

and probably to feed himself also out of it, it will be

perceived that the Attic soldier was brought upon pa-

rade at a smaller expense to the state than the British,

although the latter is raised from the lowest order of

peasants and mechanics, while the Athenian, being the

citizen of a republic in which the greater part of the po-

pulation consisted of sojourners and slaves, was a person

of considerable rank: for when two drachmae was the

sum allowed to the daily support of two soldiers at Po-

tury, which elapsed between the time of Pericles and that of De-

mosthenes, the working of the Attic silver mines had effected a

great change in the value of silver
;
and Barthelemy (Me'moires de

1'Academie des Inscriptions, tome 48, page 303) has given some

strong reasons for believing that about 595 B. C. wheat at Athens was

one drachma the medimnus
;
about 440 B. C. two drachmae

j
and

about 393 B. C. three drachmae : thus gradually rising with the

increase of silver, of luxury, and of commerce, until it attained

the rate which it held in the time of Demosthenes.
1 Hence it appears that the value of silver in corn at Athens, in

the year B. C. 435, bears to its value in the same commodity in

England at present the proportion of Q-62 to 1.
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ticlaea, each of the ambassadors to the king of Persia re-

ceived no more than two drachma? a day
1
.

The usual pay of the hoplita in the Peloponnesian war

was four oboli 2
, or two-thirds of a drachma; but when

his pay is rated at this sum, it is probable that some

allowance of corn is to be added to it, for, independent
of the disproportion of this sum, to that allowed at

Potidaea, we find that in the nineteenth year of the war

a body of Thracian peltastae were hired at a drachma a

day, and we can hardly suppose that the Athenian

citizens would have been satisfied with such a difference

between their pay and that of the foreigners, unless

they had some allowance for provisions. We find that

the troops, while in the expedition to Syracuse, were

accompanied with tr/Taywya ffAoTa, or vessels laden with

corn 3
. In the time of Demosthenes, sixty years after the

conclusion of the Peloponnesian war, the cr/r^ptriov was a

regular allowance 4
,
and was estimated at two oboli per

man 5
. Thus it appears that a drachma was still the

soldier's daily allowance. Its value, however, had very

much diminished. As bread-corn then sold at five

drachmae the medimnus, four oboli were not more than

a.; w; ao-Xsa riv /msyxv

Aristoph. Acharn. v. 65.

Euthymenes was archon B. C. 437.

- In a fragment of Theopompus, a writer of the old comedy, the

word TerpaiSoM&tv is used to signify the condition of a private soldier

(J. Poll. 1. 9, c. 6), and rerpiaS&Kw C/b? was a common expression of

the same kind (Eustath. in II. N. p. 930, et in Odyss. A. p. 39, ed.

Basil).

'Thucyd. 1. 6, c. 30.
4
Demosth. in Polycl. p. 1209, 1214, Reiske,

5
Demosth. Philip. 1. p. 48.

E E
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equivalent to one shilling and eleven-pence of our

present currency
1
. The ration of corn being near five

pounds twelve ounces, equivalent to four pounds and a

half of flour, was not very different in substance from the

pound and a half of flour, and the pound and a half of

beef allowed to the British soldier.

Having concluded that the sum of 6,342,500 pounds

sterling would nearly represent, in our present currency,

the total cost of the buildings of Pericles, it would be de-

sirable to ascertain what proportion of this sum was ap-

plied to the most admirable of them, the Parthenon ; but

there are no means of arriving at any accuracy upon this

point. From the terms in which ancient authors speak

of the Propylsea, and even from the words of Heliodorus 2
,

though they may be numerically inaccurate, it may be

inferred that the Propylsea was comparatively the most

expensive of the works of Pericles, which may be ac-

counted for by the previous labour necessary in preparing

the rock for the reception of the building, together

with the complexity and novelty of the plan. It can

hardly be supposed that the vast dimensions of the mystic

temple of Eleusis, with its two propylaea
3

, could have

been executed at a cost much inferior to that of the

Parthenon. The money laid out upon the Erechtheium,

Odeium, Long Walls, and Peiraeeus, upon the repairs of

some of the temples burnt by the Persians, and upon
1 The reduction of the value of the Attic soldier's pay in the

course of a century is exactly analogous to what has occurred in

regard to the pay of the officers in the British army : our soldiers

have been better taken care of.

2 See page 178. Heliodorus, cited by Harpocration, says that the

Propylaea alone cost two thousand and twelve talents.

5 The dodecastyle portico of this building was not constructed till

the time of Demetrius Phalereus
;

it was the work of the celebrated

Philo, Vitrnv. proem, in 1. 7-
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other buildings and dedications of Pericles, must also

have consumed a large share of the entire sum : so that,

upon the whole, we should hardly be warranted in esti-

mating the cost of the Parthenon at more than a fourth

part ofthe entire sum, or about one million and a half1
.

It appears from Herodotus 2
, that the expense ofbuild-

ing the temple of Delphi was between three and four hun-

dred talents, or about half as much as the cost of the Par-

thenon. But this difference will be considerably reduced

by the diminution in the value of silver, during the sixty

years which elapsed between the building of the Delphic

and that of the Athenian temple : the remaining differ-

ence will be sufficiently accounted for by the superior

magnificence of the Parthenon.

We are told that St. Peter's church at Rome cost

twelve millions 3
sterling; St. Paul's in London cost a

million and a half, at a period when that sum could

command considerably more than twice the quantity of

labour and materials that it can at present. In con-

cluding, therefore, that the Parthenon could not be erected

at the present time for less than a million and a half,

there is no reason to believe that the computation is over-

rated ; and even in this case it must be supposed to be

built of materials procured at as little cost, as the Pentelic

marble was conveyed to the Acropolis.

1 In this sum it is not intended to include the forty talents of gold,

applied by Phidias to the napfavos, or colossal statue of Minerva

(Thucyd. 1. 2, c. 13). This alone was worth a hundred and thirty

thousand pounds, according to the present price of gold : but it is

evident, from Thucydides and Plutarch, that this gold was not ex-

pended, but only more securely thesaurized.
"

Herod. 1. 2, c. 180. 1. 5, c. 62.

3 Eustace's Travels in Italy, vol. 2, p. 129, 8vo.

E E 2
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XL

NOTE TO PAGE 189.

It is said in the text that the defensive works of the west-

ern end of the Acropolis were probably part of a system

of fortifications more ancient than the Propylaea. This

opinion receives some support from the passage of Clei-

demus, preserved by Suidas (in "AirsSa.) and cited in page

279, note 3. Cleidemus there says, that " the Pelasgi le-

" veiled the Acropolis, and built around it the nine-gated
u

Pelasgicum." The nine gates of the more modern for-

tress of the Acropolis are also alluded to by Polemo (see

additional note, page 386, note 2). Now, with the excep-

tion perhaps ofthe spot above the Agraulium, it is scarcely

possible that any of the nine gates should have been any
where but at the western end of the hill. There, if we sup-

pose the approach to have been carried up the slope in the

same manner as at present, it is easy to believe that there

may have been a succession of eight or nine gates. In

the more ancient Tru'Aai (as Herodotus calls them) which

preceded the Propylaea built by Pericles, a succession of

three or four gates may have been the ruder mode of

defence adopted by the Pelasgi, and those, together with

gates at L, E, C, and A, will nearly make up the number

of nine. The five gates at M, in the new Propylaea,

might still keep up the number of the gates of the Acro-

polis to nine, and might thus tend to preserve the me-

mory of the nine-gated defence of the Pelasgic fortress.
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XII.

NOTE TO PAGE 201.

The dress of the Persians upon the frize of the temple
of Victory, now in the British Museum, consists of a very
full tunic, and of a pair of loose pantaloons enveloping
the feet. It appears from Persius, that they were repre-

sented in the same manner in the Poecile ; for the satirist

calls that stoa, braccatis illita Medis Porticus.

XIII.

NOTE TO PAGE

It is stated in the text, that the general design of the

Parthenon was peculiarly adapted to the reception of de-

corative sculpture. In the original Doric no such orna-

ment existed. It was not until the art of the statuary

had made some progress that his works were placed as

sacred ava0^ara in the pediments, where they were con-

spicuously exhibited, at the same time that they formed

a beautiful ornament in a part of the building the na-

kedness of which is a defect in the unadorned Doric.

At length each statue became part of one entire com-

position relating to the worship ofthe deity of the temple.

That this improvement, important both to architecture

and to sculpture, was very ancient, is proved by the

temple of Jupiter Panhellenius at JEgina, which was

built about 570 years before Christ. A century later,

when the Theseium was constructed, we find that an-
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other step was made towards decoration, by sculptured

metopes ; but in this instance, probably from the want

of pecuniary means, the statuary works were confined

to the eastern front of the temple, and to four of the

adjoining metopes on the north and south sides. It

was not until Pericles, fortunately for architecture, re-

sorted to the profligate expedient of seizing the common

treasure of Greece, for the use of his country, that the

architects of Athens had the means of giving full scope

to their genius: and instead of calculating expense, were

anxious only to devise such a plan for the new temple of

the guardian goddess in the citadel, as should admit of

the greatest quantity of decoration. It could not fail to

strike them, that their object was not to be attained in a

hexastyle temple, which, from the small number of co-

lumns, and subordinate parts, was necessarily of a simple

character ; and, although an enlargement of dimensions

would partly obviate the difficulty which, in the pedi-

ments of hexastyles so small as the Panhellenium, or

Theseium. obliged the artist to confine his composition

to a very few figures, and forced him to place them in a

more formal symmetry of attitude than would have been

necessary if the space had been greater ; yet there were

other inherent qualities of the hexastyle, adverse to de-

coration even in the pediment itself. The columns being

larger required a higher entablature, and these proportions

pervaded not only the architrave, frize, and cornice, but

the cornice also above the pediment, so that the space for

the reception of the statuary composition was not only

smaller than in an octastyle ofthe same size, but the effect

of the picture was still farther lessened by its having too

broad uframe. If, for the sake of making the propor-

tions of the upper parts lighter, the columns were made

smaller, with larger intercolumnia,, the temple would
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be less lofty, and would in other respects lose much of its

majesty, while the general simplicity ofthe elevation would

still be inconsistent with any great degree of ornament.

In the octastyle, the multiplicity of columns alone gave

elegance and splendour to the edifice, rendering it fit

for any decorations which the upper parts of the build-

ing could receive, and even requiring such ornament.

Hence we may perceive the reason why no other oc-

tastyle Doric temple of large dimensions was ever con-

structed in the comparatively poor republics of Greece

proper
1

: its expense being great in proportion to the

talents and labour required in its execution, it was a

work which required all the energy and skill of Athens

under Pericles, together with a Panhellenic treasury.

We may conceive how great a difference there must

have been between the cost of the Parthenon and of

the temple of Jupiter at Olympia, which was built

at the same time, and nearly of the same dimensions,

when we consider that the latter, being a hexastyle, had

a much smaller number of columns, of metopes, and

of other subordinate parts ; that none of the metopes

were decorated with sculpture ; that of the cell the doors

at the two ends only had sculptures above them, and

that the whole building was formed of common lime-

1 There was an octastyle Doric temple at Delus, but the diameter

of its columns was only three feet. At Selinus, in Sicily, there

was an octastyle Doric temple, in which the diameter of the co-

lumns was ten feet, and, as it was a dipterus, it contained thirty

columns more than the Parthenon : but it should be observed, that

the Doric temples of Sicily and Italy were essentially different from

those of Greece }
for the colonists having rigidly adhered to the old

short proportions of the Doric columns, their pediments would

hardly admit of statuary decorations. The temple of Selinus, more-

over, was never finished ;
even the fluting, one of the most laborious

operations, having only been executed in a few of the columns.
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stone, instead of the Pentelic marble used in the Parthe-

non, which invited and demanded a much more elaborate

and finished workmanship in all the details. Upon
comparing the Parthenon with the immense structures

raised by the opulent cities of Miletus, Agrigentum,
and Selinus, we find that the Athenian temple was exe-

cuted in a much more perfect and costly manner than

any of them. Its superiority is still more strikingly

exemplified in comparing it with another immense build-

ing, erected at Athens at the expense of different foreign

powers, in the course of several centuries, and built of

the same materials as the Parthenon : I mean the temple

of Jupiter Olympius.

If some of the foregoing considerations tend to justify

the conclusion which has been arrived at in a preceding

note, with regard to the cost of the Parthenon, others

will inspire us with the greatest respect for the archi-

tects of Greece, and especially for those of Athens, as

well as with a desire to collect every possible informa-

tion upon the works of men who had so profoundly

studied their art.

XIV.

NOTE TO PAGE 234.

To the other proofs of the identity of the Opisthodo-

mus of the Parthenon may be added the description which

Pausanias has given of the Opisthodomus of the temple

of Jupiter at Olympia ; for we have seen that these two

buildings closely resembled each other in internal con-

struction. It appears from the words of Pausanias, that
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at Olympia the Opisthodomus was a chamber of the cell ;

and had a door of its own, opening into the peristyle

a description which precisely suits the western chamber

of the Parthenon.

XV.

NOTE TO PAGE 252.

If Carrey was correct in his representation of the dol-

phin at the feet of the seated female, to the spectator's

right of the centre of the composition in the western pedi-

ment of the Parthenon, that figure may perhaps be taken

for the Sea (0a>.a<r<ra), and the other female, standing

upon her right, may be the Earth (1^) ; these two being
often introduced by the Greek poets as deities in the early

events of their mythology. Perhaps the words of Homer,
in the hymn to Minerva, may not be considered inappli-

cable to the composition in the western pediment.

avrog tytfotfQ ^rlsra Zeus

i

wpoutfev aV aSavarojo xapj'vou,
'

o'uv axovra' /xeyaj 5
1'

^<p] $e
yofitx.

apa, TfovTog

rtopQvpsouri KUwap&W SCT^ET'O #'
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XVI.

NOTE TO PAGE 256, NOTE 1.

Since the above page was printed, Mr. Walpole's vo-

lume has appeared, and contains, together with an en-

graving of the vase referred to in my note, an. attempt

by Mr. Wilkins to illustrate the question of the subject

of the pediments of the Parthenon by means of the

figures on the vase. Mr. W. thinks that the subject of

the vase was the contest of Neptune and Minerva, and

that the marriage of Peleus and Thetis was only an epi-

sode. As the engraving is before the public, the reader

will decide the question for himself: I shall only beg him

previously to refer to the drawing of an ancient monu-

ment (in Winckelmann, Monumenti Inediti, No. 110, or

in Millin, Gallerie Mythologique, No. 550), which cer-

tainly represents the surprising of Thetis by Peleus

when asleep, as described by Ovid (Metam. 1. 9? fab.

7). In both these ancient designs, Thetis is accom-

panied by the animals into which she was fabled to have

changed herself, and is surrounded by the gods, in whose

presence the marriage is said to have taken place
1
.

Apollo, who is the most conspicuous figure upon the

vase, is particularly mentioned by Homer 2
, as having

been present. I infer, therefore, that the vase related to

the marriage of Peleus and Thetis, and to that subject

only. If we may suppose Venus, Peitho, and Cupid to

have been present at the contest of Neptune and Mi-

Ovid, ibid. Coluth. rapt. Hel. v. 20. Catull. carm. 63,

v. 298.
9
Iliad, n. v. 62.
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nerva, we cannot so easily account tor the presence of the

two sea nymphs, Psamathe and Cymo, whose names are

also upon the vase ; whereas at the marriage of Thetis they
were peculiarly appropriate. It is unnecessary to add,

that if the vase did not describe the contest, it can be of

no service in explaining the pediment of the Parthenon

further than as furnishing an additional instance of the

association of Venus and Peitho in the Athenian mytho-

logy. To the other arguments adduced by Mr. Wil-

kins, in support of the opinion that the western pediment

described the contest, I have nothing to oppose, more

than has already been submitted to the reader in Section

VIII., unless it be to ask one question, If the composi-

tion of the western pediment described the contest., where

was Jupiter, by whom the contest was decided ?

XVII.

NOTE TO PAGE 287;, NOTE 1.

As it is in his life of Herodes, and in the midst of

his description of the Panathenaic stadium of that ce-

lebrated Athenian, that Philostratus introduces his ac-

count of the manner in which the peplus of Minerva,

in the Panathenaic procession, was carried through the

city as a sail to a ship, there is reason to think that

Herodes was the first to exhibit this pageant. In con-

firmation, it may be remarked, that the ship is not men-

tioned by any author older than Philostratus ; that the

contrivance does not seem very consonant with Athenian

taste in its purest times ; and that there is no appearance

of any such custom on the frize of the Parthenon, where

the peplus is received by the archon Basileus from the

hands of a boy.
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VI*.

NOTE TO PAGE 130.

In the royal library at Paris, there is a duplicate of the

coin, \vhich represents the north

side of the Acropolis, better pre-

served than that in the British

Museum, which is engraved in

the beginning of this volume.

The Parisian coin, which is an-

nexed, as published by the late

M. Millin, conservator of the

royal collection, in his Galerie Mythologique, (No. 138.)

shows, to the left of the cave of Pan, another cavern,

which I take to be meant for the Agraulium. I am in-

clined to think that the same sanctuary was also intended

to be shown upon a marble brought from Athens, by Sir

R. Worsley, where six suppliants, with a lamb, are repre-

sented standing before a cave, wherein are Cecrops and

his three daughters, whose superior stature shows them to

be deified persons. In one corner of the sculpture on the

outside of the cave Pan is seen, with his pipes and goats'

legs. (See Museum Worsleyanum, p. 19.) The smallest

and easternmost of the three caverns may possibly have

been sacred to Herse.
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NOTE III*. TO PAGE 40*.

It appears from Mr. Dodwell's Travels, vol. 1, p. 392,

that my conjecture is not correct, as to the statue which

filled the third niche of the monument of Philopappus,
when that niche was in existence. Mr. Dodwell informs us,

that, in the Barbarini library at Rome, there is a manu-

script copy of the drawings and observations of Ciriaco

d'Ancona, who visited Athens more than two centuries be-

fore Spon and Wheler. In one of these drawings,the monu-

ment of Philopappus is represented entire with the third

statue, and the following words under its niche : BA2IAETS

2EAETKOS ANTIOXOT NIKATHP. Philopappus, there-

fore, who occupied the central niche with his own statue,

had placed his grandfather Antiochus, last king of Com-

magene, on his right hand, and Seleucus Nicator, the

founder of the royal dynasty from which he descended,

on his left.
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